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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OVERVIEW
This Design and Access Statement (DAS) has been prepared by FaulknerBrowns
Architects, Child Graddon Lewis Architects and Gross Max Landscape Architects
on behalf of the Royal Borough of Greenwich (RBG) and developers Hill Residential
Limited.
The document supports a single detailed planning application for a comprehensive
new masterplan that includes a state of the art Leisure Centre as part of a new
residential neighbourhood. These elements have been designed concurrently and in
collaboration between two design teams under a single site-wide vision, to ensure
an appropriate, cohesive and symbiotic design response. The application documents
include full details of the Leisure Centre and the residential design proposals.

Commercial

Number of Homes

Leisure Centre

1070m² of commercial floor space at
street level within the residential
blocks to activate the street scene
and the community square

482 high quality sustainable
homes, including 168 (35%) new
affordable and 45 (9%) family
homes with three bedrooms

New state-of-the-art leisure
centre

Community square

Cycling

Landscape Uses

New public square complementing
General Gordon Square and
Beresford Square. A community
focused space for local events,
socialising and cultural
festivals

882 secure bike storage spaces
for residents are provided as
well as generous visitor cycle
parking, promoting a healthy
life style

45% of the whole site is public
landscaped space. 2160m² green
area with diverse vegetation and
5040m² hard landscaped space
dedicated to communal amenity

These proposals have been informed by a thorough consultation process with the
Greater London Authority (GLA), the RBG Planning Authority, and the Greenwich
Design Review Panel (DRP), as well as local residents and interest groups.
The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project manifests an ambitious vision by RBG to
improve community access to health and wellbeing facilities, alongside a significant
contribution towards meeting the growing need for new homes in the Borough. This
is an important regeneration of a currently under-utilised site, and will replace the
existing Waterfront Leisure Centre, but as a prominent town-centre facility that
will improve ease of access for the community. The new residential buildings will
comprise a combination of private-for-sale and affordable homes, and will contribute
towards the cross-funding of the new Leisure Centre. The third element of the
wider strategy is the renovation of the Tramshed Theatre which is currently under
construction under the stewardship of the same project team.
The site presents a complex challenge but one which also creates exciting
opportunities. The over arching Health and Wellbeing vision has been central to
the evolution of the proposals, informing all decision-making processes to ensure
these maximise the site's potential and optimise the proposed offer to the people
of Woolwich. This vision has been structured into four key principles: Community,
Connectivity, Quality and Character.
In consideration of the above, we believe that we have created a sensitive and
appropriate response to the site and its context. Proposals optimise an existing
under-utilised part of Woolwich Town Centre to create an inclusive shared community
neighbourhood to be used and enjoyed by all.
The proposal is a mixed use development including a new Leisure Centre (F1 Use),
alongside 482 residential dwellings (C3 Use) and commercial units (E Use). In addition,
a new public realm is provided which cohesively integrates all three elements of the
masterplan together. This new public realm consists of hard and soft landscaping,
highways works, parking, servicing and access as well as associated plant.
The design and access statement should be read in conjunction with other planning
documents and drawings which have been submitted as part of this application.
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HOUSING UNIT MIX

HOUSING TENURE MIX

1 Bedroom Homes:

198no.

41%

RBG Social Rent:

51no.

11%

2 Bedroom Homes:

239no.

50%

Shared Ownership Homes:

117no.

24%

3 Bedroom Homes:

45no.

9%

Private Sale Homes:

314no.

65%

Total:

482no.

100%

Total:

482no.

100%

Visual of the development from General Gordon Sq.
The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project - Design and Access Statement
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1.00 		

VISION AND BRIEF
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1.01

PURPOSE

INTRODUCTION
The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project will regenerate an important town centre site in
the form of a comprehensive new masterplan centred around a health and wellbeing
vision. The proposal includes a new community leisure centre alongside new homes
set within a vibrant new neighbourhood.
The Royal Borough of Greenwich's vision is to create a destination both during the
day and into the evening that attracts more people into the area, bringing with it
social, economic and environmental benefits. Proximity to a major public transport
infrastructure hub makes this site ideally placed to facilitate this, through convenient
access to the new leisure centre but also an attractive location where residents can
live, work, play, exercise and relax within walking distances of their homes.
The proposals include a range of facilities and spaces that will offer significant
social value to the existing and new community; the new Leisure Centre will include
a range of community facilities accessible to all and it will be connected to the
newly refurbished Tramshed Theatre. New areas of public open space including a
community square capable of hosting a range of events and a central garden with
areas of children's play will sit at the heart of the site.
The new Leisure Centre will contribute economically to Woolwich. Sport England
have assessed the economic impact sport has on society, and identified sport and
physical activity as contributing £39 billion to the UK’s economy, with a significant
portion of this coming from grassroots sport. As such, the economic impact of sport
is a fundamental part of RBG's strategy and justifies this much needed investment in a
state of the art leisure facility.
Alongside this, the Council and its delivery partner Hill Residential Limited will deliver
much needed new homes for the Borough. The proposals include a range of tenures
and sizes for residents on the Council's housing list, shared ownership and private
sale homes. These will be complemented with new commercial floorspace to provide
activation at ground floor level and facilitating new job opportunities within the town
centre.
There are also numerous environmental benefits within the proposals, centred
around the Health and Wellbeing Vision. An increase in biodiversity within the site, the
creation of a car free environment to promote public transport / cycling, and a district
heating system which utilises low-zero carbon technology to produce energy and
which will deliver 80% of the sites heating demand.
This vision to promote physical activity and social connectivity is weaved through the
principles of the masterplan design and aims to embed philosophies within the new
residential neighbourhood which address physical and mental health and wellbeing.
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Providing a state of the art new Leisure Centre
Delivery of much needed new homes
A place for the community to discover
Greening the urban realm
Reconnecting the neighbourhood
Social integration
Sustainable development
Supporting town centre growth
New public spaces
Promoting healthy living
Proposals viewed from General Gordon Square

10
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1.02

VISION AND BRIEF

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
The existing Waterfront Leisure Centre sits on the edge of the River Thames, north
of Woolwich Town Centre. The building is disconnected from the town centre, and
the proposal is to relocate the facility into the heart of Woolwich, as part of a wider
residential masterplan, where the high footfall and adjacent public transportation
infrastructure will help improve equity of access, increase participation in sport, and
ultimately improve health and wellbeing within the community.

EXISTING WATERFRONT
LEISURE CENTRE

Existing Waterfront Centre: Sports Hall

The new Leisure Centre will replace the existing Waterfront Leisure Centre facilities,
but will provide a more diverse, contemporary mix of facilities, reflective of a
modern leisure centre. There are high expectations for the Leisure Centre to actively
contribute to the town centre in several ways:
—
—
—
—
—

Existing Waterfront Centre: Swimming Pools

As the town centre moves away from a purely retail focus, the 			
Leisure Centre will act as both a flagship and a catalyst building creating a 		
destination within the heart of Woolwich for people to visit and enjoy.
The building will offer safe, welcoming and meaningful public space at 		
ground floor level which will become a valuable public amenity.
A heavy focus on community inclusion
To provide opportunities for the residents of the Borough to lead a more 		
healthy and active lifestyle and in time to decrease the number of people 		
who suffer from obesity within the area.
To provide state of the art facilities for both swimming and a variety of 		
dry sports, as well as the flexibility for a range of other physical activity and
social experiences.

A NEW SUSTAINABLE NEIGHBOURHOOD
Alongside the Leisure Centre is the principle of creating more homes in the heart of
the town centre, close to Woolwich’s amenities including shops, leisure facilities and
green spaces, as well as employment areas. In addition, the wide range of homes and
tenures will offer choice and support a more sustainable neighbourhood.

PROPOSED SITE

This site also has the ability to bring much needed public realm and biodiversity
into central Woolwich, promoting a more sustainable future and placing health and
wellbeing at the heart of the scheme. This will also be a car free development which
will have a positive impact on not only the spaces within this development but also the
site's wider context.
Existing Waterfront Centre: Spinning Studio

Aerial site plan: location of the proposed leisure centre in relation to the existing Waterfront centre

Due to the sites location adjacent to significant public transport infrastructure, it
has a Public Transport Access Level (PTAL) of 6b, the highest possible score. By
comparison, the current Waterfront Leisure Centre site has a PTAL rating of 5, which
illustrates the advantage of the proposed site on both the new Leisure Centre and
proposed new homes.

Existing Waterfront Centre: Reception
The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project - Design and Access Statement
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1.03
UNLOCKING THE SITE'S
OPPORTUNITIES

1

2

INCREASING ACCESSIBILITY TO
SPORT

EXEMPLARY NEW HOMES FOR
EXISTING AND NEW RESIDENTS

WIDER SOCIAL BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSALS

3

4

DELIVERY OF TENURE BLIND
AFFORDABLE HOMES

HIGH QUALITY LANDSCAPING AND
PUBLIC REALM

The proposals will bring wider benefits to the area through improving participation in
sport, promoting community identity, and enabling wider social/community/economic
growth. These benefits include:
1.

Increasing accessibility to sport, health and wellbeing
Through the creation of an inclusive state of the art leisure facility.

2.

Exemplary new homes for existing and new residents
Sustainable homes with direct access to wide reaching local public transport and
local amenities and facilities.

3.

Delivery of tenure blind affordable homes
Improving social integration with focus on high quality design and delivery of new
homes across the tenure spectrum.

4.

High quality landscaping and public realm
A diverse range of public, semi-private and private landscape settings within a
safe neighbourhood that facilitate community participation and collaboration.

5.

New garden spaces and habitats creating a sustainable and accessible place for
residents
Encouraging biodiversity, creating educational landscape environments, and
exploring opportunities for residents to take ownership and curate.

6.

New flexible commercial space centred around the new public square
Commercial and hospitality offer animates the threshold into the new
neighbourhood.

7.

Providing performance and outdoor facilities for the community in the new
square
Creating a dynamic setting for entertainment, collaboration and community
expression

8.

Children's play areas
Focus on providing play areas on site as an integral part of the new
neighbourhood that meet the needs of a wide demographic of young people.

9.

Public art in partnership with the local community
Development of public art that reflects the history, people and heritage of the
Woolwich community, expressed through both landscaping and the built form.

10. A commitment to local employment, labour and suppliers. Opportunities for
training and apprenticeships
A social value approach to development that invests in people and fulfils our
commitment to protecting the environment by sourcing locally.
11. Creating and improving routes through the development
Reinstating permeability, improving cross-connectivity, and access to public and
sustainable transport.
12. Sport as a means to improve lifelong learning, preventing illnesses and reducing
crime
Sport programmes have been found to improve learning through participation at
a young age, preventing the risk of over 20 illnesses as well as reducing crime.
12
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Public Performances - General Gordon Square

5

6

NEW GARDEN SPACES AND
HABITATS CREATING A SUSTAINABLE
AND ACCESSIBLE PLACE FOR
RESIDENTS

NEW FLEXIBLE COMMERCIAL
SPACE CENTRED AROUND THE
NEW PUBLIC SQUARE

7

8

PROVIDING PERFORMANCE AND
OUTDOOR FACILITIES FOR THE
COMMUNITY IN THE NEW SQUARE

CHILDREN'S PLAY AREAS

Public Art - Weavers of Woolwich

9

10

PUBLIC ART IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

A COMMITMENT TO LOCAL
EMPLOYMENT, LABOUR AND
SUPPLIERS. OPPORTUNITIES FOR
TRAINING AND APPRENTICESHIPS

11

12

CREATING AND IMPROVING
ROUTES THROUGH THE
DEVELOPMENT

SPORT AS A MEANS TO IMPROVE
LIFELONG LEARNING, PREVENTING
ILLNESSES AND REDUCING CRIME

Social Benefits of the Proposed Residential Development

Tramshed - Youth Workshops

1.04

DOCUMENT STRUCTURE

This Design and Access Statement has been structured to follow the guidance set out
in the CABE 'Design and Access Statements - How to write, read and use them' as well
as the National Planning Policy guidance.
The document is structured to cover 6 areas: The Site and Context, Masterplan,
Sustainability, Landscape Design, Leisure Centre Design, and the Proposed
Residential and Commercial Design.
—
—

—

—
—
—

The Site and Context - Introducing the key site constraints and opportunities as
well as how these have informed the design process.
Masterplan - This section discusses the evolution of the masterplan and the
decisions which have been taken by the design team during the development
of the masterplan. It also goes into further detail about how the proposed
masterplan links together and back to the Urban Design Principles which have
informed the brief.
Leisure Centre Proposal - Discusses the development process, and how the final
design has been informed through key stakeholders and consultation groups. It
also addresses the inclusiveness of the design and accessibility to the proposed
leisure facilities.
Residential and Commercial Proposal - This similarly shows th design process
as well as the detailed final design of both the residential and commercial units
within the site.
Public Realm and Landscape Design - Focuses in detail on the principles and
proposals for the landscape and public realm design.
Sustainability - This sets out the energy, biodiversity and SuDs strategy for the
site.

Proposed Community Square
The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project - Design and Access Statement
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2.00

THE SITE AND CONTEXT
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2.01

CITY CONTEXT

CITY LOCATION

30 MIN WALK

The wards of Woolwich occupies a central location in the Royal Borough of
Greenwich, 13.7km to the East of London City Centre. Woolwich sits on the south
bank of the Thames.

GALLION’S HILL

Woolwich is comprised of two wards, Woolwich Common and Woolwich Riverside and
is bounded by the wards of Peninsula and Charlton to the West, Glyndon to the East
and Kidbrooke and Hornfair, and Shooters Hill to the South.

20 MIN WALK

The district's location on the River Thames led to its status as an important naval,
military and industrial area; a role that was maintained throughout the 16th, 17th,
18th, 19th and most of the 20th century. After several decades of economic hardship
and social deprivation, the area is now subject to several large-scale urban renewal
projects.

FOOT TUNNEL

10 MIN WALK

WARDS OF WOOLWICH
The adjacent pedshed map illustrates walking distances from the proposed site in the
wider Woolwich and Greenwich context. The Woolwich foot tunnel provides access
from the Woolwich riverside across the river to the neighbouring North Woolwich
London Borough of Newham North of the Thames within 20 minutes. The adjacent
Woolwich Ferry carries pedestrians, cyclists, and vehicles between Woolwich and
North Woolwich. The Royal Albert Dock can be reached from the site in a 30 minute
walk from the site.

MARYON
PARK

SITE

The new masterplan is located in Woolwich town centre, within the Royal Borough
of Greenwich. The site is positioned to the south-east of General Gordon Square,
and is bounded by Vincent Road to the north, Wilmount Street to the south, and the
Armstrong Estate to the east.

WINN’S COMMON

BARRACK FIELD

EAST WICKHAM
OPEN SPACE
BLACKHEATH

OCLEAS WOOD
AND MEADOW

Pedshed map indicating the site location and walking distances to surrounding areas
16
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2.02

3

7

5

6

2

WOOLWICH CONTEXT
35

8
1
11
10

9

34
The 1.57ha site (highlighted in red)
is bound by Vincent Road to the north, the
Armstrong Estate to the east, Wilmount Street to the south and Woolwich New Road
to the west.12Within the vicinity of the site and to the immediate west is General Gordon
Square and Equitable
13 House located opposite. Woolwich New Road is a very busy
vehicular route that serves
major bus routes alongside general vehicular traffic.
14

4
3
7

5
17

35

18

20

8

11

21

10

9

22
35

23
34

37

31

12
13

24
14

17

21

32

15

22

29

19

26

35

23

33

25

31

36

24
32

27

26
33
28

28

The surrounding context include a number of heritage assets including listed and
locally listed buildings (including the Tramshed Theatre and the Bull Tavern Building)
and nearby Conservation Areas to the north and west of the site. There are also a
number of public open spaces including Barrack Field and Maribor Park.

30

37

27

The proposed location offers excellent connectivity with adjacency to a major public
25
transport hub, making it36generally more accessible to the public. In addition, the new
Elizabeth Line Crossrail station is under a 10 minute walk from the site. The central
nature of the site means it is positioned in closer proximity to the critical mass of
the districts population, further encouraging both cycling and walking as a more
sustainable methods of accessing the facilities.

16

18

20

The 15
historic Tramshed Theatre, a former generating station, is located to the southwest corner16of the site and is currently occupied by the Greenwich and Lewisham
Young People’s Theatre (GLYPT). The building is of historical significance within
Woolwich town centre. The Ramgarhia Sikh Association of Woolwich building and
29
associated car
parking bounds the south-east corner of the site, with the Armstrong
19
Estate, which consists of four accommodation towers, situated beyond this to the
east, within a generous landscape setting.
30

1. Woolwich Ferry and South Pier
2. Woolwich Foot Tunnel
3. Existing Waterfront Leisure Centre
4. The Waterfront - Royal Arsenal Riverside Redevelopment
5. Maribor Park
6. The Royal Arsenal Woolwich Pier and Ferry
7. The Royal Arsenal Former Paper Cartridge Factory - Grade II
8. Saint Mary Magdelene, Woolwich with St.Andrew United Reformed Church
9. Woolwich Conservation Area
10. Macbean Street Woolwich Redevelopment
11. Royal Arsenal Brass Foundry - Grade I
12. Beresford Square and Woolwich Market
13. The former Woolwich Covered Market - Grade II
14. Spray Street Quater Redevelopment
15. Equitable House - Grade II

1. Woolwich Ferry and South Pier
2. Woolwich Foot Tunnel
3. Existing Waterfront Leisure Centre
4. The Waterfront - Royal Arsenal Riverside Redevelopment
5. Maribor Park
6. The Royal Arsenal Woolwich Pier and Ferry
7. The Royal Arsenal Former Paper Cartridge Factory - Grade II
8. St. Mary Magdalene, Woolwich with St.Andrew United Reformed Church
9. Woolwich Conservation Area
10. Macbean Street Woolwich Redevelopment
11. Royal Arsenal Brass Foundry - Grade I
12. Beresford Square and Woolwich Market
13. The former Woolwich Covered Market - Grade II
14. Spray Street Quarter Redevelopment
15. Equitable House - Grade II
16. Woolwich Arsenal Station
17. The University of Greenwich, Woolwich Campus - Grade II
18. General Gordon Square
19. Tramshed Theatre
20. Public Baths
21. Woolwich Town Hall - Grade II*
22. Woolwich Cinema
16. Woolwich Arsenal Station
17. The University of Greenwich, Woolwich Campus - 23.
GradeThe
II Woolwich Centre, RBG Council offices and Woolwich Centre Library
18. General Gordon Square
24. Roman Catholic Church of St. Peter - Grade II
19. Greenwich and Lewisham Young People’s Theatre (The Tramshed)
25. Ramgarhia Sikh Association
20. Public Baths
26. Royal Artillery Barracks
21. Woolwich Town Hall - Grade II*
22. Woolwich Cinema
27. Woolwich Common Conservation Area
23. The Woolwich Centre, Local Government Office and Woolwich Centre Library
28. Barrack Field
24. Roman Catholic Church of St. Peter - Grade II
29. The Bull Tavern
25. Ramgarhia Sikh Association
30. Meridian Home Start
26. Royal Artillery Barracks
27. Woolwich Common Conservation Area
31. Tesco
28. Barrack Field
32. Wellington Quarter
33. Trinity Walk
34. The Waterfront - Royal Arsenal Riverside
35. Woolwich Central Phase 3
36. Armstrong Estate

Parks & &
Public
Gardens
Parks
Public
Gardens
Civic Buildings
Civic
Buildings
Listed Buildings
Listed
Buildings
Public Squares
Public
Squares

Site
Boundary
Site Boundary
Redevelopment AreasAreas
Redevelopment

Contextual Site Analysis Plan
1. Woolwich Ferry and South Pier
2. Woolwich Foot Tunnel
3. Existing Waterfront Leisure Centre
4. The Waterfront - Royal Arsenal Riverside Redevelopment
5. Maribor Park
6. The Royal Arsenal Woolwich Pier and Ferry
7. The Royal Arsenal Former Paper Cartridge Factory - Grade II

16. Woolwich Arsenal Station
17. The University of Greenwich, Woolwich Campus - Grade II
18. General Gordon Square
19. Greenwich and Lewisham Young People’s Theatre (The Tramshed)
20. Public Baths
21. Woolwich Town Hall - Grade II*
22. Woolwich Cinema

Parks & Public Gardens

The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project - Design and Access Statement
Civic Buildings

Listed Buildings
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2.03

CURRENT SITE CONDITION

The site consists of a range of commercial units on Vincent Road and Woolwich New
Road, the Bull Tavern Building, a surface car park and parking garage. The frontage
onto General Gordon Square offers little animation and connectivity and this theme
runs throughout the application boundary. There is little permeability for pedestrians
through the site which currently disconnects the Armstrong Estate and areas to the
south from General Gordon Square and Woolwich Arsenal Station.

Ne
wR
oad

There is significant pedestrian footfall to the western boundary of the site along
Woolwich New Road and General Gordon Square but the current arrangement does
not facilitate any permeability to the east, with pedestrians having to navigate the site
periphery via Vincent Road and Wilmount Street to head eastward.

W
oo
lw

i ch

Until its recent demolition, the heart of the site was occupied by a Wilko retail store
and associated 149 space car park, accessed via Helen Street.
The eastern quarter of the site, consists of Troy Court and a disused multi-storey
car park building. Troy Court is a two-storey social housing building with associated
landscape, and is bounded on three sites by the Wilko retail store, two storey car
park, and Sikh Temple car park, with tall bounding walls and razorwire parapets.

1

General
Gordon Square

View of Viscount House General Gordon Square

1

The Tramshed Theatre is currently decanted from the Tramshed building and are
temporarily occupying space within Viscount House whilst refurbishment works
are undertaken. Once complete, they will vacate Viscount House. The Bull Tavern
Building situated on Vincent Road is a locally listed building which is visible from the
egress of Woolwich Arsenal Station.
Woolwich New Road is located to the west of the site and accommodates a several
bus stops in both directions. Vincent Road bounds the north of the site, with bus stops
located to the north side and a taxi rank is located to the south side, to the west of
the Bull Tavern. A series of pay-and-display car parking bays are located to the east
of Vincent Road. Wilmont Street is a one-way street located to the south of the site.
There is an existing service layby to the east of the Tramshed and adjacent to the
existing substation.

W

oo
lw
ic

hN

ew
Ro
ad

2

Vincent Road

4

W

ilm

ou

nt

St

re
e

t

2

View from Vincent Road Multi Storey Car Park Looking West

4

View Wilko car park towards Troy Court

Armstrong Estate

KEY: CURRENT SITE CONDITION
Site Boundary
Tramshed Site Boundary
Cross site pedestrian route
Main vehicular / pedestrian access routes route
Camera Position
Aeriel plan indicating the site boundary
18
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2.04

KEY: EXISTING ACCESS ROUTES
Cycle parking
Key cycle route
Key pedestrian route
Main highway
Key roads
One way streets
London Underground
Access to National Rail
Bus stops

ACCESS

The adjacent diagram illustrates the existing vehicular, pedestrian, cycle and public
transport infrastructure that serves the immediate site and wider context, including
existing cycle parking.
The site benefits from an extensive public transport infrastructure network which is
illustrated on the adjacent plan and the diagram below which also highlights the site
as having a PTAL rating of 6B.
The area is also well served by access to primary and secondary cycle routes. A
number of cycle parking spaces are located along Woolwich New Road and off
General Gordon Square, however, there is little cycle parking east of Woolwich New
Road.
Woolwich Arsenal station is located adjacent to the junction of Woolwich New Road
and Vincent Road and is a National Rail and Docklands Light Railway (DLR) paired
interchange station. The new Crossrail train station is located approximately 220m to
the north of the site, providing access to the Elizabeth Line.
The current pedestrian access to the site is predominantly via General Gordon Square,
with key pedestrian routes also located along Wilmount Street and Vincent Road. It
is possible for pedestrians to walk through the existing car park on the site, although
this route is not inviting and not commonly used.

Woolwich Arsenal
Pier

Woolwich Ferry
South Pier

99
301/672

99

422/386

51/386

177/472
N1

KEY: PTAL RATING

180

177/472
Elizabeth Line Crossrail

N1
301/672

180

161
122/244/469
96

161

6B

54

Existing Cycle and Pedestrian96 routes
178

6A

54
Woolwich Arsenal
DLR Station

658

5
5
177/472
291

3

53/N53
422/386
54

291
178
122/244/469

2

51/386

161

177/472
180

658

1
Existing Access Routes

PETAL rating of local public transport infrastructure - Information from TFL website
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2.05

PLANNING CONTEXT

IMMEDIATE PLANNING CONTEXT
The adjacent plan highlights the recent planning approvals across the site and within
the surrounding context which have informed the development proposals for the site:
—1 J N Handley & Sons, 19-20 Vincent Road. Status - Approved
—

4

Demolition of existing building and construction of a 5 storey building (plus
basement) comprising 8 no. units for residential use, and 269sq.m of office
floorspace (Class B1). The permission has not been implemented.

7

1

—2 17 Vincent Road. Status - Approved
—

Construction of a two storey rear and first floor rear extension for sub-division of
the ground floor Cab Office (Class Sui Generis) to create a Retail unit (Class A1)
with a new shop front, formation of a 1x3-bed self-contained flat (C3).

2

—3 51-53 Woolwich New Road, Woolwich Tramshed (Greenwich and Lewisham Young
People’s Theatre). Status - Approved

5

Application for the Tramshed which is within the RBG Local Heritage List 2019
and sits on the edge of the application boundary Refurbishment and extension of
the existing building to provide theatre and office space.

8

—4 Ramgarhia Association, Sikh Temple, Masons Hill. Status - Completed
The Ramgarhia Association, Sikh Temple, which has recently completed an
extension sits outside but on the edge of the application boundary.
—5 14 Vincent Road, The Bull Tavern
The Bull Tavern has planning permission for conversion of the upper floors to a
HMO: 17/2561/F: Retrospective application for the change of use from residential
(C3) to a 10 room HMO (Sui Generis) at first floor level.

10

9
3

—6 Woolwich Central, Phase 3, Thomas Street. Status - Live Application
—

Construction of a 15 storey tower with 134 residential dwellings to the south of
General Gordon Square, including commercial use.

—7 Spray Street Quarter - Approved
Demolition of existing buildings (excluding the Grade II listed Former Woolwich
Covered Market and elements of 1a-c to 11 Woolwich New Road) and
the construction of a mixed use development comprising residential dwellings
(3-23 storeys), commercial, business and service uses, community use, drinking
establishment(s) and a cinema, associated public realm, landscape and highway
works. Internal and external alterations to the Former Woolwich Covered Market.
—8 Wilko Store Demolition - Approved
The building has been demolished and site cleared.

6

As part of the proposed development RBG are acquiring all of the properties on
Vincent Road, including 14, 17, and 19-20.
Aerial site plan showing the location of the proposed masterplan
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5.11 Visualisation
View from DLR Station

1

19-20 Vincent Road proposal

2

17 Vincent Road, Current Condition

3

Woolwich New Road, Tram Shed

4

Ramgarhia Association, Sikh Temple

5

14 Vincent Road, Bull Tavern

6

Woolwich Central, Phase 3

Woolwich Central Phases 3 and 4 | design and access statement

9

General Gordon Square, Equitable House

7

Woolwich New Road, Spray Street Quarter

10 Viscount House Building
The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project - Design and Access Statement
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2.06
EXISTING HERITAGE 				
		CONTEXT

WOOLWICH HISTORY
Woolwich is a famous historic town situated three miles east of Greenwich, and has a
rich heritage as a naval and military district.
Following the founding of the Royal Dockyard in 1513, Woolwich saw rapid
naval expansion. The Royal Laboratory was established in 1715, manufacturing
ammunitions, and a burst of activity from 1716 to 1720 saw the formation of the
Royal Regiment of Artillery and the construction of its first barracks – as well as of a
brass foundry, a new mansion house and the ‘great pile’ of buildings at Dial Square,
which was probably the work of Nicholas Hawksmoor. The Royal Military Academy
was founded at Woolwich in 1741.

Woolwich Works

beresford Square Open Air Market

Woolwich Town Hall

Equitable House

Woolwich Royal Arsenal Gatehouse

Woolwich Royal Arsenal Foundry

In 1805 the Royal Arsenal was officially established and became the world’s
foremost munitions works. Military use of the Royal Arsenal site ceased in 1994 – the
culmination of a period of decline. The arsenal’s buildings were taken over by English
Partnerships for the development of housing, light industry and leisure facilities.
There are several projects running in tandem to the Woolwich Leisure Centre Project
that are looking to protect and enhance the heritage of Woolwich, namely the
Woolwich Works, Public Market as well as Woolwich Estates renewal. It is important
that the new masterplan contributes to this agenda.
There are also a number of significant buildings of architectural heritage within the
surrounding context of the site, these include the Woolwich Town Hall, Woolwich
Market Square, Royal Arsenal Gatehouse and Equitable House. The proposed
masterplan seeks to preserve and enhance this heritage, with the refurbishment
of the Tramshed Theatre and façade retention of the Bull Tavern, alongside new
architecture that seeks to sensitively build upon the rich heritage of the site and wider
area.

22
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2.07

TOPOGRAPHY AND LEVELS

TOPOGRAPHICAL FEATURES

B-B

The topographical survey opposite identifies changes in level across the site.
This has been taken into account with regard to disabled access around the site, such
as routes from disabled parking and other points of access. The current spot heights
around the site are shown on the adjacent map. Whilst sloping, the steepest over the
distances measured appears to be 1:28, which is shallower than the 1:20
that would typically be acceptable for a new, disabled-accessible landscape.

A-A

The most extreme change in level is from the middle of the site along Vincent Road
(10.9m) to the farthest southern tip (14.8m) - a height difference of nearly 4 metres
- at least a storey-height. The ground floor of this development needs to take into
account this exterior ground level, which needs to be considered with respect to level
entrance points and disabled access, as well as active frontages.
There are a number of mature trees along the site boundary edge which define the
transition between Troy Court and the Armstrong Estate.

Site section A-A

Site section B-B

Long elevation - Vincent Road

Graphical Topographical Plan

Long elevation - Wilmount Street
The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project - Design and Access Statement
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2.08
CONSTRAINTS AND 				
		OPPORTUNITIES

Crescent Road

Plumstead
0.8 miles
Vincent Road

King George V
1.2 miles

3

Spray Street

OVERVIEW

Anglesea Road

4

Since the adoption of the Woolwich Town Centre Masterplan SPD, a number of new
developments have been brought forward, including the Royal Arsenal Riverside,
Woolwich Civic Centre, Woolwich Central, and the Spray Street developments.

5
2

The Royal Arsenal and Spray Street developments are located to the north of
the proposed masterplan site and comprise of comparatively dense mixed-use
accommodation, including residential towers, which create increased height and scale
towards the riverside.

Wilmount Street

1
13

The construction is expected to start in 2023 for the Spray Street Development
which is also known as Woolwich Exchange. A revised planning application has been
submitted for the Woolwich Central Phases 3 & 4 development adjacent to the Tesco.
This is another scheme with a dense mixed-use accommodation. The tower block has
been reduced from the 27 storeys in the original application and is currently shown as
15 storeys.

12

10

7

6

11
8

14

9

The townscape of Woolwich has been evolving over the past decade, aligning with
the Woolwich Town Centre masterplan which was produced in 2012. The vision of
which was to revitalise Woolwich through a vibrant mix of retail, culture, leisure,
community, offices and housing.
Reviewing the transition of Woolwich into an increased urban townscape to the North
of General Gordon Square especially with the new Spray street development, the site
will sit on a very interesting position between a new urban scale, the Armstrong estate
(11 storey housing blocks to the East), the civic presence of General Gordon Square
and Equitable House, and the cultural offering and heritage of the Tramshed Theatre.

Thomas Street

Powis Street

This provides an opportunity for the proposed masterplan to explore scale and
massing changes which respond to the existing context alongside this new emerging
urban scale.
The map opposite illustrates the broader planning context for the project, and
includes reference to conservation areas, listed buildings, public squares, and future
key development sites highlighted within the Woolwich Town Centre SPD document.
These include the Royal Arsenal Riverside, Woolwich Centre, and Woolwich Central
phase 1 & 2 developments, which have been completed recently, alongside The Spray
Street development to the north of the site.
The site is located adjacent to the Woolwich Conservation Area, with General Gordon
Square and Equitable House bounding the western edge of the proposed site. The
datum height of the Grade II listed Equitable House has been cited by the Local
Planning Authority as a key constraint for any adjacent development, and this has
been considered as part of the evolving massing strategy.
A series of new developments, such as the Royal Arsenal Riverside, the Woolwich
Centre and Woolwich Central developments have recently been completed and set
new urban design and massing datums to respond to.
The Spray Street development to the north of the proposed masterplan further builds
upon this evolving townscape and will influence the masterplan design response on a
wider urban scale.

3D Site Analysis

Key
Site boundary
Transport links
Proposed buildings
Listed buildings
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1 Royal Arsenal Riverside
2 Spray Street Development
3 Armstrong Estate
4 Ramgarhia Sikh Association
5 Walpole Place
6 Woolwich Central

Open public realm
High-rise residential
Civic buildings
Southeastern to London Bridge Station
Thameslink to London Kings Cross
DLR to Stratford & Central London
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Woolwich Dockyard
0.8 miles

7 Woolwich Central Phase 3
8 Woolwich Civic Centre
9 Woolwich Town Hall
10 The Tramshed Theatre
11 General Gordon Square
12 Equitable House
13 Royal Arsenal Station
14 Entrance to Royal Arsenal

18

14

20
7

16
10

2.08
CONSTRAINTS AND 				
		OPPORTUNITIES
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14
6

7
7
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7

7

7
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6

7
7
SCALE AND MASSING

7

14

21

The adjacent diagrams illustrate the storey-heights of buildings in close proximity to
the site, but also identifies the scale of new developments that have been brought
forward within the wider Woolwich context.

11

21

13
15

8

16

21
4

13

5

5
11
14

15
22

An approach to appropriate scale and massing for the masterplan subsequently
explored low-scale development addressing Wilmount Street to the south, to higher
scale plots addressing Vincent Road and the future Spray Street development
beyond, as illustrated by the diagram opposite. This logic also applies in the east-west
direction between the generally low scale civic massing of General Gordon Square
to the west, towards the increased scale associated with the Armstrong Estate to the
east.

4

15

8
9

9

4

7

14

11

9
4

11
14

12

Since the adoption of the SPD, a number of new developments have been brought
forward, including the Royal Arsenal Riverside, Woolwich Civic Centre, Woolwich
Central, and the Spray Street developments. The Royal Arsenal and Spray Street
developments are located to the north of the proposed masterplan site and comprise
of comparatively dense mixed-use accommodation, including residential towers,
which create increased height and scale towards the riverside.

5

13

15

SITE INFLUENCES
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4
4

21

4

SPRAY STREET QUARTER
(SCHEME CURRENTLY UNDER REVIEW)

11

3

ROYAL ARSENAL RIVERSIDE
DEVELOPMENT

11

7

ARMSTRONG ESTATE

11

16
7
10
9

10

6
6

5

GENERAL GORDON
SQUARE

8

5

IUM

MED

Scale and massing principles

25
6

RESIDENTIAL

LEISURE CENTRE

7

11

EQUITABLE HOUSE

8

7

7

7

7

Key - Local Tall Buildings
00

Existing building (height in storeys)

00

Building under construction (height in storeys)

00

Approved building (Height in storeys)

00

Proposed building (Height in storeys)

Woolwich building heights diagram
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3.00

MASTERPLAN
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3.01

CHAPTER SUMMARY

3.02

This section describes the background and evolution of the masterplan and design
principles that have informed the final proposals. Set out below is a summary of this
section.
The masterplan proposals have evolved through an iterative process, embedded with
the core aims of creating a place that is valued by the local community in Woolwich,
and is based on the vision described in earlier sections.
The vision and core aims, explored within chapter 1 are delivered through a
masterplan that
—
—
—
—

provides sustainable, positive regeneration
includes significant community uses in the form of a new leisure centre,
community square and green spaces
supports a sustainable community through mixed tenure housing including
affordable homes and new commercial floor space
physically connects into and becomes part of Woolwich’s life and culture

This is achieved through a design-led approach to create a place that contributes
positively to Woolwich, connected to its surroundings, and that is sustainable, naturerich, safe and accessible to a wide variety of people.
The vision described in chapter 1 incorporates the over-arching themes of Community,
Character, Connectivity and Quality. In turn, each theme is informed through a multilayered approach addressing how the development (including the Tramshed Theatre)
will not only be a significant offer for the local community, but will be transformative
for Woolwich town centre.

URBAN DESIGN &
MASTERPLAN PRINCIPLES

URBAN DESIGN THEMES

KEY DESIGN DRIVERS

Our core aims and vision reinforce key policy drivers including the Urban Design
principles outlined by the Royal Borough of Greenwich, Transport for London’s
Healthy Streets Indicators and the Sports England Active Design principles, alongside
national and regional policy contained within the London Plan and National Design
Guide.

RESPONDING TO CONTEXT & SITE FEATURES

We have consolidated into four themes the 12 urban design principles contained
within the Woolwich Town Centre Urban Design and Public Realm Strategy (draft,
August 2019). The masterplan proposals reflect and respond to these themes;
Character, Connectivity, Community, Quality. An overarching theme of Health and
Well Being underpins the entirety of the scheme

Community
• A place that serves everyday needs –
Variety of uses encouraging shopping
and working in the town centre.
• A place to meet and go out.
• A multicultural place – Celebrate the
many cultures of Woolwich, and make
everyone feel welcome.

As illustrated in this section, the proposals have evolved and responded to active
engagement with the local community, councillors, planning officers, the GLA and
undergone peer review with the design review panel.

Quality
• Make Woolwich a desirable place to
live for existing and future residents.
• Ensure the public realm is inviting and
pedestrians feel safe.
• A place that is safe, well managed and
cared for.
Activity promotion
& local champions

Walkable
communities

SPORT
ENGLAND
ACTIVE DESIGN

Connected
walking and
cycling routes

HEALTHY
STREETS
INDICATORS

PRINCIPLES

Appropiate
infrastructure

Co-location of
community
facilities
High quality
streets and
spaces
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Character
• Reconnect parts of Woolwich that
are divided and offer something for
everyone.
• Celebrate Woolwich’s heritage and
strengthen the town’s character.

Activity for all

Management,
maintenance,
monitoring
& evaluation

Active
buildings

Connectivity
• A place that is well connected and
offers amenities and leisure activities.
• A walkable place that is easy to get to –
and enjoyable to walk into and around
Woolwich.
• Improve connections and walking
routes between bus, overground, rail
and Crossrail.

Network of
multifunctional
open space
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Health and
Wellbeing

In creating new places for
people to live it is essential that
the are informed by health and
well-being.
Designing healthy places leads
to designing happy, successful
places.

As described in chapter 2, the site is located in a highly sustainable location, opposite
Woolwich Arsenal station and within the town centre of Woolwich. The site analysis
has informed our contextual approach to ensure that the scheme complements both
the existing and emerging townscape surrounding the site:
— A vibrant mix of uses responding to the civic character of Woolwich Square and
the residential areas to the south and east.
— A central theme has been to integrate key routes to and through the site, so that
the development is better connected to Woolwich.
— Height and scale have been assessed in detail to ensure that the buildings
positively respond to responsive to the existing and emerging townscape.
In particular the relationship with the Armstrong Estate, Vincent Road, and
Wilmount Street.
— Introducing landscaped public realm, to create an inviting environment with new
trees along existing streets, a new community square with a public performance
space, and a public garden with play facilities.
MIX OF USES
A rich diversity of uses contributing to the town centre activities, including a new
leisure centre (linking to the Tramshed Theatre), 482 new homes in a mix of tenures
including affordable housing and flexible commercial floor space.

CULTURE AND COMMUNITY
Health and Wellbeing is a central theme of the vision encompassing physical health,
and mental wellbeing through access to the various public community facilities within
the development:
— The new leisure centre provides a valuable community asset, promoting healthy
lifestyles and healthy communities.
— The facade of the Bull Tavern Building is to be retained and incorporated within
607sqm of a flexible commercial floor space which could include a food and drink
type offer and flexible work space serving as a local destination for Woolwich
town centre.
— 463sqm of flexible commercial spaces is provided along Vincent Road creating
active and dynamic frontages.
— The new leisure centre connects to the already established Tramshed Theatre,
currently undergoing substantial renovation works. The Tramshed Theatre
provides an important cultural component to the activities on the site. The
Tramshed Theatre is a key asset to the scheme and have been involved in
developing the design of the public realm spaces as well as an intention to
maintain long-term working relationships with the development.
BALANCED AND MIXED COMMUNITY
New homes are a key component of the masterplan, creating active residential
frontages across the site, through the provision of 482 new homes of mixed tenure
and sizes within the heart of Woolwich town centre.

THE MASTERPLAN

Woolwich Exchange Site
(new development)
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Equitable
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Arsenal
Station
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New
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Tramshed
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Meyer Homes
Development
(new
development)
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Building
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Main Route
Secondary Route
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’s Hill

KEY

Ramgarhia Sikh
Association
Woolwich

N

RESIDENTIAL
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3.03

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE SITE

SITE HISTORY
The historical maps opposite chart the evolution of the site since 1860. The following
aspects are particularly interesting, and pertinent, for considering the development
of the site:
—
—
—
—

Historical consistency of block definition and railway infrastructure until 1980s
when the majority of Victorian terraces were cleared and replaced with car
parking prior to development of Viscount House .
Consistency of north-east/ south-west streets and relatively thin building 		
blocks with central open spaces.
Taylor Street and Helen Street subdivide the site until approximately the 		
1980s.
Transformation of the site with General Gordon Square and the pedestrianising
of Green’s End in the 1980s.

Historical map - 1860

Historical map - 1890

Historical map - 1910

Historical map - 1950

Historical map - 1970

Historical map - 1980

HISTORIC URBAN GRAIN AND STREET PATTERNS
The urban grain map overlays opposite illustrate the gradual dissolution of the of
strong urban design principles of the site. The historic urban grain is unrecognisable in
the site’s current form, and has very little permeability or connection across the site.

PARKING

PUB

PUB

SS

PARKING

PUB

SS

SS

PARKING

PARKING

PUB

PARKING

TROY COURT

CLUB

TEMPLE

CLUB

ARMSTRONG
ESTATE

Urban Grain - 1950
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Urban Grain - 1970

Urban Grain - 1980

3.04
URBAN INTEGRATION
		DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Activity
for all
Activity
promotion &
local champions

Management,
maintenance,
monitoring &
evaluation

Active
buildings

Walkable
communities

Active
Design

Awareness

Connected
walking &
cycling routes

Activity
for all
Activity
promotion &
local champions

Management,
maintenance,
monitoring &
evaluation

Active
buildings

Accessibility

Walkable
communities

Active
Design

Connected
walking &
cycling routes

HEALTHY
STREETS
INDICATORS

Co-location
of community
facilities

Co-location
of community
facilities

URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Appropriate
infrastructure

Network of
multifunctional
open space

In order to establish a cohesive masterplan that is fully integrated with its surrounding
context, the following principles have been established during the development of
the masterplan framework.

High quality
streets & spaces

Appropriate
infrastructure

Network of
multifunctional
open space
High quality
streets & spaces

1.

Creating a New Community-Focused Neighbourhood
The ambition of the proposed masterplan is to create a development that is fully
integrated within its context and surrounding social infrastructure, providing
new community facilities for all, including the new Woolwich Leisure Centre,
refurbished Tramshed Theatre and facade retention of the Bull Tavern building,
within a new residential neighbourhood.

2.

A New Civic Leisure Centre at the Heart of the Community
The relocation of the Waterfront Leisure Centre to Woolwich town centre will
create a strong civic frontage onto Woolwich New Road and will mediate scale
between the Tramshed Theatre and Equitable House to create a trio of civic
buildings encircling the south-east corner of General Gordon Square.

3.

Creating a permeable, pedestrian-focused public realm
Reinstating cross-site permeability within a car free, pedestrian-focused
neighbourhood.

4.

Urban and Domestic Scale Place-Making
New residential buildings that from strong urban frontages onto Vincent Road
and Wilmount Street and reinforce the urban grain, whilst creating a sequence of
domestic-scale community public realm and private residential settings within the
masterplan interior.

5.

Appropriate Scale and Massing
Sensitive massing response that responds to the low-scale civic town centre
to the west, existing residential to the south, and steps up in scale towards the
north-west towards the Armstrong Estate and Spray Street.

Amenity

5 MIN WALK

10 MIN WALK

KEY: PUBLIC AMENITIES
PUBLIC REALM SPACES

Aeriel plan indicating locations of existing neighbourhood social infrastructure

SCHOOLS AND FACILITIES

Parks and gardens

Nurseries and childcare

Squares

Primary schools

Open spaces

Secondary schools

Ponds

Gym

PROPOSED
Site boundary

PATHS AND ROUTES
Thames path
National cycle network

Existing Plublic Amenities Map
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3.05

PLANNING POLICIES AND
GUIDELINES

3.06

Planning law requires that applications for planning permission be determined in
accordance with the policies of the adopted Development Plan, unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.

CONSULTATION PROCESS

The Development Plan for this site includes:

During the consultation for the neighbouring Tramshed Theatre, initial consultation
began regarding the leisure centre and residential development. A lengthy
consultation process with the combined design teams has taken place over the last 2
years. These include repeated meetings with the local planning authority, the GLA,
design review panels, public consultation and stakeholder engagement.

—
—

In addition to in-person consultation events, ongoing web based consultation has
taken place on the “commonplace” platform.

London Plan (2021); and
The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Details Policies (2014).

Over the course of several public consultation events attendees either visited in
person or responded to the online material. This is despite the limitations presented
by the COVID-19 pandemic.

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is a material consideration in any
planning decision and is also to be taken into account when considering applications.
Emerging supplementary guidance relating to the site carries limited weight as a
material consideration as it is still subject to change before adoption.
The policies of the development plan and material considerations including
supplementary guidance on technical matters and the NPPF have been considered
during the formulation of this scheme.
The architectural and landscaping design work has been undertaken in collaboration
with technical advisors on matters such as (but not limited to) energy, sustainability,
flood risk, highways and daylight/sunlight to ensure that the policies of the
development plan have been appropriately considered and included within the design.
A full consideration of the planning policy context has been undertaken by Montagu
Evans and Tibbalds within the accompanying Planning Statement which should
be read in conjunction with this Design and Access Statement and the scheme’s
Environmental Impact Assessment.
Key policy issues that have been considered and which the scheme complies with
include:
—
—
—
—
—

Making the best use of previously developed land (NPPF, London Plan Policies
GG2 & S1)
Development within Opportunity Areas (London Plan Policy SD1)
Town Centre Regeneration (London Plan Policies SD10, SD4, SD6, SD8, GG4, &
H1; RBG Local Plan Policies TC1 & TC2)
Land Use Principles (Residential, Public Houses, Community Facilities,
Commercial Facilities) (NPPF, London Plan Policies D2, D6, H1, H2, H3, H6, H8,
H10, HC7, GG5, E1, & SD6; RBG Local Plan Policies EA(b), & EA1)
Key Design Considerations (Density, Height, Masterplanning, Sustainability)
(NPPF, London Plan Policies D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, D9, S4, SI2, SI3, SI12,
SI13 G5, & G6; RBG Local Plan Policies H5, OS, DH, T1, T5, T6, IM4, E1, E2, & SI13

2020

2019

Consultation Timeline
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2021

2022

Planning Application

Planning Board

Pre App 10

Pre App 09

Pre App 08

GLA Review 2

Design Review Panel 2

Pre App 07

Pre App 06

Design Review Panel 1

GLA Review 1

Pre App 05

Pre App 04

Pre App 03

Pre App 02

Pre App 01

LPA Consultation

LPA Consultation

LPA Consultation

Consultation Images

3.07
STAKEHOLDER & PLANNING 		
		CONSULTATION RESPONSE

LEISURE CENTRE FEEDBACK
The proposed design which has been submitted through this planning application has
progressed through a number of public involvement consultations set at important
points during the design to help inform the brief and design. Consultations with the
public have involved key focus groups, stakeholders, and local residents. There have
been a large number of positive comments surrounding the proposed Leisure Centre
as well as constructive feedback on requirements which has been fed back into the
design.
The first series of public consultation took place in February 2019 to help inform the
scope and brief of the project. This assisted the Council’s decision making process by
gauging the community's aspirations for a new Leisure Centre to replace the existing
Waterfront Leisure Centre and to develop the most advantageous facility mix for the
new centre that would meet the community's future needs.
The second series of public consultation took place in February 2021, taking place
as an online questionnaire. 438 responses were received as part of the consultation.
The two most popular facilities in the proposed leisure centre were identified as the
swimming pool areas and cafe, alongside the inclusion of a community facilities,
including a dedicated community room.
There were requests for family-oriented facilities and dedicated spaces for young
people. As a result, the designs were amended to increase the number of familychanging rooms within the swimming pool areas. The number of children's party
rooms were increased, alongside the soft play area, and the crèche was moved to the
ground floor closer to the cafe.

In total, 612 people engaged with the physical consultation across the two days,
with 90 feedback forms completed. The website received 2,573 visitors with 145
respondents leaving an agreement or comment on the website.
The feedback from this consultation associated with the Leisure Centre was as
follows:
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

Active frontages so all spaces are “owned” with a sense of community and the
greater safety that goes with that.
The frontage of the leisure centre may overshadow general Gordon square and
might suit the environment better if it is staggered back as it rises.
There are no climbing walls in any of the leisure centres in Greenwich. Sutcliffe
Park clip and climb is targeted to kids or casual climbers.
The priority should be the design and quality (esp. materials) of the leisure centre
over and above affordable housing. We should not sacrifice the longevity of an
important public building fronting the main square in the town for a few more
affordable houses (or different tenure) when there are so many other housing
opportunities in Woolwich. The building must last well.
Needs car park
Large swimming areas please
Play area should be wheelchair and sensory impaired accessible.
Please don't allow buildings with ugly plastic-looking cladding. Exteriors should
be made of glass, brick or stone
More accessible for deaf.

RESIDENTIAL DESIGN FEEDBACK
Consultation on the residential design has been held on multiple occasions in person
and online. This strategy helped to reach the widest possible audience despite the
restrictions and limitations posed by the COVID-19 pandemic. The importance of
community consultation has been vital to the applicant team throughout the process
and will continue post submission.
The overall strategic aims of the consultation were:
—
—
—
—
—

A final consultation event held in December 2021 looking at the residential design
proposals on two separate days in Woolwich Library and the Tramshed Theatre. A
summary of the response to this consultation is below:
—
—

Feedback was generally positive with many comments saying the proposals were
considered well thought out. There were a small number of comments that raised
concerns that the initial designs were out of keeping with the town centre. The facade
design has moved on greatly since this stage, with a focus on facade development and
appropriate materiality to ground the building within its context.
There were also requests that non-combustible and sustainable materials were used
for the proposal, which has been a core part of the agenda moving forward.

Ensure as many local stakeholders in the area as possible were engaged in the
early design stages of the proposal
Ensure as many local stakeholders as possible understood the proposal
Ensure local stakeholders had the opportunity to provide the project team
with their feedback and for this to be taken into consideration as the proposals
developed.
Promote positive aspect of the scheme and gain support within the local
community
To inform local elected Members and community groups of the plans for the site.

—

75% of responders either agreed or strongly agreed that the residential buildings
and materials draw upon the Tramshed and other well-designed buildings around
Woolwich
76% of responders either agreed or strongly agreed that the scheme includes a
range of tenures including market sale, shared ownership and for local people
on the Council’s waiting list delivering homes for families, first time buyers,
downsizers and young professionals
64% of respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that the scheme is car free
and seeks to encourage walking and cycling with new routes into and through the
site connecting it to the surrounding area

A full version of the Statement of Community Involvement forms part of this planning
application.

In addition to the online exhibition and questionnaire, a parallel consultation was
undertaken to seek input from the parents of young people with special educational
needs and/or disabilities through the Council’s ACE programme. The proposals were
received well and requests, such as for the provision of a quiet space, were discussed
and a strategy agreed.
The third stage of public consultation took place on the 7th & 9th October 2021 - in
the form of a physical public consultation in General Gordon Square. This offered
the public a chance to meet various members of the design and development team
in person to discuss the proposals and any concerns they had in person, and then
provide written feedback. This was a very valuable process for the project team, and
provided an engaging forum to answer any questions or concerns. An online version
of the consultation material was also provided for those who were unable to attend in
person.
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Diagrams showing initial studies and testing of the shape,
form and scale of the new leisure centre and the impact on
the rest of the site:

Waterfront Leisure Centre Footprint

Four-Storey Option

Two-Storey Option

Residential Development Zone
Site Boundary

Leisure Centre

The following pages summarise how the masterplan evolved to arrive at the final
proposal. The first step was fixing the footprint of the leisure centre.

An alternative and more efficient approach is to reduce the footprint of the building
by ‘stacking’ accommodation over several floors. Minimising the ground floor
footprint in this way makes more efficient use of urban sites in particular and creates
opportunities to maximise any remaining site for further development. Reconciling
the prescriptive spatial requirements of sports facilities over several floors can
be challenging but, when done well, can create structural efficiencies, as well as
resulting in a building with a much more efficient circulation strategy. Concentrating
circulation within a more centralised zone can also help with wayfinding legibility,
management, and security of the building.
By exploring both groundscraper and stacked options on the site, the design team
were able to explore how much developable land could be unlocked for new
residential development, which would contribute towards meeting the growing need
for new housing and also help to cross-fund the new leisure centre’s development.

en
pm
tia
ld
zo e v
ne e lo

Community leisure centre buildings traditionally adopt a single or two-storey
typology, with the largest core facilities, such as pool and sport halls, which normally
comprise double-height volumes and incorporate large structural spans, located
at ground floor level. This typically results in a building with a significant footprint,
and with facilities and circulation routes that are spread out across the site in a
typology sometimes referred to as a ‘groundscraper’. This approach can be difficult
to accommodate on tight urban sites, where land is at a premium or where existing
buildings are in close proximity.

t

0.52 Ha

en

0.84 Ha

Re

sid

LEISURE CENTRE FOOTPRINT

1 - Comparison
Existing Leisure Centre Footprint

Groundscraper approach

0.65 Ha
0.77 Ha

The diagrams opposite illustrate a series of leisure centre footprint options where the
design team tested and compared the following:
1.
2.
3.

Illustrating the existing Waterfront Leisure Centre footprint
A two-storey building (based upon new facilities brief)
A 4 storey building (based upon new facilities brief)

Diagram 2 illustrates the required size of a two-storey building to meet the new
facilities brief, and occupies nearly half of the site’s potential developable area. This
approach also limits access points into the site from Vincent Road and Wilmount
Street to the east, and would fail to achieve the aspirations of the Royal Borough of
Greenwich Emerging Urban Strategy and Local Core Strategy documents in terms of
site permeability and cross site links.

Leisure Centre

2 - Comparison
Two Storey Leisure Centre Footprint

Residential development
zone

0.37 Ha

Diagram 3 illustrates the footprint of a four-storey building. Compared to Diagram 2,
this nearly halves the size of the required footprint by moving large format dry sports
spaces to upper floors and limiting the ground floor facilities to community and pool
functions. In contrast to Diagram 2, the reduced footprint would enable the site to
comply with the RBG Emerging Urban Strategy and Local Core Strategy documents.

1.03 Ha

In consideration of these clear benefits, the option for a stacked leisure centre model
was subsequently taken forward for detailed development.
Following the assessment it was concluded that option 3 provided the best solution
for the footprint of the leisure centre.
3 - Comparison
Four Storey Leisure Centre Footprint
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OVERVIEW

REINSTATING SITE PERMEABILITY

TOWARDS A LINEAR PERIMETER TYPOLOGY

Prior to the appointment of Hill Group, FaulknerBrowns, in their role as masterplan
design lead, developed initial design proposals for the residential development
zone in order to test options, progress discussions with the Planning Authority,
and to define a set of initial development parameters. This section provides an
overview of how the masterplan design has evolved under the initial stewardship of
FaulknerBrowns before being developed in detail by Hill Group and architects Child
Graddon Lewis (CGL).

The masterplan design was initially developed in response to a series of key
urban design steps which were formalised into a framework in order to inform the
organisation of the site. This process included a review of existing Royal Borough of
Greenwich (RBG) planning policy and urban strategy documents to help guide the
direction of the design proposals and to ensure the direction of the design would meet
the aspirations of RBG.

The design team subsequently revisited the RBG Emerging Urban Strategy, RBG Local
Core Strategy, and Woolwich Town Centre Urban Design and Public Realm Strategy
document to further guide the developing proposals in line with the LPA’s initial
feedback.

As part of this process, the design team analysed historic urban street patterns
to help understand how the site has changed over time, and how historic street
configurations reinforced important north-south permeability across the site. This has
been gradually lost over the past seventy years and a core part of the masterplan’s
Health and Wellbeing Vision has been to explore how these historic patterns could
inform the masterplan and reinstate pedestrian-focused site permeability.

A. Developable Area
Historic Building Lines

1. Urban design and public realm strategy layout
Required Leisure Centre Footprint

In addition to increasing the amount of available space for residential development,
the compact nature of the Leisure Centre footprint positively contributes to this
approach, opening up a new pedestrian routes between the Leisure Centre and Bull
Tavern building to the north, but also to Wilmount Street and Mason's Hill to the
south.

The latter document includes examples of how low rise approaches might be
approached on the site, which the team analysed further and tested against the
project brief.
PERIMETER BLOCK CHALLENGES
Diagrams 1-4
Opposite illustrate the team’s analysis of a perimeter block approach to the site and
based upon the specific brief requirements of the Leisure Centre brief.
Diagram 1
This shows leisure functions located to the west, facing onto Woolwich New Road,
with residential perimeter blocks located behind to the east.

LPA FEEDBACK
Initial feedback from the Planning Authority expressed concern over the height of
the residential blocks as a result of the point block approach and the large amount
of external public realm created as a result, which was felt to be excessive and not
defined or defensible enough.

B. Emerging Building Lines

2. Block proximity

The LPA requested that lower-scale, higher density options were explored which
would be more in keeping with the urban scale of the town centre, compared to the
higher scale of the new developments to the north of the A206 and the approved
Spray Street quarter, which this typology reflected.

Superimposes the required Leisure Centre footprint onto this site arrangement.
This represents the smallest footprint that can be located on site whilst meeting the
project brief and without losing key activity spaces such as community or swimming
pool accommodation.
Diagram 2
Explores the impact of the proposed Leisure Centre footprint on the indicative
residential perimeter blocks by condensing these within the remaining site area.
Based upon this configuration, the residential blocks become too dense, proximities
too great, cross site permeability is adversely affected, and the layout does little to
reference to the historical grain of the site.
Diagram 3
Realigns the perimeter block typology to respond more closely, though not identically
to the historical street lines.
Diagram 4

C. Public Squares and Arrival Areas

3. Realignment to historical axis

Reinforces a key diagonal cross site desire line and creates opportunities for
courtyard spaces.
Explores the creations of public, semi-private, and private landscape zones, including
the creation of a new community square, shared gardens, and defensible landscape
to the residential buildings including private courtyards.
The resulting site layout has some similarities with the preceding approach, with
residential blocks positioned to the site perimeter to help define the edges of the
site and surrounding streetscapes, but which also extend inwardly to inhabit the
heart of the site and create a more tightly knit series of public spaces and a more
neighbourhood friendly / human-scale approach to cross-site permeability.

D. North South Connectivity
East West Connectivity

4. Desire Lines

Image from Woolwich town centre urban design and public realm strategy
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DEVELOPING RESIDENTIAL SITE LAYOUT, CONNECTIVITY & OPEN SPACES

CONCEPT SKETCHES TO ESTABLISH CONNECTIVITY, BUILDINGS AND OPEN SPACES

CONCEPT SKETCHES OF VIEWS AND ACTIVITY ALONG KEY ROUTES

Following the initial site layout testing and established leisure centre footprint,
Child Graddon Lewis undertook a process of developing and further assessing the
residential proposals.
The following pages illustrate some of the further analytical studies exploring
site optimisation and spatial arrangement of residential blocks. These studies are
developed with the leisure centre defined as a pre-established form following
justification for the required layout and design developed by FaulknerBrowns.
The first step was to explore further the core principle of how the site could be
reconnected back to the surrounding streets. As outlined in the local authority site
allocations W9 'The reintroduction of Helen Street and/or Anglesea Avenue would
support ground floor residential units in this part of the site, subject to provision
of sufficient defensible space' has been achieved with Anglsea Avenue facing the
new leisure centre. Desire lines have been established from Mason’s Hill and the
residential areas to the south, towards Woolwich Arsenal Station, and, from General
Gordon Square, Vincent Road and along Wilmount Street into the heart of the site.
This includes retaining the Helen Street access in line with RBG site allocation W9.
Sketch looking into new community square

This testing resulted in establishing key design moves for the masterplan:
— A public square to the south of the leisure centre, acting as pivot point and
interface between the leisure centre and residential spaces.
— A central green space acting as a green heart and breathing space between north
and south blocks, reflecting the site allocation W9 that 'streets could be provided
as green routes or play streets to provide communal amenity space for future
residents.'
— Taller structures to the north set back from Vincent Road. It was clear from
LPA feedback that two points of height would be acceptable, with a consistent
shoulder height along the northern edge, stepping down in scale to address the
scale of Wilmount Street.

Existing site disconnected from local streets. Establish routes through to
adjacent streets. Build around these routes.

Opportunity for height
Opportunity for public square
Opportunity for green space

There was also a reflection of the LPA feedback in relation to heritage assets which
led to — Retaining the bull tavern building facade as a key architectural feature of the
masterplan, activating the public realm, and as an interface to the leisure entre
— Retaining but reconfiguring Helen Street, so that there would be a direct
connection into the heart of the site.
Sketch looking along Anglesea Avenue extention

Concept sketch showing how the retained Bull Tavern building facade can act as
a key feature and gateway into the site.
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CONCEPT SKETCHES OF TESTING AND ASSESSMENT OF
DENSITY, SCALE, PLOT ARRANGEMENT

304 UNITS - 37% LESS THAN
PREFERRED SCHEME

Low density scheme not appropriate for PTAL 6B
site.
Large buildings with limited permeability
Large number of north facing single aspect homes.

TESTING BUILDING TYPOLOGY, SCALE & DENSITY.
Establishing the outline site arrangement, was followed by testing the block
typologies alongside scale, height and massing of blocks.
Developing the block typologies led to breaking up the three blocks into five. This
allowed for:
•
•
•
•
•

`Developer Guidance` suggested massing 8 storey high
perimeter blocks

Low density scheme not appropriate for PTAL 6B
site
Generous open space between buildings.
Major routes through the site established
Potential for unacceptable number of single aspect
north facing units.

Retention of the Bull Tavern facade to add character and identity to the
masterplan.
Closing off communal courtyards to allow for a legible definition between public
and private open space.
Retaining Helen Street, but reconfigured to form a more direct axis with the
centre of the site in line with RBG site allocation W9.
A visual gap on the eastern frontage to create a better relationship with the
Armstrong Estate.
Locating all commercial uses along Vincent Road to provide activity along the
street. The expectation was that footfall would be concentrated there, with a
quieter residential character within the centre of the site and along the southern
edges.

Key feedback from the urban design officer and DRP was to ensure that different
housing types were considered. Analysis of the impact of different typologies such as
deck-accessed homes, single stack corridors, double stack corridors, mansion blocks,
perimeter blocks and point towers were considered.

280 UNITS - 42% LESS THAN
PREFERRED SCHEME.

8 storey high perimeter blocks

264 UNITS - 46% LESS THAN
PREFERRED SCHEME.
Medium density scheme not appropriate for PTAL
6B site
Generous open space between buildings.
Routes north-south and east-west through site
established.

Each of these different typologies had benefits and constraints. Whilst some options
maximized the provision of multi-aspect homes a space between blocks, the typically
were limited in number of homes provided not meeting the required homes to meet
the target density for the scheme, nor a density appropriate to the town centre
location of the site.
Following this design development exercise, a hybrid perimeter block – tower
solution was agreed with RBG. This combines a maximization of dual + aspect units
whilst ensuring density was optimised across the site helping to deliver maximum high
quality new homes for the centre of Woolwich.
‘POINT BLOCK’ TYPOLOGY
8 storey high single stacked corridor layout

Initial explorations for the residential masterplan were based around a series of ‘point
blocks’ buildings which we articulated and positioned to reference the old historic
urban grain of the site, to align with the Leisure Centre geometry, and to provide
definition to Vincent Road and Wilmount Street.

482 UNITS - MAXIMISES DENSITY

High density scheme appropriate for PTAL 6B site
Generous open space between buildings. retained
Not fully compliant with local planning guidance.

This resulted in the majority of blocks being pushed outward to the perimeter of the
site, and the creation of a large section of public realm through the centre of the
masterplan, counterbalanced by new public squares to each side of the site to form
key circulation squares, or ‘nodes’.
As a result, the masterplan approach promoted permeability through the site and
created new diagonal routes which would connect Woolwich Arsenal Station to the
north west, with the wider residential network to the south east, via this new piece of
public realm.
17, 18 and 12 storey high point towers
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Planning Officer Workshops - Design Feedback & Responses
A series of pre-applications were held by the leisure centre
design team where the principles of residential design
masterplan were agreed prior to the development partnership
being tendered. The residential design team then undertook a
comprehensive pre-application process in collaboration with
the leisure centre design team. This followed the process of
design development undertaken by the multidisciplinary team
of architects, engineers and consultants.

Throughout the design development stages, the preapplication meetings with the local planning authority, the
GLA and DRP panels have provided valuable and influential
feedback informing the resolution of the Woolwich Leisure
Centre Development proposals. Lengthy and constructive
discussions and workshops have taken place with the planning
team and the urban design officer to establish appropriate and
reasonable massing, scale and height, as refining the material
palette.
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050000

PRE-APP MEETING 1 (FEBRUARY 2021)

PRE-APP MEETING 2 (MARCH 2021)

PRE-APP MEETING 3 (JULY 2021)

Initial discussion exploring opportunities for height,
connectivity to the existing streets and residential led approach
to the eastern portion of the site.

Housing typology studies explained with impact on density and
housing delivery.

Scale height and massing refined with towers reduced to
ground, lower ground, plus 17 floors.

DRP (August 2021)
Further clarification on typology studies suggested. Impact of
using various typologies explored and impact on density and
housing provision considered.

Improvements to the percentage of multiple aspect properties
ensuring best possible internal daylighting and minimal single
aspect units.

Shoulder height established at ground plus 8 floors, responding
to the scale of Equitable House to the west and the Armstrong
Estate to the east.

Detailed consideration of hierarchy of entrances and the design
of communal entrances discussed as design development
exercise.

Block ‘C’ split into 2 separate blocks allowing for visual link
through to the Armstrong Estate.

Use and activity in Community Square developed and discussed
including relationship with activities taking place in extended
Bull Tavern building and the active frontages to the Leisure
Centre.

Justification of scale, height and massing in need of further
explanation. TVIA views commissioned to justify this along with
ongoing use of Vu.City as design development tool.

Proposed towers up to 23 storeys with shoulder up to 10
storeys along Vincent Road. Lower scale buildings to the south
of the site reflecting lower residential scale.
Retention of the Bull Tavern building facade as part of a flexible
commercial space welcomed by RBG planners and urban design
officer.
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D.07.02
Flat Type D.20
3B5P
88.10 m²

SVP

Level 2 Irongate House, 30 Dukes Place, London EC3A 7LP

SVP

Level 2 Irongate House, 30 Dukes Place, London EC3A 7LP

T: +44 (0) 20 7539 1200, E: hq@cgluk.com, w w w. cglu k. com

T: +44 (0) 20 7539 1200, E: hq@cgluk.com, w w w. cglu k. com
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Flat Type D.10
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GLA (SEPTEMBER 2021)

PRE-APP MEETING 4 (NOVEMBER 2021)

TECHNICAL TESTING (DECEMBER 2021)

Development of the site welcomed and progress from predevelopment partner pre-application meeting praised.

Massing refined further with block D considerably
reconfigured to allow greater light into central garden space
and sky gaps continued along the reconfigured Helen Street.

Ongoing technical testing has informed the design of the
public spaces and buildings. This includes daylight and sunlight
testing, wind testing and impact on the microclimate.

Separation distances maximized between Blocks D, E and
C, and single aspect units configured to avoid facing living
spaces.

Further details of these tests can be found within the
Environmental Statement document forming part of this
planning application.

Reference to the London plan made and certain elements of the
design required clarification to outline how the they meet, or
justify how they do not meet, the standards outlined in the plan.
Ongoing viability assessments taking place and follow up
meeting arranged with GLA to discuss density and affordable
housing provision.

Town houses facing onto Wilmount Street were introduced to
activate the street.

PRE-APP MEETINGS 5 AND 6 (DECEMBER 2021, JANUARY
2022)
Materials refined further with use of brick patterns that use the
Tramshed Theatre building, the Bull Tavern building and the
Ghent heritage of Woolwich welcomed.
Public realm and landscaping strategy refined further and the
provision of new green spaces (both public and private), play
spaces and hard landscaped areas explained.
Details on architectural aspects, such as the private amenity
spaces to be considered in greater detail.

Developed conversations about material palette welcomed.
Specific application of, and identity created by different use of
brick bonds and patterning needing more refining.

The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project - Design and Access Statement
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3.09

THE MASTERPLAN EVOLUTION:
SCALE AND MASSING

The hybrid typology approach to the residential masterplan
establishes a “shoulder” height along Vincent Road at GF +
8 storeys. This compromise allows the height of the tallest
tower to be LGF + GF + 17 storeys whilst still achieving 482 new
homes, 1070 sqm of new commercial space and generous new
public landscaped spaces.

The 8 storey shoulder height is also informed by the frontages
on General Gordon Square of the grade 2 listed Equitable House
building and the Leisure Centre which mitigates between the
scale of Equitable House and the Tramshed Theatre. It is also
informed by the heights of the Armstrong Estate to the east of
the site boundary.

View from General Gordon Square looking along Vincent Road

View from General Gordon Square looking along Vincent Road

The moments of height within the masterplan are placed away
from the southern residential areas and away from the listed
Equitable House Building to the west. The tallest element is
located so as to step up from the Armstrong Estate with an
intermediate tower element serving as a gateway building on the
boundary of the site, Vincent Road and the Armstrong Estate.

View from General Gordon Square looking along Vincent Road

This building is set over 30m away from the nearest existing
building ensuring that the new buildings are not detrimental to
the townscape and quality of space within the green and well
treed Armstrong Estate.

View from General Gordon Square looking along Vincent Road
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Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4 - preferred option

Shoulder - 11 storeys
Tallest Block - 17 storeys

Shoulder - 8 storeys
Tallest Block - 24 storeys

Shoulder - 9 storeys
Tallest Block - 20 storeys

Shoulder - 9 storeys
Tallest Block - 19 storeys
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3.09

RHYTHM OF MANSION BLOCK SCALE & GAPS - VINCENT ROAD

RHYTHM OF MANSION BLOCK SCALE & GAPS - WILMOUNT STREET

THE MASTERPLAN EVOLUTION:
SCALE AND MASSING

RHYTHM OF MANSION BLOCK SCALE & GAPS.
The established datums of the shoulder heights and the base level are a direct
response to the frontages of the Leisure Centre and Equitable House on General
Gordon Square, and the scale of the Armstrong Estate to the east.
These frontages are broken up into smaller elements with gaps between buildings,
sympathetic to the historic ‘north-south’ terraced street pattern that used to occupy
the site. Whilst the new mansion block shoulder height type buildings are set back
from the existing building edges (allowing for a larger footpath and new street trees)
the tower elements are further set back.
This distinguishes the tower as secondary to the primary Vincent Road frontages. The
Wilmount Street frontages similarly have gaps that reflect the historic street pattern.
The reduced scale is appropriate for the residential nature of the homes along
Wilmount Street, Anglesea Avenue and Mason’s Hill. Smaller architectural elements
sit forward of this frontage – Tramshed Theatre, The Ramgarhia Sikh Association
building and the Block D town houses. These further exaggerate the shorter nature of
the Wilmount Street frontage.
18 AND 15 STOREY TOWERS, SET BACK BEHIND G + 8 STORY SHOULDER HEIGHT.

Upper datum line refers to scale of
Equitable House - the ‘shoulder line’.
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3.10

THE MASTERPLAN

23 Floors

SITE LAYOUT AND SCALE
As described in the previous pages, various typologies, heights and densities have
been explored including perimeter blocks, point towers, low-rise development and
deck accessed proposals. The consideration of each option has been made based on a
comparison of achievable density, local urban design principles, viability and quality
spaces.

Royal Arsenal
Woolwich
Exchange

In developing the different typologies for the site, a hybrid option between the point
tower and perimeter block emerged as the most successful resolution for the site.
•
•
•
•
•
•

This approach has allowed greatest height to be focused to the northern side of
the site where there are no overshadowing issues owing to the rail tracks to the
north.
A two-storey base is established across the side referencing the Bull Tavern
Building, the Tramshed Theatre and the mid-level of the leisure centre massing.
A ‘shoulder’ datum is informed by the Armstrong Estate to the east and the
leisure centre to the west, defining and distinguishing the perimeter blocks from
the point tower typologies.
The scale steps down to a lower, more residential and in-keeping scale to the
south adjacent to Wilmount Street.
Height to the south has a large inset to the upper floors aligning the street-scene
with the top of the established leisure centre massing.
A stepped and varying form facing the Armstrong Estate activates the boundary
to the existing residential area.

19 Floors

9 Floors

BLOCK A

General
Gordon Square
C

E

D
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Tramshed

11 Floors

BLOCK B
BLOCK E

Leisure Centre

B

16 Floors

BLOCK C 11 Floors

Equitable
House

A

23/ 19 Floors

9 Floors

BLOCK D

Armstrong
Estate

Sikh
Temple

THE MASTERPLAN
HYBRID PERIMETER AND POINT BLOCK
•
•
•
•
•

482 units & Retention of Bull Tavern building facade.
Taller blocks introduced as shoulder buildings to reduce the impact
of height
Responsive to existing buildings and Leisure Centre
Public spaces integrated throughout
Reduced number of single aspect units

The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project - Design and Access Statement
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3.10

THE MASTERPLAN

Royal Arsenal

19 storeys

SCALE WITHIN TOWNSCAPE
The masterplan is located in a varied and developing context in the heart of the town
centre of Woolwich. The mixed historic and more recent urban fabric provides an
interesting mix of buildings and street-scene environments. The strongly civic feeling
General Gordon Square is paired with Beresford Square.

23 storeys

23 storeys
18

storeys
Woolwich Exchange
(Consented)

More typical ‘high-street’ type roads lead off from the 2 main squares to the west
with new residential led developments to the north of Plumstead Road. This emerging
tall building cluster will be joined by the Woolwich Exchange site on Spray Street,
as well as being the home of the new Elizabeth Line station linking Woolwich into
the financial districts, central London and the West End. East and south of the civic
centre of Woolwich is primarily residential with key infrastructure such as schools
interspersed with the mixed housing offer.

Equitable House
Armstrong Estate

The variety of different types of homes provide vast differences in scale and
densities. As such, the location of the masterplan is key in mitigating between the
emerging tall buildings cluster to the north, to the lower level residential to the south.

Meyer Homes Phase 3
(Consented)

This has informed the very obvious stepping in scale down from the north to the
south. Similarly, the scale steps down to the civic frontages of General Gordon
Square, ensuring that the new proposed buildings are subservient to Equitable House.

Tesco Development

The masterplan has been informed by a townscape and visual impact assessment
considering the impact of height on the setting of key heritage assets and views
into and out of the site. Full details are provided within the TVIA chapter of the
environmental statement.
KEY - Scale Response
High-rise Residential
New Buildings
Historic/Landmark
Civic Buildings
Green Area

Site Analysis - Scale Response

23 Floors

19 Floors

23 Floors

9 Floors

Wilmount
Street
North - South Section
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Block D

Block B

Railway

Woolwich
Exchange

Royal Arsenal
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Armstrong Estate

USE AND ACTIVITY

Ma

GROUND FLOOR USES
Active ground floor frontages, both residential and commercial, are provided
throughout the scheme, fronting onto spaces between built blocks consisting of high
quality public squares, public gardens and private courtyards.

Ramgarhia
Sikh
Association

W

Typically residential flats and commercial spaces are orientated to face each other
across the main routes through out the site. This, alongside carefully designed
window arrangements along the lower levels of each block, help to animate the
internal streets and provide passive surveillance across the site.
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The Bull Tavern building with retained facade will introduce new commercial uses
facing the community square. This provides an opportunity to enhance and reinforce
activity at ground floor, encouraging leisure/commercial uses to spill out onto the new
square, offering a place to meet and socialise.
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There is 463sqm of commercial floor space on Vincent Road at the base of Block B.
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Key

Leisure Centre
Equitable
House

Commercial

Tramshed Theatre
Residential
Entrances
Ground Floor Uses
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3.12

COMMUNITY AND CULTURE

NEW SPACES FOR THE COMMUNITY - CONNECTING TO WOOLWICH
Woolwich is a place of performance, social progress, sporting achievement, diversity
and change. There is a celebration of community engagement, particularly near our
site with both Tramshed and Woolwich Works close by.
The development will act as a connection between the town centre and surrounding
residential areas. New spaces have been created for the community within the
development, encouraging and inviting people to come into and through this new
neighbourhood. These spaces include the refurbished existing Tramshed Theatre, a
new community square and central garden.

LEISURE CENTRE

COMMUNITY SQUARE

CENTRAL GARDEN

The new Woolwich leisure centre is to be located in the
heart of Woolwich’s town centre. The new leisure centre
will have a direct link into the refurbished Tramshed
Theatre and will have a publicly accessible café space
accessed from Woolwich New Road and General Gordon
Square.

The placement of a community square presents an
opportunity to involve local creative and arts facilities
so that their activities are brought into the heart of
Woolwich town centre. This could be in the form of
public art, exhibitions and performance staged within
the new community square.

A new public garden with lush green space will be
located in the heart of the scheme, for all to use and
enjoy.

The facilities in the new leisure centre will fully replace
the existing facilities at the Waterfront leisure centre
but to a state-of-the-art standard. In addition, there
will be increased community, sports and health-suite
facilities.

•

11894 sqm

•

•
•
•

Flexible space for activity and events, encouraging
health and wellbeing
A space for community group events
A key connecting space
Outdoor performance space working with the
Tramshed
Quality paving materials & public seating

c.1100sqm
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•

Includes formal and informal play space

•

A place to sit and relax

•

Green corridor

•

Tree and hedgerow planting for structure

•

Herbaceous planting and lawns

c.1300sqm
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COMMERCIAL

GROUND FLOOR
BLOCK A

BLOCK B
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BUILDING

FIRST FLOOR
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BLOCK A

THE BULL
TAVERN
BUILDING

Commercial Entrances

Commercial Space

Commercial Entrances

THE BULL TAVERN BUILDING

BLOCK B - FLEXIBLE COMMERCIAL SPACE

The Bull Tavern Building will have improved permeability and spill
out creating an animated and dynamic street scene alongside the
new community square. The location of the Bull Tavern Building
allows it to both act as a gateway to the site from Vincent Road
but also the centre of the site. It provides 313sqm at ground
floor and 294sqm at first floor of flexible class E use which could
include a food and drink type offer and flexible work space.

The flexible Class E commercial space is located on the lower
ground floor of Block B (463sqm) is located on the lower ground
floor. The location of the commercial space links the existing
town centre’s commercial uses to the proposed masterplan along
Vincent Road. The commercial spaces, along with the new street
trees and widened pavements will improve the streetscene along
this key route towards the town centre.

Commercial Space

The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project - Design and Access Statement
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3.14

PUBLIC ART

TELLING THE STORY OF WOOLWICH
Woolwich has a rich history. The area was initially subject to significant development
and expansion as a naval, military and industrial district; a role that was maintained
throughout the 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th and most of the 20th century. However,
Woolwich has suffered economic hardship and social deprivation following the
decline of the Royal Arsenal site and, as a result, has changed dramatically over
recent decades. Woolwich is undergoing a period of major regeneration, and
maintains a rich social and cultural heritage, with a tapestry of stories to tell.
The proposed masterplan seeks to celebrate stories of Woolwich and to weave these
into the built form, public realm, and landscape. There are a number of ideas being
explored by the team, including:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

The Weavers of Woolwich by Bernardine Evistaro
Poetic documentation of the history, culture and people of Woolwich through
pysical and digital media.
History of Tramshed
Historic significance of the building, firstly as a generating station for the
Woolwich Tram network and subsequent cultural history as a performance venue
that has helped to support artists such as Dire Straits to reach international fame.
The Tramshed Today
Celebration of the important community-focused work of the Tramshed Theatre,
the nurturing of local young people, and its role as an important community
cultural and performance hub.
The History of Woolwich
Telling stories of Woolwich and its people, culture, evolution, buildings, heritage
etc.
Sporting Excellence
Exploring the synergy between Woolwich and the wider Borough's history and
contemporary sporting excellence which ties into the health and wellbeing vision
and function of the Leisure Centre.

The design team are exploring how these stories, and others, might manifest and
integrate into the design. Some of these ideas are presented overleaf.

Telling stories through installations
48
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The Weavers of Woolwich

Tramshed History

Tramshed Present

History of Woolwich

Local Sporting Excellence

3.14

PUBLIC ART

HOW WE CELEBRATE THESE STORIES

6.

7.
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Telling stories through landscape | facade | building experience
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PL

4

A combination of the above would create a dynamic and holistic public art
response that will tell a variety of stories that appeal to, and represent, the widest
demographic of Woolwich. The ambition being to create a site wide strategy that
encourages exploration and engages hearts and minds. Celebrating the past whilst
looking to the future.
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2.

Leisure Centre portico steps
Engraved stories and symbolism as part of the civic threshold into the new
Leisure Centre.
Landscape treatment
Telling stories within the landscape ground plane and taking pedestrians on a
journey through the development.
Landscape furniture
Incorporating artwork within planters, seating and other landscape features
Telling local stories both well known and forgotten.
Glazed privacy frit to pool elevations
Opportunities to use the band of privacy frit to pool areas for verbal or graphic
artwork.
Facade treatment
Engraving the pre-cast plinth of the building with narratives that have a tactile
quality, located at low level with human-scale, where pedestrians can interact
with the facade and physically engage.
A physical model has been built (image opposite) that start to explore the
application of this idea.
New community square
Performance space managed by the Tramshed with opportunities to use
performance art inspired by the history and culture of Woolwich, with active
community participation.
Leisure Centre interior art installations
Continuing the story of Woolwich as a journey within the new Leisure Centre,
through art installations / digital artwork, that draw people into the building, and
encourage them to explore the building and the adjacent Tramshed.

2

/S

We see a series of opportunities to integrate public artwork into the project to
celebrate the history, community, people, and culture of Woolwich in a number of
ways.
1.

LA

PS

The new masterplan provides an opportunity to create a holistic public art strategy
that further weaves the new Leisure Centre, residential, community square, and
public realm together under one vision that reflects the the people of Woolwich.
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1

Stories within the Portico Steps

5

1

Stories within the Pre Cast Concrete Plinth


ﬁﬂﬂ

2

Stories within the Landscape

3

Stories within the landscape furniture (Britannia)

5

Stories within the Pre Cast Concrete Plinth - Model Image

THE WEAVERS OF WOOLWICH

4

Stories / symbolism within the glazed fritting

6

External Performances

7

Internal art Installations (Britannia Example)

5

THE TRAMSHED

BERNADINE EVARISTO (WOOLWICH ARTIST)

DIRE STRAITS, 1977

We are the weavers of Woolwich who came here thousands of years ago
after the River Thames began its journey from Gloucestershire
to the North Sea, pouring itself between the banks of this land
and drawing us to its shores for our survival
we walked along the river to fish and hunt the beasts
who came down from the forest to drink from it

Dire Straits were a British rock band formed in London in 1977 by Mark Knopfler.
Formed in Deptford, the band played their third live performance at The Tramshed
in August 1977.
Their self titled first album was released in October 1978 and featured the hit
single ‘Sultans of Swing’, which reached number 8 on the UK singles chart and
catapulted to band to international success.

Stories within the Pre Cast Concrete Plinth - Elevation
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LANDSCAPE & PUBLIC REALM
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Versatile space for the whole
of Woolwich with considered
landscaping and active uses.
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Landscape and public realm is a key component of the masterplan creating new
public spaces including a community square and central garden as well as other
improvements to the public realm along Vincent Road, Wilmount Street and Woolwich
New Road. Further details are provided in chapter 5 of the design and access
statement.

Street trees enliven the public realm and
create better place to walk and cycle.
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Re-establishing historic street
patterns to provide cycle and
pedestrian friendly routes.

N

Safe gardens for children to play
in, neighbours to meet or simply a
place to relax.
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The Bull Tavern building serving as
gateway to development with new
street trees.
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Project
- Design and Access Statement

Connecting to existing streets
and tying together the whole
development.

Community Square Landscape
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3.16

HOW IT WORKS
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3.16

HOW IT WORKS

CONNECTIVITY

SITE WIDE VEHICLE, CYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN ACCESS ROUTES
Woolwich
Arsenal
Station

Wo

olw

ic h

N ew

Vincent Road

Ro a

d

General
Gordon Square

Community Square

Stree
t

Angle

Owing to the town centre location of the site it has the potential to have high footfall
with Woolwich residents from the south east of the site using it to access the
stations to the north west, and residents to the east using it to access the shops and
supermarkets to the west.
Helen Street is being reconfigured, ensuring that access to the Central Garden is
priorities and as described in RBG site allocation W9, provides the 'reintroduction of
public pedestrian routes between Vincent Road and Wilmount Street. The historic
street pattern has informed the extension of Anglesea Avenue to the rear of the
Leisure Centre. The desire line between Woolwich Arsenal Station and Mason’s Hill is
established, utilising the Central Garden space as a key community thoroughfare.
The site integrates with the existing street pattern, improving connectivity across the
key desire lines. The approach has been developed in a collaborative approach with
stakeholders, including discussions with planning officers, Secured By Design officers
and the Design Review Panel. This delivers a masterplan that provides improved
circulation and connectivity across the site through defined gateways which control
and direct movement.
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An hierarchy of three different types of routes are established across the masterplan.
The majority of the masterplan is designed to encourage active modes of transport
such as walking, cycling and running. This is a critical approach underlying the Health
and Wellbeing agenda inspiring the whole scheme.
Some areas of the masterplan will have occasional vehicle access potential however
these will remain active travel only for the majority of time, except for key servicing
and emergency access. A short delivery and servicing access route provides access
for minimal vehicle movements between Wilmount Street and Vincent Road. This
allows vehicles to enter and exit the site in a forward gear.
Pedestrian and vehicle routes will be well lit and of high quality materials. The holistic
approach to the landscape design and public realm creates more welcoming and
pleasant streets for residents of the masterplan and the surrounding areas to use as a
route through or to dwell in.
The Leisure Centre enhances the current routes around the site whilst also allowing
better permeability to the rear of the site through the new public square. The
buildings entrance will benefit from the existing high level of footfall along Woolwich
New Road. The proposed portico along Woolwich New Road accentuates this route
and clearly defines the buildings entrance, creating a sheltered threshold on approach
to the building as well as a space for outdoor seating.

Refuse vehicle
Emergency vehicle
Existing external streets
Pedestrian / cycle
Bollard Access Control
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HOW IT WORKS

STREET SCENE - ACTIVE FRONTAGES

COMMUNITY AND COMMERCIAL STRATEGY

N

Active frontages at street level are achieved across the masterplan with ancillary and
blank elevations minimised. Wherever possible blank frontages are utilised to provide
vertical greening with ground level planting.
The Leisure Centre frontages are designed to stimulate interest from passers-by
and to encourage access to the sport and leisure opportunities. This is achieved
through areas of fritted glazing to maximise activity whilst ensuring privacy of users.
Permeable and opened up frontages are proposed to the Bull Tavern Building and the
Vincent Road elevation.
Within the site, residential amenity spaces and front doors provide residential active
frontages with servicing and plant frontages minimised. Defensible planting and front
gardens provide privacy to ground floor units without obscuring light from the units.
Clearly defined communal entrances create sense of arrival and hierarchy to access
shared apartment block lobbies.
The positioning of active spaces to the full building perimeter of the Leisure Centre
creates good levels of passive supervision over the surrounding street.

Active Commercial
frontage
Active Community/
Leisure frontage
Active Residential
Frontage
Primary Entrance

N

The masterplan transitions from Civic to residential as you journey from General
Gordon Square to the south and east of the site. The new Leisure Centre occupies
a civic frontage to General Gordon Square. This new civic building links directly to
the iconic and locally listed Tramshed Theatre, a key addition to the overall block
masterplan, currently under refurbishment.
As noted previously, large percentages of the street scene are occupied by active
frontages, either community, commercial or residential. The new commercial
units to the north elevation along Vincent Road provide additional opportunities
for businesses and for employment opportunities. The use class E classification
provides flexibility for future uses. The Bull Tavern Building facade is to be retained
and renovated, and an extended new building will provide a new flexible commercial
building at the heart of the masterplan and of value to the whole of Woolwich town
centre.

Commercial
Ground Floor
Uses
Residential
Ground Floor
Uses
Leisure and
Community
Centre

In total the proposals are providing a new Leisure and Community Centre with
facilities for use by the public, including improved connections to the Tramshed
Theatre, and an additional 1070sqm of further commercial spaces.

58% Active frontage to Leisure Centre
77% Active frontage to Residential and Commercial elements of masterplan
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HOW IT WORKS

SEPARATION DISTANCES & SINGLE ASPECT UNITS

SITE WIDE VEHICLE ACCESS: DELIVERY, REFUSE AND EMERGENCY VEHICLES

Located
on LGF

Vincent Road

15m

Helen Street

12m

29m
8m
21m

11m

14m

17m
4m

Wil

24m

In developing the masterplan, the separation distances have been maximized
wherever possible. Though some fall under standard guidance, the internal layouts
of flats have been designed to avoid facing living spaces. Primary frontages to living
rooms are oriented onto open spaces, and not to other flat’s living or bedrooms. As
you move up the buildings increased set backs are introduced and greater separation
distances achieved.
The majority of new homes for the Woolwich Leisure Centre Development are dual or
triple aspect. There are no single aspect north facing homes. Where homes are single
aspect 71% are one bedroom homes, with the remainder as two bedroom homes.
There are no single aspect family sized homes. Within single aspect homes living
spaces are prioritized near to windows maximizing daylighting and ancillary nonhabitable rooms (storage, hallways and bathrooms) are place deep within the plan
form owing to their lack of need to have natural daylighting.

mou

Single aspect units
Duel aspect units

Quantum of single
aspect units.
Block A – 20 / 51 (39%)
Block B – 46 / 125 (37%)
Block C – 53 / 107 (49%)
Block D - 50 / 127 (39%)
Block E – 14 / 72 (19%)

Total – 183 / 481 (38%)
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All vehicles will enter and exit the site via Vincent Road. A turning space will be
provided to the south of Block A and B, to ensure that vehicles enter and exit the site
in a forward gear.
Primary vehicular access would be from Vincent Road via Helen Street and the
proposal is to minimise vehicular activity within the site that caters for access to Blue
Badge spaces and loading and servicing activity for future residents. The remainder of
the vehicular access through the site would be restricted via collapsible bollards, that
will be primarily operated within the concierge within Block B (that is expected to be
manned 24/7).
A maximum of 1 refuse vehicle/HGV per day (on the basis that refuse/recycling
collection would take place on a weekly basis) would access part of the site via
Vincent Road and exit onto Wilmount Street. The internal routing has been designed
to ensure that vehicles enter and exit the site in a forward gear.
Maintenance access for the Leisure Centre is limited to the existing layby area of
Wilmount Street. The existing substation will be relocated as part of the proposals
and located within the Leisure Centre basement level. This area is proposed as a
shared service yard to service both the Leisure Centre and the Tramshed and will be
demarcated by bollards, including telescopic bollards to provide access.

Deliveries and
residential blue
badge
Residential blue
badge
Refuse vehicle
Emergency vehicle
Bollard
Collapsible Bollards
Tactile paving
Delivery zone
Refuse Stores
(collection on street)
Refuse Stores
(collection off
street)
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HOW IT WORKS

CAR PARKING & BIKE STORAGE STRATEGY

GENERAL GORDON
SQUARE

LEISURE
CENTRE

N

N

LOWER GROUND FLOOR PLAN

To ensure that the development contributes towards the Mayor’s
and TfL’s Healthy Street approach and local policy objectives, it is
proposed that the development will be car free with the exception of
a total number of 10 blue badge parking spaces. 7 spaces are located
between Block A and B and 3 spaces are located between Block D and
E. Of the 10 spaces, it is proposed that 2 of these spaces will have
access to an Electric Vehicle Charging Point.

Cycle parking

As part of the proposals, future visitors of the Leisure Centre and
commercial units will benefit from four additional blue badge spaces
that would be provided on Vincent Road. The proposed on-street
parking layout along this road will also be able to accommodate 9
number of parked vehicles including 4 blue badge spaces.

New visitor cycle parking in General

Residential Visitor Cycle Parking
Blue Badge parking space

Gordon Square (50 cycles)
Coach Drop-off and Taxi Rank
Existing Sheffield racks for 34 cycles
Proposed racks for 6 cycles (Leisure
Centre long stay)

The scheme will include over 900 bike spaces, as per policy
requirements including 882 for future residents, 21 for future
employees and up to 195 visitor spaces . Secure bike storage is
provided at ground floor within Block A, D and E and at lower ground
within Block B and C. The cycle parking provision aligns with the
requirements on a block-by-block basis, 5% of the block’s cycle
provision will be accessible Sheffield stands to comply with the
London Cycle Design Standards (LCDS).
Residential visitor cycle parking, in the form of Sheffield stands,
has also been provided within the public spaces of the landscape
proposal. Additional Sheffield Stands will be provided within the
adopted highway or General Gordon Square. This provision would
help encourage visitors of the Leisure Centre to cycle, as well as help
address the existing lack of cycle parking facilities within Woolwich
Town Centre, that has been identified by RGB Highways. The exact
locations are to be confirmed post planning submission.

Example of Accessible
Sheffield Stand

There are a number of existing bicycle stands to the perimeter of the
Leisure Centre site that are to be retained or replaced as part of the
development. Long stay cycle parking facilities are also proposed and
located to the north elevation of the Leisure Centre on Vincent Road.
This internal store accommodates 5 cycles.
Example of double stack bike
stands

Example of Sheffield Stand
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HOW IT WORKS

INCLUSIVE NEIGHBOURHOODS: INVOLVING THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

ADDRESSING LEVEL CHANGES ACROSS THE SITE

SITE WIDE INCLUSIVE ACCESS
Inclusive access standards and regulations have been adopted across the whole
application site proposals. The masterplan for the whole site has considered access
for all, and was developed in accordance with the appropriate standards, specifically
Approved Document M. Statements on inclusive access of the detailed design
elements of the leisure centre and residential elements can be found in sections 6 and
7 of this design and access statement.

Key Design Features
The following guidelines will be adhered to as the
scheme evolves and is developed into reserved matters
applications.
• All residential units should be provided with direct level access, either at street
level or via lifts. Level access is to be provided to lifts at the basement parking
level and/or ground level for all blocks.
• All units must be either served by a minimum of two lifts or be provided with
direct access at street level.
• Step-free access is required for all communal entrances to all dwellings, car
parking, cycle storage and refuse.
• Step-free access is required for all entrances to ancillary accommodation at the
ground levels of the residential blocks.
•
> 10% of all residential units will be accessible units. The illustrative scheme
demonstrates how this could be provided.
• Gradients of levels in the public realm should not be a steeper gradient than 1:20
(therefore no ramps in DDA / part M terms). Allowance has been made for
• 10% of all residential units to be provided with car parking spaces as per the Draft
London Plan.
• Step-free access is also required for all entrances to employment uses and retail/
commercial units.

STANDARDS
For primary routes and approaches to buildings Approved Document M is taken as a
benchmark for determining accessibility. With regards to streetscape and pavement
design, guidance is provided by the Department for Transport’s Inclusive Mobility
guide and Transport Notes. BS 8300:2009 - Design of buildings and their approaches
to meet the needs of disabled people; The Equality Act 2010; The London Plan 2021;
and relevant sections of the British Standards BS8300.
Access standards are in a continuing state of development due to changing needs,
expectations and legislation. Therefore, access and inclusivity will continue to be
considered and refined throughout the design process. The design of the scheme as it
is developed through the detailed design stage will follow these standards to provide
a high level of inclusive design.

NORTH - SOUTH SECTIONS SHOWING THE SIGNIFICANT LEVEL CHANGES ACROSS
THE SITE.

4.5m Level Change

Site Topography
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HOW IT WORKS

SECURED BY DESIGN

PHASING AND DELIVERY

N

N
Vehicle access control

The scheme has been through multiple consultations with the secured by design DOCO team for Woolwich as well as the local
counter terrorism advisor (CTSA) to ensure the scheme provides safe and secure homes and public spaces. Consultation with the
metropolitan police took place in March 2021, May 2021, June 2021 and February 2022. Secured by design advise will continue to
be sought as the scheme is taken forward to construction phases.
Consultation with the Metropolitan Police has helped to develop the design in response to the existing crime and antisocial behaviour
that is witnessed in the local area. A ‘designing out’ approach has been undertaken to help reduce the capacity for crime within the
new public spaces. The architectural teams and landscape architects have worked collaboratively to design a collective scheme that
forefronts safe design principles. This includes appropriate planting, natural surveillance, lighting design and access control across
the site. CCTV will be coordinated with the lighting design.

The delivery of the new leisure centre is the first priority in delivering the project. The existing
Waterfront leisure centre will remain open and operational until the new leisure centre is completed.
The residential blocks will be delivered in 2 stages following the leisure centre. Phase 2 will deliver
Block A and Block D providing a mix of new social housing for Greenwich residents on the Council`s
waiting list and private sale homes. The remaining 3 blocks (B, C and E) will be delivered in phase 3,
again providing a mix of affordable and private sale properties. The landscaping and public realm
will be delivered in phases that align with the leisure centre and residential components.

Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3

The new leisure centre will provide actives use from the early hours to later in the evening. This will mean there is increased activity
and surveillance of the existing General Gordon Square as well as the new Community Square. The new Community Square is also
over looked by the extended Bull Tavern Building which has the potential to have evening activity.
The residential blocks will be designed to create safe and secure homes for their residents. Security ratings for doors and windows
have been outlined by the metropolitan police as well as a strategic access strategy to all blocks will ensure only limited residents
and guests have access to specific communal areas.
Following previous meetings with the secured by design DOCO team, it was advised that a provision of a direct route between the
scheme and the Armstrong Estate proposed serious concerns for the increased risk of anti-social and violent behaviour and that the
connection would be detrimental to both developments. As a result, this link has been omitted removing the risk that it posed.
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3.17

SITE WIDE FIRE STRATEGY

key plan
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NOTES

- Do not scale from this drawing, except for planning purposes.
- Check all dimensions on site.
- Subject to survey.
- Subject to site inspection.
- Site boundary lines are indicative only.
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LEISURE CENTRE PROPOSAL
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4.01		

CHAPTER SUMMARY

LEISURE CENTRE PROPOSALS
The proposed Leisure Centre provides new state-of-the-art community and leisure
facilities to replace the existing Waterfront Leisure Centre. The building is located in
the heart of Woolwich town centre, providing a more accessible option, with access
to a diverse range of public transport options. The transparent and civic design of
the building aims to increase passive engagement with the building, with the ultimate
objective of increasing participation in sport and improving health and wellbeing
within the district. The proposals provide the following benefits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sustainable town centre location promoting healthy and public transport options
Five new water areas, including a training pool , 8 lane 25m pool, toddler pool,
splash pad, and leisure pool.
Spa facility
A six court sports hall, five-a-side hall, two squash courts, two multipurpose
studios, and a split level fitness suite.
Community facilities, including a community room, crèche, soft play and several
party rooms.
Healthwise GP referral consultation facility
High quality changing rooms including a range of accessible facilities
The UKs first BREEAM Outstanding Leisure Centre

The heritage and civic quality of the new Leisure Centre's context, including General
Gordon Square, Equitable House, and the Tramshed, have influenced the design of the
building, which reflects the civic role of the building as a community asset.
Sustainability underpins the Leisure Centre and site wide design approach. In
conjunction with the on site energy centre which is located within the Leisure Centre,
the building has been designed to achieve a 43% reduction in CO2 (SAP10).

Diagram illustrating the buildings relationship with Woowlich New Road
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CGI of the Leisure Centre from General Gordon Square

CGI of the Leisure Centre Interior - View into 25m Pool from First Floor Level
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4.02		

DESIGN PROCESS

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
Achieving a design that celebrates the rich and diverse history of Woolwich, the aims
and ambitions of RBG, as well as incorporating key themes and ideas from public
consultation, has been important objectives for this project.
The prominent location of the proposed Leisure Centre and its adjacency to General
Gordon Square, The Tramshed, and Equitable House, has influenced a refined
civic architecture that references its heritage context in a contemporary way,
endeavouring to compliment rather than compete with its neighbours. This was an
important point raised during early public consultation stages and is something that
has influenced the design team throughout the design process.
Historically, the buildings in this area were built during the Georgian and Victorian
periods, displaying a handsome classical architectural formality of repeating facade
bays, horizontal layering and with pronounced datum lines, and pitched roofs. Many
of the buildings to Woolwich New Road accommodated retail units at ground floor
level, activating the public realm, with residential homes above.
The Duke of Connaught Coffee Tavern and Public Hall (1880 - 1980) was designed
by architect William Rickwood and occupied the corner site of the proposed Leisure
Centre prior to the construction of the Viscount House Building (1990s), and was the
tallest building in this part of Woolwich New Road, with the remaining street stepping
down in scale towards the Tramshed to the south.
The Woolwich Tramshed was designed by council architect E. Vincent Harris and was
built in 1909–10 for the London County Council’s tramways, not as a shed for trams,
but as an electricity sub-station. The building has a restrained classicism quality, with
simple planes and exaggerated quoins and voussoirs, very much in the common style
established for the building type, with a neatly proportioned pedimented elevation.
The building was later converted into a comedy club and music venue before the
Greenwich and Lewisham Young People’s Theatre (GLYPT) took up residence in 2009.
In 2019 GLYPT changed their name to Tramshed to celebrate the Woolwich Tramshed
as their forever home. The building is currently being refurbished for the Tramshed
Theatre and is due for completion in 2022.
The Grade II listed Equitable House was designed by Lionel Upperton Grace in
the Neo-Classical style. The building was built in 1935 as the headquarters of the
Woolwich Equitable Building Society which was originally located on Powis Street.
It is a substantial and dignified classical building, stolid but enlivened by Art Deco
touches and standing apart from the lightly diverse retail architecture of Powis Street.
Its three public elevations are faced with Portland stone. An oriental inspired central
tower is roofed in copper, with Westmorland slates on flanking sloped parapets that
disguise a flat roof.
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1. Historic Image - Former Duke of Connaught Building (1880-1980)

2. Historic Image - Former Woolwich Arsenal Train Station (1849), Vincent Road

6. Historic Image - Equitable House Construction (1934)

3. Historic Image - Woolwich Arsenal Train Station (1900)

4. Historic Image - Former Duke of Connaught Building (1980)

5. Historic Image - Woolwich New Road (1980)
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DESIGN PROCESS

FORM FINDING
The Leisure Centre massing, form, and expression has naturally evolved through
various iterations during the design process. The proposals are informed by reference
to the site's history and what remains today. The approach seeks to mediate scale
between the two-storey Tramshed and the five-storey Equitable House to create a trio
of civic buildings encircling the north east corner of General Gordon Square. To assist
this, the facade is layered in reference to key datums taken from both buildings and
these have Informed the staggered massing of the building to ensure the new Leisure
Centre responds sensitively.
The diagrams opposite are a sequence of key steps which illustrate how the scale and
massing of the Leisure Centre has been approached to sensitively respond to the site
context and public realm, alongside the creation of a legible entrance and cohesive
physical relationship with the Tramshed.

Diagram of contextual massing

Given the local importance of Equitable House, special attention has been paid to
taking contemporary reference points from its neo-classical architecture when
developing the elevations for the Leisure Centre.
The Leisure centre steps up from its lowest point adjoining the Tramshed to the corner
opposite Equitable house. This mediation between scales and styles is key to rooting
the scheme firmly in its context.
Primary, dominant horizontal datum lines are found in both elevations opposite. The
Leisure Centre uses layers of depth within these horizontal elements to reference the
cornicing of Equitable House.

Mediation of scale

The vertical elements are broken at each datum line but are frequent enough to
give the elevations an over arching vertical emphasis. This references back to the
vertically aligned windows of Equitable House and the wider Victorian/Neoclassical
context. The rhythm of these vertical elements has been interrupted to express the
stacked programme of the building.

Diagram of contextual datum lines and references

Whilst the Leisure Centre adopts a contemporary classicism in terms of its ordered
facade, it is a much more open and transparent building than Equitable House,
which has a heavier solidity to its expression, associated with both its neo-classical
architecture and by virtue of its original as a Building Society. Transparency is
important in order to successfully express the internal function of the Leisure Centre,
to put sport on show and to activate the public realm, with the ambition of engaging
the public and increasing participation in sport. The approach to the facade design
is based upon an honest expression of the activities contained within. Therefore,
pools, fitness suites, and multipurpose studios which benefit from daylight are highly
transparent, whilst 'black box' spaces, where daylighting is detrimental to function,
such as sports halls and squash courts are expressed as solid. These functions are
therefore clearly externalised on the buildings facade.
The approach of using a uniformity of material with varying texture also takes its
reference from Equitable House and the surrounding context. Banded rustication
to the lower section of the facade with smooth middle, separated by continuous
horizontal cornicing helps give Equitable House a clear base, middle and top.
Similarly, by utilising a variety of concrete textures, alongside the architectural
hierarchy of the facade, the Leisure Centre expresses a base, middle and top. This
helps to articulate the mass of the building.
Physical relationship to tramshed
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Expression of programme

Mass Extrusion

Threshold + Setbacks

Ordered Proportions

Horizontal Datum

Envelope Framework

Expression of Programme

Elevation precedent - Contemporary Classicism

Portico Precedent

Permeable and Transparent Facade
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DESIGN PROCESS

STACKED DESIGN
A constrained inner city site can demand an innovative solution in order to
accommodate the facilities required by the community within the footprint available.
This is particularly challenging for a complex building type such as a leisure centre.
For the Woolwich Leisure Centre project, this has been achieved by the vertical
stacking of sports spaces across several floors, in contrast to the single or two-storey
approach traditionally associated with Leisure Centre buildings.
This model creates other benefits due to the decreased footprint and land-take, such
as the opportunity to create more public realm and making the building more efficient
in terms of circulation and wayfinding. An important part of this approach has been
to introduce a basement level within the building. This means that the significant
area of plant room spaces is concealed below ground, which has helped to reduce
the footprint of the building and minimise the extent of 'non-active' facade at ground
floor level.
Lifting the 'black box' spaces to upper levels also creates the opportunity to create a
more 'active' facade at ground floor level, further animating the public realm. For the
proposed Leisure Centre, one example of this is the large volume of the sports hall
which has been stacked above the 25m pool.
This approach has significant reduced the amount of solid, un-activated, facade at
ground level and has created animation to all sides of the building, connecting the
public with the internal activities of the Leisure Centre.
The ability to stack the Leisure Centre accommodation efficiently is paramount for
the success of the design. Typically, the prescribed spatial sizes for various sport
accommodation, such as the 25m pool, 6 court sports hall, squash courts etc. can
make this a challenge, but these also create several opportunities.
The proposed design is based upon reconciling structural spans and stacking
accommodation in an optimal way in order to simplify structural engineering and
services distribution, whilst creating the opportunity to express a variety of volumes
across the remaining spaces, including double and triple height spaces to the entrance
/ cafe, atrium and leisure pool hall.
The stacking arrangement has resulted in a natural ‘break’ in the massing of the
building, and has led to the creation of a central circulation atrium, which benefits
from a top-lit four-storey volume within the centre of the building plan arrangement.
This will encourage physical movement through the building, but also provides spaces
for users to dwell, socialise and casually spectate.
All key leisure spaces are accessed via the central circulation atrium and further
activate the user journey via internal glazed windows that enable building users to
passively engage with activities.

Atrium

Sports Hall

Viewing Gallery

Spectator
Seating

Changing
Village

Plant Room

25m Pool Hall

These internal windows will also facilitate cross-views from the central atrium to the
surrounding public realm via key double-height spaces such as the pool halls. For
example, from the viewing windows into the 25m pool hall, users will be able to look
out onto Vincent Road and to the new community square adjacent to the Bull Tavern.
This approach ensures that views to the outside are always maintained and that the
user experience is dynamic and ever-changing.
Stacked Facilities
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FITNESS STUDIO

DESIGN PROCESS

14
TERRACE

PLANT

FIVE-A-SIDE

TERRACE

5

Level 3

Early iterations of the design shown to the left highlight some of the early themes of
the design concept, such as clustering the community functions to the west, creating
a main entrance space addressing General Gordon Square, and providing links to
the Tramshed Theatre, allowing for spill out activities and shared use of the Leisure
Centre's generously sized entrance and cafe areas.

Iteration 1: Third Floor

12

5
FITNESS STUDIO

8
13

FITNESS STORAGE

STUDIOS

VOID
OVER
LEISURE
POOLS

VOID OVER
SPORTS HALL

CHANGING

VOID
OVER
SQUASH

in order to make this an inviting route a move was made to push activity areas to
the edges of the building to animate the elevations with light, play and activity, and
promoting sport to the community whilst also providing a route which feels safe and
secure.

Level 2

PLANT

To help achieve this, ancillary and changing spaces were positioned to the centre of
the building plan.
11

6

Iteration 1: Second Floor

7

9

8
10

8

In this early iteration, a 4 court sports hall is shown, however, this was subsequently
increased to a 6 court sports hall following public consultation, meetings with key
stakeholder groups, and to ensure the building could provide optimal flexibility. The
five-a-side hall was also relocated to Level 2 in order to reduce the scale and massing
of the building adjacent to the Tramshed.
The central circulation atrium was subsequently introduced in order to improve
wayfinding and legibility of the building for users.

Level 1
SOFT PLAY
+
CRECHE

Another important theme was the creation of a clear route from the station to the new
community square and residential areas by achieving a compact footprint for the the
Leisure Centre.

VOID OVER POOLS

POOL SPECTATOR SEATING

VOID OVER
RECEPTION

CHANGE

ST

4

3

VOID
OVER
LEISURE
POOLS

SPORTS HALL

2
SQUASH

5

CHANGING

1
Level 0

Iteration 1: First Floor
VINCENT ROAD

8 LANE 25m POOL

1

Entrance / reception / cafe

8

Dry changing

2

Village changing

9

4 court sports hall

3

8 lane competition pool hall

10

4 squash courts

4

Leisure pool

11

Pool spectator seating

5

Plant

12

Fitness suite

6

Soft play

13

Multi-purpose studios

7

Crèche

14

Five-a-side pitch

CAFE
RESIDENTIAL
RECEPTION

STAFF / CONTROL

WOOLWICH NEW ROAD

TRAINING
POOL

CHANGING VILLAGE
LEISURE POOL

PLANT
TRAMSHED

WILMOUNT STREET

Iteration 1: Ground Floor

Massing
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DESIGN PROCESS

IMPROVING PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN SPORT
A leading concept for the Leisure Centre is based upon how the building design can
help to improve public participation in sport. To promote this within the design,
all active spaces, such as the cafe, pool halls, fitness suites, spinning studios, and
multipurpose studios have been located to the external perimeter of the building, and
are outward facing.
These spaces are transparent to provide visual connection with the public realm,
allowing passive engagement with the new Leisure Centre, and encouraging new
users to come into the building and participate. This has resulted in a building design
that does not have a front or a back, but which has activation to all four elevations,
creating a dynamic pedestrian experience.
A good example of this, is the proposed community square adjacent to the Bull
Tavern which benefits from visual connections to the 25m pool and leisure pool at
ground floor level, as well as views into the fitness suite, five-a-side hall, and spinning
studio, helping to enhance the engagement between the public and the internal
building programme. These internal and external connections are illustrated by the
axonometric drawing opposite.
This approach is carried through internally, where glazed windows provide users an
opportunity to view into the Leisure Centre's various sports facilities as they circulate
through the building.

Precedent Images - Active Facades and Passive Engagement
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Fitness Suite
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Fitness

Leisure Pool

25m Pool
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Pools activating the elevations and public square
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4.02		

DESIGN PROCESS

CIRCULATION
The primary circulation route through the building is orientated on a very simple
east-west axis and creates a clear, identifiable route through the building upon arrival.
The intent is to create a coherent wayfinding strategy for horizontal and vertical
circulation, as well as providing passive cross-level sight lines to the Leisure Centre
amenities as users move through the building.

Footprint - Site extents

Legibility of Plan - Break down plan
into distinct components

A central spine combined with stacked community and leisure spaces either side
creates a coherent and navigable route through the building whilst also reducing the
required space to connect to the various communal functions.
An important focal point running through this space is the main accommodation
staircase which has been designed to encourage activity and movement through the
building in lieu of the lifts. Informal seating has also been incorporated at each level
as places to dwell and spectate into the leisure spaces, such as the 25m pool. These
areas also provides an important practical use, in the form of waiting areas between
sessions and casual break out spaces for small gatherings.
Alongside the feature staircases, two 17 person lifts (also evacuation lifts) are
provided and are immediately accessible once through the entrance turnstiles at
reception. The lifts ensure level access is provided to all floors of the building, and
will accommodate sport wheelchairs for users accessing the sports hall.
The feature accommodation stair is positioned in the centre of the building within
a top lit glazed atrium which allows natural light to penetrate down through the
building. The intended use of natural materials and promotion of natural light will
help to emphasise the wellbeing agenda of the Leisure Centre and establish a civic
quality to the atrium.
The circulation journey through the building has been based upon providing as many
double, triple, and quadruple height volumes as possible, with a series of bridge decks
that connect accommodation on either side of the atrium. These bridges provide
views between levels and also back towards the entrance at each floor level.
The materiality of the staircase has been influenced by the industrial history of
Woolwich and the manufacture or cast iron armaments. Through a palette of
materials including dark metal and natural timber; the stair has been designed as a
continuous, feature element within the light filled central atrium between all levels.
This feeds into a circulation strategy that has been designed to encourage movement
through the building by promoting the use of stairs, alongside the provision of
generous spaces to sit, dwell and spectate, creating a lively and exciting continuous
route, drawing people through the space.

Precedent Images - Feature Stair as a Means to Encourage Movement
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Clarity of Zoning + Access + Circulation
Public | Controlled | Efficiency
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DESIGN PROCESS

TRAMSHED INTERFACE
The new Leisure Centre is much more than a location for physical exercise. It is a
community asset that will become a destination for health, wellbeing, and community
events. A manifestation of the Leisure Centre's community and civic purpose is how
the building physically links to the Tramshed, an existing youth-focused community
theatre group that is currently undergoing renovation.
The Tramshed are a well-established provider of cultural and community services in
the borough with a long track record of successfully working with diverse user groups
and organisations.

Activity Terrace

Multipurpose
Studio

Integration will take the form of a flexible shared access from the Leisure Centre
entrance area which will allow the both buildings entrance foyers to connect as one,
and activities spilling both buildings. The new arrangement takes full cognisance of
safeguarding and security requirements.
It is proposed that the existing 1990s glazed Tramshed entrance is demolished as part
of the Leisure Centre design, and the original entrance reinstated. Each facility will
have its own dedicated entrance and will operate independently, but have the ability
to share facilities as required.

Tramshed
Studio
Gallery
Tramshed
Foyer

Two new studio spaces are being provided as part of the Leisure Centre development
that will be exclusively used by the Tramshed. These are positioned adjacent to the
link between the two buildings. The new studios overlook the Leisure Centre foyer
and create another layer of animation within the building. The folding glazed screen to
the ground floor studio allows performances to spill out into the Leisure Centre foyer
atrium, inviting audience participation from within the main entrance / cafe space.
Multiple studies have shown that participation in performative arts is positive for
people’s mental health regardless of whether you are an active participant or
engaged as a spectator. There is therefore a clear synergy of community-focused
benefit between the Tramshed and the Leisure Centre. This reinforces the civic
ambition of the project and the aspiration to improve health and wellbeing in
Woolwich.
The refurbishment works to the Tramshed will be carried out ahead of the
construction of the Leisure Centre building, and the Tramshed Theatre will re-occupy
the Tramshed building before the new leisure centre building is finished.
The Tramshed have also agreed to become custodians of the new community
square adjacent to the Bull Tavern and will organise and manage the programme of
activities to take place within the square, which will include a variety of cultural and
performance based events.

Management
Office

Leisure
Centre Foyer

Woolwich
New Road

Inteface between the Tramshed and the leisure centre
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External relationship between the Tramshed and the leisure centre
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DESIGN REVIEW PANEL

DESIGN REVIEW PANEL - MEETING 1
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The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project was first presented to the Greenwich Design
Council in October 2020. The Leisure Centre was generally well received, with the key
points of feedback listed below:

—
—
—
—
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The approach was considered to show a good understanding of the civic
importance of the Leisure Centre within its location and presence on General
Gordon Square.
There were questions on whether the entrance was clearly communicated
through the elevation of the building.
The design council had aspirations for the building to run parallel to Vincent Road
on the building’s northern edge which would break the rectilinear form. This
might allow access to the leisure centre from the new public square.
The proposed link between the leisure centre and the Tramshed theatre was
recognised as important.
There was concern that the amount of glazing may ultimately put off people from
engaging in health and wellbeing activities if they were going to be on show.
The Leisure Centre was considered successful in terms of height and massing
although that facade could be refined to express the internal programme or
further respond to the site’s context.
The building could do more to connect to the wider masterplan (for example a
direct route through the Leisure Centre from Woolwich New Road to the new
Community Square), although there was an understanding that the required
programme dominated the building’s footprint making this difficult.
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THE DESIGN TEAM RESPONSE
The design team carefully considered the feedback received from the DRP and
responded / proceeded as follows:
—

—

—

—
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Whilst the facade design had not yet begun in earnest, the design team agreed
that the facade should reflect the buildings programme, and that this was
the next phase of the design to be progressed. As discussed elsewhere in this
document, this was the approach that was ultimately adopted.
The design team felt that it was more important for the building not to run in
parallel with Vincent Road in order to provide a more generous public realm
and more legible route into the new community square on the corner of the Bull
Tavern.
Options to incorporate a route through the building to connect Woolwich New
Road and the new community square were explored but ultimately deemed
unviable due to significant adverse impacts on the building footprint, clash with
Bull Tavern, proximity to adjacent residential buildings, ability to create secure
lines within the building, and impact upon active facades.
The design team were confident that the amount of glazing would not ultimately
put off people from engaging in health and wellbeing activities, as demonstrated
by the recently completed Britannia Leisure Centre in Hackney, which follows
similar principles and which has been tremendously successful since opening.
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Route through building - Option 1 Diagram

Route through building - Option 2 Diagram

STUDIO

CAFE

Woolwich New Road elevation

STUDIO

SQUASH

Facade expresses programme

ENTRANCE

FOYER

DESIGN REVIEW PANEL - MEETING 2
The project was presented for a second time to the Greenwich Design Council August
2021. Key points of feedback received were as follows:
—
—
—
—
—

Concerns was expressed regarding the legibility of the building’s entrance.
Acceptance that it was not possible to drive a physical route through the Leisure
Centre to create a connection between Woolwich New Road and the new
community square.
Approval of the buildings scale and massing.
The design review panel suggested exploring whether the portico could wrap
around the north elevation along Vincent Road to make the connection between
General Gordon Square, the station and the new public square more inviting.
Requested further information on the sustainability and carbon strategy.

THE DESIGN TEAM RESPONSE
The new Leisure Centre a high level of transparency at ground floor level in order to
actively engage with the public realm. The inclusion of a portico to the west façade
enhances this, by creating a sheltered and defined civic threshold to the entrance
whilst creating relief to the public realm along Woolwich New Road. The portico
creates a strong relationship with the north west corner of the site, and in particular,
the approach from Woolwich Arsenal Station, and provides an opportunity for
the Leisure Centre’s cafe to spill outside and further enhance the building’s civic
relationship with General Gordon Square.
The density of the columns has been informed by several factors. They reflect
the proportions of the sports and activity spaces behind the facade, the required
structural positions to support the steel frame and load bearing pre-cast concrete
above, and the density of columns help act as anti-terrorism protection against
potential ram-raiding.
The design team believe that entrance is legible and the correct response to the civic
context of General Gordon Square, being refined further with polished concrete
material variations to further articulate this as the entrance area, alongside a triple
height space that corresponds to the central atrium. The full portico is in fact the
buildings entrance, with a series of doors leading users into the foyer and cafe rather
than toward a single door, and users are encouraged to use all doors along the
elevation.

Visual showing the relationship of the Portico to the entrance

Axonometric Section Through the Triple Height Portico Entrance
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4.04

GREATER LONDON AUTHORITY

GREATER LONDON AUTHORITY ENGAGEMENT
An initial meeting was held with the Greater London Authority (GLA) in January 2021.
The main point of feedback regarding the Leisure Centre related to the creation of
active facades onto the public realm. There was some concern that the facades could
become perceived as inactive through the use of excessive opaque fritting to glazed
area in order to meet potential privacy requirements.
GLA officers articulated that the elevations must feel transparent and activated in
order to create a successful backcloth to the new community square. They suggested
that commercial frontages which could spill out into the square might be more
appropriate.
A second presentation to the GLA took place in September 2021. Some concerns were
maintained regarding the Leisure Centre active frontages and the potential impact
upon the public realm. It was also suggested that the amount of soft landscaping
around pool facade curtilage could be reduced .
DESIGN TEAM RESPONSE
Model showing blinds closed and open

Image of Britannia Leisure Centre (Dusk)

Model showing blinds closed and open

Image of Britannia Leisure Centre (Daytime)

To help articulate the design intent for the approach to swimming pool privacy, a
sectional bay model through the 25m Pool and community square was built. This
incorporated a notional band of translucent fritting to the glazed facade based upon
our recently completed Britannia Leisure Centre project in Hackney. This translucent
fritting is strategically located to an isolated zone of the glazing and is intended
to obscure a pool users face rather than to provide a full opaque screen, thus still
allowing movement and activity to be seen behind the glazing. This can also be seen
in practice within the adjacent photographs of the Britannia Leisure Centre project.
When full privacy is occasionally required for particular user groups, the blinds can
be lowered temporality. Blinds were included within the model to help demonstrate
the visual impact of these in use.
The landscape design has also been progressed and responds to the GLAs feedback.
The extent of soft landscaping adjacent to the pool halls has been reduced, and
consists of low level planting only and is also illustrated by the model.
The adjacent CGIs have since been developed to show the activation of the pools halls
onto the adjacent community square and public realm.
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Wilmount Street: Activation of the public realm

Community Square: Activation of the public square
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4.05

DESIGN EVALUATION

DESIGN PROCESS EVALUATION
An evaluation of the masterplanning options and wider site analysis is illustrated
within sections 2 and 3 of this Design and Access Statement. This section purely
relates to the evaluation of design process for the Leisure Centre.
A number of positive comments have been received from various stakeholder groups
and relevant bodies during several pre-application meetings. In addition to several
meeting with the GLA and DRP, eight pre-application meetings have been held with
the Local Planning Authority to develop the submitted proposals. The Leisure Centre
has also been warmly received during the series of public consultations held to date.
There have been a number of constructive comments which have informed the final
design, making it richer as a consequence. These comments have also led to the
design team interrogating further design solutions, which have either been pursued
or demonstrated confidence in the choices made to reach the proposed design. Two
of these choices are, the legibility of the building entrance and threshold, and the
visibility into the pool halls which the design team believe to be the most suitable
response to the various factors with strong precedents supporting these decisions.
The design of the Leisure Centre building has been developed in collaboration with
other key stakeholders, including sport England and the buildings ultimate operator,
GLL, as well as the other members of the design team including the residential
architects, CGL, who have brought another critical eye to the design process.

Plant
Room
Woolwich
Arsenal
Train
Station

Pedestrianised
Crossing

Studio
Soft Play

The proposed Leisure Centre design supports the health and wellbeing vision of the
masterplan and will create a significant amount of social and economic value to the
people of Woolwich.

Cafe

External
Cafe
Portico

Woolwich
New Road

Leisure Centre Section through Entrance Portico
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Training
Pool

CGI from Woolwich Arsenal Train Station
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Ground floor layout
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4.06

LAYOUT

GROUND FLOOR FACILITIES
The main entrance is set back from Woolwich New Road within a portico which
provides a sheltered threshold into the Leisure Centre. The ground floor levels have
been coordinated with the existing site to provide level access into the building.
The main entrance opens into a triple-height foyer creating a generous and impactful
first impression. The triple-height space offers clear unobstructed lines of sight to
the reception, cafe and leisure facilities allowing visitors to easily navigate around the
building.
CAFE
The cafe area is a double height volume and occupies the north area of the entrance
foyer, creating an active façade to Woolwich New Road , General Gordon Square,
Woolwich Arsenal Station, and a section of Vincent Road. The glazed façade opens
onto an external cafe seating area within the portico providing further street
animation. Due to the changing external footpath levels which slope down toward
Woolwich Arsenal Station, this seating area is level to the cafe but raised from the
street, and a stepped interface visually divides the seating area from the adjacent
footpath and creates a clear demarcation to the public realm.
Internally, the cafe incorporates glazed screens overlooking the training pool, which
allow families to observe swimming lessons. Views are also offered into the party
rooms, soft play, community room, Tramshed and multipurpose studio spaces above
at first and second floors. Blinds will be incorporated to provide privacy to training
pool user groups when required. An internal link to the Tramshed is also provided, and
adds a further layer of flexibility to the space.
The range of activities taking place within this cafe environment will create a lively
and exciting atmosphere within a civic setting. The cafe servery is located opposite
the main entrance and is set into the main internal façade to the opposite side of the
atrium as the self service desks.
A public WC and an accessible public WC are directly accessible from the cafe seating
area.
SPA FACILITY
The spa is located behind the main reception and has a dedicated entrance from the
other pool facilities. The spa includes two treatment rooms, a relaxation room and
sauna and steam rooms. The facility also has its own dedicated changing facilities
from which users can access the training pool.
WET CHANGE
The wet changing village is located to act as a buffer between the pool environment
and the main foyer areas. This wet change facility is a shared facility provides access
to the main pool and the leisure pools.
The training pool can be accessed either via a corridor connecting to the main wet
change village, or more directly from dedicated localised group change areas.
The layout has been designed to enable good visibility between the pool halls and
changing areas, creating a changing provision which benefits from passive supervision
and that is easier to manage.
Entrance foyer and cafe
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LAYOUT

The changing provision has been developed in conjunction with Sport England and
the building operator, and accommodates a mix of cubicle types (single, double
and family user) and a range of locker sizes, including wheelchair accessible
lockers. A number of group changing rooms are also provided; these will be able to
accommodate larger school or community groups. Accessible changing and shower
facilities are also incorporated, including a Changing Places facility for visitors who
require assisted changing.
Shower areas are provided on entry and exit points to pools and a communal vanity
area is located towards the changing village entrance/exit.
LEVEL 00 - TRAINING POOL
The training pool tank has a maximum depth of 2m and incorporates a floating
floor across the whole pool. This enables the water depth of the entire pool to be
controlled - with a depth range from nil (i.e. Level with the pool surround) to 2m. This
flexibility will provide shallow water for learn-to-swim classes, medium depth water
for aqua-aerobics, and full depth for training.
Glazed screens to the training pool will incorporate internal blinds and control points
to allow the space to be separated and completely screened from the surrounding
areas for group sessions that require privacy.
Stepped access is incorporated into the pool tank, and a Pool Pod will also to be
provided for accessible use of the pool. This will be supplemented by hoists for
further resilience and to meet specific accessibility needs. The training pool is
equipped with sensory equipment, including projectors, to allow images and colors to
be projected onto the water surface and walls. This will provide an important multisensory pool space for SEND children groups.
LEISURE POOL
The leisure pool hall is accessed via the central changing village and includes three
main water areas - a toddler pool, splash pad, and main leisure pool. The main leisure
pool overlooks the new public square and residential areas of the masterplan to the
east. Flumes have been incorporated and take advantage of the triple height space.
The toddler pool and splash deck are located to the western end of the leisure pool
where ceiling heights are lower and will provide an appropriate scale setting for small
children. The toddler pool has been created with water depths of 150mm to 300mm
and a flat ‘splashdeck’, containing water play features, occupies the central space
between all pools.
The leisure pool will comprise a variety of depths, character zones and shapes / forms
in order to create an exciting experience for a diverse range of ages. The pool will
incorporate flumes, slides and exciting water features, alongside calm shallow zones,
bubble seats, interactive play and relaxation areas.
The pool spans across the single, double and triple height volumes within the
leisure pool hall and uses these volumes to help define the character of the various
pool zones. Larger play elements such as the flumes and deeper water areas are
positioned within the double and triple height spaces and create a vibrant feature
within the space.

Leisure Pool
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8 LANE 25M MAIN POOL
The 25m pool tank has a consistent depth of 2m throughout. A longitudinal floating
floor has been included to half of the pool width to allow the depth of the water
to be varied from nil (i.e level access to pool surround) to 2m, and to increase the
pool’s operational flexibility and ability to accommodate a wider programme of wet
activities. For example, shallow water aerobics can take place within the shallow
section of the pool while the remaining half is used for full length lane swimming.
The pool tank and surrounds have been designed to provide an 8 lane 25m community
level pool and to comply with dimensional guidance defined in both Sport England’s
design guide and BS-15288:Part 1.
The pool is accessed via the central wet changing area. For pool users with
disabilities, access will be via a combination of PoolPod and hoists to provide the user
with choice. Stepped access has also been incorporated into the pool tank.
A PoolPod is a specialist swimming pool lift that was developed for the London 2012
Olympic and Paralympic games that is now transforming pool access.
An access route to the training pool is provided via a sliding screen located halfway
along the pool’s length, which will allow pool users to flow between spaces.
Timing equipment and removable starter blocks and turnboards will be provided for
small galas and training sessions.

Eight lane 25m Pool
The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project - Design and Access Statement
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4
2
6

3

POOL FLEXIBILITY
1

Optimising flexible use across the pool faculties has been a key driver in the design
development of the swimming facilities, due to the wide range of user groups, profiles
and demographics that the building will accommodate, alongside key business
drivers.

4

The diagrams opposite illustrate the main pool ‘modes’ that have been developed
with the project stakeholder group, and illustrate the required control points to
achieve segregation of areas when required. These modes are outlined as follows:

6

5
7

A - All Pool Access | Baseline Spa
Free access for the public to all pools and steam / sauna facilities.
Spa use limited to treatment rooms and relaxation space.
B - All pools Access | Enhanced Spa (inc. Steam + Sauna)
Free access for the public to all pools, excluding steam / sauna facilities.
Spa offer expanded to include sauna and steam facilities.
A All Pools | Minimal Spa

C - Spa + Pool | 25m + Leisure Pools
Public access to 25m pool and leisure pools only.
Spa offer expanded to include training pool, steam and sauna facilities.
4

D - Training Pool | 25m + Leisure Pools | Enhanced Spa (inc. Steam + Sauna)
Public access to 25m pool and leisure pools only.
Dedicated access to training pool
Spa offer expanded to include sauna and steam facilities.

2
6

E - 25m + Training Pools | Leisure Pool | Enhanced Spa (inc. Steam + Sauna)
Public access to Leisure pool only.
Dedicated access to training + 25m pool (e.g. school groups)
Spa offer expanded to include sauna and steam facilities.

1

F - Training Pool + Enhanced Spa (inc. Steam + Sauna) | 25m Pool | Leisure Pool
Public access to leisure pools only.
Dedicated access to training pool (e.g. school groups)
Spa offer expanded to include training pool, steam and sauna facilities.
Note: Steam / sauna could also be opened up to training pool or 25m/leisure pools.

4
6

1 Spa

5
7

2 Training Pool
3 25m Pool
4 Changing & Shower Rooms
5 Wet Change
6 Showers
7 Leisure Pool
B All pools | Enhanced Spa (inc. Steam + Sauna)
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E Training Pool + 25m Pool | Enhanced Spa (inc. Steam + Sauna) | Leisure Pool

C Spa + Pool | 25m + Leisure Pools
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D Training Pool | 25m + Leisure Pools | Enhanced Spa (inc. Steam + Sauna)

7

F Training Pool + Enhanced Spa (inc. Steam + Sauna) | 25m Pool | Leisure Pool
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POOL TRANSPARENCY AND PRIVACY CONTROL
The Leisure Centre has an important role to play in activating the public realm,
facilitating passive engagement, and ultimately encouraging increased participation
in sport. However, this needs to be sensitively balanced against modesty and privacy
requirements of pool users in order to mitigate any perceived barriers and to ensure
inclusivity.
To achieve this balance and flexibility, a series of measures have been integrated into
the design.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fritted Glass
A band of translucent fritted glass to the facade that obscures pool users
identities whilst still providing a sense of activity behind the facade.
Blinds
Provided to all pool hall internal and external glazing to allow full visual
obscurity to suit user group requirements.
Level changes
External levels result in a solid plinth upstand to the Training and 25m Pool
perimeters which provides an additional layer of sightline visual screening.
Landscape Buffers
Areas of landscape, including trees, are located within the community square and
provide an additional visual buffer from distance views.

Model showing blinds closed and open

Image of Britannia Leisure Centre (Dusk)

Model showing blinds closed and open

Image of Britannia Leisure Centre (Daytime)

To help articulate the design intent for the approach to swimming pool privacy, a
sectional bay model through the 25m Pool and community square was built. This
incorporated a notional band of translucent fritting to the glazed facade based upon
our recently completed Britannia Leisure Centre project in Hackney. A dropped blind
was also included within the model to demonstrate full visual obscurity. Some images
are presented opposite.
The impact of this approach in practice can be seen within the adjacent photographs
of the recently completed Britannia Leisure Centre project, which also required a high
level of visual screening flexibility.
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OBSCURE ZONE

BLIND ZONE
Model showing change in level beltween pools and external ground level

Model showing blinds closed and open

Building section showing glazed fritting and blind zones
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First floor layout
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FIRST FLOOR FACILITIES
The legibility of wayfinding has been a key driver for the internal arrangement of the
building. The central stair and circulation which sits within a quadruple height atrium
becomes the building’s 'spine' at the centre of the plan at Level 01, where it clearly
defines the circulation route and the positioning of leisure facilities. The atrium offers
views into the 25m pool hall to the north and the fitness suite to the south upon arrival
via the feature staircase. Access to the 25m pool spectator seating gallery, soft play,
party rooms, and dry changing is provided directly adjacent to the top of the stair
landing. Access to the fitness suite and spinning studio are also within close proximity
to the stair.
The community rooms, soft play and party rooms are located to the west overlooking
the entrance. A second Tramshed studio is located to the south, with direct access
from the Tramshed via a feature gallery space that overlooks the Leisure Centre foyer
and cafe.
Areas of informal seating are provided within the atrium with opportunities to casually
spectate into the 25m pool hall. These help create a vibrant environment which will
encourage users to dwell and enjoy the space, activity and atmosphere.
Leisure facilities has been positioned to provide animation to all façades, and double
height volumes have been incorporated to create internal cross-views between leisure
spaces, including the introduction of a double height space within the leisure pool hall
which interacts with the fitness suite, creates opportunities for fitness suite users to
look down onto the pools, as well as view through the pool hall to the external façade
and landscape beyond.
POOL SPECTATOR SEATING
There are 100 seats located on the Level 01 gallery which overlook the 25m pool.
This seating comprises a mix of 50 standard seats and 50 breakfast bar type benches
positioned behind, and also includes several accessible spectating positions. The
position of the standard seating has been analysed to ensure sight-lines to the pool
are unobstructed. A glass balustrade is to be installed for edge protection but also to
ensure the observer has full visibility of all lanes during an event.
The breakfast bar style seating behind the standard seats will also provide the
required sight-lines when spectators are standing. High stool seating has been
provided for comfort and casual viewing. In non-event mode the seating can be
used by the public to observe family members or friends during training or casual
swimming.
SOFT PLAY
The soft play facility is provided for slightly older children in the toddler age
category. The space will be furnished with purpose-made soft play equipment.
Adjacent corridor spaces have been made wide enough to act as a waiting area for
parents collecting their children. The rooms location at level 01 and their adjacency
to the secondary circulation route provides some passive security, removing it directly
from the main entrance area, whilst still allowing the activity to help animate the
space. The party rooms all incorporate flexible partitions and allow all party rooms to
be opened up onto the soft play area as a single large space.
View from the central atrium into the 25m pool
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LAYOUT

SECOND FLOOR FACILITIES
6 COURT SPORTS HALL
The six courts sports hall (34.5m x 27m - club/recreational standard) can
accommodate a wide range of activities including badminton, netball, basketball,
volleyball, gymnastics, cricket, and football. The hall has been designed to Sport
England guidance, and from a technical perspective will meet the required lighting,
heating and ventilation requirements, and offer a minimum clear height to underside
of any structure of 7.5m to satisfy the needs of club badminton. The sports hall is
supported with a series of storage areas. Access is provided via the main central
circulation and two doors allow for the hall to be divided and accessed by different
user groups independently. Secondary escape is provided via a route to the west of the
hall.
5-A-SIDE HALL

Multipurpose Studio

External view towards Multipurpose Studios

The dedicated 5-a-side hall is accessed via the main circulation atrium and will provide
purpose-built facility for indoor football with impact boarding, recessed goals, a 3G
pitch surface, and pitch markings. Player changeover areas are provided to the each
end of the hall demarcated by rebound boards.
The eastern side of the hall adjacent to the goals will be used for storage of drag
brushes and other maintenance equipment specific to the 5-a-side hall. Upon exiting
the hall players will be required to pass over shoe cleaning mats to ensure any rubber
crumb from the playing surface is not carried into the circulation atrium. Rebound
boards and robust finishes are proposed allowing either play to board or play to
wall functionality. Nets are suspended from the soffit above the rebound boards to
prevent damage to windows and prevent spectator impact. The space is tempered
rather than heated and is naturally ventilated for a comfortable and responsive
playing environment.
SQUASH COURTS
Two squash courts are located to the west of the sports hall. The squash courts
have glass back walls to the court entrance side facing into the corridor allowing
spectators to view into the rooms. Bench seating is provided along the length of
the corridor for spectators, and for small groups sharing courts, accommodating
changeover periods and space below the bench to store any equipment or personal
belongings that cannot be taken into the court.
MULTIPRUPOSE STUDIOS
Two large multipurpose studios accommodate a wide variety of activities and group
sizes. The studios incorporate storage and a generous circulation areas outside for
users to wait at during busy changeover periods.
Both studios offer views out across General Gordon Square and their positions on the
north west and south west corner of the building places them in the most prominent
corners of the plan, one overlooking Woolwich Arsenal Station and Vincent Road, the
other over the Tramshed Theatre and Wilmount Street. By positioning the studio at
these corners and animating the facade with activity the scheme will externalise the
activities and encourage increased participation in sport. Glazed screens facing back
into the circulation route also help to connect the spaces internally, again promoting
passive engagement as users circulate around the building.

Six court sports hall
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LAYOUT

THIRD FLOOR
Plant
Room

The Leisure Centre’s roof level is principally occupied by air handling and energy
centre plant. These spaces are screened from above by photovoltaic (PV) panels.
Plant areas have been stepped back away from the main façade in order to reduce
visual impact and to minimise the massing of the building.
A sedum roof has been introduced to the roof area to the south-east to improve visual
amenity from the future residential development and to assist with attenuation of
rainwater drainage. This is a ‘brown’ roof as this doesn’t require regular maintenance.

Circulation
Gallery

Studio

Reception
Entrance
Foyer

Entrance

Cafe

Woolwich
New Road

External
Cafe
Portico

Axonometric Section Through the Triple Height Portico Entrance
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4.08

USE

USE
37

The existing retail, commercial and office uses within the Viscount House building are
to be replaced with Leisure uses in the form of a new community Leisure Centre.
The Leisure Centre sits within a wider masterplan of residential and community use,
and will provide a vibrant new offer within Woolwich town centre. It is anticipated that
the Leisure Centre will increase footfall and spend within this evolving urban centre.
The proposed building is bounded by General Gordon Square, which in tandem with
the Leisure Centre, Tramshed and Equitable House will foster a civic environment
where people want to spend time.

35
34

31

28

36

27
33

The cafe / entrance at ground floor interacts with Woolwich New Road and the
entrance portico threshold reinforces this civic quality. The Leisure Centre's physical
connection to the Tramshed Theatre creates further dynamism, allowing spillout of
activities and engagement within the public realm.

33
36
36

In addition to the sport and leisure functions within the building, the Leisure Centre
accommodates community facilities, including a crèche, soft play, party rooms, and a
Healthwise GP referral unit.
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1 ENTRANCE
2 CAFE

25

3 ATRIUM /CIRCULATION

24

4 RECEPTION + STAFF OFFICES

26

5 CAFE SERVERY
6 TRAMSHED STUDIO 1
7 GROUP CHANGE
8 BUGGY STORE
9 SPA
10 CHANGING VILLAGE
11 TRAINING POOL
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12 25m POOL
13 LEISURE POOLS
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14 POOL STORE
15 FIRST AID ROOM
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16 CYCLE STORE
17 SUBSTATION
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18
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20 TRAMSHED
21 SERVICE AREA
22 CRÈCHE
23 SOFT PLAY

6

20

24 COMMUNITY ROOM
25 HEALTHWISE
26 TRAMSHED STUDIO 2
27 DRY CHANGING
28 CIRCULATION ATRIUM
29 SPECTATOR
30 SPINNING STUDIO
31 FITNESS STUDIO
32 PARTY ROOMS
33 SQUASH COURT
34 6 COURT SPORTS HALL
35 FIVE-A-SIDE HALL
36 EXERCISE STUDIO
37 ROOFTOP EXERCISE STUDIO

Diagram of the layout within the stacked programme
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USE

USE
The adjacent building sections illustrate the proposed Leisure Centre in its wider
context. These have been colour-coded to show the facility use-types and how these
are vertically stacked across the building.
These also show the buildings relationship with public realm at ground floor level,
with active sport and community spaces located at ground floor level to animate the
facade to encourage participation.
The exploded axonometric floor plans opposite show how the Leisure Centre facilities
have been organised in plan. Ancillary spaces such as changing rooms and storage
have been located in the heart of the floor plan to allow the active spaces to be
positioned to the perimeter of the building footprint.

Dry sports

Wet sports

Circulation areas

Community facilities
A-A Perspective section

B-B Perspective section

Key Plan
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4.09

SCALE

SCALE
The proposed Leisure Centre is designed to respond to the scale of the surrounding
buildings on General Gordon Square, Wilmount Street and the Armstrong Estate.
Principally, the scale and massing aims to mediate scale between the two-storey
Tramshed and five-storey Equitable House Buildings.
The building's spatial programme has been stacked over three floors to create a
compact and efficient use of the site, in view of enhancing the public realm, including
the creation of a new public square threshold into the new residential neighbourhood.
The proposed Leisure Centre has a smaller footprint compared to the existing
Viscount House and the Wilkos retail unit.
The stacking of the Leisure Centre's four storeys results in an overall building height
of 21.750m from the entrance level at 12m above ordnance datum.
The building width, as seen from the West elevation, is 55m and the length along the
South elevation (the longest elevation) is 82m.
Existing buildings surrounding the site vary in scale, from the lower lying Woolwich
Arsenal Station and Tramshed, to Equitable House and Maritime House which also
provide frontage to General Gordon Square. The Woolwich Central development to
the south is the tallest building within close proximity to the site.
An application for a new 15 storey residential tower block located to the south side of
of General Gordon Square has recently been approved.

Woolwich New Road contextual elevation

Diagram of contextual massing

Diagram of contextual datum lines and references
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A

Equitable House (1935)

B

Woolwich Arsenal Train Station (1993)

C

The Tramshed (1910)

D

Woolwich New Road
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SCALE
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E

Woolwich Central Development (2014)

F

Thomas Street

G

Former London & Provincial Bank (1892)

H

Maritime House (1960s)- Greens End

Proposed Leisure Centre
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4.10

APPEARANCE AND ELEVATIONS

MATERIALITY AND TONALITY
A materiality and colour study was undertaken to help inform the appearance of the
Leisure Centre and to help root the design in the heritage and context of Woolwich.
The proposed scale and massing of the building has been informed by an ambition
to mediate scale between the Tramshed and Equitable House and to develop a civic
cluster of buildings to the edge of General Gordon Square. The architecture of the
Leisure Centre has been influenced by both the classicism of Equitable House and the
Victorian The Duke of Connaught Building (1880-1980) that formerly occupied the
Leisure Centre site. This helps support the civic quality of the community-focused
Leisure Centre.
The civic nature of the building led towards the adoption of pre-cast concrete. This
was informed by locally important heritage buildings, including Equitable House, the
London & Provisional Bank, and Woolwich Town Hall, which incorporate portland
stone, polished granite below stucco, and rendered (or ‘compo’) with brickwork,
respectively. The selection of pre-cast would also allow for a variety of finishes,
such as polished, acid etched, and sandblasted, which would create another layer of
reference these heritage buildings.

A

Equitable House

B

Woolwich Arsenal Train Station

C

Tramshed Theatre

D

Woolwich New Road

E

Town Hall

F

Thames House

G

Maritime House

H

Former London & Provincial Bank (1892)

A series of options testing tonality were then were then explored. This process
involved selecting base colour pallets from existing and historic colour tones local to
the site. Prominent buildings of social and historical significance were picked as well
as more contemporary examples of architecture in the area. Colour tones explored
included Equitable house, the Tramshed Theatre, Woolwich Town Hall and Maritime
House.
Option 1 - Equitable House
Equitable House uses a white Portland stone. Option 01 tests a white concrete
pigment to create a similar bright white finish. This option was considered to compete
too much with Equitable House.
Option 2 - The Tramshed
The second option adopts a buff limestone aggregate mix to reference the London
stock brick used for the Tramshed. This creates a tonal relationship with the Tramshed
whilst providing a contemporary architectural expression with reference to Equitable
House, creating a balance and helping to mediate between both buildings.
G

Option 3 - Woolwich Town Hall
An orange / red concrete pigment has been explored to match the Woolwich Town
Hall Brickwork. This brick colour has also been referenced in the lower portion of
the RBG Civic Centre. However, this was dismissed as the brickwork is very much a
secondary material in the character of the Town Hall, and does not respond the the
sites immediate context.

D
C
H

Option 4 - Maritime House and Equitable House
This more flamboyant option explored a green pigment in reference to the Maritime
House exterior and the window frames and the oxidised copper domed roofs of
Equitable House and the Town Hall buildings.

A

The selection of colour and tonality is equally important to the architectural
expression of the building, and Option 2 was ultimately selected as the most
successful approach. The limestone tonality sensitively responds to the buildings
physical connection with the Tramshed, whilst the architectural expression is
counterbalanced against the civic language of Equitable House.
Aerial view of the site's surrounding context
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1

Material study referencing Equitable House

2

Material study referencing Tramshed Theatre

3

Material study referencing Woolwich Town Hall

4

Material study referencing Maritime House

1

Material study referencing Equitable House

2

Material study referencing Tramshed Theatre

3

Material study referencing Woolwich Town Hall

4

Material study referencing Maritime House
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APPEARANCE AND ELEVATIONS

ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION
Woolwich town centre is home to a wide variety of building typologies and
architectural styles. Two of the area’s most important historical buildings, Equitable
House and the Tramshed, face onto General Gordon Square and create an important
civic presence and definition to the public realm. There is an opportunity for the
Leisure Centre to build upon and further contribute to this level of quality, creating a
sensitive and cohesive transition of scale and aesthetic between these buildings.
The proposed Leisure Centre aims to create a complementary and contemporary
civic response, reflecting its status as an important town-centre community building.
Emphasis has been placed on crafting a design which mediates between these two
notable buildings but also reflects the history of the site. The facade composition
make reference to the classicism of Equitable House and the The Duke of Connaught
Building (1880-1980) that formerly occupied the Leisure Centre, including articulated
horizontal datums and repeating formal facade bay modules. Key datums heights
have also been taken from the Tramshed and expressed within the proposed facade.
This has formed a base framework, or 'grid', for the facade that has been further
refined to express the programme of the Leisure Centre and to create variety across
the facade. For example, larger glazed bays are located to the building perimeter
at ground floor to provide a higher level of transparency to the entrance, cafe, and
pools; and are defined by visually heavier precast columns to create a grand civic
relationship with the public realm. In contrast, the multipurpose studios and fitness
spaces to upper levels have a denser arrangement of delicate concrete fins. Areas
of glazing correspond to fitness activities which do not preclude natural light, and
are counterbalanced by those that do, including the sports hall and squash courts,
which are expressed as solid elements on the facade. The facade therefore becomes
a reflection of the buildings internal programme, but united by a commonality of
expressed grid, in the form of expressed columns, datums and joints lines.

Proposed external material finish from General Gordon Square

Expanded Mesh Cladding

MATERIAL FINISHES AND TEXTURES
The material choice of pre-cast concrete aims to compliment this strategy, and will
reflect the civic materiality of Equitable House and tonality of the Tramshed.
Alongside this, a variety of surface finishes are being explored to build upon the
contextual response, civic function, and the buildings internal programme. Surface
finishes are likely to include a smooth faced acid etched finish to respond to the
Portland stone facade of Equitable house, and other options that express the colour
tones of the the concrete aggregate, such and honed/polished or deeper acid etched
options, which create more of a tonal dialogue with the Tramshed and other areas of
context. This strategy will be developed in further detail and submitted as part of a
materials discharge planning condition.

Developed Facade

PPC aluminium curtain walling is proposed to glazed areas of the building and a
light bronze colour is proposed to provide a warmth and complementary tone to the
pigmented concrete which has an off-white/buff tonality.
Expanded mesh cladding is proposed to the level 03 plant screens. The panels are
rotated 180 degrees to prevent line of sight into the plant space from ground floor
level. A bright and reflective silver colour is proposed that will reflect the tone of the
sky and create a lighter 'top' to the building.

Facade articulation diagram - Denisty of Solid and Void responds to the buildings internal programme
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Curtain Walling Frame

Proposed Leisure Centre from General Gordon Square

Equitable House Portland Stone

Concrete finishes being explored - Consistent base aggregate and matrix with variety of surface finishes

(To be developed)

Tramshed Brickwork
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APPEARANCE AND ELEVATIONS

ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING
The building will be further animated in the evening and the buildings interior lighting
will accentuate visibility from the surrounding public realm.
Outside of the operating time, when activities are not taking place within the building,
consideration has also been paid to a broader architectural lighting strategy to
animate the facade.
Facade uplighting is being explored to the Woolwich New Road elevation, with the
faces and reveals of the concrete columns to enhance the civic nature of the building
as well as complimenting the successful uplighting of Equitable House.
Further uplighting is being reviewed to the roof level mesh cladding to provide a soft
green halo to the top of the building. This is in reference to the oxidised copper domed
roofs of Equitable House and Woolwich Town Hall buildings, but also the green
uplighting to the Equitable House Facade.

View of the Leisure Centre from General Gordon Square
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View of the Leisure Centre in the evening
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APPEARANCE AND ELEVATIONS

WEST ELEVATION - WOOLWICH NEW ROAD / GENERAL GORDON SQUARE
The west elevation is designed to respond to and reinforce the civic quality of General
Gordon Square. The elevation is highly transparent to visually connect the activities
within the foyer and cafe to the public realm, and will also provide views into training
pool, party rooms, soft play, community room, and Tramshed studios that sit just
beyond the facade.
The portico offers a sheltered threshold into the building from the bustling Woolwich
New Road, and creates a classical civic gesture to General Gordon Square. It also
has a strong relationship with the north-west corner of the site, and in particular,
the approach from Woolwich Arsenal Station, as well as providing an opportunity
for the Leisure Centre’s cafe to spill outside and further enhance the building’s civic
relationship with General Gordon Square.

West elevation - Woolwich New Road
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Rooftop plant spaces are clad with an expanded mesh, rotated 180 degrees to avoid
transparency through to the plant equipment behind, and the screens have been set
back from the edge of the building. The mesh positively adds to the composition of the
building's elevation, with the lightness of material complimenting the heavier nature
of the pre-cast concrete. To the north, the concrete framework has been extended
upwards and expressed as a loggia, in order to unify the massing of the northern block
whilst further disguising the plant spaces beyond. Due to the open framework of the
facade, the loggia creates views of the sky, and helps reduce the perceived scale of
the building adjacent to Equitable House.
High performance glass is proposed within the curtain walling system to minimise
solar gain, improve the sustainability of the building, whilst maintaining a high level of
transparency.

West elevation - Bay Study - Elevation

West elevation - Bay Study - Section

West elevation - Bay Study - Axonnometric

Key Map
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APPEARANCE AND ELEVATIONS

NORTH ELEVATION - VINCENT ROAD
The north elevation is staggered in plan, with the western half defining the Vincent
Road public realm, and activated by the training pool and 25m pool which overlook
the route. The eastern half of the building steps in plan towards the south at the
junction with the Bull Tavern and helps to define the new community square. The new
square creates an important threshold into the heart of the masterplan with the 25m
pool and leisure pools providing an active backcloth to the space.
Upper levels comprise a combination of party rooms and the 6 court sports hall
facing onto Vincent Road. Following the principles of the west elevation, the facade is
articulated as a reflection of the activities taking place within the Leisure Centre, with
the sports hall expressed as a solid mass supported above the transparent 25m pool
hall below.
The building further animates the square across its upper floors, with areas of fitness
suite, spinning studio, and five-a-side spaces overlooking the space, creating another
layer of passive engagement with the Leisure Centre's activities.

Key Map
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North elevation - Bay Study - Elevation
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North elevation - Bay Study - Section

North elevation - Bay Study - Axonnometric

North Elevation - Vincent Road
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APPEARANCE AND ELEVATIONS

EAST ELEVATION - NEW PUBLIC SQUARE
The east elevation forms the backdrop to the new community square and creates an
active transparent frontage onto this key piece of public realm.
Double height glazing has been incorporated across the elevation and maximises
transparency and natural light into the building.
A 1.5m band of translucent frit will be incorporated to pool hall areas, but this will
only prevent pool users faces from being recognised rather than creating an opaque
band that prevents transparency. This ensures that the pool areas will maintain their
active frontages.
Again, this elevation is staggered in plan. The 25m pool is located to the north and
defines the route into the new community square, with the sports hall located above.
The leisure pool is located to the south and has a sequence of single, double and
triple-height volumes. The spinning studio, fitness suite, and five-a-side spaces are
stacked above the leisure pool.

East Elevation - New public realm
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Following the principles of the west elevation, the rooftop plant spaces are clad
with an expanded mesh, and are set back from the edge of the building. The mesh
positively adds to the composition of the building's elevation, with the lightness of
material complimenting the heavier nature of the pre-cast concrete. The concrete
framework has been extended upwards and expressed as a loggia, in order to unify
the massing of the block whilst further disguising the plant spaces beyond. Due to the
open framework of the facade, the loggia creates views of the sky, and helps reduce
the perceived scale of the building adjacent to Equitable House.
High performance glass is proposed within the curtain walling system to minimise
solar gain, improve the sustainability of the building, whilst maintaining a high level of
transparency.

East elevation - Bay Study - Elevation

East elevation - Bay Study - Section

East elevation - Bay Study - Axonnometric

Key Map
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SOUTH ELEVATION - WILMOUNT STREET
The activities facing onto this elevation are the leisure pool, the fitness suite, and
5-a-side hall. These provide another opportunity to create activation onto the
adjacent public realm. Support spaces, such as the south escape stair core, plant
rooms, and changing spaces are located centrally in response to the service yard
adjacent to the Tramshed, which is located to the west of Wilmount Street. The
number of support spaces that back onto this elevation have been minimised in order
to create as much transparency as possible.
At roof level, the plant screen is again stepped back from the southern parapet in
order to respond to the lower-scale streetscape to the south side of Wilmount Street.

Key Map
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South elevation - Bay Study - Elevation
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Bay Study - Section

South elevation - Bay Study - Axonnometric

South Elevation - Wilmount Street
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4.11

LEISURE CENTRE ACCESS

ACCESS FOR ALL STRATEGY

FACILITIES FOR PEOPLE WITH HEARING DIFFICULTIES

The applicant’s team has carefully considered how requirements set out in the
Approved Document Part M and the Disability Discrimination Act are addressed within
the proposed design.

Hearing aid induction loops have been provided in certain locations within the building
to create easy access to the various sports facilities for people with hearing difficulties.
WHEELCHAIR STORAGE

Further consideration and consultation has been taken with a variety of user groups to
ensure an inclusive response to wider social and cultural issues to enhance this facility
and create a truly accessible building for the local community.

A dedicated store room for sport power wheelchairs has been provided adjacent to the
six court sports hall, and includes charging points.

ENTRANCES, STAIRS, RAMPS AND VERTICAL CIRCULATION

PERSONAL STORAGE

Access to the building is at grade from Woolwich New Road via revolving doors and
automatic opening doors. All stairs and ramps are designed in accordance with
Approved Document Part M. Some of the noteworthy points are identified below:

Wheelchair accessible lockers have been provided in line with Sport England guidance
alongside full height lockers for storage of walking aids.

—
—
—
—

Refuge areas for disables are to be provided to each fire escape stairwell.
Additional larger refuge areas are provided at Level 02 to cater for sport
wheelchair users.
The lifts will be to a minimum of 1100 x 1400mm car size for wheelchair users
with appropriate mirrored internal faces. The will accommodate daychair users
pushing their sport wheelchairs ahead of them.
Handrails will be generally 40mm diameter except those to cantilevered glass
balustrades where 45-50mm diameter will be used to allow the glass panels to
slot into the handrail.

MANIFESTATION TO GLAZING
Appropriate manifestation is to be provided to all glazed doors and doors and screens
where required.
CONTRASTING COLOURS
The internal colour scheme has been developed to meet legislation for contrasting
colours to be used within public buildings. This enables visually impaired people to
use the facility safely.

ACCESS TO TOILET AND CHANGING ACCOMMODATION

A DEMENTIA FRIENDLY DESIGN

Two Changing Places facilities are provided and include full cover tracking hoists.
The ground floor changing places facility can be accessed via the spa and changing
village areas to allow easy access to all pools. This is also located in close proximity
to the public cafe space. The first floor changing places facility can be accessed via
the central atrium.

Research shows that low impact exercise can be beneficial for physical and mental
health and can improve the quality of life for people in all stages of dementia.
Swimming in particular has the added benefits of reducing anxiety, improving mood
and enhancing psychological wellbeing.

A range of accessible changing rooms, toilets and cubicles are incorporated across
the building to ensure equitable access to all user needs. Two individual changing
rooms for non-binery users have also been provided to first and second floor levels.

Accessible Pool Pod at Britannia Leisure centre

It is important to consider both the physical and social environment of a new Leisure
Centre so as to encourage people living with dementia to engage in physical activity in
a meaningful way. The new Leisure Centre has been designed to ensure the physical
environment is easy to navigate and safe for people living with dementia, thus
promoting participation.

Accessible Dry Sports

ACCESSIBLE RECEPTION AND CAFÉ
The self service reception desk has been designed to provide for the needs of people
in wheelchairs, with a reduced height section and knee space ensures ease of use. The
café will use a management strategy to provide service to those in a wheelchair.
ACCESS TO POOLS
A pool pod and more conventional hoists have been included within the design of the
Leisure Centre to ensure there is a choice of access options to the pools for people
with disabilities.
Stepped access has also been provided to all pools. Moveable floors are incorporated
within the Training Pool and 25m pool to cater for a wide range of user demographics
and needs.
Multi-sensory equipment is proposed to the training pool for SEN requirements.
Accessible changing places
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4.12
LEISURE CENTRE FIRE STRATEGY
		SUMMARY

DESIGN APPROACH

TRAVEL DISTANCES

The building design has follows the recommendations of BS 9999 to ensure that the
key fire safety objectives for the design are achieved whilst maximising the client’s
aspirations for the building. BS 9999 is a risk based approach to fire safety, which
allows designers to take account of the use, occupancy and management of buildings
(the ‘human element’), as well as issues such as fire development.

Travel distances to a place of safety within a storey are governed by the location and
number of staircases/ final exits. The travel distance limitations are a consequence
of the risk profile for the building. The relaxations (extensions) that can be applied by
the inclusion of additional fire safety measures incorporated into the design, namely
increased level of fire detection and alarm are also stated.

This provides a degree of flexibility in the provision of fire safety measures as part
of the overall design package. The resultant fire strategy developed maintains the
architectural aspirations of the building as far as reasonably practical, whilst ensuring
that all occupants can escape safely and effectively.

NUMBER OF STOREY EXITS

MEANS OF ESCAPE
In the event of fire, safe and effective routes of escape are required from all areas of
the building. Escape routes are provided in order that all occupants are able to reach
a place of safety within an acceptable travel distance. There should be alternative
means of escape in most situations on the principle that fire may cause one route to
become impassable. Ideally, occupants should be provided with sufficient provisions
to enable them to turn their backs on fire wherever it occurs and travel away from it to
a place of safety.
Where direct escape like this is not feasible, it should be possible to reach a place
of relative safety, such as a protected stairway, within a reasonable distance. The
ultimate place of safety is external air.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The main design considerations in developing the means of escape solutions are:
— Occupation type / Use;
— Number of occupants in various spaces;
— Distance to escape routes;
— Number, width and location of escape routes and,
— Internal spatial planning arrangements.
			
These factors have been considered collectively to ensure that the strategy is
appropriate for this development.
SMOKE VENTILATION OF BASEMENT
A natural smoke ventilation solution of the basement is proposed for the building.
EVACUATION STRATEGY
The building adopts a simultaneous evacuation strategy whereby the whole building
evacuates on activation of the fire alarm.
OCCUPANCY LEVELS
The fire design occupancy is determined by applying appropriate occupancy load
factors to the spaces. Where the client has specified occupancies of particular
spaces, client specific values have been used.

Level B0
Plant rooms which serves the pool levels above. The occupancy low and infrequent,
however, two exits have been provided to achieve travel distances.
Level 00
Exits are direct to external air and located to achieve travel distance limits.
Level 01
A minimum of three storey exits have been provided for both normal day to day
occupation and for a high density event within the sports hall.
Levels 02 and 03
Provided with three and two storey exits respectively to achieve travel distances and
exit widths.
STAIRCASE PROVISION
Based on the occupancy numbers identified above, lobbied approach protected
escape staircases are required to provide sufficient exit capacity from the upper
floors. The potential to use the open accommodation staircase as an escape route has
been established through consultation with the Fire Service. Staircase widths have
been designed to accommodate the required minimum number of occupants.

The fire alarm system must be recognisable and therefore differ from any other signal
within the building and should be capable of being heard above any other expected
noise. All occupants of the building must be notified of the alarm and recognise a fire
alarm.
This should include persons who may have visual or hearing disabilities. As a means
of warning occupants with hearing impairments, flashing warning beacons should be
considered in public areas. These beacons be linked to the fire detection and alarm
system and will operate upon detection of fire.
FIRE PERFORMANCE
The building has a B2 risk profile and top storey less than 18m above access level;
therefore the minimum fire resistance requirements for the building is 60 minutes.
This is applied to all elements of structure, compartmentation and protected shafts
(service risers, lifts etc).
COMPARTMENTATION
In order to ensure that a fire does not reach an unacceptable size, buildings are
sub-divided by walls and floors that are complete barriers to the passage of heat
and smoke. These elements are known as ‘Compartment Structure’ and provide the
appropriate fire resistance. Based on a B2 building, the maximum compartment size
of any one storey is 8000m2, therefore no formal fire compartmentation is required
within the building. (Note: some compartmentation may be required to assist with the
evacuation strategy and/or external fire spread.)
ACCESS AND FACILITIES FOR THE FIRE SERVICE
The building has been designed and constructed in a manner that fulfils the following
criteria in terms of fire service access and facilities to provide sufficient:
—

ACCESS AND FACILITIES FOR DISABLED PERSONS
Access for disabled persons is provided throughout the building; therefore, provisions
for means of escape must be provided. In any escape, it is important to have choice;
this is equally true for disabled people and there are a range of options available. The
preferred option for evacuation is horizontally to outside the building, another fire
compartment or by fire evacuation lift. If these are not available or not in operation,
then it may be necessary to carry a person with mobility impairment down the escape
stair. Two fire evacuation lifts are included as part of these proposals.
FIRE SAFETY SYSTEMS
A fully automatic analogue addressable fire detection and alarm system has been
provided throughout the building in order to provide early warning of the occurrence
of fire and initiate evacuation at the earliest opportunity. The type of fire detection
and alarm system installed is dependent on the occupancy, means of escape strategy
adopted and spatial planning within that building. In this case it is proposed that an
L2 system has been provided. The majority of spaces have been protected by smoke
sensing devices. Where the use of the room may conflict with this type of device, i.e.
plants rooms and kitchens, heat detectors have been used.

—
—

Means of external access to enable fire appliances to approach the building for
effective use.
Means of access into and within the building for fire-fighting personnel to effect
rescue and fight fire.
Internal provisions, as appropriate, to assist fire-fighting in their tasks.

The extent of the access provisions is dependent on the plan size and height of the
building.
FIRE SERVICE ACCESS
For a B2 risk profile building where the height of the topmost storey is more than
7.5m, with a floor area of any above ground storey not less than 900m2, the approach
to firefighting is by the provision of firefighting shafts. A firefighting shaft consists of
a fire fighting staircase, approached through a ventilated firefighting lobby, provided
with a dry rising fire main.
Two firefighting shafts are required located such that all areas of the floor plate can
be reached within 60m of the dry riser outlet. Fire vehicle access has been provided
within 18m of dry riser inlet.
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4.13

LEISURE CENTRE SUMMARY

LEISURE CENTRE SUMMARY
The proposed Leisure Centre is a state-of-the-art community asset that will
be accessible to all. The transparent and civic design aims to increase passive
engagement with the building, with the objective of increasing participation in sport
and improving health and wellbeing within the district as part of the masterplan's
holistic vision. The proposals provide the following benefits:
1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sustainable town centre location promoting healthy and public transport options.
Five new water areas, including a training pool , 8 lane 25m pool, toddler pool,
splash pad, and leisure pool.
Spa facility
A six court sports hall, five-a-side hall, two squash courts, two multipurpose
studios, and a split level fitness suite.
Community facilities, including a community room, crèche, soft play and several
party rooms.
Healthwise GP referral consultation facility
High quality changing rooms including a range of accessible facilities
The UKs first BREEAM Outstanding Leisure Centre

Should this application receive approval, the objective is for the new Leisure Centre to
be in operation by Q4 2024.

Wilmount Street: Activation of the public realm
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Six court sports hall
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5.00
RESIDENTIAL AND 				
		COMMERCIAL PROPOSAL
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5.01

CHAPTER SUMMARY

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPOSALS
This scheme proposes 482 new homes within the heart of Woolwich town centre.
These homes are of mixed tenure and size including New social housing for Greenwich
residents on Council waiting list, family homes, homes for younger people and
downsizers to meet the needs of the local community.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Block C
Block
B
125 homes

482 new homes for Woolwich.
Mixed tenure of homes including 35% affordable homes.
Sustainable town centre location promoting healthy and public transport options.
High quality homes and public spaces built to contemporary standards.
Improved public realm with a new community square and public gardens.

The design of the buildings has been informed by Woolwich’s heritage and historic
importance, taking reference from local buildings of architectural significance
and the over-arching vernacular architectural style. The architectural design is
underpinned by a desire to build high quality and sustainable homes that meet the
needs of current and future households.

Block A

In keeping with the Health and Wellbeing vision, extensive secure residents’ cycle
parking will be provided for each residential building in addition to the publicly
accessible cycle spaces located within and around the site. The scheme will be carfree except for 10 blue badge parking spaces for residents.
The scheme will deliver 1070sqm of flexible commercial floor space (use class E) at
ground and lower ground floor level within the Bull Tavern building and Block B along
Vincent Road.

Block
E
72 homes

51 homes

New Leisure
Centre

The Bull Tavern
Building

Block D

Key:

127 homes

New social housing for Greenwich residents on Council waiting list
Private
Private / Shared Ownership
Shared Ownership
The Bull Tavern Building

126

107 homes
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Tramshed Theatre

5.02

SCHEME SUMMARY

VINCENT ROAD

HELEN STREET

THE BULL
TAVERN
BLOCK A

ILLUSTRATIVE MASSING AND MIX

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

BLOCK B
BLOCK C

482 Homes
40% 1 Bedroom Homes
50% 2 Bedroom Homes
10% 3 Bedroom Homes
1307 Habitable Rooms
10% Wheel Chair Housing
35% Affordable Housing Target
100% compliant with National Space Standards

TENURE MIX (UNITS)
Block

LEISURE
CENTRE

BLOCK D

Private Sale

Shared
Ownership

Social Rent

Total

A

0

0

51

51

B

125

0

0

125

C

62

45

0

107

D

127

0

0

127

E

0

72

0

72

62%

24%

11%

CYCLE PARKING PROVISION

BLOCK E

—
—
—
—

14 short stay cycle parking spaces for visitors for residential units
52 short stay cycle parking spaces for visitors of the commercial units
882 long stay cycle parking spaces for residential units
14 long stay cycle parking spaces for commercial units

Key:
New social housing for Greenwich residents on Council waiting list
Private
WIL

Private / Shared Ownership
MO

UNT

STR

EE T

Shared Ownership

N

The Bull Tavern Building
Entrances to Lobbies & Ground Floor Flats

Proposed Ground Floor Plan
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5.03

LOCAL ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE
REFERENCES

APPEARANCE AND DISTINCTIVENESS
Woolwich has a strong military heritage. Local military buildings share key
characteristics; formal facade composition, limited detail, humble materiality,
functional form. The buildings are predominantly brick with contrasting brick
elements, stucco, projecting courses, banding and vertical windows.
Local architectural references are more eclectic and varied. The strong, imposing and
civic architecture of Equitable House dominates the General Gordon Square, and the
quoined Tramshed Theatre building sits subservient to that.
The Bull Tavern building and Ramgarhia Sikh Association are of architectural interest
and variety. The Bull Tavern building is locally listed and key features, such as the
paired arched windows, are referenced within the listing.

Royal Artillery Barracks, Woolwich

Royal Artillery Barracks, Woolwich

Royal Arsenal, Woolwich

Listed Georgian Terraces

02 Tramshed Theatre

03 The Bull Tavern

04 Ramgarhia Sikh Association

1

3

2

4

Key Plan
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01 Equitable House

5.04

MATERIALS OF WOOLWICH

APPEARANCE AND DISTINCTIVENESS
An exploration of the micro scale of patterns surrounding the site has informed the
adjacent page of material references to inform the chosen palette for the site.
Varied bricks include striking red bricks on Vincent Road abutting the Woolwich
Arsenal DLR station, and London stock bricks with bold white quoining on the
Tramshed Theatre building. The Bull Tavern building is a hybrid of London stock
brick on the first floor and stucco/render on the ground floor. It is also animated with
distinctive double arched windows at first floor, as noted within the local listing. In
addition to this, decorative tiled motifs are seen in the arched section of the windows.
‘Tax’ windows are seen within the immediate context of the site. This includes on the
Ramgarhia Sikh Association building, the Tramshed Theatre buildings.
Civic buildings such as Equitable House are in a grey Portland stone palette with
accents of coloured metalwork. This is reflected directly in the concrete palette
proposed for the Leisure Centre.
As noted within the Masterplan Chapter there is a distinct shift from civic to
residential as you move through the site. As such, the material palette for the
residential is informed by the brick precedent set within the residential buildings in
the immediate vicinity.
01

02

03

04

IMAGES
01. Equitable House
02. Royal Woolwich Arsenal
03. Tramshed
04. Ramgarhia Sikh Temple
05. Royal Arsenal
06. Bull Tavern
07. Nearby residential building
08. Woolwich Town Hall
05

06

07

08
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5.05

ARCHITECTURAL PRECEDENTS

APPEARANCE AND DISTINCTIVENESS - PRECEDENTS
Contemporary precedents have helped to inform the Woolwich Leisure Centre
Development designs, informed by the surrounding context. A largely brick palette is
most suitable for the scheme. This gives many opportunities to develop buildings that
are visually interesting and that have clear identities within the Woolwich town centre.
The use of patterned brickwork and different bonds establish unique qualities and
characteristics for each residential block.
The below methods have been utilized to articulate the façade design of each block:
• Colour/roof line (diamond shape), patterns in brickwork
• Paired windows
• Base of Block D treatment
• Plinth, defining base
• Introduce pattern in the base
• Alternating brick colour/tone to distinguish base from upper levels

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

PRECEDENTS
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
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Agar Grove - Hawkins/Brown
Wadeson Street - HYLO Architects
St John’s Hill - Hawkins/Brown
South Gardens - Maccreanor Lavington
Existing building - Ghent, Belgium
Lev Tolstoy Street - Sergey Kiselev & Partners
St Mary of Eton - Mathew Lloyd Architects
St Mary of Eton - Mathew Lloyd Architects
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5.06

PRECEDENT RESPONSE

PRECEDENT RESPONSE
The use of patterned brickwork and subtle variation in brick bonds, as well as a
carefully selected brick colour palette, ensures that a high quality and distinct
residential block designs. Each block has its own individual character and they
respond differently to their neighbouring block depending on their comparable scale
and their significant to the public realm and location within the masterplan.

Proposed Visual - View along Vincent Road looking towards Block C Entrance.
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5.07

RESIDENTIAL FACADES

GREY PALETTE

RED PALETTE

BUFF PALETTE

EXTERNAL APPEARANCE
The sitewide proposed brick palette has been developed in response to the local and
immediate architectural precedent. The palette has been developed to be concise,
but varied enough to create individual identities to each of the different blocks and
architectural elements.

TOP

The general principle of the brick choices is to transition from darker to lighter bricks
as you move up the building. Intensified brick detailing and patterns are applied to
the ‘base’ segment of the block providing a well articulated and defined street-level
frontage.

Light Red brick

Light buff brick

Grey brick

Multi-Red brick

London Stock brick

Mid-dark Grey brick

Dark Red brick

Buff brick

BASE

MIDDLE

Light Grey brick

Variation in brick texture
132
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Consistent white brick
window reveal panel

5.07

RESIDENTIAL FACADES

EXTERNAL APPEARANCE
Considered and varied brick-bonds and patterned brickwork have been developed
and distributed across the site in a careful manner. The choice of tones and patterned
brickwork to the south of the site directly responds to the residential architecture
and the Tramshed Theatre building. Similarly, the northern choice of brick finish is
reflective of the red brick walls next to the railway and the architecture north of the
site.

Standard Stretcher Bond

Diamond pattern Stretcher Bond

Projecting GRC Band. Stretcher Contrasting above

Soldier Coursing

2 Course Quoining Stretcher Bond

1 Course Quoining Stretcher Bond

Precedent: Example of a diamond pattern
brickwork

Precedent: Example of a quoining pattern
brickwork
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5.07

RESIDENTIAL FACADES

RATIONALE - DATUMS
As established in the masterplan development stages, the massing height and scale
provides clear and simple rationale for the composition of the elevations. The primary
composition is one of a clear ‘base’, ‘middle’ and ‘top’. This is supplemented with a
distinct ‘shoulder’ lever defined by the datums established by the Armstrong Estate
and Equitable house. The base is a 2 to 3 story band from Ground/Lower ground to the
top of first floor and responds to the parapet line of the Bull Tavern Building. This is
maintained across the whole of the site.
The shoulder band is important as ‘top’ level to the majority of the buildings, including
the frontages to Wilmount Street and Vincent Road. This is then interrupted by the
moments of height in Blocks C and B, with Block E as a hybrid approach transitioning
between the typologies.

Leisure Centre

Anglesea Ave

Block D

Tramshed

Mason's Hill

Sikh Temple

Armstrong Estate

Block E

WILMOUNT STREET ELEVATION

Block C

Block B

Helen St

VINCENT ROAD ELEVATION
134
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Block A

Bull Tavern
BUILDING

Leisure Centre

Sikh Temple

Block E

ARMSTRONG ESTATE ELEVATION

Visual
Link

Block C

5.07

RESIDENTIAL FACADES

RATIONALE
Sitewide Materiality
Four different base brick tones are used across the scheme. These tones are assigned
to the blocks in response to the immediate existing context around the site with
detailing picking up the historic context of Woolwich.
3
4
1

4

The specified bricks would be heavily textured with tonal variations with a standard
light buff mortar. Whilst the palette for each block is distinct, the approach to the
composition of the elevations is consistent ensuring the masterplan is brought
forward as a unified and coherent development.

2
1

2

3

View from North East

View from South East

1
3
2

4

1

1 - Buff Tones

2 - Red Tones

3 - Yellow Stock Tones

4 - Grey Tones

3

4

View from North West

View from South West
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5.08

A

SITE WIDE ELEVATIONS

A
A

B

C

L.C
E

B

D

B
LONG ELEVATION A-A

ARMSTRONG ESTATE

BLOCK C

BLOCK B

HELEN ST

BLOCK A

BULL
TAVERN
BUILDING

LEISURE CENTRE

TRAMSHED
THEATRE

LONG ELEVATION B-B

WOOLWICH EXCHANGE
DEVELOPEMT
(CONSENTED)

EQUITABLE
HOUSE
136

TRAMSHED
THEATRE
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LEISURE CENTRE

ANGLESEA
AVENUE

BLOCK D

MASON’S
HILL

RAMGARHIA SIKH
ASSOCIATION

ARMSTRONG ESTATE

CONSENTED
DEVELOPMENT

A

B

5.08

C

SITE WIDE ELEVATIONS

L.C
E
D

C

B

A

L.C

NORTH ELEVATION - VINCENT ROAD

BLOCK C

BLOCK B

HELEN ST

BLOCK A

BULL
TAVERN
BUILDING

LEISURE CENTRE
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5.08

SITE WIDE ELEVATIONS
A

B

C

L.C
L.C

D

E

D

D

SOUTH ELEVATION - WILMOUNT STREET

LEISURE CENTRE
138

ANGLESEA
AVENUE
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BLOCK D

MASON’S HILL

RAMGARHIA SIKH
ASSOCIATION

5.08
A

B

SITE WIDE ELEVATIONS

C

L.C
E

E

C

D

EAST ELEVATION - ARMSTRONG ESTATE

RAMGARHIA SIKH
ASSOCIATION

BLOCK E

CENTRAL
GARDEN

BLOCK C
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5.08

SITE WIDE ELEVATIONS
A

B

C

L.C
L.C

A

B

SITE SECTION - CENTRAL GARDEN NORTH

LEISURE CENTRE
140

BULL TAVERN
BUILDING

BLOCK A
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BLOCK B

BLOCK C

C

E
D

5.08
A

B

SITE WIDE ELEVATIONS

C

L.C
E
D

E

D

D

L.C

SITE SECTION - CENTRAL GARDEN SOUTH

BLOCK E

BLOCK D

LEISURE CENTRE
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5.09

SITE SECTION
A

B

C

L.C
E
D

Given the changes in levels across the site, a ground floor datum has been defined
at 13m AOD. This is consistent across all blocks with minor variations and stepped
slabs to address localised level changes. A lower ground floor fronting on to Vincent
Road and the Armstrong Estate take advantage of the naturally sloping topography.
Commercial frontages step up from 8m AOD to 10m AOD along Vincent Road, and
residential frontages at 8m AOD fronting the Armstrong Estate.
LOW LEVEL
LINK BLOCK

SET BACK UPPER
FLOOR

Key:

CONCIERGE FACING
CENTRAL GARDEN

SET BACK
‘SHOULDER’ LEVEL

Commercial Space
1 Bed, 2 Person Flat
1 Bed, 2 Person WC Flat
2 Bed, 4 Person Flat
2 Bed, 4 Person WC Flat
3 Bed, 5 Person Flat
Cycle and Refuse Stores

+14.73

+13.00
LE VEL CHANGE AC

ROSS SITE
L

WILMOUNT STREET
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BLOCK D

CENTRAL GARDEN

BLOCK B

L
E VE

CH

AN

GE

AC R

OSS

SIT

E

+10.50

VINCENT ROAD

GATEWAY BLOCK
A WITH STRIKING
GREY BRICK

VINCENT ROAD
COMMERCIAL
FRONTAGES

5.09
A

B

SITE SECTION

C

L.C
E
D

LOW LEVEL
TOWNHOUSES

Key:

LOW LEVEL
LINK BLOCK

STAGE FOR
OUTDOOR
PERFORMANCES

COMMUNITY
SQUARE

SET BACK
UPPER
FLOORS

NEW STREET TREES

VINCENT ROAD
COMMERCIAL
FRONTAGES

Commercial Space
1 Bed, 2 Person Flat
1 Bed, 2 Person WC Flat
2 Bed, 4 Person Flat
2 Bed, 4 Person WC Flat
3 Bed, 5 Person Flat
Cycle and Refuse Stores

+14.49

+13.00
+10.50
LEVEL CHANGE ACROSS SITE

WILMOUNT STREET

COURTYARD GARDEN

CENTRAL GARDEN

HELEN STREET

VINCENT ROAD

RAILWAY TRACKS
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5.09

SITE SECTION
L.C

A

B

C
E

D

Key:
Commercial Space

GENERAL
GORDON
SQUARE

NEW LEISURE
CENTRE

COMMUNITY
SQUARE

BULL TAVERN
BUILDING
EXTENSION

CONCIERGE FACING
CENTRAL GARDEN

SET BACK
‘SHOULDER’ LEVEL

PODIUM GARDEN

LEVEL CHANGE

ARMSTRONG ESTATE

1 Bed, 2 Person Flat
1 Bed, 2 Person WC Flat
2 Bed, 4 Person Flat
2 Bed, 4 Person WC Flat
3 Bed, 5 Person Flat
Cycle and Refuse Stores

LEISURE CENTRE
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BLOCK A

BLOCK B

BLOCK C

ARMSTRONG ESTATE

CGI VIEW IN PRIVATE RESIDENT’S
COURTYARD BETWEEN BLOCK B AND C,
LOOKING SOUTH WEST TOWARDS BLOCK D
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5.10.0 BLOCK A - SUMMARY
A

Block A is the gateway to the site; the first building presented behind the Leisure
Centre when travelling from Woolwich Arsenal Station. The Bull Tavern building
facade will be retained and extended, to provide flexible commercial uses within
use class E. The bold material choice confidently complements the concrete finish
of the leisure centre and the active, permeable frontages of the Bull Tavern building
extension mirror that of the transparent facades of the leisure centre facing the
community square.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FLOORS 06-07

51 New Homes
All homes to be for people on RBG housing list
Bull Tavern Building facade retained
607sqm of flexible commercial floor space
Residents’ terrace at 2nd Floor
New active frontage to Vincent Road
Approximately 176sqm of communal amenity space
FLOORS 02-05

BLOCK A SUMMARY:
1BED

25

2BED

21

3BED

5

TOTAL

51

FIRST FLOOR
Key:
Commercial Space
1 Bed, 2 Person Flat
1 Bed, 2 Person WC Flat
2 Bed, 4 Person Flat
2 Bed, 4 Person WC Flat
3 Bed, 5 Person Flat
Cycle and Refuse Stores
Entrances
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GROUND FLOOR

CGI VIEW FROM VINCENT ROAD LOOKING
TOWARDS THE BULL TAVERN, BLOCKS A, B & C
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5.10.1 BLOCK A - MASSING & ELEVATION
DEVELOPMENT

A

MASSING DEVELOPMENT

01 Extrude the basic massing of Block A,
with a smaller scale junction between the
residential block and the Bull Tavern pub

148

02 Bull Tavern extension formed as a
contemporary addition to the existing
building

The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project - Design and Access Statement

03 Key datum lines carried across Vincent
Road elevation

04 Overall height of massing defined by the
shoulder line along Vincent Road

05 Top two levels of Block A set back to
reduce the perceived height of the massing
from the street, aligning with the proposed
leisure centre height

5.10.1 BLOCK A - MASSING & ELEVATION
DEVELOPMENT

ELEVATION DEVELOPMENT

01 •
•

Basic masses, junction between residential and
community/commercial
Base, Middle and Top (shoulder) defined

02 •

Vertical bays established based on existing Bull
Tavern Building creating sequence for window
openings

03 •
•

Horizontal banding below/above window openings
introduced within established vertical bays
Horizontal band highlighting the top and base of
Block A

04 •
•
•

Application of brick panels paired with window
openings
Subtle relief added emphasising verticals and
horizontals
Brick piers introduced framing base level and
defining the commercial floor space
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5.10.2 BLOCK A - ELEVATION DESIGN

1 - White brick

MATERIAL PALETTE
Block A is proposed in grey tones of brick as a darker contrast with the existing Bull
Tavern Building and to stand out as the gateway building to the site.
Materials
1. White Brick
2. Mid-dark Grey brick
3. Grey brick
4. Light grey brick
5. Banding in white or light grey GRC
6. Dark colour for metalwork
7. Patterned metalwork

1 - White brick stretcher
bond window reveals
2 - Mid-dark Grey tone brick
3 - Grey brick stretcher
bond headers

3 - Grey tone brickwork
3 - Grey brick

5 - GRC band
Soldier course
brickwork band

4 - Light Grey tone brick

7 - Textured mid-dark
tone grey brickwork in
diamond pattern
4
5 - GRC or pre-cast concrete

3

2 - Mid-dark tone
grey brickwork

5

6 - Dark
metalwork

2
6 - Dark Metal

7 - Textured Brickwork in
diamond pattern
150
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5.10.2 BLOCK A - ELEVATION DESIGN
A

BLOCK A
Similar to the military buildings seen within the locale of the site, the brick building
facades are arranged in a strict vertical rhythm, with tall vertical glazed elements and
blind window panels to ensure the architectural rhythm is consistent.
The ground floor and first floor areas are treated differently to the upper floors as a
reflection of the retained and refurbished Bull Tavern Building facade.

Precedent: Example of blind window
panels

NORTH ELEVATION

Precedent: Example of projecting
private balconies

Precedent: Images showing contrasting colours, dark brick tones and vertical
rhythm
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5.10.3 BLOCK A GA PLANS
A

key plan

BLOCK A GA DRAWINGS

NOTES

- Do not scale from this drawing, except for planning purposes.
- Check all dimensions on site.
- Subject to survey.
- Subject to site inspection.
- Site boundary lines are indicative only.
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ENTRANCES AND SIGNAGE DESIGN
Block A has 3 different principle types of entrances; commercial, communal
residential and private residential. In addition, there are servicing/plant entrances to
access the heating substation infrastructure and the new electrical substation. The
commercial entrances are largely glazed, as well as a reinstatement of the historic
Bull Tavern building entrances.
Signage for the residential block will be located adjacent to the communal entrances
whilst signage for the commercial spaces will be placed within an indicative signage
zone subject to future operator’s requirements. This is located above the glazed
frontage and potential projecting sign visible along Vincent Road.

BLOCK A COMMUNAL RESIDENTIAL ENTRANCE - GROUND FLOOR

Precedent: Signage Example

Precedent: Commercial Entrance Example
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5.10.5 BLOCK A - THE BULL TAVERN
ANALYSIS

Historic Photographs

Existing Building Condition

The 1800s Bull Tavern building was designed by architect, James Harrison, however it has been reconfigured and insensitively
adapted over the last couple of centuries. In it’s current state distinctive features such as the twin arched windows remain the
prominent feature and are of most architectural interest. The Bull Tavern Building is a public house building to the northern side of
the site. The building is locally listed for its architectural character however it is in a poor state or repair and in need of substantial
renovation and restoration.

The current condition of the Bull Tavern building is poor and is in need of restoration and refurbishment. There are a number of poorly
maintained banner type advertising panels that are unsympathetic to the building’s local heritage listing. The upper floor of the
existing building has been converting into an HMO.

As the primary view as you leave Woolwich Arsenal Station heading along Vincent Road, the retention of the facade of the Bull
Tavern is a key driver to the orientation and layout of the masterplan. Once completed the new Bull Tavern Building will provide
flexible commercial floorspace in a carefully restored and sensitively extended building. It will directly interface with the flexible
and dynamic new community square. The community square will serve as a key outdoor workshop and performance space for the
Tramshed Theatre.

The current arrangement of fenestration and openings is not original and the window frames and glazing are of poor quality. There
are numerous areas of damage to the stucco elements of the facade. The London stock brick finish is stained by pollution and there
are patchy areas of tonal variation where bricks have either been replaced or have been cleaned; an overall refresh of the brickwork
is needed. The historic signage band, suggesting a parapet line, has long been removed lowering the overall height of the roof line. A
number of chimneys project above the roof line.

Oldest available photograph of The Bull Tavern.
Original openings and window locations visible. Full array of historical and decorative features.

C. 2007
Historic windows replaced.
Tiles to base not original.
154

C.2018
Redecorated facade.
Tiled areas painted over.
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2021.
Historic elements in need of
restoration.

2021 photograph. Current condition of the Bull Tavern building.

5.10.5 BLOCK A - THE BULL TAVERN
ANALYSIS

Local Listing
The local listing (though partially incorrect) outlines the special characteristics
meriting its locally listed status.
‘The Bull Tavern’
Age and History Bull Tavern has stood on this site since 1830, rebuilt 1860-1 for
Alexander Blest, no doubt for increasing trade generated by the railway, probably to
designs by architect James Harrison
Design:
Two story with parapet
Materials Red brick with stone dressings, rendered ground floor, tiled below sill level*
Features Double-arch first floor windows with stone sills bearing decorative iron rails
Degree of Alteration Modern replacement window frames**
Significance Historic public house with characterful curved façade, still in its original
historic use and a popular local venue
Qualifying criteria: Environmental Significance: i) characterful, locally valued feature
*Note listing states ‘Red brick’ however building is London Stock Brick
**Significant alterations have been made beyond those specified in listing
Stained
glass panels
within arched
windows

Signage band
removed reducing
perceived parapet
height

Pub poorly
extended to
side and rear
over time

Patterned
solid panels
within arched
windows

~2.1m

Metalwork on
window sills
noted in local
listing

Historic openings to
Vincent Road
A closed
and in-filled with
smaller windows and
doors.

Ground floor
and first floor
A
elevations do not
clearly align.

Larger openings to
western elevation.
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A
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5.10.6 BLOCK A - THE BULL TAVERN
BUILDING PROPOSALS

A

key plan

key plan
key plan

NOTES
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- Check all dimensions on site.
- Subject to survey.
- Subject to site inspection.
- Site boundary lines are indicative o
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- Do not scale from this drawing, except for planning purposes.
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Commercial frontages to Vincent Road and
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Storytelling - Plumstead Centre By Hawkins\Brown
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5.10.6 BLOCK A - THE BULL TAVERN
BUILDING PROPOSALS

A

DECORATION AND IDENTITY
Contrasting to the brickwork of the existing Bull Tavern building, the proposed
extension is a contemporary neighbour to the retained facade. The patterns and
arches taken into new building serve as a motif, with textured panels informed by
the diamond pattern seen in the in-filled arched openings at the 1st floor windows,
bringing a play of light and shadow. This then tells the heritage story of the locally
listed building asset.

GRANARY SQUARE PAVILION

01 - Diamond
pattern referencing
existing Bull
Tavern decorative
window tiles

02 - Vertical lines
created to break
up the pattern

TAPESTRY BUILDING

03 - Pattern
alternating to add
interest

04 - Pattern repeats
referencing key
horizontal lines
carrying through
from the existing pub
to the new extension

05 - Separate metal
panels across the new
elevation brings across
key horizontal lines from
the existing pub
Bull Tavern Existing Details
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5.10.6 BLOCK A - THE BULL TAVERN
BUILDING PROPOSALS

A

ELEVATION DEVELOPMENT
Following the principles established for the residential facade design, and informed
by the historic Bull Tavern building, the proposed extension has been developed as a
sympathetic but distinctly contrasting new building, avoiding becoming pastiche.

158
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01 •

Basic masses, junction between residential and commercial floor space

02 •

Vertical bays established based on existing Bull Tavern building

03 •

Key horizontal lines taken across from existing Bull Tavern building

04 •
•
•

Fundamental composition of elevation established
Subtle relief and materiality emphasising verticals and horizontals
Retained facade refurbished sympathetic to historic form

5.10.6 BLOCK A - THE BULL TAVERN
BUILDING PROPOSALS

A

PROPOSED ELEVATIONS
J
I

H

The warm toned material palette to the link block and facade extension provides a
bold contrast to the existing facade materiality. The design is informed by the strong
concrete facades of the new leisure centre as well as the warmer brick tones used
within the residential architecture.

G

The patterns within the facade are influenced by the tile details above the double
arched windows, a key architectural element noted within the local listing. The new
extension is designed to be more permeable and transparent, opening up views into
the use class E spaces and out to the vibrant community square.

F

E
B

A

D

C

Proposed visual of the Bull Tavern

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I
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5.11.0 BLOCK B - SUMMARY
B

Block B is a hybrid building typology with a combination of a mansion block and a tower
element. The primary frontage to Vincent Road is of a smaller scale whilst the tower element is
set back from the street frontage. The block sits near the centre of the residential masterplan
and provides a concierge facility facing the central garden. New commercial spaces front
Vincent Road continuing the use class E spaces along the ground floor of Block A with the lower
ground floor of Block B.

•
•
•
•
•
•

125 new homes
398sqm of commercial space
New active frontage to Vincent Road
Concierge for all residents’ use
Shared private courtyard with Block C
Approximately 750sqm of communal amenity space

FLOORS 09-17

BLOCK B SUMMARY:
1BED

39

2BED

68

3BED

18

TOTAL

125

FLOORS 01-08

Key:

GROUND FLOOR
Commercial Space
1 Bed, 2 Person Flat
1 Bed, 2 Person WC Flat
2 Bed, 4 Person Flat
2 Bed, 4 Person WC Flat
3 Bed, 5 Person Flat
Cycle and Refuse Stores
Concierge
Entrances

160
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LOWER GROUND FLOOR

CGI AERIAL VIEW OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
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5.11.1 BLOCK B - MASSING & ELEVATION
DEVELOPMENT

MASSING DEVELOPMENT

01 Establish the basic massing of Block B

162

02 Key datum lines carried across Vincent
Road elevation
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03 Articulate two different massing typologies
by scale

04 Create courtyard setting to south

05 Set back tower element to define the two
masses and respond to shoulder line height
along Vincent Road

5.11.1 BLOCK B - MASSING & ELEVATION
DEVELOPMENT

ELEVATION DEVELOPMENT

01 •
•

Understanding the basic mass and levels
Base, middle and top defined (of both tall/smaller
elements of Block B)

02 •

Vertical sequence introduced to determine
window openings

03 •
•

Horizontal banding below/above window
openings introduced within established vertical
bays
Horizontal band highlighting the top and base
of Block B

04 •
•
•
•

Application of brick panels paired with
window openings
Subtle relief added emphasising verticals and
horizontals
Winter gardens
Brick piers introduced framing commercial
floor space and link with Block A
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5.11.2 BLOCK B - ELEVATION DESIGN

1 - White brick

MATERIAL PALETTE
Careful use of different brick bonds and decorative application of different brick
types are applied across the facade articulating the base, middle and top of the
buildings. As you move up the building the detail level becomes less intense; there is
greater intricacy at the lower street-scene levels, and simpler facades to the upper
elements.

Multi-red brick soldier
course bond headers

2 - Buff brick

1 - White brick
stretcher bond
window reveals
4 - Multi-red brickwork

3 - Light Red brick

7 - GRC band
Soldier course
brickwork band

4 - Multi-Red brick

5 - Dark Red brick
1

5 - Dark tone red
brickwork

3
4
7

6 - Stretcher bond
red brickwork with
diamond pattern in
white brick

6 - Dark red brickwork
with diamond pattern in
white brick

6

2

8 - Dark metalwork
7 - GRC or pre-cast concrete

8 - Dark Metal
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5.11.2 BLOCK B - ELEVATION DESIGN
B

BLOCK B
Block B is a hybrid block formed of 2 typologies. The mansion block typology has a
regimented and clean façade, with wintergardens in place of projecting balconies.
This element of the block uses a warm red brick, linking to the red brick tones found
elsewhere along Vincent Road. The base element of this block is decorated with a
diamond stretcher bond motif, inspired by Woolwich’s historic links to Ghent.
The second part of the block, the tower, is set back from the street frontage and is
all together less-simpler in material choice. The paired back palette uses a light buff
tone brick with white brick window side panel accents. The projecting balconies are
coloured to compliment the tower with a warm metallic tone.

NORTH ELEVATION

01. Precedent: Example of a diamond
stretcher bond brick pattern

02. Precedent: Example of a simple
stretcher bond brick pattern
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5.11.3 BLOCK B GA PLANS
B

key plan

NOTES

- Do not scale from this drawing, except for planning purposes.
- Check all dimensions on site.
- Subject to survey.
- Subject to site inspection.
- Site boundary lines are indicative only.
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5.11.4 BLOCK B - ENTRANCE & SIGNAGE
DESIGN

B

ENTRANCES AND SIGNAGE DESIGN
There are 4 types of entrances on Block B; concierge, private residential, communal
residential and commercial. The concierge is located on the corner between Helen
Street and the Central Garden. The communal entrance is adjacent to the concierge
and has adjacent signage along with a canopy shelter above. The private residential
entrances have canopies and defensible private amenity space but are distinctly less
prominent than the communal entrances.
The commercial entrances onto Vincent Road are designed as large curtain wall
glazed panels. There is an indicative signage zone above the glazed area where
there are louvred panels behind. There is also scope to include internally installed
illuminated signage.

COMMERCIAL ENTRANCE - LOWER GROUND FLOOR

CONCIERGE ENTRANCE - LOWER GROUND FLOOR
key plan

key plan

NOTES

- Do not scale from this drawing, except for planning purposes.
- Check all dimensions on site.
- Subject to survey.
- Subject to site inspection.
- Site boundary lines are indicative only.
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02. Precedent: Example of a
commercial frontage/entrance.
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CGI VIEW IN PRIVATE RESIDENT’S
COURTYARD BETWEEN BLOCK B AND C,
LOOKING SOUTH WEST TOWARDS BLOCK D
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5.12.0 BLOCK C - SUMMARY
C

Block C is provides the vital interface between the Armstrong Estate and Vincent Road
and Block B and E. This block uses a similar architectural language to Block B with a
hybrid approach to the distribution across the lower and taller parts of the building. A
largely glazed corner entrance significantly improves the entrance into the Armstrong
Estate from Vincent Road, compared to the existing obsolete concrete parking deck
structure.

•
•
•
•
•

107 new homes
Mix of private sale and shared ownership homes
New and improved frontage to Vincent Road and Armstrong Estate
Shared private courtyard with Block B
Approximately 554sqm of communal amenity space

FLOORS 09-14

BLOCK C SUMMARY:
1BED

54

2BED

53

3BED

0

TOTAL

107

FLOORS 00-08

Key:
1 Bed, 2 Person Flat
2 Bed, 4 Person Flat
2 Bed, 4 Person WC Flat
Cycle and Refuse Stores
Entrances

170
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LOWER GROUND FLOOR

CGI VIEW ALONG VINCENT ROAD LOOKING
TOWARDS BLOCK C ENTRANCE

CGI VIEW ALONG VINCENT ROAD LOOKING
TOWARDS BLOCK C ENTRANCE AND BLOCK B.
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5.12.1 BLOCK C - MASSING
DEVELOPMENT

C

MASSING DEVELOPMENT

01 Establish the basic massing of Block C

172

02 Key datum lines carried across Vincent
Road elevation
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03 Articulate two different massing typologies
by scale

04 Create courtyard setting to south

05 Set back tower element to define the two
masses and respond to shoulder line height
along Vincent Road

5.12.1 BLOCK C - ELEVATION
DEVELOPMENT

C

ELEVATION DEVELOPMENT

01 •
•

Understanding the basic mass and levels
Base, middle and top defined (of both tall/
smaller elements of Block C)

02 •

Vertical sequence introduced for window
openings

03 •
•

Horizontal banding below/above window
openings introduced within established vertical
bays
Horizontal band highlighting the top and base of
Block C

04 •
•
•

Application of brick panels paired with window
openings
Subtle relief added emphasising verticals and
horizontals
Brick piers introduced framing base level
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5.12.2 BLOCK C - ELEVATION DESIGN

1 - White brick

MATERIAL PALETTE
The material palette is similar to that of Block B. The lower elements of the block are
red brick with Flemish inspired patterned stretcher details within the ‘base’. Moving
up the building detailing becomes more simple and paired back. The tower elements
are a light buff brick contrasting strongly with the red brick on the lower portion of
the block.

Multi-red brick soldier
course bond headers

1 - White brick stretcher
bond window reveals

2 - Buff brick

4 - Multi-red brickwork

3 - Light Red brick

7 - GRC band
Soldier course
brickwork band
4 - Multi-Red brick

6 - Stretcher bond red
brickwork with diamond
pattern in white brick

1

5 - Dark tone red
brickwork

3

5 - Dark Red brick

6 - Dark red brickwork with diamond
pattern in white brick

4
2
7
6

8 - Dark metalwork
7 - GRC or pre-cast concrete

8 - Dark Metal
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5.12.2 BLOCK C - ELEVATION DESIGN
C

BLOCK C
As with Block B, the taller parts of Block C use a simplified two brick palette; light
buff body with accent window side panels. The lower ‘shoulder’ height element wraps
around from the Vincent Road elevation to the Armstrong Estate fronting façade.
Above the shoulder level all of the brick work uses the simplified brick palette.
A mix of different patterned brickwork is used within the base level of the block. The
northern portion uses the same Ghent inspired diagrid whilst the southern element
uses horizontal striped brickwork as used within Blocks D and E.

NORTH ELEVATION

EAST ELEVATION

01. Precedent: Example of a diamond stretcher bond brick pattern
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5.12.3 BLOCK C - GA PLANS
C
key plan

key plan

NOTES

NOTES

- Do not scale from this drawing, except for planning purposes.
- Check all dimensions on site.
- Subject to survey.
- Subject to site inspection.
- Site boundary lines are indicative only.

- Do not scale from this drawing, except for planning purposes.
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ENTRANCES AND SIGNAGE DESIGN
There are 2 types of entrances within Block C; communal residential and private
residential. There are two communal residential entrances, one at street level on
Vincent Road facing the Armstrong Estate, and one at ground floor level opening
out to the shared courtyard between Block C and B. There are private residential
entrances, with private defensible amenity space, on both the lower ground and upper
ground floors.

BLOCK C COMMUNAL RESIDENTIAL & PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL ENTRANCE STUDY LOWER GROUND FLOOR

BLOCK C RESIDENTIAL ENTRANCE STUDY - GROUND FLOOR
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5.13.0 BLOCK D - SUMMARY
D

Block D is of a smaller scale, which responds to the residential nature of the areas
surrounding Wilmount Street, Anglesea Avenue, Mason’s Hill and beyond. The
materials respond to the Tramshed Theatre and the terraced housing south of the
site. The Block has a generous courtyard bounded by 2 main residential wings, and 2
smaller link block containing town houses and lateral flats.

•
•
•
•
•

127 New Homes
Lower scale steps down towards Wilmount Street
Communal courtyard garden
New front doors to the street and central garden
Approximately 323sqm of communal amenity space

FLOORS 07-08

BLOCK D SUMMARY:
1BED

58

2BED

56

3BED

13

TOTAL

127

FLOORS 01-06

Key:
1 Bed, 2 Person Flat
1 Bed, 2 Person WC Flat
2 Bed, 3 Person Flat
2 Bed, 4 Person Flat
3 Bed, 5 Person Flat
Cycle and Refuse Stores
Entrances
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GROUND FLOOR

CGI VIEW ALONG WILMOUNT STREET
LOOKING TOWARDS BLOCK D AND THE
LEISURE CENTRE
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5.13.1 BLOCK D - MASSING
DEVELOPMENT
D

MASSING DEVELOPMENT

01 Massing shape established according to
key routes around the building

180

02 Courtyard created at centre of plan

The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project - Design and Access Statement

03 Building heights reduced at north and south
to increase light entering into the courtyard

04 Massing broken at south to create entrance
into courtyard

05 Top levels of Block D recessed back
to reduce the scale of the massing and
townhouse typology extruded forward

5.13.1 BLOCK D - ELEVATION
DEVELOPMENT
D

ELEVATION DEVELOPMENT

01 •
•

Base, middle and top defined
Townhouses recognised as having a separate identity

02 •

Vertical bays established based on window openings

03 •
•

Horizontal banding below/above window openings
introduced within established vertical bays
Horizontal band highlighting the top and base of Block
D

04 •
•

Application of brick panels paired with window
openings
Subtle relief added emphasising verticals and
horizontals
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5.13.2 BLOCK D - ELEVATION DESIGN

MATERIAL PALETTE
Block D is a distinctly different block to those facing Vincent Road. It is smaller in
scale and more intimate in nature. The choice of brick tones is lighter and aligned
with the historic Tramshed Theatre building, and the residential buildings forming the
largely residential streets south and east of the site. As well as the main residential
blocks, there are 2 link blocks which are significantly smaller in scale. These are town
houses and walk-up flat type homes.

London stock soldier
course brickwork

2 - London stock
stretcher bond
brickwork

1 - White brick

2 - London stock brick

1 - White brick
stretcher bond
window reveals

4 - GRC band
Soldier course
brickwork
band

1

3 - White brick and London
stock brick quoining

2
2 - London stock
stretcher bond
brickwork

2

4 - GRC or pre-cast concrete

4
3

3 - London stock
and white quoining
brickwork
5 - Aged Bronze Metal
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5.13.2 BLOCK D - ELEVATION DESIGN
D

BLOCK D
Block D is a mostly buff stock brick building with the base animated with horizontal
striped brick patterns, and the upper elements using the same palette as that of the
tower elements on blocks B and C. The horizontal striped brickwork inspired by the
quoining seen on the Tramshed Theatre building. Within the main block this is done as
2 course bands of contrasting brickwork whilst on the link blocks the banding is every
course

01. Precedent: Example of horizontal
striped brick patterns

SOUTH ELEVATION

03. Precedent: Example of a light buff
brick type

02. Quoining seen on the Tramshed
Theatre

04. Precedent: Example of an inset
communal entrance
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5.13.3 BLOCK D GA PLANS
D
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ENTRANCES AND SIGNAGE
Block D has 2 types of entrances; communal residential and private residential. The
two communal residential entrances are situated on the outside of the East and West
wings. They are projecting entrance lobbies with post room spaces within and slight
insets to create sense of arrival. There is a third communal entrance opening onto
the central garden to access the 2no. walk-up lateral flats in the northern link block.
The private entrances are either off the central garden and communal courtyard,
through private amenity spaces, or from Wilmount Street with front doors opening
onto the street. There is an external stepped access from the street to the communal
courtyard from Wilmount Street, as well as level access from the East and West
wings.

BLOCK D COMMUNAL RESIDENTIAL ENTRANCE STUDY - GROUND FLOOR

01. Precedent Image: Edgware Green, Maccreanor Lavington Architects
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5.14.0 BLOCK E - SUMMARY
E

Block E is developed as a hybrid scale block that transitions between the lower
residential height of Block D and the taller architecture of Blocks C and B. Block E
sits at the termination of the key vista looking down the central garden from the
community square, and offers clear views towards the Armstrong Estate. As the
building you approach when travelling through the site from Mason’s Hill and the
south, Block E provides a pivot point into the central garden desire line routes.

•
•
•
•

72 new homes
All homes shared ownership
Private communal garden
Approximately 342sqm of communal amenity space
FLOORS 08-10

BLOCK E SUMMARY:
1BED

22

2BED

41

3BED

9

TOTAL

72

FLOORS 01-07

Key:
1 Bed, 2 Person Flat
1 Bed, 2 Person WC Flat
2 Bed, 3 Person Flat
2 Bed, 4 Person Flat
3 Bed, 5 Person Flat
Cycle and Refuse Stores
Entrances
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GROUND FLOOR

CGI VIEW WITHIN THE CENTRAL
GARDEN,BETWEEN BLOCK A AND D,
LOOKING TOWARDS BLOCK E
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5.14.1 BLOCK E - MASSING
DEVELOPMENT
E

MASSING DEVELOPMENT

01 Establish the basic massing of Block E

188

02 Inset east and west elevations to south,
reducing the mass and maximising potential
for green space at ground floor

The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project - Design and Access Statement

04 Articulate two different massing forms
by reducing height of southern end of the
block

05 Accessible roof terrace created on level
eight

06 Top floors set back on east and west
elevations to reduce mass

5.14.1 BLOCK E - ELEVATION
DEVELOPMENT
E

ELEVATION DEVELOPMENT

01 •
•

Building mass and levels determined
Base, middle and top defined

02 •

Vertical bays established based on window
openings

03 •
•

Horizontal banding below/above window
openings introduced within established
vertical bays
Horizontal band highlighting the top and
base of Block E

04 •
•

Application of brick panels paired with
window openings
Subtle relief added emphasising verticals
and horizontals
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5.14.2 BLOCK E - ELEVATION DESIGN

1 - White brick

MATERIAL PALETTE
The nature of Block is such that it transitions between the lower architectural
response to the south and the taller buildings to the north. This has informed a hybrid
material palette with the shorter southern flank of the block using a largely stock buff
brick palette, similar to that of Block D, and the northern element in a light buff brick
as seen in the towers of Blocks B and C.

Buff brick soldier
course headers
1 - White brick
stretcher bond
window side panels
2 - Buff brick

2 - Buff stretcher bond
brickwork
1 - White brick
stretcher bond
window side panels
3 - London stock brick

2 - London stock stretcher
bond brickwork

1

2

5 - GRC band
Soldier course
brickwork band

4 - White brick and Buff
brick quoining

4 - Buff brick and White
brick Quoining

3
4
5
2

5 - GRC or pre-cast concrete
Buff brick soldier
course headers

1 - White stretcher
bond Brick Panel
2 - Buff stretcher bond
brickwork
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6 - Aged Bronze Metal

5.14.2 BLOCK E - ELEVATION DESIGN
E

BLOCK E
The base of the block is animated with horizontal banding akin to the pattern on Block
D. The mid elements of the block have soldier course headers, as per Blocks B, C and
D, and more simplified form above.

EAST ELEVATION

01. Precedent: Example of a light
buff brick type

02. Precedent: Image showing
vertical rhythm of elevational
composition

03. Precedent: Two toned horizontal
striped brick pattern

04. Precedent: Example of horizontal
striped brick patterns
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5.14.3 BLOCK E GA PLANS
key plan

E

NOTES

- Do not scale from this drawing, except for planning purposes.
- Check all dimensions on site.
- Subject to survey.
- Subject to site inspection.
- Site boundary lines are indicative only.
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DESIGN
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ENTRANCES AND SIGNAGE
There are 2 types of entrance within Block E; communal residential entrance and
private residential entrances. The communal residential entrance faces directly onto
the central garden with adjacent signage and canopy provided by the balcony amenity
space above. The residential entrances are accessed through private amenity space
and small residential entrance canopies.

BLOCK E - COMMUNAL RESIDENTIAL ENTRANCE

01. Precedent: Example of a communal
residential entrance

01. Precedent: Example of a private
residential entrance
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5.15

PRIVATE AMENITY SPACE

BALCONIES, WINTER GARDENS, FRONT GARDENS, TERRACES
A combination of four different types of private amenity spaces are proposed across
the site. For homes at ground floor level, private gardens will be provided. These
include front gardens where the front door leads out to the space, and for homes
where the front door is corridor accessed, glazed doors will open out from the main
living space to that garden area.
The majority of homes will be provided private amenity space in the form of projecting
balconies. These allow maximum day-lighting into the residential spaces. They are to
be sized to meet or exceed the minimum space standards defined by the occupancy of
each home. For the ‘mansion block’ typology elements of Block B an alternative form
- wintergardens - are used. These flexible external spaces allow for the elevation to
remain simplified and distinctly different to the tower elements of the block.
A small number of residential homes across all of the blocks have private terraces as
their amenity space. These take advantage of the set back floors across the scheme
and provide high quality spacious outdoor areas for residents.

Precedent: Example of a projecting
balcony

Precedent: Example of a projecting
balcony

Precedent: Example of a wintergarden
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Projecting Balcony Plan

Projecting Balcony Elevation

Projecting Balcony Perspective

Winter Garden Plan

Winter Garden Elevation

Winter Garden Perspective

Private Front Garden Plan

Private Front Garden Elevation

Private Front Garden Perspective

5.16

ENTRANCES

5.17

SIGNAGE

ENTRANCE TYPOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

ENTRANCES PRINCIPLES

As with the approach to signage across the site, each entrance is an important aspect
of each building. In addition to private front doors at ground floor level around the
site, the communal entrances of each block have heightened importance in the
hierarchy of frontages across the masterplan.

A coherent signage strategy across the site will unify the scheme and be consistent to
the identity of the Woolwich Leisure Centre Development. Each block will be signposted with each individual building’s name and necessary access control panels. A
site-wide signage strategy will compliment the various block-by-block design.

The communal entrances combine a mix of inset entrances, semi-inset entrances and
projecting entrances. Each of these are developed to incorporate appropriate canopy
cover at the door as per building regulations. This is also an opportunity to include
signage and access control panels.

01 - Communal entrance with soldier
course brick detailing

03 - Communal angled inset entrance
with soldier course brick detailing

01 - Communal entrance with metal /
GRC detailing

03 - Communal angled inset entrance
with metal / GRC detailing

01

01 - Communal Block D entrance with
brick detailing

03 - Communal Block D entrance with
brick quoining detailing

Precedent: Example of a private front
door entrance

Precedent: Example of a private front
door entrance

02

03
04
01-04. Precedent images: Examples of signage
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5.18.1 TECHNICAL DESIGN:
OVERHEATING, AIR QUALITY &
ACOUSTICS

5.18.2 TECHNICAL DESIGN:
DAYLIGHT / SUNLIGHT

OVERHEATING,

AIR QUALITY

DAYLIGHT / SUNLIGHT

Policy SI 4 Managing heat risk of the London Plan requires that major developments
reduce potential overheating through the cooling hierarchy, and reliance on air
conditioning systems, through passive measures.

The Royal Borough of Greenwich (RBG) has declared the entire borough as an Air
Quality Management Area (AQMA) due to the exceedances of the annual mean
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) and the 24-hour mean Particulate Matter (PM10) objectives,
and the site is located within this area. The site is also located within the Woolwich and
Woolwich Arsenal air quality focus area, one of 187 air quality focus areas in London,
these being locations that not only exceed the EU annual mean limit value for NO2 but
are also locations with high levels of human exposure. Monitoring carried out by RBG
has shown exceedances of the annual mean NO2 objective close to the site, but no
exceedances of the particulate matter (PM10 or PM2.5) objectives.

The results across all of the Blocks show that approximately 83% of all of the
proposed habitable rooms will enjoy good levels of daylight when using the target
criteria of 1.5% for a Living/Kitchen/Dining room. In addition, the NSL results show
that approximately 78% of all rooms should enjoy a good level of daylight distribution
for an urban area. This is considered a good level of daylight compliance for a
proposed scheme of this size and density.

The overheating report that forms part of this planning application concludes that
the proposed development meets the requirements of CIBSE TM59, through the
application of the cooling hierarchy and provision of openable windows and occupantcontrolled blinds.
In the event that window opening must be restricted, MVHR with tempered air would
be a viable option for achieving compliance however this would have to be looked at
during the detailed design stage.
As per the requirements of the London Plan, in addition to the Design Summer Year
(DSY) 1 weather file with which the site complies, the site has also been assessed
under the more extreme Design Summer Years 2 and 3. While it is not a requirement
that the scheme passes under these weather files, all practical measures have been
made to mitigate the risk of overheating under more extreme weather scenarios by
utilising the cooling hierarchy as outlined in the overheating report.
ACOUSTICS
The following acoustic measures have been incorporated into the design of the
Proposed Development:
Robust acoustic glazing to protect internal spaces against noise ingress from nearby
busy roads;
Robust internal sound insulation performance, particularly at separating walls and
floors between Leisure Centre spaces and Tramshed spaces;
An external plant noise emissions strategy, coordinated with the MEP engineer, to
meet local authority requirements at nearby noise sensitive receptors, including
specifically selected quiet rooftop air source heat pumps (ASHPs), air handling units
and in-duct attenuation measures; and A rooftop terrace with a 1.1m high (approx.)
solid parapet to partially mitigate noise break-in to the terrace area.
In addition it was concluded that, assuming appropriate detailed design, the site of the
Proposed Development is suitable for the Leisure Centre and residential uses. Further
information on the noise assessment is provided in ES Volume 1, Chapter 9: Noise and
Vibration the tower elements of the block.
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Activities associated with the demolition and construction works of the Proposed
Development will give rise to a risk of dust impacts at existing sensitive receptors
during demolition, earthworks and construction, as well as from trackout of dust
and dirt by vehicles onto the public highway. During construction it will therefore
be necessary to apply a package of mitigation measures to minimise dust emissions.
Appropriate measures have been recommended and, with these measures in place, it
is expected that any residual effects will be ‘not significant’.
During the operational phase, the Proposed Development will lead to a decrease in
vehicle flows on local roads compared with the existing use of the site. The Proposed
Development will be provided with heat and hot water by a centralised Energy Centre,
which will incorporate both Air-Source Heat Pumps (ASHP) and gas boilers. The air
quality assessment has shown that air quality conditions for future residents of the
proposed development will be acceptable, with concentrations well below the air
quality objectives throughout the site. The assessment has also demonstrated that
pollutant concentrations will be well below the objectives at all existing off-site
receptors when the Proposed Development is operational.
The Proposed Development is located in close proximity to the Elizabeth line, which is
due to open in 2022 However, the Elizabeth line is wholly electric and therefore would
not be a source of air pollution.
The building and transport related emissions associated with the proposed
development are both below the relevant benchmarks. The proposed development
therefore complies with the requirement that all new developments in London
should be at least air quality neutral. The overall air quality effects of the proposed
development are judged to be ‘not significant’.

The APSH results show that 50% of the rooms will strictly meet the BRE guidelines.
However, 58% of all rooms will receive a good level of sunlight for an urban area,
with an APSH above 20%, and 66% of all rooms will receive an APSH above 15%. When
looking at all rooms, 95% will be able to enjoy some sunlight throughout the year.
Overall, the design of the proposals is therefore considered to ensure that acceptable
levels of sunlight will be enjoyed for an urban area.
Those windows and rooms that receive lower levels of daylight and or sunlight are
typically set back behind balconies, and or are large living / dining/ kitchen spaces.
Therefore, a balance between the provision of the beneficial amenity space and
the slightly lower levels of daylight/sunlight within the room needs to be struck. In
addition, it is clear from studying the results that whilst a large living / dining / kitchen
space may be below the suggested standards the living area which is typically closest
to the window will be able to enjoy adequate / good levels of daylight.
With regards to overshadowing, the majority of the amenity spaces will be able to
enjoy good levels of sunlight in accordance with the BRE Guidelines. Where the levels
of overshadowing’s are slightly below the BRE Guidance, further studies show that
the 2 hour target will be met for the main public space and shared amenity space of
Block D on the 1st April which is only just over 1 week after the suggested assessment
date of 21st March. The remaining space is the shared amenity space for Block C and
D which achieves 2 hours of sunlight to more than 50% of its area on 2nd May. This
space is therefore considered to be able to enjoy good levels of sunlight during the
summer months. In addition, with appropriate design and use of materials, the spaces
will be enjoyable places to dwell and use throughout the year.
Overall, the development is considered to achieve good/adequate levels of daylight
and sunlight, with acceptable levels of overshadowing, given the proposals are for a
high-density scheme in an urban location.
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5.18.3 TECHNICAL DESIGN:
FIRE STRATEGY
01

NOTES

- Do not scale from this drawing, except for planning purposes.
- Check all dimensions on site.
- Subject to survey.
- Subject to site inspection.
- Site boundary lines are indicative only.

B.01.05
Flat Type B.07
3B5P
92.57 m²

RWP

RWP
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B.01.06
Flat Type B.08
1B2P
52.94 m²

RWP

RWP

Sterile Zone (to final exit)
SVP

SVP

SVP

DRAFT BS 9991 NOV 2021
Best practice for residential buildings. It regulates fire safety in the design,
management and use of residential buildings.

B.01.07
Flat Type B.01
2B4P
72.56 m²

E

F

Commercial Flues

SVP

Smoke
Shaft

B.01.04
Flat Type B.06
2B4P WC
80.32 m²

Pressurisation
shaft

LTHW

B

C

L.C

E

Pressurisation shaft

SVP

B.01.03
Flat Type B.05
2B4P
69.91 m²

SVP

Electric

A

SVP

Second stair in high rise buildings likely to be consistent with internal best practice;
required where height is greater than 18m (6 storeys approx.).

E

Evacuation Lift

F

Fire Fighting Lift

D

Wet
Riser

04
RWP

RWP

Comms

Single-stair high-rise buildings will be acceptable:
a. The stair is provided with a shaft for a pressurisation system in the event that it
needs to be installed.
b. b. Structural protection is increased from 60 minutes to 90 minutes fire
resistance (FR). Buildings >30m are to be provided with 120 minutes fire
resistance.
c. An additional lobby provided between the stair and corridor affording access to
the flats.
d. Stairs are wider - 1.2m
e. If extended corridors are present, additional mechanical smoke extract in
addition to the stair pressurisation.

03

Mechanical Smoke Vents

RWP

RWP

B.01.08
Flat Type B.01
2B4P
71.70 m²

B.01.02
Flat Type B.04
1B2P
50.58 m²
Water

05

Smoke
Shaft

8
7
6

Top Floor of Each block
Block A – 26.35m
Block B – 57.20m (from Lower Ground at Vincent Road)
Block C – 49.75m (from Lower Ground at Vincent Road)
Block D – 26.35m
Block E – 32.95m

SVP
SVP

5
4

RWP

06
B.01.09
Flat Type B.02
2B4P
72.40 m²

RWP

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Revised following fire regulation updates
Revised following fire regulation updates
Wet Riser added
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Design Freeze 1
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Author
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Issue for Review
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Description

revision schedule

Level 2 Irongate House, 30 Dukes Place, London EC3A 7LP

RWP

07

RWP

Each block is served by a firefighting shaft, comprised of a single escape stair and
two lifts, one of which (TBC) is a designated evacuation lift and the other is to be a
firefighting lift.
the escape stair and evacuation lifts are connected by a protected lobby, free
from all MEP risers.
Both the protected lobby and escape stair are served by a pressurisation shaft
(circa 0.6m2)
L01
Common circulation corridors, leading to the firefighting shafts, 1
are limited
1 : 100 to
15m in length and served by either a 0.6m2 mechanical assisted smoke shaft or
1.5m2 natural smoke shaft, dependent on the length of the corridor.
The protected lobby adjoining the evacuation lifts and escape stair provides a
safe area of refuge for disabled persons in the event of a fire. Each lobby will
also contain an emergency voice communication system for use in the event of an
emergency situation.
Blocks with a topmost residential storey below 50m (A,C,D,E) are served via a dry
riser, located within the firefighting shaft.
0
5
m
Blocks with a topmost
residential
storey above 1050m
(Block B) are served via a wet
riser, located within the firefighting shaft and wet riser tanks located within the
ancillary spaces
at lower
level.
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All flats and common corridors are served by a category 4 sprinkler system for
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The core design has been guided by the draft BS:9991 changes and can be
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•
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5.19

STANDARDS AND COMPLIANCE

HEALTHY LIVING TARGET

COMPLIANCE

HEALTHY HOUSING

Healthy Urban Planning (NHS 2017)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Whole development:
The London Plan
The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Details Policies (2014).
Secured by Design Principles
TfL Healthy Streets Indicators
Residential development:
Technical housing standards – nationally described space standards (March
2015)
Accessibility standards M4 (2) and M4 (3) as set out within in Building Regulations
Part M (Access & Use of Buildings)
Mayor of London’s Housing Supplementary Planning Guidance, November 2012.
Housing Standards Minor Alterations to the London Plan, March 2016
Draft fire safety standards BS EN 9991:2021
Commercial Elements of development:
BREEAM ‘Very Good’
Building Regulations for Access and Fire Safety

VIBRANT NEIGHBOURHOODS

In addition to the statutory regulatory compliance outlined above, the theme of
health and well-being has been a key design driver for the whole scheme and as
such compliance with the Healthy Urban Planning (NHS2017) principles has been
observed. Adherence to these principles is outlined adjacent.

HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

Design Standards:

ACTIVE TRAVEL

The design of the residential and commercial elements have been developed in
coherence with the relevant design standards and regulations governing new
developments London.

A ‘healthy’
development is
achieved when
these standards
are met and
exceeded:
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Meet standards for daylight, sound insulation, ventilation, warm
& not over heated
The provision of an inclusive outdoor space, which is at least
partially private
Accessible and easily adaptable homes
The provision of affordable housing to create mixed and socially
inclusive communities.
Both affordable and private housing should be designed to a
high standard (‘tenure blind’).
Developments should prioritise the access needs of cyclists and
pedestrians.
Cycle parking and storage in residential dwellings can encourage
cycle participation
Routes should be safe, direct and convenient and barriers and
gated communities should be avoided.
Developments should be accessible by public transport
Space for pedestrians and cyclists should be given priority over
commercial and private vehicles.
Mechanisms should be put in place to control hours of
construction, vehicle movements and pollution.
Community engagement before and during construction can
help alleviate fears and concerns.
Mental health benefits from access to nature and green space.
Living close to areas open space can improve physical and
mental health regardless of social background.
Regular participation in physical activity among children and
young people is vital for healthy growth and development
New development can improve existing, or create new, habitats
or use design solutions (green roofs, living walls) to enhance
biodiversity
Urban greening ‐ tree planting, green roofs and walls and soft
landscaping can help prevent summer overheating.
Provision of support services and advice on healthy living can
prevent ill health.
The combined proposal for the Leisure Centre, Tramshed and
residential/ Neighbouhub proposals lcontribute to new social
infrastructure provision that is accessible, affordable and
provide opportunities for multi‐use and the co‐location of
services.
public realm/ permeability maximise opportunities for social
interaction and connects the proposal with neighbouring
communities
Encourage sense of place, security and belonging. It is a key
component of a lifetime neighbourhood
Shelter, landscaping, street lighting and seating can make spaces
attractive and inviting.
Implementing inclusive design principles effectively creates an
accessible environment, in particular for disabled and older
people.
Lifetime Homes
(now incorporated into the Build Regulations Part M)
Building for Life
Secured by Design

HILL RESIDENTIAL
MASTERPLAN
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ACCESSIBILITY DESIGN APPROACH
NOTES

- Do not scale from this drawing, except for planning purposes.
- Check all dimensions on site.
- Subject to survey.
- Subject to site inspection.
- Site boundary lines are indicative only.
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INCLUSIVE ACCESS

ENTRANCES

The residential design facilitates ease of access for all residents and visitors for
99.2% of all homes. They have level access between the external-internal thresholds,
and within residential units. 0.4% of flats are duplex type with WC facilities at level
entrance level but with internal stair to bedroom accommodation. 0.4% (2no. units)
are walk-up lateral flats accessed by a communal staircase on first and second floor
level. These are compliant with building regulations for such a housing typology.
There is provision of 10% wheelchair adaptable (M4(3)) homes across all tenures and
of various occupancy across the whole of the rest of the residential masterplan

External Entrances to the building are recessed to protect residents and Wheelchair
users from wind and rain, in line with Part M requirements.

Bedroom
Hall
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Author
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The main access standards and regulations referred to in the scheme development
are:
• The Building Regulations 2015, Access to and Use of buildings, Approved
Document M, HM Government 2013
• The Building Regulations 2015, protection from falling, collision and impact,
Approved document K, HM Government 2015
• Wheelchair Housing Design Guide, Stephen Thorpe and Habintag 2006
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Details of the automatic and power assisted Entrance doors, sizes, glazing
manifestation, accessible secure entry and exit systems, materials and finishes,
lighting and acoustics are to be reviewed at the next stage of detailed design.

title

Client Logo

1

The main communal residential entrance to the building will be clearly identifiable
and will have secure controlled entry. The principal main entrance door to the
building will be power assisted, with emergency breakout and accessible secure entry
systems.

All communal entrance doors will be maintained and available for people to use at all
times without requiring assistance. Each principal entrance will be designed to meet
Building Regulations Approved Documents M and K and other relevant standards
include:
•
•
•

key plan

•
•

Weather protection
Manifestation to glazed screens and doors, dependent on their detailed design,
with entrance doors providing at least one metre clear opening width
Any intercom will be located to suit all users (including Wheelchair users) and
have a speech reinforcement system and visual indication for users with hearing
loss
A large easily traversable flush fitted solid mat (or similar) to remove water and
dirt from shoes, wheelchairs and buggies
Highly reflective internal finishes will not be specified.

NOTES

- Do not scale from this drawing, except for planning purposes.
- Check all dimensions on site.
- Subject to survey.
- Subject to site inspection.
- Site boundary lines are indicative only.
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EVACUATION STRATEGY.
The evacuation strategy for the residential blocks is a ‘stay put’ strategy. Occupants
of the unit of fire origin are reasonably expected to evacuate as soon as they are
aware of a fire within their premises. As all flats are to be provided with sprinklers
and Grade D1 Category LD1 detection and alarm system the travel distance from any
point within the flats to the entrance doors is to be within 20m. The non-firefighters’
lifts in all blocks will be designed as evacuation lifts as per London Plan policy
D5(B5). Further details on the access and evacuation strategy can be found within the
Fire Strategy Statement that forms part of this application.
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5.21

TYPICAL RESIDENTIAL LAYOUTS

key plan

key plan

TYPICAL RESIDENTIAL LAYOUTS
Store
Cupboard

En-suite

Each residential unit is provided with a private balcony on the upper levels and a
private garden on the ground/lower ground levels.

Bedroom

NOTES

- Do not scale from this drawing, except for planning purposes.
- Check all dimensions on site.
- Subject to survey.
- Subject to site inspection.
- Site boundary lines are indicative only.

Hall

NOTES

All residential flats proposed within this development are of high quality and have
been designed to achieve the minimum gross internal floor areas outlined in the
‘Technical Housing Standards - Nationally Described Space Standards’. 10% of the
proposed flats are designed as wheelchair accessible.

- Do not scale from this d
- Check all dimensions on
- Subject to survey.
- Subject to site inspectio
- Site boundary lines are

Store
Cupboard

Bedroom

To the left are examples of typical flat types (1B2P, 2B4P and 3B5P), demonstrating
technical compliance and good quality design whilst also complying with space
standards. Generous storage spaces are also provided. All flat types have been
designed with thermal comfort in mind whilst ensuing mitigation of heat gain via
projecting balconies. All flat types achieve a good level of natural light internally.
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Each residential unit is provided with a generous private balcony on the upper levels
and a private garden on the ground/lower levels. In addition to this, all residents have
access to communal landscaped spaces at ground floor. Access to residential lobbies
at ground floor for all blocks and lower ground floor for Block C provides security.
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SECURED BY DESIGN

LIGHTING

ACCESS CONTROL

Lighting within public realm is to be designed by a suitably qualified person (Institute
of lighting professional level 4 or above) and meets the standards outlined within
BS EN 5489:2013/2020. Lighting and CCTV strategy is to be considered in tandem
ensuing that they do not have any clashes limiting functionality.

Access Control will meet compartmentalisation guidance as well as the London Fire
Brigade (LFB) specifications. An audio-visual intercom of mobile phone app system
is required for access control. Access will only be made available for residents and
their guests to the specific floor that they live on. Exceptions to this can be made for
communal terraces/roof gardens, or on agreement from the managing agent, eg.
a resident who needs regular access to attend a neighbour’s property. This will be
revocable at any point if a security threat arises.

CCTV
CCTV will be implemented across the scheme to increase safety across the whole site.
CCTV consultant or engineer will consult with lighting designer. Key routes through
site will be covered by CCTV.
LANDSCAPING
Landscaping has been designed such to avoid loitering. Sightlines are clear and
unobstructed. The use of large, dense bushes and trees has been avoided. Planting
is low level within the central garden and neighbouring the leisure centre and
residential blocks. All new trees are all single stemmed with at least 1.5m clear
canopy to ensure visibility. In addition to the planting, the seating will be to a design
so as not to encourage rough sleeping and antisocial behaviour. This is observed in
General Gordon Square already and it is key to not just move this behaviour to the new
Community Square.
WINDOWS & DOORS
The proposed windows will meet PAS24 2016 standards with 100mm restrictors for
safety. The proposed doors for private residential units will meet PAS24 standards.
Doors to multiple homes/properties (communal doors) will have an enhanced security
rating – LPS 1175 SR2 or STS 202 BR2. This rating is required for plant spaces, refuse
and cycle stores. Doors for commercial use, PAS34 standard will be acceptable.

ROOF TERRACE AND COMMUNAL GARDENS
Roof Terrace and Communal Gardens are recommended to have timed opening hours
to avoid the risk of antisocial behaviour or noise within these spaces.
FIRE BRIGADE
The Fire Brigade will be able to gain access to the block in an emergency with a
failsafe that unlocks the communal doors. London Fire Brigade also require a manual
override to be in place. This will be a Girder Access control box.
BIKE STORES
Proposed bike stores that contain more than 100 bikes have been subdivided through
the use of elephant grate/a separating wall. Where a bike store cannot be subdivided
at its entrances, a small number of cycles form an effective corridor before secondary
subdivisions are achieved deeper in the store (particularly in Block B, C and eastern
wing of Block D). All cycle stores will have an enhanced rated door to access them.
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6.00

PUBLIC REALM AND LANDSCAPE
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6.01

LANDSCAPE INTRODUCTION

This chapter outlines the vision, principles and concepts which have guided the design
of the landscape and public realm for the scheme.
The landscape design for the public realm, internal courtyard spaces, roof terraces
and the leisure centre have been developed in response to the site conditions, its
setting and the local context.
This section describes the opportunities and challenges associated with developing
the landscape proposals for the site before presenting the different landscape areas
which create new public and private spaces.
The proposals seek to create an exemplary public realm associated with the
development whilst exploiting its location in relation to Woolwich town centre,
transport links and its surrounding context, as well, as its association with leisure and
cultural facilities that are being delivered by the Council and the Tramshed Theatre.
The design team has worked closely with the Applicant, FaulknerBrowns and CGL
architects, the local community and charities including the Tramshed Theatre to
achieve a high quality landscape strategy where people can live and enjoyable and
healthy life.
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6.02
EXISTING LANDSCAPE & SITE 		
		ANALYSIS

GREEN SPACE AND PLAY AMENITIES
The surrounding area is predominantly urban with two squares in close proximity:
General Gordon Square and Beresford Square. Both of which are key public spaces
in central Woolwich and offer quality public realm with programmed events such as
cultural festivals, food markets and performances.
To the south the neighbouring residential area is typically formed of smaller dwelling
units with semi-private green spaces and private gardens.
The Armstrong Estate to the east is typical of its era consisting of 4 residential towers
in an open landscape setting.
There are large parks and open spaces to the north and west of the site, most of which
are between a 10 - 20 minutes walk.

4.
5.

2.

The existing play opportunity is found in pocket playgrounds located around the site.
These are generally sited within a 10 minute walk of the site and suited to younger
children. As the site is located in central Woolwich, the majority of the play facilities
are found in the surrounding parks and open spaces. There is a sports facility to the
north of the site within a 15 minute walk, which along with surrounding green spaces
would target the older age groups for play amenity.

3.
10 Min Walk

20 Min Walk 30 Min Walk

1.

6.

7.

10.

8.

9.

11.

12.

1. Genral Gordon Square
2. Maribor Park
3. Wellington Park
4. St. Mary’s Gardens
5. Sunbury Street Playground
6. Glyndon Playground
7. Plumstead COmmon
8. Winn’s Common
9. Woolwich Common
10. Charlton Park
11. East Wickham Open Space
12. Oxleas Wood and Meadow
Playgrounds
Green Parks and Public Square
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6.03

LANDSCAPE PROPOSAL

LANDSCAPE PLAN
The landscape proposals include new public realm and private spaces created
through a variety of landscape typologies.
These include a community square, central garden space and streets together with
private courtyards and terrace areas. The development will also see the enhancement
of the adjacent streetscape through resurfacing and tree planting where possible on
Vincent Road and Wilmount Street.

General
Gordon Sq.

ew

Rd .

Vincent Rd.

hN

The Leisure Centre connects to the Community Square which provides a setting for
the Bull Tavern building. The intention is that the square, and residential scheme as a
whole, will have a selection of softer and warmer coloured materials. The Community
Square itself will be paved in brick and limestone. The selected materials help to
provide hierarchy in the public realm with bound gravels and coloured asphalts
selected for the streets and courtyard spaces. Planting strips with scattered trees
create a soft landscape edge to the square to the south and west adjacent to the
Leisure Centre. The square contains seating and feature lighting but is seen primarily
as open space to allow for small community events and activities.

Woolwich
Arsenal
Station

Wo
olw
ic

The new Leisure Centre and refurbished Tramshed building face onto General Gordon
Square. These have a civic role and form an important part of the town centre urban
structure. As such the adjacent landscape materials have been selected from the
existing Woolwich Town Centre palette which includes a mid-grey granite paving.
The granite paving extends for the length of the building facades along Vincent Road,
Woolwich New Road and Wilmount street.

Leisure Centre

Block A

At the eastern end of the square is a purpose-built stage structure. This architectural
element defines the space and creates an anchor point between the square and the
central garden. It acts as a performance stage, creating the opportunity for play,
gatherings and programmed events.
Tramshed
Block D

W il

Each of the residential blocks has a private courtyard or roof space providing amenity
space for the residents. Block A has a roof terrace whilst blocks B and C share a
courtyard. Blocks B, D and E have individual private courtyard areas and terraces.
The courtyards are considered as soft landscape spaces. They are clearly defined
from the public realm and access controlled. These private recreational spaces
are more intimate in scale. Central to the courtyards are areas of ground cover and
amenity grass for recreational use. Hedge planting frames the courtyards and creates
defensible spaces. The courtyards and roof terrace areas will also contain play
elements and are designed to accommodate formal and informal play for the under
5’s.
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Armstrong
Estate

Block E

The Central Garden is seen predominantly as a green space with a layered planting
of trees, hedges, herbaceous plants, ground cover and amenity grass. This garden
is at the core of the residential area providing a key landscape interface between
the buildings and is an important recreational area for the residents and public. The
garden is structured through the tree planting and hedges. The semi mature tree
planting also helps to mediate between the open space and the scale of the adjacent
buildings. The garden creates the opportunity for recreation and both formal and
informal play. Hedges and fences are incorporated to create defensible space
adjacent to ground floor homes.

Semi mature multistem trees are proposed in the courtyards and roof terrace and the
planting palatte as a whole has been selected for visual interest and to emphasise
seasonal change. Accessible seating is proposed and low level lighting will help to
provide comfortable, safe places for the residents to relax.

Block C

Block B

Combined levels plan

mou

nt S
t.

Sikh
Temple

6.03

LANDSCAPE PROPOSAL

KEY LANDSCAPE VALUES
•
•
•
•

Provide a landscape that encourages activity and interaction for a healthier
Greenwich
Design spaces that activate the landscape and encourage user participation,
creating a safer Greenwich
Increasing biodiversity through a variety of planting and green infrastructure for
a greener Greenwich
Develop a sense of community through private and communal gardens that
create a great place to be

KEY LANDSCAPE AIMS
•
Vincent Rd.

ew

Rd .

•

Wo
olw
ic

hN

Block A

•
•
•

3.

Leisure Centre

4.
1.

•

Block C

•

Block B

2.
Block E
Block D

3.

3.

Provide a variety of landscape typologies and characters that enrich the public
realm and residential areas
Create a permeable scheme that knits the development into the wider urban
fabric. Maximising pedestrian footfall to and through the site providing passive
surveillance and giving increased security
Maximise biodiversity and sustainability across the site
Provide legibility and a clear spatial hierarchy
Create a distinct identity for the development whilst respecting the adjacent
urban fabric
Create spaces of a scale that are relevant to the type and nature of the
development
Provide pedestrian priority spaces

Landscape Typologies
1 - Community Square
2 - Central Garden
3 - Internal Streets
4 - Private Courtyards

4.

4.

LOWER GROUND FLOOR PLAN
mou

Vincent Rd.

nt S
t.

Helen St.

W il

Armstrong
Estate
Block B

Block C

Ground floor plan
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6.04

LANDSCAPE STRATEGIES

Activity:
The variety of landscape typologies offer a selection of spaces for both residents
and public users - providing spaces to play, relax, meet and hangout. The
Community Square creates the opportunity for both organised and spontaneous
events.

Private space

Communal
play

Public space

Permeability:
Opening up the streets and frontages creates views through the landscape that not
only offer a greater flow and movement of people but also welcome and encourage
users through the development.

Public play
Private
play

Access:
The natural topography of the site is challenging but the public space has been
designed to have maximum gradients of 1 in 2:21 gradients. Blue Badge spaces
have been provided in the internal streets for the residents close to their homes.
Controlled access ensures vehicle movement through the site is limited to
emergency and service vehicles.
Sustainability:
Soft landscape areas of grass and planting combined with porous paving allow
for storm water to be captured within the landscape, reducing surface water
runoff. Attenuation tanks are also to be installed below ground as part of the wider
sustainability strategy.
Internal Streets:
With the exception of Helen Street, vehicle access through the site is controlled and
limited to emergency and refuse only. The numbers of vehicle movements overall
are low and as such the landscape is to be considered as a pedestrian priority space.
It will include tactile paving and kerb edges etc as required in order to create a safe
and fully accessible landscape. Trees, hedges and planting are to be used wherever
possible within the streets and along residential block frontages. The existing car
parking for the Ramgarhia Sikh Temple is retained.

Blue
Badge
parking

Tertiary
pedestrian
route

Primary
pedestrian
route

Secondary
pedestrian
route

Perimeter Streets:
Tree planting is proposed where possible on the perimeter streets – Wilmount
Street and Vincent Road. Planting is also proposed to act as a buffer to the new
residential block frontages.

Vehicle
movement

Street Activity:
The Community Square can offer great opportunity for small events, parties and
pop up stalls. Where the larger public spill out zones are, they provide space for the
buildings to offer up events, food and drink stalls. The smaller Residential Streets
provide quieter, more informal areas where users can meet friends and sit under the
tree canopies.

Attenuation
tank

Green roof
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Public spill
out zones

Rain gardens

Residential
streets

6.04

LANDSCAPE OVERVIEW

LANDSCAPE STRATEGIES

ROOF TERRACES & GREEN ROOFS

COURTYARDS

SQUARE & GARDEN

STREETS
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6.05
LANDSCAPE CHARACTERS: 		
		LEISURE CENTRE

LEISURE CENTRE STREETSCAPE
The new Leisure Centre building fronts onto Woolwich New Road and General Gordon
Square. It interfaces with the residential scheme and forms a strong architectural
edge to the Community Square. Activities within the Leisure Centre will animate the
space and provide an active backdrop.
The streetscape around the new Leisure Centre, along Woolwich New Road, Vincent
Road and Wilmount Street will be improved with quality materials and street furniture
which forms part of the Town Centre materials palette which includes granite paving,
additional public seating and cycle racks for visitors.
Raised tables are to be added at the junction of Woolwich New Road with both Vincent
Road and Wilmount Street. These junctions are paved with granite setts to match the
proposed pedestrian surfaces. The intention is to improve pedestrian connections
across Woolwich New Road between General Gordon Square and the Leisure Centre.
The raised tables will also improve connectivity in a north-south direction from the
Woolwich DLR Station to the Leisure Centre. The new raised tables will help create
a more pedestrian prioritized public realm, better connecting the Leisure Centre and
proposed residential development with the wider Town Centre.
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Leisure Centre: Interface with public square
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6.06
LANDSCAPE CHARACTERS: 		
		COMMUNITY SQUARE

COMMUNITY SQUARE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible space for activity and events
Spill out space for the Bull Tavern building
A key connecting space
Outdoor performance space
Quality paving materials
Public seating

The Community Square is framed by the Leisure Centre to the south and west and
the Bull Tavern and stage to the north and east. The square forms part of a key route
through the scheme connecting Wilmount Street to Vincent Road and Woolwich
Arsenal Station. The square will be activated along its northern edge as a spill out
space and external seating area. A soft landscape treatment is proposed at the
Leisure Centre façade through ground cover planting and scattered trees. The
intention is to provide a soft edge to the square whilst still allowing access to the
façade. A text artwork is proposed along the plinth of the Leisure Centre building
which can viewed via path is to around the edge of the Square
The openness of the square allows flexibility for pop up events, markets etc. It is to
be a high-quality urban space and an important addition to the local public realm. A
brick paving surface is proposed for the main body of the square. Bands of natural
stone radiate from the Bull Tavern cutting through the brick surface to articulate the
movement around the curved façade of the building. The brick material is continues
southwards linking to Wilmount Street. Trees are planted adjacent to the Leisure
Centre façade with public benches arranged below the canopy of scattered trees in
this smaller connecting space.
PROGRAMME:
Developing a landscape that works for its potential users and can flex from day to
night and weekday to weekend is vital in creating a diverse and successful sense of
place. The site is located on the thoroughfare to the train station meaning a greater
opportunity for commuters and visitors to activate the public realm throughout
the day. The adjoining public and residential landscapes allow for a mix of users
and activities that will naturally crossover from day to night. The aim has been to
design a landscape that can adapt and be flexible for users. Whether it’s to sit with
coffee, work on a bench outdoors, lounge on lawns, play with friends. Further to
this the intention has been to cater for larger pop-up events or venues that could be
accommodated in the Community Square.
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CAFE TERRACE & FOOD TRUCKS

DANCE FLOOR

YOGA / EXERCISE

EDGE INTERFACE

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE

Artist impression

Reference images
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6.07
LANDSCAPE CHARACTERS: 		
		CENTRAL GARDEN

CENTRAL GARDEN
The garden is enclosed by hedges and trees to create a space that is in scale with the
surrounding buildings but also provides intimate places to sit in the gardens. The
garden will provide a playful space leading off of the Community Square, allowing
for people to sit, linger and enjoy the surrounding green and planting. This key space
forms the transition from public to private spaces and allows for clear pedestrian
circulation and access to buildings. It is also designed to accommodate the limited
vehicle use.
The central garden is predominantly seen as a lush green space at the heart of the
scheme and strongly contrasting in character to the square. The garden is structured
through a series of low hedges which help to define areas within the planting with
sections of amenity grass. The central garden allows for communal events and also
for small groups or individuals to find space to relax. The central garden takes on a
variety of functions – recreational space, children’s play, pedestrian through route,
refuse vehicle routing and it is a link space connecting to all areas of the scheme. A
small pavilion or band stand is proposed at the western end of the gardens at the
interface with the Square.
At the eastern end of the gardens, the landscape connects southwards towards
Wilmount Street and the Ramgarhia Sikh Temple, tying the existing context into the
development.
The central garden includes a dedicated play area and intuitive play for all ages, with
open and enclosed spaces made from the proposed planting and also defensible
spaces for the ground floor residential units. Trees are scattered throughout the
garden. These are a light canopy to maximise sunlight to the gardens and residential
buildings. The tree species provide visual interest, colour and emphases seasonal
change. At ground level herbaceous planting is proposed in strong geometric forms,
intermixed.
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Artist impression
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6.08
		
		

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERS: 		
RESIDENTIAL COURTYARDS - 		
BLOCKS B & C

RESIDENTIAL COURTYARDS - BLOCKS B & C
TYPICAL COURTYARD AIMS
The relationship between inside and outside is crucial for stimulating a good
community feel environment. The proposals include a minimum of 1.5m of defensible
space for ground floor apartments. The defensible areas are to be planted and the
intention is to give sufficient privacy for residents not to feel overlooked. Private
garden space is also provided for some homes. Providing a degree of privacy will
allow residents to sit and use the outdoor space. This will give the opportunity for
people to meet and engage.
The courtyards are community gardens for residents only: a space for recreational
and social activities. These attractive places will provide the opportunity for residents
to socialise. They include children’s play facilities for 0-5 year olds, sunbathing
and seating elements. The courtyards are structured through hedge planting and
scattered trees.
The courtyards cater for a range of age groups and allow for several activities to be
happening simultaneously. The whole environment is designed for people to have
fun and for children to engage in creative play. The planting is selected to stimulate
the senses at all times of the year. The aim of the courtyard spaces is to encourage
community interaction.
A pergola structure forms the edge of the private courtyard space between blocks
B and C. The pergola is planted with climbers and hanging plants. It combines with
hedges and fences to create a boundary.
The quality of the space will be maintained through a clear planting maintenance
programme and use of robust materials with a long lifespan.
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Artist impression
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6.09
LANDSCAPE CHARACTERS: 		
		RESIDENTIAL COURTYARD
		BLOCK D

RESIDENTIAL COURTYARDS - BLOCK D
TYPICAL COURTYARD SOFT LANDSCAPE PALETTE
The planting in the courtyards has a layered approach varying from amenity grass
areas, structured hedges and trees and herbaceous planted zones. The formal
structure of the planting is designed to create enclosed pocket spaces for residents
throughout the courtyards, whilst providing more private/screened areas for the
residential private areas. This will be formed through native hedgerows, architectural
planting and trees. Amenity grass areas are positioned to utilise sunlight in the
courtyards, located to adjoining planting to form a more communal environment.
These spaces are intended to encourage residential gatherings and places to sit and
relax.
The herbaceous planting zones are designed to bring a rich palette of colour, smells
and textures to the courtyards within these smaller, residential scales. The overall
planting layout aims to create ease of circulation to and from the courtyards whilst
providing more playful routes through to best experience the landscape.
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Artist impression
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6.10
LANDSCAPE CHARACTERS:
		RESIDENTIAL COURTYARD
		BLOCK E

RESIDENTIAL COURTYARDS - BLOCK E
TYPICAL COURTYARD HARD LANDSCAPE PALETTE
The materials chosen for the courtyards are designed to be robust while providing a
residential feel through a mix of colours, textures and finishes.
The primary surface material is resin bound gravel with natural stone pavers within
the planting, designed to create a subtle and playful feel. The colours of the bound
gravel and pavers will compliment the building architecture and form part of the
extended masterplan colour palette.
The furniture for the courtyards comprises of seating and informal play elements and
bins. The seating / play will be colourful and when combined with the planting form
part of the intuitive play for 0-5 year old’s. These elements are located within the
courtyards to provide an interactive and playful environment that aims to encourage
residential interaction, participation and a stronger community identity.
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Artist impression
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SITEWIDE SECTIONS
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SITEWIDE SECTIONS
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6.12

HARD LANDSCAPE PROPOSALS

MATERIALS
A simple palette of quality hard landscape materials is proposed for the site. The
range of materials – natural stone, brick, concrete pavers, bound gravel etc help to
provide hierarchy and legibility in the landscape. The material selection has been
carefully considered in relation to both proposed and existing buildings.
The materials also respond to the proposed key landscape characters of the
Community Square, Central Garden, Streetscapes and Residential Courtyards.
Community Square:
The Community Square is a key public space within the site, accommodating general
pedestrian flow together with gatherings and events. The Square is accessed from
both Vincent Road and Wilmount Street and leads onto the Central Garden. The
interface with the Bull Tavern has a limestone paving detail around the perimeter
with detail banding out into the Square, responding to the proposed leisure centre
materiality. The Square consists of a red brick herringbone pattern which responds to
the scale of the Square and the colour palette of the adjacent buildings.

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

Central Garden:
The Central Garden allows for the circulation of pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles.
The aim is to create a pedestrian priority space where vehicle movements are reduced
to a minimum and spaces flow easily throughout. To enable this the surfacing is a
consistent, durable coloured asphalt and transitions to a resin bound aggregate on
pedestrian only routes. The material colours and tones will compliment those used
in the Square and visually start to connect the public spaces, adding interest to the
landscape characters.
Streetscapes:
The streetscapes along Vincent road and Wilmount street will have a simple
treatment with new resurfacing and tree planting where possible to enhance the
quality and feel. The paving around the Leisure Centre will be of granite to tie into the
surrounding paving along Woolwich New Road and the Town Centre palette.
Residential Courtyards:
Materials in the private residential courtyards are a continuation of the resin bound
aggregates used in other communal and private areas within the site, enforcing the
spatial hierarchy. Play surfacing is provided in the designated play areas where play
equipment is installed. The private amenity terraces have a concrete pavers.

Granite paving 01 - Footpaths
Granite paving 02 - Lay-bys
Red brick paving
Limestone paving
Resin bound gravel
Coloured asphalt
Decking
Private terrace paving
Play space area
Black asphalt
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ROOF PLAN
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6.13

SOFT LANDSCAPE PROPOSALS

TREE AND HEDGEROW PLANTING STRUCTURE
A total of 19 individual and 1 group of existing trees are to be removed of which 15
are rated a Category C or lower, with the remaining 4 individual and the group being
Category B. To mitigate this approximately 59 new semi-mature trees are proposed
on site with a combination of 7 new species. The intention is also to retain some
existing mature trees within the site boundary along the eastern edge, adjacent to the
Armstrong Estate. All existing trees to be retained both within the site and adjacent to
the site will be protected in accordance to BS5837:2012. Refer to Tree Removal Plan
981153_10_05 and Arboricultural Report.
Trees have been selected for their ecological value, seasonal interest and form.
Tree planting on the perimeter and internal streets offer seasonal variation, colour
and shape which add to the landscape character and identity. Their semi-mature
height gives instant impact and responds to the adjacent building heights.
Contrasting to this, the trees through the Central Garden and Community Square
are a mix of species and are planted in a more playful manner that create a layered
greening and interest for the public.

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

Tree planting in the residential courtyards responds with a smaller scale. These are
ornamental trees which create an interesting addition to the landscape design of the
courtyards for residents.
External street
-Tilia cordata				x19
Internal streets
- Ulmus ‘new horizon’			
x9
- Gleditsia				x3
Central Garden Structure
- Quercus palustris			

x10

Central Garden amenity and Courtyards
- Pyrus calleryana Chanticleer		
- Prunus avium 				
- Malus toringo Scarlet			

x8
x7
x3

Hedgerow
- Fagus sylvatica (Beech)
- Carpinus betulus (Hornbeam)
- Corylus avellana (Hazel)
- Crataegus monogyna (Hawthorn)
- Acer campestre (Field maple)

Hedgerows
External street tree
Internal street tree 01
Internal street tree 02
Courtyard and Garden tree
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ROOF PLAN

BIODIVERSITY AND ECOLOGY
The proposed landscape design looks to enhance and increase the biodiversity by
expanding the extent of planting at ground and roofs levels. Green roofs will cover all
proposed buildings and offer a rich native flora seed mix carpet.
To enrich the biodiversity on the site, bird and bat boxes will be incorporated as part of
the landscape to align with the Ecological Appraisal Report. Tree
At ground level, a mix of tree species populate the site bringing a much greater, greener
connection throughout for both the public and wildlife. A variety of planting types and
mixes have been integrated into the landscape which offer a rich biodiversity.
The soft landscape proposal is a mix of grass, low ground cover and a matrix of rich,
pollinating herbaceous boarders for all seasons and hedges. By diversifying the
planting types, mixes and using a layered approach, multiple habitats will be created
for a range of wildlife. This creating a well-structured, strong, green infrastructure
throughout the site which will be ample for bird, bat and invertebrate boxes.

The ecological qualities will be greatly strengthened through a number of measures:
- Creating an interconnected network of green spaces linking the development to the
wider context
- Planting native trees, hedgerows, shrubs and grasses with a key aim to provide
pollinator planting in all planting mixes in both the public and residential zones
GROUND FLOOR PLAN

ROOF PLAN

- Extensive green roofs, grassy / wildflower swards of sedum blankets providing habitat
for birds, butterflies and invertebrates

- Hakonechloa macra
- Hakonechloa marca ‘Aureaola’
- Aster divaricatus
- Astrantia ‘Major’
- Anemone x hybrida ‘Honorine Jobert’
- Amenity grass
- Dierama ‘Guinevere
- Echinacea ‘ White Swan’
- Tulipa ‘Bella Brush’
-Tulipa ‘Violet Beauty’

Amenity lawn
Herbaceous planting
Ground cover planting
Wildflower roof planting
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6.14

LANDSCAPE INTERFACES

DEFENSIBLE SPACES
The development comprises of 5 new residential buildings, all of which are located
within the main public realm with façades onto streetscapes and internal green
courtyard spaces. The building entrances lead directly onto public areas. This provides
opportunity for busy, activated streetscapes which in turn will create a richer public
realm.
Focal points are created at the building entrances through architectural elements,
paving and planting design. At ground level a minimum 1.5m buffer zone is provided to
give privacy to ground floor homes. These zones are created through the use of hedges
or fences that enclose terraces or planting areas which enrich the ecology of the
residential streets and landscapes. In some instances planting alone is used to subtly
provide privacy by keeping people away from the building facades.
PUBLIC / PRIVATE SPACES
The landscape is designed to give the feel of open and flowing spaces. At the same time
clear definition is to be provided between the public and private spaces. Private areas
are formed through the use of hedges and fences. These spaces have gated entrances
that provide safe access points for the residents.
The linear space linking Blocks B, C and E will provide access to all three buildings.
It gives access to the private courtyard spaces and the separately accessed ground
floor apartments. A pergola structure forms the edge of the private courtyard space
between blocks B and C. The pergola is planted with climbers and hanging plants. It
combines with hedges and fences to create a boundary. A fence with gate will control
access to the private space to the east of block E.
The courtyard at block D is primarily enclosed by the building and is accessed through
the building. There is a gated and stepped entrance directly into the courtyard from
Wilmount Street.

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

Hedges
Private amenity terrace
Planted buffer zone
Fence / gated entrances
Pergola
Residential entrance
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BUILDING INTERFACES

1.5m

HEDGE WITH PAVED AMENITY SPACE

1.5m

HEDGE WITH PLANTED BUFFER ZONE

1.5m

PLANTED BUFFER ZONE

PUBLIC / PRIVATE INTERFACES

HEDGE WITH INTERNAL WIRE FENCE

PERGOLA WITH PLANTING

GATED FENCE
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6.15

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

LANDSCAPE FURNITURE
The landscape furniture has been carefully selected. A simple palette has been
chosen to unify the scheme and strengthen the landscape characters.
At the centre of the landscape scheme, a stepped timber stage with detachable
canopy is proposed to function for both events and performances to the Community
Square.
A timber pergola is located between Blocks B/C and E. The open pergola will form
a semi-sheltered route with climbing plants growing up and forming a green screen
between the public and private areas.
Cycle stands are positioned in close proximity to all residential Blocks and the Leisure
Centre to ensure adequate storage within walkable distances.
Seating has been designed to accommodate its surroundings with larger units used in
the Community Square to allow for larger gatherings without feeling overcrowded.
Elsewhere linear seating is proposed, located next to planting and hedges to form
natural viewing points across the landscape and play areas. The seating elements will
include units with backs and arm rests.

Play equipment
Cycle stands
Litter bins
Seating
1.
2.
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Stage with canopy
Pergola
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6.16

LEVELS AND ACCESSIBILITY

The existing site topography is challenging with Vincent Road approximately 2m
below the centre of the site. However the levels and gradients have been designed so
that falls do not exceed 1:21 with key routes significantly less than this.
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6.17

LANDSCAPE LIGHTING PLAN

The lighting design concept responds to the main character areas and uses a variety
of light sources to provide both safe functional lighting for the streetscape and access
to buildings. More atmospheric lighting is proposed for garden areas and where
appropriate.
The lighting design is layered through the use of light columns, low level bollard
lighting and ground lighting. The intention is to create safe, well-lit routes within the
site whilst limiting light pollution.
Light columns are mainly located within the public urban spaces on the main vehicular
and pedestrian routes to provide the required lux levels. They contribute to the
street character and create safe, inviting spaces for the public and residents. Feature
lighting columns are used in the Community Square and Central Garden to enrich the
public spaces and provide interest and a sense of identity.
In order to maintain the open character in the Central Garden, bollard lighting is
proposed on the pedestrian paths in this area. They are also used in residential areas
to provide low level lighting on routes to and from the buildings.
The residential courtyards will be illuminated using tree uplighters and low-level
strip lighting located along the key circulation paths, to and from the internal building
access points. The lighting strategy here is to create soft tones of lighting that will
guide residents through and to key areas of the courtyard design, while ensuring
lighting levels do not impact on the internal residential units.
This lighting concept is indicative at this stage and expect the detail proposals to be
secured by condition.

Residential street lighting columns
(10m height)
Public realm lighting columns
(7m height)
Public realm feature lighting columns
(12m height)
Courtyard bollard lighting
Strip lighting
Tree uplighting
Pergola feature lighting
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6.18

PLAY STRATEGY

Play space for 0-5’s focuses around doorstep play, with both dedicated and incidental
play within the residential courtyards. These are formed as landscaped spaces with
engaging play features for young children including elements of sensory, natural play
and places in which carers can sit, watch and talk.
The spaces will include a materials palette of organic soft surfaces such as grass.
Soft landscape - trees and planting - will provide the element of incidental play while
contemporary, robust conventional equipment directed towards the age group will
complement the natural play opportunities.
For 5-11 year olds the facilities within the courtyard and roof space are supplemented
by the Central Garden and the Community Square. In the Central Garden there is an
additional play facility which includes play equipment and safety surfaces together
with areas for informal play – amenity grass and planting. Further to this is the hard
landscape area of the square which is an open vehicle free space. Seating is available
at a variety of locations away from the more intensive play areas.
For the 12+ age group the open spaces of the Community Square and the Central
Garden are available for exercise etc.
The older age groups will also be able to access the Leisure Centre play facilities in
the local area. These include the Sunbury Street Playground, Glyndon Adventure Play
Centre and surrounding green parks.

0-5 years (within 100m walking distance)

5-11 years (within 400m walking distance)

12+ years (within 800m walking distance)

DOORSTEP
PLAYABLE SPACE

LOCAL
PLAYABLE SPACE

YOUTH SPACE

A landscaped space including engaging play
A landscaped space with landscaping and equipment so that
features for young children, and places for carers children aged from birth to 11 can play and be physically active and
to sit and talk.
they and their carers can sit and talk.

Social space for young people aged 12 and over to
meet, hang out and take part in informal sport or
physical recreational activities.

Parental/guardian supervision.

No formal supervision

•
•
•
•
•

Landscaping
Climbable objects
Fixed equipment
Seating for carers
Sand and water feature
(if possible)

Flexible use
No formal supervision

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Landscaping to create natural feel, including
changes of level
Equipment integrated into the landscaping, that allows
children to swing, slide and climb
Multigames/ball walls
Kick about area
Basketball nets
Seating area away from equipment
Sand (if possible)

•
•
•
User Group Table (Extract from SPG : Shaping Neighbourhoods : Play and Informal Recreation
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•
•

Space and facilities for informal sport or
recreation activity (e.g. table tennis table,
multi-use sports areas (MUSA), multi-use
games area (MUGA), climbing walls or
boulders, wheeled sports area, skatepark or
BMX track, traversing wall, exercise trails,
outdoor exercise/fitness equipment)
Kick about area
Seating areas on the edge of the activity
space
Landscaping
Outdoor stage
Youth Shelter

140m2

200m2

A

B

C
405m2

Block A
Total required
0-5 		
5-11		
12+		

368.1m2
171.0m2
124.0m2
73.0m2

Total proposed

400m2

Block B
Total required
0-5 		
5-11		
12+		

250.2m2
131.0m2
87.0m2
32.0m2

Block C
Total required
0-5 		
5-11		
12+		

Combined total proposed for Block B & C courtyard

1880m2

167.7m2
94.0m2
59.0m2
14.0m2

545m2

60m2
200m2

E

D

240m2

148m2

Block D
Total required
0-5 		
5-11		
12+		

223.1m2
119.0m2
78.0m2
26.0m2

Block E
Total required
0-5 		
5-11		
12+		

143.1m2
76.0m2
50.0m2
17.0m2

Total proposed

240m2

Total proposed

148m2

Leisure Centre Play Opportunity
Dedicated play (Informal & Formal) Approx. 1333m2
Dedicated play for 0 -5 years (per block requirement)
Incidental Play Approx. 1880m2
Play for 12+ years Approx.
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208

0.5

104

335

0.4

Score

Area (m2)
Total

s soil

10366
370

Total

0
0.8

134

0
296

3498.3
717 URBAN0.7
501.9
6.19 15700
GREENING
FACTOR
2396

0.7

1677.2

431

0.6

258.6

0.6

526.6

0.5

104

3498.3 / 15700 = 0.22
877
URBAN GREENING
FACTOR:208
335

case-

Factor

0.22
0.4

134

Area
(m2)
10366

Factor
0

Score
0

15700
717

0.7

3498.3
501.9

URBAN GREENING
FACTOR
370

0.8

296

1848

0.7

1293.6

The
proposed
site
has been calculated to a combined Urban Greening
3498.3
/ 15700
= development
0.22
Factor
of 0.20
431
0.6
258.6
URBAN
GREENING

s soil

0.22

FACTOR:

Planting in the
has incorporated
a variety of planting types at both
801landscape design0.6
480.6
ground and roof levels.
335
Area
(m2)

0.4
Factor

134
Score

370

0.8

296

At ground level,
aims to
5740 the landscape layout
0
0 maximise on planting whilst ensuring
case717surfacing is achieved
0.7 for emergency
501.9
Total adequate hard
10242
2964.7 and refuse routes within a
comfortable public realm setting.

s soil

1848
0.7 have an1293.6
At roof levels,
accessible terraces
intensive planting scheme to create a more
2964.7 / 10242
=
0.29
welcoming
area for
residents. The remaining inaccessible terraces have been planted
431
0.6
258.6
with
an extensive
wildflower green roof system.
URBAN
GREENING

FACTOR:801

335

Total

s soil

Area
(m2)
5740
Area
(m2)
548
10242

370
76
717
208
2396
4658
2964.7 / 10242 = 0.29
431

Total URBAN GREENING
5490
FACTOR:877

s soil

208

533.2 /Area
5490 (m2)
= 0.09
335
URBAN GREENING
548
10366
FACTOR: 76
s soil
Total
15700

0.29
0.6

0.4

Factor
0
Factor
0.7
0.8
0.6
0.7
0.5
0.7
0
0.6

0.29
0.6
0.5

Factor
0.4
0.7
0
0.09
0.6

208

0.5

4658

0

480.6
134

Score
0
Score
383.6
2964.7
296
45.6
501.9
104
1677.2
0
258.6

533.2
RESIDENTIAL UGF
526.6
104

Score
134

LEISURE CENTRE UGF
383.6
0
45.6
3498.3
104
0

Total 3498.3 / 15700
5490 = 0.22
533.2
URBAN GREENING
0.22
COMBINED UGF
FACTOR:
533.2 / 5490 = 0.09
URBAN
GREENING
Area
(m2)
Factor
Score
0.09
FACTOR:
Surface Cover Type - Combined
case717

Intensive green roof

0.7

Flower-rich 370
perennial planting 0.8

s soil

501.9

Area (m2)

Factor

Score

296

370

0.8

296

1848 roof (min 80mm
0.7soil depth
1293.6
Extensive green
- wildflower)

717

0.7

501.9

2396

0.7

1677.2

Hedges (line
of mature shrubs 0.6
one or two shrubs
431
258.6 wide)

431

0.6

258.6

877

0.6

526.6

Standard trees planted in individual pits with less than 25 cubic metres soil
801
0.6
480.6
volume.
335
0.4
134
Groundcover
planting
5740
0
Amenity grassland
(species-poor0 regularly mown
lawn)

Total Sealed surfaces
10242(e.g. concrete, asphalt, waterproofing,
2964.7
stone).

Total
2964.7 / 10242 = 0.29
URBAN GREENING
240
The Woolwich Leisure 0.29
Centre
FACTOR:
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208

0.5

104

335

0.4

134

10366

0

0

15700

3498.3 / 15700 = 0.22
URBAN GREENING
FACTOR:

3498.3

0.22

Intensive Green Roof
Flower rich Perennial Planting
Extensive Green Roof
Hedges
Groundcover Planting
Amenity Grassland
Sealed Surfaces
Standard Trees

PAGE LEFT INTENTIONALLY BLANK
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7.00		

SUSTAINABILITY
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7.01		
SUSTAINABILITY + ENERGY 		
		STRATEGY

SUSTAINA

LANDSCAPE TYPOLOGIES
SITE WIDE ENERGY STRATEGY
An options appraisal is included in the opposite table. The following four options were
explored in detail before a technical solution was finalised:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Off-site options
Central Air Source Heat Pump (ASHP) + gas boilers
Central Air Source Heat Pump (ASHP) + electric boilers
Central Ground Source Heat Pump (ASHP)+ gas boilers
Env

minimising operational carbon
- Encouraging sustainable
travel to and from the site.

So

ci

Ec
on

al

COURTYARDS

o

PLA

m

al
ci

- Promotes health and wellbeing through design.
- Using stakeholder consultations to help inform the design
process.

- Through Lean design we are
reducing the operational
energy and associated costs.

Ec
on

o

m

So

ic

ic

The Leisure Centre building is targeting BREEAM Outstanding and will be the first
community leisure centre in the UK to achieve this standard, demonstrating RBG's
commitment to sustainable new development. Sustainable design, construction
methods, water saving techniques, the enhancement of biodiversity and ecology and
waste reduction techniques have all been considered during the masteplan's design
development.

ROOF GARDENS
+ GREEN ROOFS

l

- Exemplary approach to
minimising operational carbon
- Encouraging sustainable
travel to andapproach
from the site.
Exemplary
to

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
In line with the London Plan, the masterplan has been developed with the 'Be lean',
'Be clean', 'Be green' and 'Be seen' strategy, as an approach to reduce carbon
emissions of the building. The plan requires the building to reduce the carbon
emissions of the building by 35% on top of Approved document Part L.

ironmenta

ironmenta
l
Env

The ASHP and gas boiler option has been selected as the most appropriate solution
to take forward. This is a single communal energy centre located within the Leisure
Centre that will serve both the Leisure Centre and residential buildings, and will
supply 80% of the site wide annual heating demand. The technology utilises air-source
heat pumps (75%+ heat fraction) with gas boiler
top up, and there is potential scope for a connection for any future wider district
heating network.

- Promotes health and wellbeing through design.
- Using stakeholder consultations to help inform the design
process.

- Through Lean design we are
reducing the operational
energy and associated costs.

SQUARE AND GARDENS

LANDSCAPE STRATEGY

Tree S
Woolwich Leisu

The landscape sustainability strategy includes sustainable water cycle / management,
Green infrastructure and Biodiversity, Health and Wellbeing and Sustainable
materials.
-Planting has been carefully considered in relation to its biodiversity and wildlife
benefits
-Trees have been selected with good carbon sequestration rates
-A variety of spatial typologies are provided which can accommodate information
recreation to quiet rest and contemplation
-Hard landscape palette includes materials with high longevity and natural stone and
timber for landscape elements where appropriate
LEISURE CENTRE OVERVIEW
The Leisure Centre has adopted a fabric first approach with high performance
thermal U-Values targeted for the building envelope. In addition, the building adopts
a greywater recycling system and incorporates extensive use of photovoltaic panels
(PVs), which provides a significant carbon reduction.

OUTSTANDING
STREETS

In conjunction with the on site energy centre which is located within the Leisure
Centre, the building has been designed to achieve a 43% reduction in CO2 (SAP10).

Woolwich Leisure Centre Development
Sustainability Principles
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BIO

OUTSTANDING

Design Review Panel PresentationLandscape Driven Sustainability
ironmenta
l
Env
- Exemplary approach to
minimising operational carbon
- Encouraging sustainable

GROSS. MAX.

Woolw

Centralised Energy
Centre

Promoting use of
public transport

Car-free development
encouraging walking
and cycling

Water and energy
efficient fixtures and
fittings

Leisure Centre to
target BREEAM Outstanding
sustainability assessment

Net Zero Carbon
Design Target

High quality
materials and robust
construction.

Biodiversity
supported with new
gardens and plants

Homes minimising
overheating and
Sustainability
maximising natural light
Site Wide Sustainability Strategy

7.01		
SUSTAINABILITY + ENERGY 		
		STRATEGY

RESIDENTIAL OVERVIEW
The principle of creating more homes right in the heart of the town centre, close to
Woolwich’s amenities including shops, leisure facilities and green spaces, as well as
employment areas supports a sustainable lifestyle for this development. In addition,
the wide range of homes and tenures offers choice and supports a more sustainable
neighbourhood. The site benefits from a excellent public transport network due to its
close proximity to Woolwich Arsenal DLR/TRain and multiple bus routes. The scheme
will include over 800 bike spaces with the creation of new routes across the sites
which will encourage residents to walk and cycle.
The projects commitment to addressing climate change and zero carbon influences
how the new homes and commercial spaces should be designed, specified and
constructed to deliver a greatly-improved energy performance. There are clear
benefits to residents in terms of energy costs, and to the environment in terms of
greenhouse gas emissions, if homes are designed to reduce energy use for heating
and hot water. We have approached energy efficiency in a number of ways:
Low carbon heating supply: The site wide energy energy centre is supplemented by
additional supply from roof top PV’s, which will be distributed to each residential
building via a heating substation within block A. Each apartment will also benefit from
mechanical heat recovery systems to further reduce energy demand for heating and
hot water.
Thermal efficiency: The development has adopted a fabric first approach, meaning
the residential buildings are designed to have highly thermally efficient thermal
envelopes.
Form Factor: The shape and form of the buildings and their impact upon energy
consumption has also been considered. Adopting passive principles, (efficient
surface area in relation to the size of building) and choosing efficient forms of
building and avoiding unduly complex shapes minimises heat loss. Accordingly, each
residential block has been carefully designed to have a highly efficient form, and to be
attractive and visually appealing.
All dwellings will be fitted with low energy light fittings and white goods. In addition
to carbon and energy efficiency, water use will also be reduced with low flow taps,
shower and WC’s.
Commercial spaces are targeting BREAM ‘Excellent’.
SUSTAINABLE URBAN DRAINAGE (SUDS)
The landscape proposal incorporates the use of SUDS through rainwater harvesting,
green roofs and attenuation storage tanks. On the building roof levels, intensive
and extensive green roof systems have been used which will harvest rainfall and
retain water for plant use. The ground floor landscape proposal has been designed
to maximise on the planting extents allowing for a larger area of natural rainwater
harvesting and absorption. Proposed is a variety of planting types and species that
are able to tolerate fluctuating water levels and function as rain gardens in key areas
of the site. Where trees are proposed, connecting tree pits allow for greater surface
water retention, and when combined with the below ground attenuation tanks,
provide a more sustainable drainage system for the site.

CGI - Community Garden
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SOLAR PANELS PROMOTING
RENEWABLE ENERGY
CHOICE OF HOMES FOR A
VARIETY OF HOUSEHOLDS.
EXTENSIVE CYCLE
STORAGE AND CAR FREE
DEVELOPMENT.

GREEN/BROWN ROOFS
PROMOTING URBAN
BIODIVERSITY

IMPROVED THERMAL
COMFORT ACHIEVED
THROUGH BUILDING FORM,
INSULATION AND CHOSEN
BUILDING FABRIC

BALCONIES PROVIDING SOLAR
SHADING, PREVENTING
OVERHEATING

NATURAL LIGHT PROVIDED TO
EACH FLAT

MVHR PROVIDED TO EACH
FLAT
PLANTING/TREES &
PERMEABLE PAVING INTEGRATED SUSTAINABLE
DRAINAGE STRATEGIES.
ENHANCING BIODIVERSITY.

SOLAR PANELS PROMOTING
RENEWABLE ENERGY
GREEN/BROWN ROOFS
PROMOTING URBAN
BIODIVERSITY

ENHANCED STREETSCENE
THROUGH THE PROVISION OF
LANDSCAPED AREAS, WIDER
PAVEMENTS AND ADDITIONAL
STREET TREES.

WILMOUNT STREET
Residential Sustainability Strategy

BLOCK D

CENTRAL GARDEN

BLOCK B

VINCENT ROAD
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8.00

PROJECT SUMMARY

The Woolwich Leisure Centre Project manifests an ambitious vision by RBG to
improve community access to health and wellbeing facilities, alongside a significant
contribution towards meeting the growing need for new homes in the Borough. This
is an important regeneration of a currently under-utilised site, and will replace the
existing Waterfront Leisure Centre, but as a prominent town-centre facility that
will improve ease of access for the community. The new residential buildings will
comprise a combination of private-for-sale and affordable homes, and will contribute
towards the cross-funding of the new Leisure Centre.
The over arching Health and Wellbeing vision has been central to the evolution of
the proposals, informing all decision-making processes to ensure these maximise
the site's potential and optimise the proposed offer to the people of Woolwich. We
believe that we have created a sensitive and appropriate response to the site and
its context, creating an inclusive shared community neighbourhood to be used and
enjoyed by all.
The design and access statement should be read in conjunction with other planning
documents and drawings which have been submitted as part of this application.

CGI of New Community Square
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168 Affordable Homes

482 homes for
families, first time
buyers and downsizers

Increased expenditure
towards improvement
in Woolwich

2,550sqm of
landscaped public
spaces

Improved accessibility
through the site with
walking and cycling
routes connecting the
local area

New state-of-the-art
leisure centre

138 temporary
construction
jobs including
apprenticeships

Places to shop, eat and
work

108 on-site permanent
jobs

New community
square for local events
and entertainment

A commitment to local
employment, labour
and suppliers

££
£

Children’s play spaces

Enhanced biodiversity,
new trees, planting
and green roofs

Circa £5m per annum
household expenditure
from new homes in the
local area

£0.5m per year for
Royal Borough of
Greenwich from
council tax receipts
from the new homes

Car free development
encouraging use of
public transport
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A

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL 			
SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION

Mar-22

SITE WIDE GA

SUMMARY PER BLOCK

BLOCK
A
B
C
D

STUDIO 1BD
25
39
54
58

E
0%

2BD
21
68
53
56

22
198
41%

41
239
50%

3BD
5
18
13

Accommodation

TOTAL
51
125
107
127

A
B
C
D

72
482

9
45
9%

E

RBG Target Affordable mix (SR)

Hab Rms
138
354
267
336

GIA
5194
12409
9031
10672

NSA
3341
8889
6794
8203

64%
72%
75%
77%

212
1307

6296
43602

4843
32070

77%
74%

1b 2p
2b 4p
3b 6p

sqm
50
70
95

Site Area (Ha)

no. GIA (m2) HR
25
1250 50
21
1470 63
5
475 25
51

3195

Target On Site Car Parking

Blue badge
2%
10
LC Car Parking
0
Replacement Troy Parking0
10

Residential
1.07
LC
0.50
Total
1.57
(Tramshed 0.1)

138

Target On Site Bike Storage

450 u/ha
1221 hr/ha

Res.
Commercial

877
tbc

Commercial GIA

target
target
tbc
Total Parking

target

Total Unit Types

BLOCK SQM
A
607
B
463
C
D
E
Total

3%

1070

Studio
1B2P
2B3P
2B4P
3B4P

0
198
16
223
0

0
41%
3%
46%
0%

3B5P
3B6P
TOTAL

32
13
482

7%
3%

UNIT MIX PER FLOOR
Block B

Block A

Floor
LG
GF/0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

G+6, 8
(7, 9 storeys)
Studio 1B2P 1B WC 2B4P 2B WC 3B4P

0

3
2
2
2
2
2
5
5

1
1

3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

23

2

15

3B5P

3B6P

1
1
1
1
1
1

51

6

1

0

1

1
1
1
1

4

1 per 1 per
Studio 1bd
38
59
81
87
33

2 per
2bd
42
136
106
112
82

0

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4

35

4

1
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

59
125

9

9

Block C

3B6P

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9

WCH FLATS PER BLOCK

BIKE STORAGE PER BLOCK
Block
A
B
C
D
E

G+8, 17
(9,18 storeys)
Studio 1B2P 1B WC 2B4P 2B WC 3B5P

3 per
3bd
10
36
26
18

Visitr
1/40
1
3
3
3
2

Min.
Req.

91
234
190
228
135
877

Total Provided
94
234
190
228
136
882

Block
A
B
C
D
E

1bd
2bd
3bd
2
6
4
9
3
9
6
3
7
22
27

G+8,15
Studio 1B2P 1B WC 2B3P
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4

0

51

3
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44

9

TENURE MIX (Hab Rms)
Total
8
13
12
9
7
49

Block
A
B
C
D
E

PS

0
354
161
336
0

SO

0
0
106
0
212

AR

138
0
0
0
0

10%
65%

256

0

(9,15 storeys)
2B4P 2B WC 3B5P
1
1
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3

24%

11%

3B6P

G+6,8
Studio 1B2P 1B WC 2B3P
4
5
5
8
8
8
8
3
3

0

0

1
1
1
1
1
1

52

6

Block D

1
1
1
1
1
1

6

TENURE MIX (Units)
Total
138
354
267
336
212
1307

Block
A
B
C
D
E

PS

0
125
62
127
0
314
65%

SO

0
0
45
0
72
117
24%

AR

(7,9 storeys)
2B4P
2B WC 3B5P

127

5
7
7
5
5
5
5
4
4

1
1
1

47

3

Block E

3B6P

G+7,8,10
Studio 1B2P 1B WC 2B3P

3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Total
51
125
107
127
72
482

Type
1B2P
2B3P
2B4P
3B5P
3B6P

13

PS

122
6
155
22
9
314
65%

2
2
2

1
2
2
2
2
6
6
6
4

2

4
4

0

15

UNITS BY TENURE

51
0
0
0
0
51
11%

1

(8,9,11storeys)
2B4P 3B4P 3B5P

SO

51
10
47
9
0
117
24%

AR

25
0
21
1
4
51
11%

Total
198
16
223
32
13
482

7

10

72

31

1
2
2
2
2

0

9

Units Per floor
3B6P
2
33
46
46
46
46
46
46
40
36
16
16
12
12
12
12
5
5
5

482

A

B

1
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7

8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

51

125

C
2
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

107

D

E

13
16
16
16
16
16
16
9
9

4
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
4
4
4

127

72

Floor
LG
GF/0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Block B Block B

Block A Block A

Floor
LG
GF/0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Studio
Floor
LG
GF/0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
0

G +6, 8 G +6, 8
(7, 9 storeys)
(7, 9 storeys)
1B2P
1B2P WC 1B2P
2B4P
2B4P WC 2B4P
3B4P
3B5P
Studio
1B2P
WC 2B4P
WC 3B4P
1

3
2
2
2
2
2
5
5

3
2
2
2
2
2
51
51

3
2
2
2
2
2
11
11

3
21
21
21
21
21
1
1

023

232

215
51

156
51

3B6P
3B5P

GIA
3B6P Commercial
Commercial
313
294

1
1
1
1
1
1

60

1

01

1

1
1
1
1

1 4

1
1
1
1

4

607

NIA
GIA

797
313
779
294
526
526
526
526
526
494
494

607
5194
0.55

Ratio
NIA
79779
378
779
412
526
422
526
422
526
422
526
422
526
392
494
392
494

5194
3341

10%
79
49%
378
78%
412
80%
422
80%
422
80%
422
80%
422
79%
392
79%
392

3341
64%

GEA

Ratio
10%
49%
78%
80%
80%
80%
80%
79%
79%

64%

GEA
853
841
571
571
571
571
571
537
537

853
841
571
571
571
571
571
537
537

5623

5623

Floor
LG
GF/0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Floor
Studio
LG
GF/0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
0

G +6, 8 G +6, 8
(7, 9 storeys)
(7, 9 storeys)
Studio
1B2P
WC 2B4P
WC 3B5P
1B2P
1B2P WC1B2P
2B4P
2B4P WC2B4P
3B5P
3B6P
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1 4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4 1
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 35

35 4

4 59
125

59 9
125

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9 9

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9 9

3B6P
Commercial
GIANIA
NIA
Commercial
GIA
Ratio Ratio
463
1312 0
00%
463
1312
780
546
780
546
70%
780
639
780
639
82%
780
639
780
639
82%
780
639
780
639
82%
780
639
780
639
82%
780
639
780
639
82%
780
639
780
639
82%
780
639
780
639
82%
780
639
780
639
82%
1
453
359
453
359
79%
1
453
359
453
359
79%
1
453
359
453
359
79%
1
453
359
453
359
79%
1
453
359
453
359
79%
1
453
359
453
359
79%
1
453
359
453
359
79%
1
453
359
453
359
79%
1
453
359
453
359
79%

9

463

463
12409

12409
8889

8889
72%

0%
70%
82%
82%
82%
82%
82%
82%
82%
82%
79%
79%
79%
79%
79%
79%
79%
79%
79%

GEA

72%

GEA
1366
1366
866
866
866
866
866
866
866
866
866
866
866
866
866
866
866
866
866
866
497
497
497
497
497
497
497
497
497
497
497
497
497
497
497
497
497
497

13633

13633

0.55
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*
*
*

*

A

Floor
LG
GF/0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Studio
Floor
LG
GF/0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
0

258

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL 			
SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION

G +6, 8
1B2P
Studio
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4

0 51

Block D Block D

Block C Block C

G +6, 8
(7, 9 storeys)
(7, 9 storeys)
1B2P WC 1B2P
2B3P
2B4P
2B4P WC 2B4P
3B5P
3B6P
1B2P
WC 2B3P
2B4P
WC 3B5P
1
1
1
1
23
3
11
1
3
3
31
1
3
3
31
1
3
3
31
1
3
3
31
1
3
3
31
1
3
3
31
1
3
3
31
1
3
3
31
1
3
4
3
3
4
3
3
4
3
3
4
3
3
4
3
3
4
3

51 3

3
107

44
107

44 9

90

Commercial
GIA
3B6P
Commercial

0
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0

NIA
GIA
658
569
569
569
569
569
569
569
569
569
542
542
542
542
542
542

90310

Ratio
NIA
Ratio
126
19%
658
126
436
77%
569
436
458
80%
569
458
458
80%
569
458
458
80%
569
458
458
80%
569
458
458
80%
569
458
458
80%
569
458
458
80%
569
458
458
80%
569
458
428
79%
542
428
428
79%
542
428
428
79%
542
428
428
79%
542
428
428
79%
542
428
428
79%
542
428

9031
6794

6794
75%

19%
77%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
79%
79%
79%
79%
79%
79%

75%

GEA

GEA
703
619
619
619
619
619
619
619
619
619
591
591
591
591
591
591

9820

703
619
619
619
619
619
619
619
619
619
591
591
591
591
591
591

9820

Floor
LG
GF/0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

(7, 9 storeys)
G +6, 8 G +6, 8
(7, 9 storeys)
Floor
WC 2B3P
WC 3B5P
Studio Studio
1B2P 1B2P
1B2P WC1B2P
2B3P
2B4P 2B4P
2B4P WC2B4P
3B5P
3B6P
LG
GF/0
4
5 1
1 3
3
4
5
1
5 1
1 1
1 7
7 1
1 1
1
5
2
5 1
1 1
1 7
7 1
1 1
1
5
3
8 1
1 1
1 5
5
1
8
1
4
8 1
1 1
1 5
5
1
8
1
5
8 1
1 1
1 5
5
1
8
1
6
8 1
1 1
1 5
5
1
8
1
7
3
4
2
3
4
2
8
3
4
2
3
4
2
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
0 52
52 6
6 6
6 47
47 3
3 13
13
0
127
127

3B6P
Commercial
Commercial
GIA

GIANIA
1470
1411
1309
1223
1223
1223
1223
795
795

0

NIARatio

1470839
1411
1149
1309
1053
1223968
1223986
1223986
1223986
795618
795618

0 10672
10672
8203

Ratio

83957%
114981%
105380%
96879%
98681%
98681%
98681%
61878%
61878%

8203
77%

GEA
57%
81%
80%
79%
81%
81%
81%
78%
78%

77%

GEA
1593
1534
1417
1417
1417
1417
1417
880
880

1593
1534
1417
1417
1417
1417
1417
880
880

11972 11972

Block EBlock E

G +6, 8G +6, 8
(7, 9 storeys)
(7, 9 storeys)
Floor Floor
Studio Studio
1B2P 1B2P1B2P WC
1B2P2B3P
WC 2B3P2B4P 2B4P3B4P 3B4P3B5P 3B5P3B6P 3B6PCommercial
Commercial
GIA GIA NIA NIA Ratio Ratio
LG
LG
1
1 1
1
1
1
1
1
658 658 270 270
GF/0 GF/0
41% 41%
1
1
2
2
2
2 2
2
2
2
658 658 540 540
82% 82%
2
2
2
2 2
2
2
2
2
2
658 658 540 540
82% 82%
3
3
2
2 2
2
2
2
2
2
658 658 540 540
82% 82%
4
4
2
2 2
2
2
2
2
2
658 658 540 540
82% 82%
5
5
2
2
6
6
658 658 542 542
82% 82%
6
6
2
2
6
6
658 658 542 542
82% 82%
7
7
2
2
6
6
658 658 542 542
82% 82%
8
8
4
4
380 380 297 297
78% 78%
9
9
4
4
326 326 245 245
75% 75%
10
10
4
4
326 326 245 245
75% 75%
11
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
16
16
17
17
18
18
19
19
20
20
21
21
0
0
0
0 15
15 7
7 10
10 31
31 0
0 9
9
6296
62964843 4843 77% 77%
72
72

GEA

GEA
712
713
713
713
713
713
713
713
420
363
363

712
713
713
713
713
713
713
713
420
363
363

6849 6849
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LEISURE CENTRE SCHEDULE OF 		
ACCOMMODATION
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tre
s

tre
s

RM 024
WC
RM 025
STORE
RM 026
KITCHENETTE
RM 027
LOBBY
RM 028
SPA RECEPTION
RM 029
WC
RM 030
GROUP ROOM 2
RM 031
CIRCULATION
RM 032
SPA CIRCULATION
RM 033
SPA CHANGING
RM 034
SPA WC
RM 035
SPA CHANGING
RM 036
SPA WC
RM 037
RELAXATION
RM 038
TREATMENT ROOM
RM 039
TREATMENT ROOM
RM 040
SAUNA ROOM
3596
Woolwich Leisure Centre
Revision: D
RM 041
STEAM ROOM
08/03/2022
Stage 4a - Schedule of Areas
RM 042
ACCESSIBLE CHANGING ROOM
RM 043
POOL LOBBY
RM
044
Level B Rooms
Area
Room
(sqm)
Number
OccupancyWC
Level 00 Rooms
Comment
001
ENTRANCE / FOYER
RM 045
SHOWERS
247.1
2
ENERGY CENTRE
002
CAFE
RM
046
TRAINING
POOL
CIRCULATION LOBBY
27.3
003
CAFE WC
LOBBY
RM 047
POOL
STORE
FILTRATION PLANT
919.7
4
004
WC
RM
048
GROUP
ROOM 01
BALANCE TANK
10.0
005
CLEANER STORE
RM
049
LOBBY
RAM ROOM
73.3
2
006
ACCESSIBLE
WC
RM
ESCAPE
LADDER
ESCPAPE LADDER
3.4050
007
MEP RISER
RM
STAIR
02
BALANCE TANK
6.2051
008
DB CUPBOARD
RM
CYCLE
STORE
BACKWASH TANK
3.5052
009
CAFEPOOL
SERVERY
RM
053
25M
BALANCE TANK
10.9
RM
BUGGY
STORE
054
CHANGING
VILLAGE
BACKWASH TANK
8.4010
011
RECEPTIONPLACES
RM
055
CHANGING
BALANCE TANK
11.0
012
DRY RISER
RM
056
WCs
SUBSTATION
44.7
1
013
MEP RISERSTORE
RM
057
CLEANER
SUBSTATION
22.5
1
014
LIFT CORE
RM
058
WCs
ACCESS LOBBY
41.4
015
LIFT CORE
RM
SHOWERS
CIRCULATION LOBBY
5.4059
016
BASEMENT
RISER
RM
060
POOL
STORE
STAIR 01
25.9
017
ENERGY CENTRE RISER
RM 061
RISER
4.4062
018
MANAGER / CASH OFFICE
RM
LOBBY
ENERGY CENTRE VENTILATION RISER
019
CENTRE
MANAGEMENT OFFICE
RM
FIRST
AID
SMOKE SHAFT
3.5063
020
COMMS ROOM 1
RM
SHOWERS
ENERGY CENTRE SMOKE SHAFT
8.6064
021
TRAMSHED
STUDIO 1
RM
LEISURE
POOLS
STORE
7.9065
022
TRAMSHED
RM
066
POOL
STORESTUDIO 1 STORE Revision: D
LV SWITCH
13.9
08/03/2022
RM
CRECHE
067
LOBBY
LV SUPPLY
7.1023
1
024
WC RISER
RM 068
DRY
Level B Total
1,506.3
11
025
STORE SHAFT
RM 069
SMOKE
Level 00 Rooms
Area (sqm)
Occupancy
Comment
026
KITCHENETTE
RM 070
ENERGY
CENTRE SMOKE SHAFT
ENTRANCE / FOYER
257.4
58
027
LOBBY
RM 071
ACCESSIBLE
CHANGE
CAFE
201.9
64
028
SPA RECEPTION
RM 072
GROUP
ROOM 3
CAFE WC LOBBY
4.3
029
WC
RM 073
GROUP
ROOM 4
WC
2.0
RM 030
GROUP
ROOM 2
074
STAIR 01
CLEANER STORE
1.4
RM 031
CIRCULATION
ACCESSIBLE WC
4.3
032
SPA
CIRCULATION
RM 075
ENERGY
CENTRE VENTILATION RISER
MEP RISER
5.2
033
SPA CHANGING
RM 076
ACID
STORE
DB CUPBOARD
1.0
034
SPA WC STORE
RM 077
CHEMICAL
CAFE SERVERY
36.3
6
035
SPA CHANGING
RM 078
PLANT
ROOM
BUGGY STORE
11.5
036
SPASTORE
WC
RM 079
BIN
RECEPTION
16.3 Woolwich Leisure Centre
4
3596
037
RELAXATION
RM 080
GAS
METER
DRY RISER
0.3 4a - Schedule of Areas
Stage
038
TREATMENT ROOM
RM 081
SUBSTATION
VENTILATION RISER
MEP RISER
2.3
RM 039
TREATMENT
ROOM
Level
00 Total
LIFT CORE
7.3
RM 040
SAUNA01
ROOM
Room
Level
Rooms
LIFT CORE
6.7 Number
RM 101
041
STEAM ROOM
RM
CIRCULATION
BASEMENT RISER
3.7
RM 102
042
ACCESSIBLE CHANGING ROOM
RM
CIRCULATION
ENERGY CENTRE RISER
3.0
RM 103
043
POOL PLAY
LOBBY
RM
SOFT
MANAGER / CASH OFFICE
8.2
1
RM 104
044
WC RISER
RM
MEP
CENTRE MANAGEMENT OFFICE
36.9
4
RM 105
045
SHOWERS
RM
PARTY
ROOM
COMMS ROOM 1
7.0
RM 106
046
TRAINING
POOL
RM
PARTY
ROOM
TRAMSHED STUDIO 1
66.5
Escape Via Tramshed
16
RM 107
047
POOL STORE
RM
PARTY
ROOM
TRAMSHED STUDIO 1 STORE
6.5
RM
048
GROUP
ROOM
01
RM
108
PARTY ROOM
CIRCULATION
CRECHE
52.3
30
60 not
feasible in 40m2 space.
RM 109
049
LOBBY
RM
WC
WC
3.9
FAULKNERBROWNS
ARCHITECTS
RM
050
ESCAPE
LADDER
RM
ACCESSIBLE WC
STORE
1.5110
RM 111
051
STAIR 02
RM
ACCESSIBLE
WC
KITCHENETTE
7.6
RM 112
052
CYCLE STORE
RM
STORE
LOBBY
16.7
RM 113
053
25M POOL
RM
KITCHEN
SPA RECEPTION
9.2
2
RM 114
054
CHANGING VILLAGE
RM
STORE
WC
1.9
RM 115
055
CHANGING
PLACES
RM
DB
CUPBOARD
GROUP ROOM 2
16.5
16
RM 116
056
WCs
RM
LOBBY
CIRCULATION
40.6
RM 117
057
CLEANER
RM
DRY
RISERSTORE
SPA CIRCULATION
25.8
RM 118
058
WCs 02
RM
STAIR
SPA CHANGING
10.6
5
RM 119
059
SHOWERS SEATING
RM
SPECTATOR
SPA WC
1.8
RM 120
060
POOL STORE
RM
COMMS
ROOM 2
SPA CHANGING
10.3
5
RM 121
061
RISER
RM
DB
CUPBOARD
SPA WC
2.1
RM 122
062
LOBBY
RM
SPINNING
STUDIO
RELAXATION
38.6
7
RM 123
063
FIRSTRISER
AID
RM
MEP
TREATMENT ROOM
8.7
2
RM 124
064
SHOWERS
RM
FITNESS
SUITE
TREATMENT ROOM
8.8
2
RM 125
065
LEISURE POOLS
RM
CIRCULATION
SAUNA ROOM
7.1
RM 126
066
POOL STORE
RM
FITNESS
SUITE LIFT
STEAM ROOM
6.8
7
RM 127
067
LOBBY1
RM
STAIR
ACCESSIBLE CHANGING ROOM
6.3
7
RM 128
068
DRY RISER
RM
ENERGY
CENTRE SMOKE SHAFT
POOL LOBBY
7.2
RM 129
069
SMOKE SHAFT
RM
CIRCULATION
WC
1.8
RM 130
070
ENERGY CENTRE
RM
CLEANER
STORE SMOKE SHAFT
SHOWERS
6.5
RM 131
071
ACCESSIBLEPLACES
CHANGE
RM
CHANGING
TRAINING POOL
288.7
66
RM 132
072
GROUP ROOM 3
RM
WC
POOL STORE
5.6
RM 133
073
GROUP ROOM 4
RM
WC
GROUP ROOM 01
23.6
18
262
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RM 134
074
STAIR 01
RM
LOBBY
LOBBY
6.2
RM
WC
ESCAPE LADDER
2.4135
RM 136
075
ENERGY CENTRE VENTILATION RISER
RM
WC
STAIR 02
4.9
RM 137
076
ACID STORE WC
RM
ACCESSIBLE
CYCLE STORE
5.1

B
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RM
WC
3.9109
RM
ACCESSIBLE WC
1.5110
RM
ACCESSIBLE WC
7.6111
RM
112
STORE
16.7
RM
KITCHEN
9.2113
2
RM
STORE
1.9114
RM
115
DB CUPBOARD
16.5
16
RM
116
LOBBY
40.6
RM
117
DRY RISER
25.8
RM
118
STAIR 02
10.6
5
RM
SPECTATOR SEATING
1.8119
RM
120
COMMS ROOM 2
10.3
5
RM
DB CUPBOARD
2.1121
RM
122
SPINNING STUDIO
38.6
7
RM
MEP RISER
8.7123
2
RM
FITNESS SUITE
8.8124
2
RM
CIRCULATION
7.1125
3596
Woolwich Leisure Centre
Revision: D
RM
FITNESS SUITE LIFT
6.8126
7
08/03/2022
Stage
4a
Schedule
of
Areas
RM
STAIR 1
6.3127
7
RM
ENERGY CENTRE SMOKE SHAFT
7.2128
RM
129
1.8
Area
Room
(sqm)
Number
OccupancyCIRCULATION
Level 01 Rooms
Comment
RM
CLEANER
STORE
101
CIRCULATION
257.4
58
6.5130
RM 131
CHANGING
PLACES
102
CIRCULATION
201.9
64
288.7
66
RM
WC
103
SOFT PLAY
4.3132
5.6
RM
WC
104
MEP RISER
2.0133
23.6
18
RM
LOBBY
105
PARTY ROOM
1.4134
6.2
RM
WC
106
PARTY ROOM
4.3135
2.4
RM
WC
107
PARTY ROOM
5.2136
4.9
RM
ACCESSIBLE
108
PARTY ROOMWC
CIRCULATION
1.0137
5.1
RM
138
INDIVIDUAL
CHANGE
109
WC
36.3
6
657.6
145
RM
139
LOBBY
110
ACCESSIBLE WC
11.5
301.6
106
RM
140
WC
111
ACCESSIBLE WC
16.3
4
12.3
2
RM
WC
112
STORE
0.3141
20.4
RM
KITCHEN
2.3113
1.3
RM
ENERGY CENTRE VENTILATION RISER
114
STORE
7.3142
19.0
RM
SMOKE
SHAFT
115
DB CUPBOARD
6.7143
15.7
RM
DRY
RISER
116
LOBBY
3.7144
16.2
RM
DRY CHANGE
117
RISER 1
3.0145
3.8
RM
WCs
118
STAIR 02
8.2146
1
7.3
RM
WCs
119
SPECTATOR SEATING
36.9
4
7.2147
2
RM
DRY
CHANGE
120
COMMS
ROOM22
7.0148
14.3
RM
149
WC
121
DB CUPBOARDEscape Via Tramshed
66.5
832.9
157
16
RM
MEP
RISERSTUDIO
122
SPINNING
6.5150
22.4
RM
MEP RISER60 not feasible in 40m2 space.
123
52.3
30
5.2151
RM
HEALTHWISE
124
FITNESS SUITERECEPTION
3.9152
0.1
RM
CIRCULATION
1.5125
3.4
153
HEALTHWISE
ROOM 1
RM
7.6126
FITNESS
SUITECONSULTATION
LIFT
3.8
16.7
RM
STUDIO
127
STAIR 1 RISER
6.8154
1
9.2128
2
RM
ENERGY CENTRE SMOKE SHAFT
19.2
18
1.9155
RM
HEALTHWISE CONSULTATION ROOM 2
129
CIRCULATION
25.6
18
16.5
16
RM
156
HEALTHWISE
OFFICE
130
CLEANER STORE
32.2
40.6
RM
131
CHANGING PLACES
4.4
25.8
157
HEALTHWISE CONSULTATION ROOM 3
RM
132
WC
10.6
5
RM
ENERGY
CENTRE RISER
133
WC
9.0158
1.8159
RM
MEP
RISER
134
LOBBY
10.0
10.3
5
RM
160
LIFT
135
WC CORE
17.1
2.1161
RM
LIFT
136
WC CORE
15.6
Revision: D
38.6
7
RM
DRY
RISER WC
137
ACCESSIBLE
4.9162
08/03/2022
8.7163
2
RM
MEP
RISER CHANGE
138
INDIVIDUAL
3.9
8.8164
2
RM
COMMUNITY
ROOM
139
LOBBY
753
(exclduing Tramshed)
3,411.9
769
7.1
RM
165
STUDIO 2Comment
140
WC
Area
(sqm)
OccupancyTRAMSHED
3596
Woolwich Leisure Centre
6.8166
7
RM
TRAMSHED
STUDIO 2 STORE
141
WC
165.2
Stage
4a - Schedule of Areas
6.3167
7
RM
TRAMSHED BALCONY
44.0
7.2142
RM
ENERGY
Level
01CENTRE
Total VENTILATION RISER
167.1
60
1.8143
RM
SMOKE
Room
Number
Level
02SHAFT
Rooms
12.2
6.5201
144
DRY RISER
RM
CIRCULATION
38.9
25
288.7
66
145
DRY CHANGE 1
RM
202
CIRCULATION
38.9
25
5.6203
146
WCs
RM
SQUASH
COURT 2
41.3
25
23.6
18
147
WCs
RM
204
SQUASH
COURT 1
36.3
6.2148
RM
DRY
CHANGE
2
205
STUDIO
2 STORE
1.7
2.4206
149
WC
RM
STUDIO
2
3.8
1
4.9207
150
MEP RISER
RM
SPORTS
HALL STORE
3.8
1
5.1208
151
RM
MEP RISER
1.4
657.6
145
152
HEALTHWISE
RM
209
SPORTS
HALL RECEPTION
STORE
13.2
2
301.6
106
RM
210
DB CUPBOARD
15.1
12.3
2
RM
153
HEALTHWISE
CONSULTATION ROOM 1
CLEANER
STORE
1.1211
20.4
154
STUDIO RISER
RM
212
ACCESSIBLE
WC
16.3
1.3213
RM
CIRCULATION
0.7
19.0
RM
155
HEALTHWISE
214
STAFF
ROOM CONSULTATION ROOM 2
25.8
15.7
156
HEALTHWISE OFFICE
RM
215
LOBBY
100.7
103
16.2
RM
DRY RISER
9.9216
3.8217
157
HEALTHWISE
CONSULTATION ROOM 3
RM
DRY
RISER
0.8
7.3158
RM
ENERGY
CENTRE
RISER
218
SPORTS HALL
STORE
75.7
36
7.2219
2
159
MEP RISER
RM
SPORTS
HALL
4.1
14.3
160
LIFT CORE
RM
220
SPORTS
HALL STORE
606.5
100
FAULKNERBROWNS
ARCHITECTS157 FIVE-A-SIDE
832.9
161
LIFT CORE HALL
RM
221
12.0
22.4
162
DRY RISER
RM
FITNESS
SUITE
2.8222
5.2223
163
RM
MEP RISER
33.0
0.1164
RM
COMMUNITY
224
MEP RISER ROOM
4.4
3.4225
165
TRAMSHED STUDIO 2
RM
CIRCULATION
24.2
3.8226
166
TRAMSHED
STUDIO
RM
FITNESS
SUITE
LIFT 2 STORE
3.1
6.8227
1
167
TRAMSHED
RM
STAIR
01 BALCONY
12.0
2
19.2
18
Level 01 Total
RM
CIRCULATION
1.7228
25.6
18
RM
DB CUPBOARD
1.7229
32.2
RM
INDIVIDUAL CHANGE
4.4230
RM
231
WC
1.7
4.4
RM
WC
1.7232
9.0233
RM
LOBBY
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❚ 1 Executive Summary

1.1
This Planning Statement has been prepared in
support of a full application for the delivery of the new
Woolwich Leisure Centre Scheme, to be developed on a key
development site within Woolwich Town Centre.
1.2
Located on Woolwich New Road, the scheme will
see the redevelopment of a highly accessible and underused
brownfield site to deliver new community facilities in the
form of a new leisure centre, along with new homes. This
development has an important role as part of the major
regeneration of Woolwich town centre for the benefit of the
local community.
1.3
The development plan, comprising the London
Plan and Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Policies, identifies Woolwich Town Centre as an
Opportunity Area and Strategic Development. In short, a key
area for growth as reflected in the emerging Site Allocations
document of the Royal Borough of Greenwich (“the Council”)
which identifies this as a site for mixed use development
including a leisure centre, residential and commercial
uses. This emerging allocation reflects corporate Council
aspirations for the site, where a series of Cabinet meetings
have approved bringing forward a development here
comprising these uses.
1.4
The Proposed Development has evolved following
extensive consultation with the community and key
stakeholders, as well as pre-application engagement with
the Royal Borough of Greenwich as Local Planning Authority.
It responds to Council objectives, including supporting
health and well-being.
1.5
There are a significant number of benefits arising
from the scheme, principal among which are:
■ A new 11,891sqm multi-purpose state of the art leisure

centre for the community, replacing the Waterfront
Centre and delivering a direct contribution to health, wellbeing and active lifestyles to the core of the town centre
through:

- 5-a-side football hall;
- Fitness suite;
- Exercise studios;
- Health suite/Healthwise consultation rooms;
- Spa facility;
- Soft Play;
- Two squash courts;
- Two multi-purpose studios;
- Creche; and
- Café.
■ 482 new homes for Woolwich, including:

- 168 new Affordable homes (both shared ownership
and Social Rent homes for people on the Council’s
waiting list), representing 35% of the scheme and
distributed across the site; and
- 314 new market homes.
■ 1,070sqm of town centre commercial space delivering

active frontages to the Community Square;
■ A new 950sqm community square;
■ 7,200sqm of new public realm (45% of the site), including

2,160sqm of planting;
■ Pedestrian safety improvements on Woolwich New

Road, Vincent Road and Wilmount Street as well as new
connections for pedestrians and cyclists through the Site;
■ 207% net gain in biodiversity habitats on the site and 59

new trees (a net gain across the site);
■ Supporting facilities for the Tramshed Theatre and arts

centre;
■ Public art throughout the site;
■ 1,098 cycle spaces for residents and visitors;
■ New disabled car parking facilities for leisure centre

users;

- Eight lane 25m pool, meeting Sport England
requirements;

■ Restoration of the Bull Tavern building façade;

- Leisure Pool (with flumes);

■ An estimated 108 on site jobs;

- Training Pool (with variable depth);

■ Sustainability benefits through a BREEAM Outstanding

- Toddler Pool and Splash Pool;
- Six court sports hall;

leisure centre, a reduction in the reliance on private
vehicles, and reduced carbon emissions (both on site
and through carbon offset payments)
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■ Increased active and passive surveillance with the

Leisure Centre open from 06:00 to 22:00 creating activity
throughout the day, active ground floor commercial uses
and residential homes and CCTV as well as other secure
by design measures; and
■ An estimated £3.3 million Community Infrastructure Levy

payment to support local facilities.
1.6
With this being a highly sustainable brownfield site,
it is appropriate that the use of this resource is maximised to
achieve the delivery of a significant level of social, economic
and environmental benefits that will assist in elevating
Woolwich to Metropolitan Town Centre status.
1.7
The proposals do so by providing community
facilities, town centre employment opportunities and the
equivalent of over 17% of the Council’s annual housing target
with minimal impact upon the wider environment.
1.8
The scheme responds positively to the policies of
the statutory development, delivering against all strands of
sustainable development.
1.9
With no departure from policy outweighing the
scheme benefits, it can be concluded that the scheme
complies with the up-to-date development plan and should
therefore be approved without delay in line with paragraph
11c of the NPPF and the presumption in favour of sustainable
development.

©TIBBALDS MARCH 2022
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❚ 2 Introduction

2.1
This Planning and Affordable Housing Statement
has been prepared by Tibbalds Planning and Urban Design
and Montagu Evans, on behalf of the Royal Borough of
Greenwich (Directorate of Regeneration, Enterprise and
Skills) and Hill Residential Limited (hereafter, together, “the
Applicant”).
2.2
It has been prepared in support of an application
for full planning permission to secure the comprehensive
redevelopment of the site bounded by Woolwich New
Road, Vincent Road and Wilmount Street within Woolwich
Town Centre; this is referred to as the Woolwich Leisure
Centre Scheme Site (“the Site”). The Woolwich Leisure
Centre Scheme includes the new Woolwich Leisure Centre
itself and the residential and commercial element of the
development to its rear.
2.3
The development will provide a step change in the
sport and recreation facilities available to the community
by replacing the current Waterfront Leisure Centre and
bringing this important civic function into the town centre. It
will deliver a 11,891sqm high-quality, state of the art leisure
centre, alongside 482 new homes, commercial spaces, and
significant improvements to the public realm.
2.4

The proposed description of development is:

“Demolition of the existing buildings and the phased
redevelopment of the site for a mixed-use scheme
comprising a replacement multi-purpose leisure centre
(Class F2), commercial and business uses (Class E),
residential dwellings (Class C3), new public square and
new public realm with hard and soft landscaping, highways
works, parking, access and servicing arrangements, and
associated works.”
2.5
The replacement leisure centre will be built on the
current site of Viscount House and the former Wilko store,
fronting General Gordon Square. The proposed new homes
will be to the rear of the leisure centre, between Vincent
Road and Wilmount Street and with commercial floorspace
fronting Vincent Road.

Scope of the Application
2.6
This planning application has been prepared by
a team of specialist consultants under instruction by the
Applicant and is accompanied by a comprehensive set
of supporting documents and an Environmental Impact
Assessment. The scope of the application has been
discussed and agreed with the Local Planning Authority
(LPA) (i.e. the Royal Borough of Greenwich) through formal
pre-application discussions. The application comprises:
■ Signed and completed planning application form, CIL

form and certificate of ownership notice;
■ Architectural plans including site location plan, block plan

and demolition drawings;
■ Design and Access Statement;
■ Arboricultural Impact Assessment;
■ Archaeological Impact Assessment;
■ Biodiversity Net Gain Assessment;
■ Car and Cycle Parking Management Plan;
■ Circular Economy Statement;
■ Construction Logistics Plan;
■ Delivery and Servicing Management Plan;
■ Ecological Appraisal;
■ Energy Strategy (and overheating assessment);
■ Environmental Statement (including Demolition &

Construction, Socio-economics, Traffic & Transport,
Air Quality, Noise & Vibration, Daylight, Sunlight &
Overshadowing, Wind/Microclimate, Built Heritage,
Geo and Ground Contamination, Townscape and Visual
Impact Assessment);
■ Equalities Impact Assessment;
■ Fire Strategy (and HSE form for residential element);
■ Flood Risk Assessment including foul and utilities

assessment;
■ Internal Daylight and Sunlight Assessment;
■ Landscape Strategy and Plans;
■ Planning & Affordable Housing Statement;

Woolwich Leisure Centre Project Planning and Affordable Housing Statement
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■ Road Safety Audit;
■ Statement of Community Involvement;
■ Sustainability Statement (and BREEAM pre-assessment);
■ Transport Assessment;
■ Travel Plan;
■ Financial Viability Assessment;
■ Waste Management Strategy; and
■ Whole Life Cycle Carbon Assessment.

2.7
A request for an EIA scoping opinion was submitted
on 21st July 2021 in pursuance of Regulation 18(4) of the EIA
Regulations. A decision was issued by the Royal Borough of
Greenwich on 30th September 2021 confirming the topics to
be included within the scope of the EIA and the methodology
for assessment, along with a list of other development
schemes to be considered within the cumulative effects
assessment.
2.8
An addendum request was subsequently submitted
on 30th November 2021, following a change in scope from
a hybrid application to a full/detailed application. It has
been confirmed by Royal Borough of Greenwich’s advisors
that the change in application approach does not alter the
original Scoping Opinion.
2.9
This Planning and Affordable Housing Statement
has been prepared to explain the relevant planning context
to the proposals, and to provide an assessment of the
scheme in relation to the statutory development plan and
material considerations. It draws upon the specialists’
reports identified above.

©TIBBALDS MARCH 2022
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❚ 3 The Application Site & Context

3.1
A full description of the Site and its surroundings is
provided in the Design and Access Statement. A summary is
provided here.
3.2
The Site comprises 1.57ha of brownfield land in
Woolwich Town Centre, south east London. It is bound by
Vincent Road to the north, the Armstrong Estate to the east,
Wilmount Street to the south and General Gordon Square to
the west, as identified in Figure 3.1
3.3
The Site includes a range of existing uses and
buildings, including:
■ Viscount House containing retail and commercial

premises (Use Class E);
■ Shops and businesses along Vincent Road (Use Class E);
■ Bull Tavern building (Sui Generis);
■ Troy Court - a two storey residential building (Use Class

C3) comprising 24 homes; and
■ Surface car parking for the former Wilko store (c.149

spaces), a two-storey residential car park and a taxi rank
which sits outside of the application boundary but directly
adjacent on Vincent Road.
3.4
There are no statutory listed buildings or structures
on the Site. There is one locally listed building – the Bull
Tavern building - which has been considered from an
architectural, heritage and townscape perspective from the
outset of the project.
3.5
The site borders the Woolwich Conservation Area
which encompasses the adjacent locally listed Tramshed
building, home of the Tramshed Theatre,, which is proposed
to be physically connected to the replacement leisure centre
building to benefit from shared facilities.
3.6
The nearest statutory listed building is the Grade II
Equitable House on the north-east side of General Gordon
Square. Other heritage assets of note within the surrounding
area include the Grade II listed St Peters Catholic Church,
the Grade II listed public house at Green End, the Grade
II listed covered market to the north east of the site, and
several buildings and structures within the Royal Arsenal
development beyond Beresford Street.

Site Surroundings
3.7
The Site lies within the eastern part of Woolwich
Town Centre. Its surroundings comprise predominantly
residential, commercial, and retail uses, principally:
■ The Woolwich Arsenal DLR and National Rail station to

the north of Vincent Road
■ The Armstrong Estate (a development of flats including

four 11 storey buildings) and the Ramgarhia Sikh
Association Temple building, both to the east and with
mainly residential use beyond.
■ A mix of commercial and residential uses to the south

beyond Wilmount Street.
■ Major residential-led regeneration projects of Woolwich

Exchange (centred around Spray Street) to the north, and
Love Lane to the west.
■ General Gordon Square and the commercial and civic

uses in Woolwich Town Centre to the west.

Highways & Access
3.8
Pedestrian and cycle access to the Site is from the
perimeter highways to the Site.
3.9
The site has a PTAL 6b rating, the highest
obtainable. Woolwich Arsenal station, which provides both
Docklands Light Railway (DLR) and national rail services,
is located immediately north of the Site. The Woolwich
Crossrail Station is located approximately 300m north of
the Site within the Royal Arsenal Riverside development.
Immediately to the west of the site on Woolwich New Road
are a significant number of bus stops which form the main
bus hub in Woolwich.
3.10
Plumstead Road (A206) approximately 200m to the
north is part of the Strategic Road Network (SRN). Further
information on the transport context to the Site is provided in
the Transport Assessment.

Woolwich Leisure Centre Project Planning and Affordable Housing Statement
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❚ 4 Background to the project

4.1
This planning application is a result of a designled approach to the redevelopment of the Site and follows
extensive pre-application engagement.
4.2
The provision of a replacement leisure centre in the
centre of Woolwich was approved by the Royal Borough of
Greenwich Cabinet in March 2014. Approval was given by
Cabinet in January 2019 for community consultation and
further key decisions relating to design, costs and delivery
partners at the Cabinets in April 2019 and January 2020.
In September 2021 Hill Residential Limited (“Hill”) was
appointed as the Council’s Residential Development Partner
to take forward the residential and commercial elements
of the scheme. This is to further drive forward the delivery
of new homes across the Site and support the Council’s
objectives and aspirations.
4.3
The decision to provide a new facility in Woolwich
Town Centre was arrived at following an assessment of the
existing Waterfront facility. Given that the existing Centre
is reaching the end of its functional life and will require
substantial investment to remain operational and bring
the building up to current standards, it was agreed that
the provision of a brand-new, replacement centre was the
preferred route.

4.7
The remainder of the site will provide new homes
(for market sale, shared ownership and Social Rent
homes for people on the Council’s waiting list), alongside
complementary town centre uses. The residential provision
will help to cross-subsidise the cost of the replacement
leisure centre as well as delivering new homes, including
much-needed affordable housing, within Greenwich.
4.8
The Applicant has consulted with the community
and local stakeholders, throughout the formulation of these
plans and the scheme responds positively to the comments
received. This is explained further within the Statement of
Community Involvement.
4.9
The scheme which is the subject of this planning
application directly responds to the Council’s high-level
corporate and service objectives agreed by the Cabinet
in 2018 including: a healthier Greenwich; Greenwich: a
great place to grow up; Greenwich – a strong and well-run
Borough; economic prosperity for all; a cleaner, greener
Greenwich; delivering homes through economic growth,
and; Greenwich: a great place to be.

4.4
Furthermore, the Council have had long-standing
plans to regenerate Woolwich Town Centre, supporting the
London Plan allocation as an Opportunity Area and growth
as a Metropolitan Town Centre. The Woolwich Leisure
Centre Scheme is a key part of this initiative.
4.5
The provision of the replacement leisure centre
and refurbished and improved Tramshed building (approved
under application reference: 20/3298/F in February 2021)
in this location will encourage visitors into the town centre,
increasing footfall and activity, and reducing reliance on
private vehicles by promoting the use of public transport.
4.6
Additionally, supporting health and well-being
within Woolwich has been a key driver for the project. The
leisure centre will provide new opportunities for residents to
lead more healthy and active lifestyles through increasing
participation in sports and other activities.

Woolwich Leisure Centre Project Planning and Affordable Housing Statement
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❚ 5 The Proposed Development

5.1
The Proposed Development consists of six new
buildings (including the high-quality replacement leisure
centre), alongside the retention of the façade of the Bull
Tavern building and the provision of new public spaces
including a Community Square.
5.2

The buildings range in height from:

■ The Leisure Centre: 4 storeys (max 33.75m AOD),
■ Block A: 2 – 9 storeys (max 44.145m AOD),
■ Block B: 10 – 19 storeys (max 72.5m AOD),

5.4
The Proposed Development will deliver a mix of
residential (Use Class C3), leisure and recreational (class F2),
commercial, business and service (class E) floorspace as
follows:
Use

Proposed Floorspace (GIA)

Leisure Centre

11,891 sqm

Residential

43,602 sqm

Commercial

1,070 sqm

Total:

56,563 sqm

5.5
The scheme has been designed to promote
sustainable development and meet relevant energy and
sustainability standards including achieving BREEAM
‘Outstanding’ for the leisure centre and BREEAM ‘Excellent’
for the other non-residential buildings.

■ Block C: 16 storeys (max 64.55m AOD),
■ Block D: 2 – 9 storeys (44.195m AOD),
■ Block E: 8 – 11 storeys (50.75m AOD),

5.3
The planning application seeks approval for the
comprehensive redevelopment of the Site to provide a
residential led mixed-use scheme encompassing:

5.6
The proposals are described in detail in the Design
and Access Statement and other technical documents.

■ the demolition of all existing buildings (except for the

façade of the Bull Tavern building);
■ the delivery of a replacement leisure centre in a new,

state-of-the-art building fronting Woolwich New Road;
■ the erection of five residential blocks (A, B, C, D & E) with

heights ranging between two and 19 storeys;
■ the delivery of a total of 482 residential units, including 51

social rent and 117 shared ownership homes;
■ the retention of the façade of the Bull Tavern building and

the delivery of 1,070 sqm of Class E floorspace within the
building and fronting Vincent Road within Block B;
■ the provision of ten Blue Badge car parking spaces for

residents and four Blue Badge car parking spaces for the
leisure centre on Vincent Road;
■ 1,098 cycle parking spaces for residential, commercial

and leisure centre uses;
■ highway works to facilitate a new coach drop off on

Woolwich New Road and new pedestrian crossovers to
General Gordon Square; and
■ public realm enhancements, including the provision of

external amenity space, play space, a community square
and enhanced pedestrian and cycle access through the
Site.

©TIBBALDS MARCH 2022
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❚ 6 Planning Policy Context

6.1
Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004 requires planning applications to be
determined in accordance with the development plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.
6.2
The adopted development plan for the site
comprises:
■ the London Plan (LP, March 2021); and
■ the Greenwich Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (GCS,

July 2014).
6.3
The Royal Borough of Greenwich (RB Greenwich)
is preparing a new Site Allocations Development Plan
Document. Consultation on the proposed submission
version took place over November-December 2021. Further
consultation is expected in early 2022 prior to submission to
the Secretary of State for Examination in Public.
6.4
Whilst the Site Allocations DPD will not form part
of the development plan until it is formally adopted, it has
been subject to public consultation and comment and
carries limited weight as a material consideration in the
determination of this application. This planning statement
therefore refers to both adopted and emerging policies as
appropriate.

6.8
Other documents that are material considerations
include:
■ MHCLG National Design Guide, 2021
■ Mayor of London Housing Strategy, May 2018
■ Mayor of London Affordable Housing and Viability SPG,

August 2017
■ Mayor of London Accessible London SPG, October 2014
■ Mayor of London Character and Context SPG, June 2014
■ Mayor of London Play and Informal Recreation SPG,

September 2012
■ Mayor of London All London Green Grid SPG, March

2012
■ Mayor of London draft Good Quality Homes for all

Londoners SPG, October 2020
■ Mayor of London draft Fire Safety Guidance, March 2021
■ RB Greenwich Green Greenwich SPD, September 2014
■ RB Greenwich Planning Obligations SPD, August 2015
■ RB Greenwich Woolwich Urban Design Strategy 2019

6.5
Draft Site Allocation W9 incorporates the entirety of
the application site and the neighbouring Tramshed building
(which is the subject of a separate planning permission).
The draft document allocates the site for ‘Mixed use
development appropriate to the town centre, including new
public leisure centre with swimming pool and multifunctional
spaces for community use, theatre (Sui Generis)/cultural
uses, commercial and residential’. The allocation also
incorporates a series of development guidelines for the site
that have been considered in the design of the Proposed
Development.
6.6
The Council is also preparing a Supplementary
Planning Document (SPD) for Woolwich Town Centre. The
production of the SPD is at a very early stage and a draft has
not been published yet.
6.7
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF,
2021) is an important material consideration and is
accompanied by online Planning Practice Guidance (PPG).

Woolwich Leisure Centre Project Planning and Affordable Housing Statement
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Key policy considerations

Pre-Application Engagement

6.9
This application has been informed by the
aspirations of all relevant policies within the development
plan and follows a robust analytical and a design-led
approach to development in a location which has been
identified for regeneration and growth within strategic and
local planning policy and guidance:

6.11
There is currently no plan led masterplan for the
site other than a set of principles contained within an Urban
Design Strategy published in 2019. The Urban Design
Strategy document will ultimately form the basis for a new
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) for Woolwich
Town Centre which will cover the site. To date a draft SPD
document has not been published: however, the principles
contained within the 2019 Urban Design Strategy formed an
element of the early pre-application discussions with the LPA
and have informed the proposed masterplan.

■ The London Plan (2021) identifies Woolwich as an

Opportunity Area. Such areas are significant locations
with development capacity to accommodate new
housing, commercial development and infrastructure of
all types (Policy SD1). Woolwich Opportunity Area (WOA)
is identified as having an indicative capacity for 5,000
new homes and 2,500 new jobs (Table 2.1).
■ The London Plan also identifies Woolwich as a Major

Town Centre with the potential to become a Metropolitan
Centre (Table A1.1). It promotes the vitality and viability
of Town Centres by encouraging strong, resilient,
accessible and inclusive hubs and identifying locations
for mixed-use development.
■ The Royal Borough of Greenwich Local Plan: Core

Strategy with Detailed Policies (GCS, 2014) seeks to
deliver high levels of new growth with a minimum of
38,925 new homes by 2028. Woolwich is designated
as a Strategic Development Location which will
see significant growth including new leisure and
entertainment facilities, as well as housing.
■ The draft Royal Borough of Greenwich Local Plan:

Site Allocations Proposed Submission (Regulation
19 Consultation, November 2021) identifies six
strategic development locations across the borough to
accommodate growth. As also identified in the adopted
Core Strategy, Woolwich is identified as the primary
location for growth, following the designations of the
London Plan.

6.12
In the absence of a Plan led masterplan the
proposals within this application have been carefully
formulated through an extensive design led masterplanning
exercise undertaken over the last two years. The design
development has had due regard for stakeholder feedback
in shaping the form, scale and layout of the development.
6.13
The design development of the proposals has been
iterative from the outset and has been shaped by a series of
engagement activities involving the Local Planning Authority
(LPA) (including officers responsible for design, housing,
highways, heritage and conservation and sustainability
officers), the Greater London Authority (GLA), Transport for
London (TfL) and the local community.
6.14
The design team have worked alongside LPA
officers to ensure that the proposals comply with relevant
policies as far as reasonably possible to ensure that the
planning balance lies in favour of the scheme and a positive
planning outcome can be reached. Thus far, ten Planning
Performance Agreement (PPA) meetings and workshops
have been held with both planning and other technical
officers, in addition to informal meetings with various officers
to discuss specific elements of the scheme:

■ The Site falls within emerging Site Allocation W9

‘Viscount House & Tramshed’ for “Mixed use
development appropriate to the town centre, including
a public leisure centre with swimming pool and
multifunctional spaces for community uses, theatre (Sui
Generis)/cultural uses, commercial and residential.”
6.10
The Application directly responds to these strategic
and site-specific objectives.
©TIBBALDS MARCH 2022
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Spring / Summer 2020
Pre-application discussions focused on establishing the key
scheme principles for the project and included discussions
around:
■ The optimum distribution and positioning of the proposed

uses within the site.
■ The approach to the design of the leisure centre in terms

of its bulk, height and massing within the wider setting of
the Town Centre.
■ Access and movement across the site and an approach

to the site layout that would allow for increased
permeability that would better connect the site and its
surrounding to key destinations.
■ The approach to the residential elements of the scheme

including an analysis of different residential typologies
and the impact that they may have on the distribution of
scale, height and massing across the site and site layout
arrangements.
6.15
Additionally, a number of topic-focused PPA
meetings were held to agree core technical aspects of
the masterplan and ensure a robust strategy was being
presented. Topic specific meetings were held on the:
■ principles regarding scheme viability and the funding of

the leisure centre;
■ approach to energy and sustainability; and
■ transport considerations of a car free development.

2021 to March 2022
6.16
In September 2021 Hill were formally appointed
as the Development Partner for the residential element of
the scheme. A series of design workshops were held with
the LPA to refine the scheme and develop the residential
element which to that point had been in outline form. The
process was iterative and informal with workshop topics
including:
■ Refinement of the residential typologies proposed and

the impact different typologies can have on the site
layout.

■ The distribution of height across the site, including

proposed locations for the tallest elements of the scheme
as well as shoulder heights for blocks and how these
respond to the wider context and surrounding streets.
■ The distribution of open space, including the balance of

public / private space and green space / public realm,
and how to ensure the design encourages an active and
vibrant place.
■ The detailed proposals for elevational treatments of the

blocks and balcony design.
6.17
Section 3 of the Design and Access Statement sets
out the evolution of the scheme through this process and
illustrates how feedback has been incorporated within the
application proposals.
6.18
In addition to the above pre-application process
with the LPA other key relevant engagement to date has
included:
■ Four consultation events,
■ Two independent design review panels with the Design

Council,
■ Two pre-application planning meetings with GLA officers,
■ Two viability meetings with GLA officers,
■ Presentations to ward councillors and leader of the

Council.
■ Meetings with local community groups including the

Tramshed Theatre and Ramgarhia Sikh Association
(RSA).
6.19
The Statement of Community Involvement provides
a full description of the public consultation and engagement
undertaken. The Design and Access Statement provides a
summary of the design evolution of the proposals through
the consultation and engagement process.
6.20
Further information on the background to the
proposals and community engagement can also be found
online at: https://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/info/200200/
regeneration/2123/woolwich_leisure_centre and https://
woolwichleisurecentre.commonplace.is/

Woolwich Leisure Centre Project Planning and Affordable Housing Statement
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Relevant On-site Planning History
6.21
Relevant planning applications to the application
site are set out in the table below.
Site

RBG Ref

Description of Development

Status

The Bull
Tavern, 14
Vincent
Road

17/2561/F

Retrospective application for the change of use
from residential (C3) to a 10 room HMO (Sui
Generis) at first floor level.

Approved
14/11/2018

17 Vincent
Road

17/3597/F

Construction of a two storey rear and first floor
rear extension to facilitate the sub-division of the
ground floor Cab Office (Class Sui Generis) to
create a Retail unit (Class A1) with a new shop
front, formation of 1x3-bed self-contained flat (C3)
at first and second floor levels and installation of
rear access door, fence and gate, and lighting.

Approved
10/04/2019

Redevelopment of 19-20 Viscount House to
provide 269sqm office floorspace and eight
residential units.

Approved
17/09/2018

Construction of a 5 storey (plus basement) hotel
(Class C1) comprising 40no. rooms. Provision of
associated cycle spaces, refuse and recycling
storage, plant and other associated works.

Approved
03/03/2020

Wilkinsons,
20/3795/D1
45 Woolwich
New Road

Prior notification for the demolition of the Wilko
store (excluding Viscount House and the
Tramshed Theatre).

Approved
06/01/2021

Tramshed,
51-53
Woolwich
New Road

Refurbishment and extension of the existing
Tramshed building to provide theatre and office
space.

Approved
03.02.2021.

19-20
Vincent
Road

18/2163/F

19-20
Vincent
Road

19/3882/F

20/3298/ F
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Permission
implemented

Permission
implemented

Permission
lapsed

Permission
capable of
implementation

Demolition
completed

Currently onsite.
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Relevant Off-site Planning History
6.22
There have been several large scale developments
within Woolwich in recent years and a number of emerging
development schemes at various stages of the development
process. Relevant applications are set out in the table below.
6.23
In addition, a list of relevant applications have been
identified and agreed as part of the Environmental Impact
Assessment scoping exercise. These cumulative schemes
are included and considered within the Environmental
Statement.
Site

RBG Ref

Description of Development

Status

Woolwich
Exchange,
Land
Bounded by
Plumstead
Road,
Burrage
Road, Spray
Street and
Woolwich
New Road

20/3385/F

Demolition of existing buildings (excluding the Grade II listed Former
Woolwich Covered Market and elements of 1a-c to 11 Woolwich
New Road (odds)) and the construction of a mixed use development
comprising residential dwellings (Class C3), commercial, business and
service uses (Class E), community use (within Class E, Class F1(f) and/or
F2(b)), drinking establishment(s) (sui generis) and a cinema (sui generis),
new public square and new public realm with hard and soft landscaping,
highways works, parking, access and servicing arrangements, plant,
infrastructure and associated works. Internal and external alterations
to the Former Woolwich Covered Market. Further detailed explanation
(not forming part of the formal description of development set out
above): Demolition of existing buildings (excluding the Grade II listed
Former Woolwich Covered Market and elements of 1a-c to 11 Woolwich
New Road (odds)) and the construction of a mixed use development
comprising 801 residential dwellings (Class C3) and 14,584 sqm (GIA)
of non-residential floorspace (excluding basement and ancillary/plant
areas), to be occupied flexibly and comprising approximately: 5,978
to 6,478sqm of shops, financial or professional services or restaurants/
cafes or gym (Class E) provided that up to 500sqm of floorspace for
community use falling within Class E, Class F1(f) and/or Class F2(b) may
be provided within the development in place of the equivalent provision
of shops, financial or professional services or restaurants/cafes or gym
within Class E floorspace; 1,923 sqm of workspace (Class E); 614 sqm
nursery (Class E); 1,446 sqm drinking establishment uses (sui generis);
and 4,124sqm cinema (sui generis) plus a new public square and new
public realm with hard and soft landscaping, highways works, parking,
access and servicing arrangements, plant, infrastructure and associated
works.

Resolved to
approve at
Planning Board
25.05.2021.
Pending
completion
of S106
agreement.

The Island
Site,
Wellington
Street

16/2480/F
16/2481/L

The phased redevelopment (including demolition works) and
refurbishment of the Island Site to provide 298 dwellings, leisure and
entertainment (Class D2), a dance school (Class D1) and a mix of
shops (Class A1), restaurants (Class A3) and office (Class B1) uses with
associated parking and servicing arrangements, amenity and open
space.

Approved
23.10.2020.
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EIA screening
request
submitted in
June 2021
(21/1752/EIA)
to increase
the residential
quantum
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“Woolwich
Central
Phases 3 &
4”, Land at
Love Lane

17/2812/F

Construction of a 27 storey building comprising 1,056sqm (GIA) of
commercial floorspace (Classes A1, A2, A3, B1 and D1) at ground
and first floor, and 206 residential units at upper floors, cycle parking,
refuse and recycling storage, plant, and external amenity space, and
external landscaping and improvements to public realm (Phase 3)
and construction of 3 buildings between 9 and 16 storeys comprising
1,793sqm (GIA) of commercial floorspace (Classes A1, A3 and B1) at
ground floors of Buildings A, B, C, D and H and 598 residential units
at upper floors, car and cycle parking, refuse and recycling storage,
plant, external amenity space, alterations to the roof of loading bay, and
external landscaping and improvements to public realm (Phase 4).

“Woolwich
Central
Phases 3 &
4”, Land at
Love Lane

21/3231/F

The construction of a mixed-use development (within two phases,
Under
known as Phase 3 and 4) comprising residential dwellings (Use
consideration
Class C3), commercial, business and service uses (Use Class E) and
improvements to public realm with hard and soft landscaping (including
new pedestrian link), highways works, car parking at Lower Ground Floor
of Phase 4, cycle parking, refuse and recycling storage, plant, external
amenity space, playspace and alterations to the roof of existing loading
bay to provide amenity space for residents. Phase 3 will include the
removal of existing temporary landscaping.
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Refused by SoS
at appeal
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❚ 7 Planning Policy Assessment

7.1
Planning law requires that applications for
planning permission be determined in accordance with the
policies of the adopted development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.
7.2
In the context of the adopted development plan
and the specifics of the Proposed Development, the main
considerations relevant to the application are considered to
be:
■ The principle of development and existing / proposed

land uses:
- Proposed replacement leisure facilities
- Proposed residential uses
- Proposed commercial floorspace
- Repurposing of the Bull Tavern building
- Replacement of existing retail uses
- Loss of car parking
■ Housing – density, size, mix and housing quality
■ Affordable housing and viability

Principle of Development & Land-Uses
7.4
The site comprises an important parcel of land
within Woolwich, providing a transition point between the
residential areas to the east and south, and the main town
centre and civic functions to the north and west. A large
proportion of this brownfield site has been used for car
parking, despite its location adjacent to key public transport
nodes. Consequently, it presents an underutilised previously
developed site within the town centre that is capable of
sustainable redevelopment in line with Chapter 11 of the
NPPF.
7.5
In 2019 RB Greenwich embarked on a series of
consultation activities on a ‘Woolwich Town Centre Urban
Design Strategy’. This Strategy is intended to be the main
evidence base document supporting the production of a
Woolwich Town Centre Supplementary Planning Document
(the “Woolwich SPD”). The Urban Design Strategy identifies
the site as a key location for mixed use development, but
to date no further progress has been in producing the
Woolwich SPD.

■ Design and townscape
■ Heritage

Making the Best Use of Land

■ Landscape, Open Space and Play Space Provision

7.6
Section 11 of the NPPF (Making effective use
of land) promotes the effective use of brownfield land
in meeting the need for homes and other uses, while
safeguarding and improving the environment and ensuring
safe and healthy living conditions. Paragraph 120, part c,
confirms that planning decisions should “give substantial
weight to the value of using suitable brownfield land within
settlements for homes and other identified needs…” with
part d promoting and supporting the development of underutilised land and buildings.

■ Impact on residential amenity

- Sunlight / daylight
- Privacy and overlooking
■ Transport
■ Fire safety
■ Energy and sustainability
■ Other environmental considerations
■ Socio-economics
■ Planning obligations and CIL

7.3
In the following section, the Proposed Development
is assessed against the relevant parts of the development
plan (and material considerations), with regard to the various
material planning and technical considerations.

7.7
London Plan Policy GG2 (Making the best use of
land) reiterates the need to create successful, sustainable
mixed-use places that make the best use of land. The policy
includes clear criteria for achieving the best use of land,
which are set out in Table 7.1 below.
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London Plan Policy GG2 Criteria

Assessment

London Plan Policy GG2 Criteria
Assessment.

This is an underutilised brownfield site that lies not only within a Town Centre, but
also a key Opportunity Area for growth.
The public sector has an important role in delivering growth and development on
this site, with RB Greenwich assembling the site to pro-actively meet their strategic
needs for the community.

Prioritise sites which are wellconnected by existing or planned
public transport.

The site benefits from a PTAL 6b rating, the highest obtainable, with excellent
access to rail, DLR, Crossrail and bus services.

Proactively explore the potential
to intensify the use of land to
support additional homes and
workspaces, promoting higher
density development, particularly in
locations that are well-connected
to jobs, services, infrastructure
and amenities by public transport,
walking and cycling.

The Council’s emerging Woolwich Town Centre SPD explores the development
potential of this site to deliver a range of land uses including community functions
and new homes in an accessible location.

Applying a design–led approach
to determine the optimum
development capacity of sites.

The proposals respond to this vision and deliver a comprehensive scheme that
delivers an accessible new community focussed residential scheme.
A design-led approach to the site has been taken that places public space and
landscaping at the heart of the development. The masterplan has determined the
optimum development capacity by testing key design and technical parameters to
determine a scheme that delivers the maximum form of development.

Protect and enhance London’s
open spaces, including the Green
Belt, Metropolitan Open Land,
designated nature conservation
sites and local spaces, and
promote the creation of new green
infrastructure and urban greening,
including aiming to secure net
biodiversity gains where possible.

The scheme promotes brownfield development and delivers a new community
square, a public central garden and residential garden courtyards. The landscape
strategy has driven the masterplan, and opportunities to deliver improvements in
biodiversity and urban greening have been maximised.

Plan for good local walking, cycling
and public transport connections to
support a strategic target of 80 per
cent of all journeys using sustainable
travel, enabling car-free lifestyles
that allow an efficient use of land,
as well as using new and enhanced
public transport links to unlock
growth.

The scheme focuses on promoting sustainable travel. The baseline trip generation
demonstrates that less than 50% of trips are currently taken by sustainable modes.
Once the new development has been occupied it is envisaged that 98% of trips will
be via sustainable modes of transport, exceeding the Mayor’s objective.

Maximise opportunities to use
infrastructure assets for more than
one purpose, to make the best
use of land and support efficient
maintenance.

The existing Woolwich Leisure Centre is valued by the community but is in poor
condition and in a location that is not easily accessible for a use of this nature.
The relocation to Woolwich Town Centre presents an opportunity to bring this
community asset to a highly accessible part of the Borough, helping to improve
services and act as a catalyst that supports growth and place-making principles.

Whilst it has only been possible to deliver an Urban Greening Factor of 0.20 due to
the footprint and roof requirements of the leisure centre, this is a 100% improvement
over the current situation. Furthermore, the proposal significantly exceeds the 10%
biodiversity net gain requirement in relation to area habitats achieving a score of
207% for habitat areas and 54% for hedgerows.

The site delivers multiple land uses to make the most efficient use of land. Whilst
the residential and leisure land uses are not suitable in this instance to be included
in a single building, opportunities to share infrastructure such as energy/heating
networks and public community spaces have been incorporated into the scheme.
Table 7.1: Criteria for achieving best use of land
©TIBBALDS MARCH 2022
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7.8
As set out in the table above, the proposed
development is on previously developed public sector land,
within an Opportunity Area and designated Town Centre.
The Site is also very well-connected to both existing and
planned public transport services.
7.9
The proposals promote higher density development
providing new homes, jobs, recreational and community
facilities. A design-led approach has been taken to
determine the scheme’s optimum capacity to create a
distinct development that supports place making and the
local character. Sustainable travel is promoted and access
to new open spaces and permeability throughout the site
contributes to the overall sustainability of this mixed-use
development.
7.10
This is an underutilised site within a sustainable
location and its redevelopment should be supported, as
brownfield land which can be effectively developed to
optimise its development potential. Given this, the scheme
fully accords with London Plan Policy GG2.

Woolwich Opportunity Area
7.11
Much of the Site is located within the London
Plan designated Woolwich Opportunity Area (OA), with
the intention that Woolwich will grow from a Major to
Metropolitan Town Centre. This is to be achieved through
significant development with the potential to deliver a
substantial number of new homes and jobs within London.
7.12
London Plan Policy SD1 (Opportunity Areas) sets
out that OAs will be supported by the Mayor to fully realise
their growth and regeneration potential. Development in OAs
should also recognise heritage in the role of place-making,
be informed by public and stakeholder engagement, and
deal with contamination and transport targets. Table 2.1
of Policy SD1 identifies that Woolwich has an indicative
capacity for 5000 homes and 2500 jobs during the plan
period.
7.13
The RB Greenwich Core Strategy establishes that
Woolwich will see significant growth over the plan period
due to its OA status. It is an important transport hub and
proposed improvements to public transport services will
make it more accessible to other key destinations including
Central London, Canary Wharf, Stratford, and London
airports.

7.14
The Proposed Development will maximise the
development potential of the site and support the delivery
of a significant number of new homes through a natural
extension of the existing community in central Woolwich.
The scheme has been developed through a joint partnership
between the public and private sector and has been
informed by stakeholder engagement to deliver a scheme
befitting a OA and supporting its key objectives.

Woolwich Strategic Development Location
7.15
RB Greenwich has designated Woolwich as a
‘Strategic Development Location’. The Mayor of London
directs that local planning authorities should promote
regeneration initiatives in these areas to enable ‘good
growth’, in line with other London Plan policies (Policy SD10
Strategic and Local Regeneration).
7.16
The RB Greenwich Core Strategy, Policy TC2, sets
out a strategy for Woolwich Town Centre to capitalise on
its strengths, as well as its heritage and prominent riverside
location. The planned revitalisation of the town centre will
be achieved through new and replacement leisure and
recreational uses and a substantial increase in the quantum
of residential development.
7.17
In 2019 RB Greenwich embarked on a series
of consultation activities on a ‘Woolwich Town Centre
Urban Design Strategy’ to inform the production of an
SPD covering Woolwich Town Centre. The application
site is included within the study area with the majority of
the site identified as being within the ‘town centre core’
character area making it suitable for high density, mixed
use development, incorporating a transport hub with linked
public spaces, civic functions and evening economy.
7.18
The Urban Design Strategy establishes the site as
a key destination with mixed uses appropriate at the General
Gordon Square frontage and residential uses to the east
of the site. A link between Masons Hill and Helen Street is
identified as an opportunity to improve connections in the
area, alongside an additional north south route aligning with
Anglesea Avenue to link through the site to Vincent Road.
The strategy establishes that building height of 5/6 storeys
are appropriate with the potential for a taller element of 15
storeys set back from General Gordon Square.
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7.19
Whilst the 2019 study holds limited weight in
planning decisions, it has been used as a tool for discussing
options with the LPA, and the principles set out within it have
been used to inform the application proposals. The Scheme
will revitalise an important site, providing a mix of uses, and
promoting activity within the town centre, in line with several
of the key principles established within the policies set out
above.

7.21
The allocation has a clear set of development
guidelines which have been considered and incorporated
into the application proposals in accordance with the
emerging allocation including:
■ Achieving the optimal capacity for the site through an

integrated, coordinated and comprehensive approach to
site planning.
■ A new flagship leisure centre that will appear welcoming

Site Allocations Proposed Submission Regulation
19 Consultation draft (November 2021)
7.20
The site is allocated within the draft Site Allocations
Plan (November 2021) for mixed use development,
including new public leisure centre with swimming pool and
multifunctional spaces, theatre / cultural uses, commercial
and residential development under draft site allocation W9
(Viscount House and Tramshed). The site requirements set
out within the allocation are:
■ Delivery of a new public leisure centre to replace the

existing Waterfront Leisure Centre.
■ Social housing units to replace those lost through the

redevelopment of Troy Court.
■ Active frontages at the ground floor facing Woolwich New

Road.

and public to reduce the psychological barriers to
accessing physical activity. The new facility will face
onto the primary civic space in Woolwich with its main
entrance also in this location.
■ The location of the proposed residential uses accord

with the guidelines by being located to the east of the site
away from the Woolwich New Road frontage.
■ All sides of the site have maximised opportunities for

active frontage.
■ The existing uses within the row of small businesses

along Vincent Road have been considered and are
discussed as part of the planning assessment within
this statement. The curved façade of the Bull Tavern
building is retained and has been incorporated into a
comprehensive development.
■ Permeability has been increased across the site and

■ Reprovision or satisfactory relocation of the Point Youth

Services Centre.
■ Reprovision of public toilets.
■ Reintroduction of public pedestrian routes between

Vincent Road and Wilmount Street.
■ Improvements to the public realm surrounding the

site, including the addition of active frontages to all
surrounding streets and accommodation for the taxi rank
on Vincent Road.
■ Woolwich New Road frontage should preserve or

enhance the setting of the Woolwich Conservation Area
and the Grade II listed Equitable Building and allow it to
remain the most prominent building on General Gordon
Square.

routes across the site reintroduced. New routes have
been provided that incorporate a mix of hard and soft
landscaping and are fully accessible improving the quality
of the pedestrian environment.
■ Public realm improvements are proposed around the site

particularly to Woolwich New Road and along Vincent
Road and Wilmount Street.
■ Block D, adjacent to the Ramgarhia Sikh Temple, is

23 metres away to respect its character and have
considered its requirements during design development.
■ A comprehensive analysis of the appropriate urban form

for the residential blocks has been undertaken and the
analysis of this evolution is set out in the Design and
Access Statement.
■ Opportunities for dual aspect units have been maximised

and balconies provided for all units alongside communal
amenity space.
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Town Centre Development

Conclusion

7.22
Section 7 of the NPPF shows support for the
growth, management and adaptation of town centres. Town
centres should meet retail and leisure needs (as well as
other main town centre uses), with residential development
also recognised as playing an important role in ensuring the
vitality and longevity of town centres.

7.27
The principle of a mixed use development is
consistent with the policies of the London Plan and RB
Greenwich Local Plan, emerging Woolwich SPD (Urban
Design Strategy 2019) and emerging Site Allocation W9. It
achieves and responds to a number of the plan aspirations,
including:

7.23
London Plan Policy SD4 (Town centres and high
streets) re-emphasises that the vitality and viability of
London’s town centres should be promoted and enhanced
by encouraging strong, resilient, accessible and inclusive
hubs with a diverse range of uses, including main town
centre uses, night-time economy, civic, community social
and residential uses. Policy SD8 (Town centre network)
also expects town centre sites to promote opportunities
for higher density employment, leisure and residential
development.

■ Making best use of previously developed, brownfield

7.24
At the local level, RB Greenwich will support mixed
use or housing led intensification to optimise potential
residential growth, as well as development that secures
a high-quality environment which complements the local
character. Core Strategy Policies TC1 and TC2 confirm that
Woolwich should reassert itself as a major Town Centre and
that Town Centres are the preferred major retail, leisure,
cultural, office and other uses that attract the public, with
residential development also supported.

■ Supporting the vitality and viability of Woolwich Town

7.25
The emerging site allocations document seeks to
build upon the existing character of the town centre and
policies TC1 and TC2. All of the allocated sites within the
town centre are expected to deliver mixed-use development,
including a significant proportion of housing. They should
also support the diversification of Woolwich’s commercial
offer, where possible.
7.26
The Proposed Development clearly supports the
sustainable growth of the town centre through the delivery
of a mixed-use development supporting its vitality and
viability in line with local policies TC1 and 2. The approach
taken also accords with the site’s emerging allocation in the
submission draft of RB Greenwich’s Site Allocations Plan,
delivering the identified uses and supporting the wider aims
of regenerating Woolwich Town Centre.

land;
■ Supporting the development of underutilised buildings

and sites for alternative purposes with an identified need;
■ Supporting the growth and development of the

Opportunity Area through the provision of new homes,
jobs and required social infrastructure;
■ Directs development towards one of the Royal Borough’s

Strategic Development Locations;
Centre through the provision of new homes, leisure
centre and supporting commercial uses;
■ Contributes to the overarching vision for Woolwich set

within policy through the development of an underutilised
site in a prominent location and which has the potential to
deliver numerous key benefits; and
■ Is subject of a draft site allocation for mixed use

redevelopment including leisure and residential use.

Existing uses: the Bull Tavern Public House
7.28
As set out in the introductory chapter, the Bull
Tavern Public House sits on the north-eastern side of the
site, along Vincent Road. The Bull Tavern is included in
RB Greenwich’s local heritage list and is recorded as a
‘historic public house with characterful curved façade, still
in its original historic use and a popular local venue’. The
Council’s Local Heritage List states that the qualifying
criteria for inclusion in the list is because of “Environmental
Significance: i) characterful, locally valued feature” rather
than its architectural or historical importance.
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7.29
Chapter 3 the Design and Access Statement
discusses the design evolution of the application
masterplan, including the evolution of the proposals for the
Bull Tavern building. The design development process has
demonstrated that the buildings main asset is its curved
façade, meaning that there is scope to alter the internal
arrangements. The incorporation of this element is an
opportunity to improve and enhance the appearance of
the building and the masterplan presents an opportunity to
better reveal it as part of the new development. In addition,
the optioning process has demonstrated that retention of
the existing building in its entirety would limit the ability of
the scheme to provide a development of the same scale
and massing. This in turn would compromise the wider
masterplan objectives, in particular the ability to deliver
a high quality environment, and new housing - including
affordable housing - at a suitable density for the location.
7.30
Public consultation on the proposals undertaken in
December 2020 / January 2021 explicitly asked a question
about whether the Bull Tavern should be retained as part of
the proposals. The question was not specific on whether
the retention related to the building itself or to the ‘drinking
establish’ Sui Generis use (as defined in the Use Class Order)
contained within. The open ended nature of the question left
it to respondents to feedback. The feedback received stated
that 49.75% would like to see the Bull Tavern retained, but it
is not set out what proportion of the responses relate to the
building and which relate to the use.
7.31
At the October 2021 public consultation event the
community was also asked about what other commercial
uses people would like to see as part of the proposals. Cafes
and restaurants were the most popular choices and only
a limited number of respondents commented that the Bull
Tavern building should remain a public house.

7.33
The proposed alterations to the building and the
use contained within would allow the proposed development
to deliver against a number of core aims:
■ The curved façade of the existing building can be

restored and enhanced as part of the proposed
development making the repurposed building an
attractive and important element of the scheme and
maintaining it as a feature of the local townscape.
■ The proposed change of use will appeal to a wider

socio-economic group and contribute to a wider range
of town centre activities to support both the daytime and
night-time economies. The increase in activity will help to
enliven the surrounding public spaces and allow them to
appeal to a wider audience.
■ The alteration to the existing building will allow for the full

opportunity presented by the site to be realised which
in turn will maximise the public benefits of the scheme
particularly in relation to the delivery of Affordable
housing.
7.34
At the national level, the NPPF shows support
for the retention of public houses where possible. This
aspiration is reflected at the regional level in London Plan
Policy HC7 (Protecting Public Houses) which affords
protection to public houses where they have a heritage,
economic, social, or cultural value to local communities
or where they contribute towards wider policy objectives
for town centres, night-time economy areas, Cultural
Quarters and Creative Enterprise Zones. However, it is to be
noted this has not been included within the emerging Site
Allocation W9.
7.35
The London Plan sets out key criteria that should be
considered when determining the value of a public house.
The criterion is set out and considered in Table 7.2 below.

7.32
Consequently, the proposed development looks
to re-purpose the Bull Tavern from its existing use as a
drinking establishment (Sui Generis), to a more flexible
‘neighbourhood hub’ with the potential to accommodate a
range of activities within Class E including the sale of food
and drink and flexible workspace.
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Table 7.2: Evaluation of the Existing and Proposed Uses
London Plan
Criteria

Existing Assessment – Bull Tavern

Proposed Assessment – New
Scheme

Summary of Change

In a
Conservation
Area

No

No

No change

Is a locally
or statutorily
listed building

Yes – locally listed, built in 1830
(rebuilt in 1860) with significance
identified as “historic public house
with characterful curved façade,
still in its original historic use and a
popular local venue”. Its qualifying
criteria is its ‘Environmental
Significance’ as a ‘characterful,
locally valued feature’.

Yes – curved façade to be retained,
and will continue to be able to
function as a popular local venue
with drink/food uses. The building
will continue to be accessible to
the general public as part of the
Proposed Development, and similar
activities would be able to continue.

Change to original list
description in terms of
use but likely that local
listing would be retained

Has a
license for
entertainment,
events, film,
performances,
music or sport

RB Greenwich Licensing Register
shows premises license for sale of
alcohol (on and off the premises)
as well as live and recorded music
indoors.

Subject to the final tenant the building
could seek to obtain a new license
for alcohol sales and live / recorded
music.

Operates
or is closely
associated
with a sports
club or team

Shows live sport on TVs but no
evidence available or noted on
CAMRA’s records to link it to a
specific team or sport.

Potential for new operation to be more No change or potential
closely linked with local sports club,
improvement
especially with links to the leisure
centre (swimming, squash, gym).

Has rooms or
areas for hire

No

Yes

Improvement

Is making
a positive
contribution to
the night-time
economy

Minor positive contribution through
the provision of a public house, open
until 11pm on most evenings (has
license for later opening).

Likely to offer enhanced contribution
to the night-time economy,
particularly in a supporting role for
the new public square, with appeal to
wider customer base.

Improvement

Is making
a positive
contribution
to the local
community

The pub use makes a limited positive
contribution to the local community.
There are a number of other existing
drinking establishments in close
proximity to the site (see below) that
would also be able to offer the same
positive contribution within easy
reach of the site.

Potential for enhanced contribution to Improvement
the local community with a wider offer
including flexible workspace

Is catering for
one or more
specific group
or community.

Despite its former name (O’Flynns
Bar), there is no evidence to support
any links with the Irish community
available on CAMRA’s records or on
the building.

None at present

Assume local listing to remain as
its characterful appearance will be
retained and enhanced.
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7.36
At the local level, RB Greenwich Core Strategy
Policy EA(b) (Pubs) states that the Council will support the
retention of pubs that have a community role and will resist
the change of use or demolition, except where continued
use as a pub is no longer economically viable. Both the
London Plan and RB Greenwich Core Strategy require
marketing evidence to support the change of use of public
houses.
7.37
Whilst the value assessment above demonstrates
that the pub does have some value, the reprovision of the
space as a more flexible use under Class E demonstrates
that this value can be retained and enhanced through the
proposed development. No active marketing of the pub has
taken place so the proposals in this regard are not compliant
with policy and represent a departure from the development
plan.
7.38
Draft Site Allocation W9 states that proposals for
the site should consider the retention of existing uses in
the row of small businesses along Vincent Road and notes
the ‘interesting curving of the façade and well-preserved
Victorian detailing’ of the Bull Tavern building. It states that
opportunities to retain this building should be considered as
part of a comprehensive development. In this respect the
proposals can be considered to comply with the guidelines

in the draft allocation by having considered the retention of
the key element of the local listing through the retention and
incorporation of the curved façade as part of the proposals.
7.39
In considering the removal of this public house
consideration has been given to the availability of other
similar facilities in the vicinity of the site. The following pubs
have been identified as part of the assessment (see Figure
7.1 below):
1. Guard House; 2. Dial Arch; and 3. SALT Woolwich
(formerly Tap Room) - which are located within the
Woolwich Arsenal development (within 200 – 400m);
4. Woolwich Equitable (25m from site boundary, 80 metres
from Bull Tavern);
5. The Great Harry (80m from site boundary, 165 metres
from Bull Tavern);
6. Anglesea Arms (95m from site boundary, 180 metres
from Bull Tavern);
7. The Old Gunpit (formerly Ordnance Arms) (125m from site
boundary, 150 metres from Bull Tavern);
8. Elephant & Castle (100m from site boundary, 150m from
Bull Tavern); and
9. Earl of Chatham (120m from site boundary, 200 metres
from Bull Tavern).

Figure 7.1: Locations of pubs identified as part of the assessment.
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7.40
The above exercise demonstrates that there are
several other facilities available within easy reach of the site
and offer the same opportunities to the local community.
7.41
Whilst the proposals do not adhere to policy
in the strictest sense because the pub has not been
actively marketed, it is clear from the assessment above
that the proposed development will provide an offer that
as a minimum retains social value, with the potential to
improve it by providing greater flexibility and the ability to
appeal to a wider section of the community. Despite noncompliance on the marketing of the building, the proposals
are compliant in other regards and on balance positively fulfil
the key considerations of the NPPF, as well as the policies
of the London Plan and RB Greenwich Local Plan on the
regeneration benefits of the proposals.

7.46
Notwithstanding this, it is important to consider
the position given the redevelopment of this Class E space
which could, in theory, remain in retail use. RB Greenwich
Local Plan Policy TC(b) (Non-retail Uses in the Protected
Shopping Frontages) sets out that the Royal Borough will
support the provision of a range of activity generating nonretail uses in the town centres, subject to the ground floor
thresholds set out in Policy TC(a).
7.47
Policy TC(b) goes on to state that non-retail
proposals:
■ Should directly serve visiting members of the public,

generate and not impede pedestrian activity, and keep
the shopping frontage active and viable;
■ Should include installation and retention of a display

window of good design;
Existing uses: Retail
7.42
The frontage along Woolwich New Road and part of
Vincent Road, close to their junction, is designated within the
Local Plan as a Primary Shopping Frontage. The proposed
development therefore involves a loss of retail floorspace
within this designated primary shopping frontage.
7.43
RB Greenwich Core Strategy Policy TC(a) (Primary,
Secondary and Local Shopping Frontages) sets out that at
ground floor level, a minimum percentage of frontage should
be available for ‘Class A1’ retail use, which for Woolwich is
70% of the primary shopping frontage.
7.44
Paragraph 4.3.11 of the Local Plan identifies that
Woolwich has an above average provision of convenience
and service units, hence it encourages development that
would enhance the vitality of the town centre.
7.45
Whilst there is a policy protection on these land
uses, it is recognised that changes to the Use Classes Order
brought into force in September 2020 deliver new levels of
flexibility for town centre uses. Unless there are restrictive
conditions in place, Under Class E, the existing retail
provision can be changed without the need for permission,
creating a degree of fluidity in the primary shopping
frontages that currently negates the application of some
Local Plan policies.

■ Must not result in the loss of an occupied A1 retail unit

where reasonable alternative premises, for the non-retail
use, are available elsewhere in that centre;
■ Will not be permitted if, as a result, breaks between

occupied A1 premises exceed two units in primary
frontages or three in secondary or local frontages; and
■ Will not be permitted if, as a result, either the use class

category proposed or the combined total of A3, A4, and
A5 uses would occupy more than 25% of all designated
frontage premises within that centre or individual block.
■ Should not increase the likelihood of anti-social behaviour

or increase the fear of crime
7.48
The proposed use for this frontage (i.e. the leisure
centre) is discussed in further detail below. However, in
response to the above policy, the leisure centre would
directly serve members of the public and would generate
pedestrian activity. The relocation of the leisure centre to
a site in the heart of the town centre would provide added
footfall to other retail and town centre uses.
7.49
The leisure centre would not have traditional
window displays akin to a retail unit, however it has been
designed to maximise the activity in the façade. The main
entrance would be on Woolwich New Road, creating activity
and natural surveillance throughout the day with opening
hours from 06:00 to 22:00 at night. This, in conjunction
with other secure by design measures, informed by preapplication engagement, which form part of the residential
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and commercial aspect of the proposed development will
seek to reduce anti-social behaviour in the area. As part of
the wider redevelopment, the site is opened up to the public
and this should be improved as a result.
7.50
Whilst this would result in the loss of occupied retail
units, there are no other suitable sites for a leisure centre
use, which requires a site capable of accommodating a large
building and its associated needs in terms of accessibility,
servicing and access to public transport.
7.51
The Proposed Development would result in the
partial loss of retail across the site, and therefore, the
application cannot fully comply with parts (iv) or (v) of the
policy. This is a site wide loss of 8,280sqm (GIA), However,
the Proposed Development will deliver 1,070sqm of flexible
Class E use floorspace incorporating ‘retail’ uses.
7.52
The development will provide an active frontage
along Woolwich New Road, with the main entrance to
the leisure centre (plus the retained Tramshed building
which is subject to a separate permission), and the leisure
centre café. The redevelopment of the Site marks it as a
civic centre, befitting of its location facing General Gordon
Square. This is a peripheral part of the retail core, with
the High Street situated to the north west, and limited
commercial presence east of Woolwich New Road.
7.53
There are other losses of retail/commercial uses,
with six units situated further along Vincent Road and Helen
Street. The majority of these are not comparison retail
use, but instead provide takeaways, taxi offices and other
services. These are generally small and poor quality units
and do not provide retail spaces which are fit for modern
standards. Their loss should not be prevented and is off-set
through the provision of flexible commercial floorspace in
Block B fronting on to Vincent Road. These would retain
the active frontage to this part of the Site and provide better
quality accommodation that could be occupied by a range of
Class E uses.
7.54
Overall, the loss of retail in the town centre and
primary shopping frontage is not supported by policy.
In considering the planning balance of harm caused by
deviating from policy it is important to consider the town
centre objectives that are being delivered by this scheme
and the other aspects where the policy can be met.
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7.55
Whilst there is a loss of retail along Woolwich
New Road, any harm caused is minimised by the fact that
under Class E these could be changed without the need for
planning permission. Any resulting harm due to the loss of
Class E space on this frontage is significantly outweighed
by the public benefit of delivering a new leisure centre for the
community.

Car Parking
7.56
The Proposed Development requires the removal
of surface level car parking, situated to the rear of the
former Wilkos retail store, plus a dilapidated two storey car
park in the north-west corner of the Site. There is no policy
protection for car parking within the London Plan or the RB
Greenwich Local Plan, with policy at all levels promoting the
reduction of car parking in highly accessible locations such
as this. The removal of these car parking areas is therefore
appropriate in the context of wider transport objectives,
which is discussed in further detail later in this Statement.

Proposed Replacement Leisure Centre
7.57
Planning policy at all levels supports investment
towards improving health and well-being including the
provision of new and improved leisure facilities.
7.58
London Plan Policy S5 (Sports and Recreation
Facilities) expects proposals for new facilities to increase or
enhance provision in accessible locations and encourage
co-location of services between providers and other
community facilities.
7.59
At the local level, Greenwich Core Strategy Policy
TC1 (town centres) encourages the regeneration of the
Borough’s town centres, to provide a diversity of uses,
including leisure and community uses.
7.60
Policy TC2 (Woolwich Town Centre) states that the
Council will support the provision of “Leisure, cultural and
tourism uses that contribute towards the evening vitality of
the Centre and increase economic benefits.” Additionally,
policies CH1 (Cohesive Communities) and CH2 (Healthy
Communities) support the development of new community
facilities, including for sport, leisure, and recreational
uses. All new development should enable and encourage
residents to lead healthier and more active lifestyles.
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7.61
The existing Waterfront leisure centre sits north
of Woolwich High Street, alongside the river Thames. This
leisure centre is physically disconnected from the town
centre and is of low architectural quality. The draft Site
Allocations Local Plan (2019) acknowledges that the existing
leisure centre “has a detrimental impact on the surrounding
area by creating poor-quality public realm along Woolwich
High Street.” The level of investment required to bring it up
to the necessary standard means that it is no longer cost
effective to operate, nor does it currently meet the needs of
users and the wider community.
7.62
The draft site allocation, W9, envisaged the
introduction of a replacement “flagship public facility onto
the primary civic space in Woolwich…. With a main entrance
fronting onto Woolwich New Road.” Initial site testing
considered various locations for the leisure centre, alongside
the proposed residential element.
7.63
Due to the considerable site constraints and the
desire to create a physical link to the Tramshed building,
home of the Tramshed Theatre, it was determined that the
most suitable location for the new leisure centre was on the

part of the Site fronting Woolwich New Road. Through preapplication discussions and further design development, the
internal layout responds to the surrounding context, placing
pool halls and community spaces to the outer edge of the
building, activating the street frontages and encouraging
participation in sport and recreation.
7.64
It is therefore established within policy that a
replacement facility is required for the Waterfront Leisure
Centre and that the application site is a suitable location for
such a facility.
7.65
The replacement leisure centre is 3,588sqm larger
than the existing (11,891sqm compared to 8,303sqm) and
will include five new water areas, spa facilities, sports halls
and a split-level fitness suite, community facilities, including
a creche, Healthwise GP referral consultation facility and
public cafe. As such, the up-to-date facilities of the new
centre will represent a significant improvement in quality over
the aged existing provision. Table 7.3 below sets out how the
proposed Centre compares against the existing.

Table 7.3 setting out the existing vs proposed facilities
Facilities

Waterfront Leisure Centre (Existing)

Woolwich Leisure Centre (Proposed)

Sport England
compliant 25m
Swimming Pool

N

6 lanes and does not comply with
Sports England guidance

Y

25m, 8 lane pool that complies with
Sports England guidance

Leisure and Splash
Pool

Y

Leisure pool with slides and wave
machine

Y

Leisure pool with slides and splash pool

Teacher and Toddler
Pool

N

Y

Health Suite
/ Healthwise
Consultation Rooms

N

Y

77.9sqm

Spa

N

Y

To include sauna, steam room and
Healthwise

Changing Village

Y

Y

301.6 sqm

Pool Viewing Area

Y

Y

100.7 sqm

Fitness Suite

Y

100 stations

Y

Increased to 250+ stations

Sports Hall

Y

4 court

Y

6 court

Y

1036.6 sqm

No dedicated spa, but there is a sauna
and Jacuzzi within the pool area

Multi-Purpose Sports Y
Hall
Multi-Purpose
Exercise Studios

Y

1 studio

Y

3 studios

Spinning Studio

N

n/a

Y

75.7 sqm

Squash Courts

Y

4 courts

Y

2 courts

Creche and Soft Play

Y

Y

219.4 sqm

Community Space

N

Y

The new centre also provides a direct
link to the Tramshed Theatre, seeking
to consolidate and enhance community
provision between the two locations

Café and Kitchen

Y

Y

206.2 sqm

n/a
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7.66
As Table 7.3 demonstrates, the new centre will fully
replace the provision of existing facilities at the Waterfront
Leisure Centre in accordance with regional and local
planning policy.
7.67
Furthermore, the centre will be fully accessible
ensuring that all members of the community can make use
of all the facilities on offer. Measures proposed include:
■ at grade access;
■ wheelchair accessible lifts;
■ accessible dry and wet changing rooms;
■ a pool pod and hoists to facilitate a range of access

options to the pools;
■ multi-sensory equipment for the training pools to

accommodate Special Educational Needs (SEN)
requirements;
■ hearing aid induction loops in particular locations to

ensure that the centre is accessible for people with
hearing difficulties; and
■ the use of fritted glass, blinds, level changes and

landscape buffers to provide privacy and mitigate against
any perceived barriers in this regard.
7.68
The proposals for the Centre will have a direct
link into the refurbished Tramshed building (home of the
Tramshed Theatre and arts centre), via the entrance foyer,
encouraging interaction between the two uses, in line with
London Plan policy.
7.69
The ability to deliver the replacement leisure centre
in this town centre site means that there will be no loss of
leisure centre facilities for the public during the construction
period since the existing Waterfront Leisure Centre will
remain open until the new centre is completed.
7.70
Given the above, the proposed replacement
leisure centre will result in a vast improvement in sport and
leisure facilities within Woolwich. Hence, in this respect too,
the proposals are in accordance with planning policy and
guidance.
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Proposed Residential Uses
7.71
Housing delivery is a key objective of planning
policy at all levels. The NPPF supports the delivery of new
housing in sustainable locations.
7.72
At the regional level, the London Plan, Policy
GG4 (Delivering the homes Londoners need), promotes
residential development that will meet high standards of
design and provide for identified needs, creating mixed and
inclusive communities.
7.73
The Plan sets a minimum housing requirement for
Greenwich of 28,240 net new dwellings for the Plan period
(2019/20 – 2028/29), equating to 2,824 new homes annually.
Given the demand for housing, both in Greenwich and
across the Capital, there is a general presumption in favour
of housing development, particularly affordable housing,
as addressed and stipulated in national, regional and local
planning policy.
7.74
Policy H1 (Increasing housing supply) sets out that
in order for the targets to be met, boroughs should optimise
the potential for housing delivery on all suitable and available
brownfield sites and especially those which have PTAL
ratings of 3-6 or within the town centre or within 800m of a
station. Optimisation should also take place on the mixed
use redevelopment of car parks and the redevelopment of
surplus public sector owned sites.
7.75
Furthermore, where new sustainable transport
infrastructure is planned, Policy H1 sets out that boroughs
should plan for the potential to accommodate higher density
residential and mixed use development taking into account
future public transport capacity and connectivity levels. The
Site already has an excellent public transport accessibility,
but this will be markedly improved through the opening of
Crossrail to Woolwich in the near future.
7.76
RB Greenwich Core Strategy, Policy H1 (New
Housing), sets out the Royal Borough’s housing target for the
plan period, although this has been superseded by the more
up to date targets set out within the London Plan as noted
above. However, the policy also sets out that new housing
is expected to be developed in one of the six strategic
development locations and this includes Woolwich.
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7.77
Since 2015/16, it is estimated that around 10,800
units have been completed, although based on the London
Plan housing target, 16,110 were required, representing a
significant under-supply. The annual target has only been
met once in this period. The January 2021 Housing Delivery
Test data sets out that RB Greenwich delivered only 80%
of its five year housing supply requirement over the past
3 years. As a consequence, RB Greenwich has a delivery
“Buffer” of 20% applied by bringing forward sites from later
in the plan period to ensure that there is a realistic prospect
of delivery.
7.78
In the 2018-2019 Annual Monitoring Report,
RB Greenwich sets out that it has a 5.5 year supply of
deliverable housing sites and this anticipates the potential for
200 dwellings on this site (W9 – Viscount House & Tramshed
building). This Site, therefore forms part of the anticipated
supply of new homes and based on the Proposed
Development would exceed the anticipated number by 258
additional dwellings.
7.79
The Scheme delivers 482 new homes and 458 net
additional homes beyond the existing housing provision
currently on site. This net increase in dwellings represents
16% of RB Greenwich’s annual housing target and 9% of
the overall target for housing delivery within the Opportunity
Area.
7.80
As set out above, the principle of residential
development is wholly acceptable on this site and is
promoted at all levels, both in terms of general policy for this
location and site specific site allocation by RB Greenwich.
The development would contribute towards the local
authority and Mayor’s housing targets, providing both
market and affordable homes, which is a significant public
benefit.

Proposed Commercial Floorspace
7.81
The NPPF defines a range of main town centre
uses, which are appropriate within town centres and support
continued vitality and viability. These include retail, leisure,
office, and other complimentary uses.
7.82
The London Plan, Policy GG5 (Growing a good
economy) seeks to conserve and enhance London’s global
economic competitiveness and ensure that economic
success is shared amongst all Londoners. Policy SD6 sets
out that the management of vibrant daytime and evening
uses should be promoted to enhance town centre vitality
and viability and supports the development of cultural uses
and activity.

7.83
RB Greenwich Core Strategy Policy EA1 (Economic
Development) supports the concentration of cultural
and office development within the hierarchy of the town
centres and seeks to improve the quality and positioning of
Woolwich Town Centre. The delivery of Class E business/
commercial space across the scheme is supported in policy.
7.84
The proposed development comprises 1,070sqm of
flexible commercial floorspace (Use Class E). It is envisaged
that these uses will provide continued activity on Vincent
Road during the daytime and evening, complimenting the
new leisure and recreational uses along Woolwich New
Road.
7.85
The commercial spaces and residential entrances
along Vincent Road, both in the daytime and evening which
will help to activate this part of the site. Whilst this portion
of the site falls outside of the designated town centre, it
is important to provide a mix of uses that deliver active
frontages and passive surveillance at street level given
this is a main route towards the station, Armstrong Estate,
nearby primary school and residential areas. The quantum
of floorspace will not have a detrimental impact upon the
town centre, and will balance the displaced Class E space
currently located where the leisure centre is to be developed.
7.86
The Class E space that will be located behind
the retained and extended Bull Tavern building façade will
provide an important active frontage to the new community
square, helping to animate this space through activities
spilling into the space.
7.87
The Class E uses proposed would support
Woolwich’s wider functions, providing uses which are
appropriate within the town centre and which support small
and medium enterprises and will add to the vibrancy and
activity towards this part of the Scheme.
7.88
The socio-economics chapter of the Environmental
Statement confirms that, based on the HCA employment
densities guide, the new commercial floorspace provided
could accommodate between 39 and 52 jobs (FTE).
7.89
The proposed commercial floorspace will activate
the ground floor frontage along Vincent Road and the
Community Square, encouraging activity and natural
surveillance. Given the site’s location within Woolwich
town centre and opportunity area, the proposed uses are
supported by planning policy at all levels.
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Housing: Density, Size, Mix and Residential Quality
Density
7.90
The NPPF expects all new development to make
efficient use of land and take account of the identified
housing need.
7.91
The London Plan (Policy D6) states that, the
optimum density for a site should result from a design-led
approach to determine the capacity of a site. Higher density
developments should be promoted in locations that are well
connected to jobs, services, infrastructure, and amenities by
public transport, walking and cycling. Where these locations
have existing areas of high-density buildings, expansion of
the areas should be positively considered.
7.92
The optimum density for the site has been informed
by a variety of factors, including the need to provide a
replacement leisure facility, re-provide existing social homes
of Troy Court, unit and tenure mix, the need to provide
public and private open space and local public transport
accessibility. As such, the scheme is in line with Policy D6.
7.93
RB Greenwich Core Strategy and draft Site
Allocations Document acknowledges that Woolwich is
capable of accommodating some of the highest densities
within the borough.
7.94
The proposed scheme comprises 482 new homes,
which equates to 307 homes per hectare, based on a total
site area of 1.57ha. The table below expresses the proposed
scheme density in line with London Plan requirements.
Total Site Area
(1.57ha)

Total
Residential
Area (1.12ha)

No. of units
per ha

307

430

No. of hr per
ha

807

1168

No. of
bedrooms
per ha

501

712

No. of
bedspaces
per ha

972

7.95
As discussed in preceding chapters, the site is
located within a designated town centre and Opportunity
Area, which promote higher density development. The site
also enjoys excellent access to public transport services,
increasing opportunities to optimise housing potential.
7.96
Despite being a high-density scheme, the
layout and scale of the five residential blocks have been
carefully planned to ensure that appropriate residential
accommodation is provided. The scheme maximises dual
aspect dwellings, ensures good levels of daylight, sunlight
and overshadowing within the development and seeks to
reduce potential privacy, noise and other amenity issues.
The Scheme would also be successful regarding access,
servicing, waste and cycle storage and general permeability
through the Site, whilst creating high quality landscaped
areas.
7.97
The proposed scheme represents high quality
design and provides sufficient green and open space,
including play space for all ages. As such, the proposed
density is justified in planning policy terms.
Unit Mix
7.98
At the regional level, London Plan, Policy H10
(Housing size mix) expects residential developments to
provide a range of homes having regard to local need, the
requirement to deliver mixed and inclusive neighbourhoods,
site location, tenure and the need for family housing.
7.99
In response to the needs of the Borough, RB
Greenwich Core Strategy, Policy H2 (Housing Mix) required
a range of unit types across all developments. The policy
accepts that the exact mix of each site will vary according to
the location of the development.
7.100
The overall unit mix for the residential development
is as follows:
■ 41% 1-bed,
■ 50% 2-bed and
■ 9% 3-bed homes
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7.101
The proposed unit mix has been developed
following an assessment of local market conditions and
scheme viability and will assist in delivering a mixed and
inclusive neighbourhood. The mix has also been developed
to meet the needs of residents on the Council’s housing list,
as well as the ‘right to return’ for Troy Court residents.
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Units by tenure

Residential Quality

Type

PS

SO

AR

Total

1B2P

112

51

25

198

2B3P

6

10

0

16

2B4P

155

47

21

223

3B5P

22

9

1

32

3B6P

9

0

4

13

314

117

51

482

65%

24%

11%

7.102
The supporting text to the London Plan (4.10.3
to 4.10.4) sets out that one-bedroom homes play a very
important role in meeting housing need and provision in new
developments can help to reduce the pressure to convert
and subdivide existing larger homes, but also attract those
wanting to downsize from their existing homes, which frees
up existing family stock. The mix reflects the nature of the
site, where a higher proportion of one and two bed homes
are generally more appropriate, due to its town centre
location and excellent accessibility to public transport. This
also helps to optimise the housing potential for the site.
7.103
The Council’s housing department identified at an
early stage of the design development the size of homes
which would be required to meet needs to the residents
of Troy Court and those of the Council’s housing waiting
list. These homes will be delivered in the first phase of the
residential development. Similarly, Hill has through engaging
with registered providers sought to provide a range of shared
ownership homes which will meet an identified need for the
area in compliance with affordability criteria.
7.104
With regard to family housing, the scheme will
provide a total of 45 x 3-bed homes, representing 9% of
the overall homes. Of these, 31% are to be provided as
Affordable housing. This provides an appropriate level of
provision for a town centre location such as this, with families
more likely to move to the existing housing stock in Woolwich
which is typified by traditional houses with gardens.
7.105
Overall, the scheme proposes a range of unit
sizes, assisting with meeting local need. The proposed
development therefore provides a mix of homes that are
appropriate to the context, whilst making the best use of
land and delivering a mixed community in line with policy
expectations.

7.106
National policy, London Plan Policy D6 (Housing
quality and standards) and RB Greenwich Core Strategy
Policy H5 provide standards in relation to promoting housing
quality.
7.107
Part A requires high quality design and the
provision of adequately-sized rooms with comfortable and
functional layouts which are fit for purpose. The Proposed
Development adheres to the minimum internal space
standards for new dwellings as set out in Table 3.1 of the
London Plan, which represents a 100% compliance. In
addition, the dwellings are all designed to meet the London
Plan’s more detailed specification for room sizes as set out in
Policy D6.
7.108
Part B and Table 3.2 of the London Plan sets out a
number of qualitative aspects which should be addressed in
the design of housing developments.
7.109
With regard to layout, orientation and form, the
Design and Access Statement shows the design evolution,
including previous scheme iterations that were explored
but subsequently discounted. The Proposed Development
provides the ideal layout and arrangement to ensure
that density is optimised, whilst ensuring that amenity is
maintained. The layout provides a coherent and legible
pattern of streets which provide a sense of safety and
maximise active frontages.
7.110
Areas of communal amenity space are provided
which would be sufficient for the number of new residents
(who also have usable private amenity). These areas
are designed to ensure safety, be overlooked, easily
accessible and meet the needs of different occupiers of
the development, overall contributing to an inclusive and
cohesive community.
7.111
The arrival into the Site will be improved, especially
from the town centre as it passes the Bull Tavern building
and through the community square. Waste and storage are
conveniently located for all blocks and the shared spaces are
fit for purpose.
7.112
Part C requires development to maximise the
provision of dual aspect dwellings and normally avoid single
aspect dwellings, which should only be provided where it
is considered a more appropriate design solution to meet
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the requirements of London Plan Policy D3(B), relating to
optimising site capacity. Single aspect dwellings would need
to ensure adequate passive ventilation, daylight and privacy
and avoid overheating.
7.113
The Proposed Development comprises 183 single
aspect homes, equating to 38% of the total development.
This differs between the blocks with Block C having the
highest proportion and Block E, the lowest. The majority
of these are one-bedroom homes, with a small number of
two-bedroom, but there are no single aspect family sized
homes. There are no north facing single aspect homes.
Within single aspect homes, living spaces are prioritised to
maximise daylighting and orientated to ensure that nonhabitable rooms are in the darker areas of the floor plan. The
Development seeks to optimise site capacity and provide
a range of unit sizes, which makes single aspect homes
unavoidable. Where they are proposed, the design ensures
that amenity is maximised.
7.114
Part D requires the development to ensure sufficient
daylight and sunlight to new and surrounding housing
that is appropriate for its urban context, whilst avoiding
overheating, minimising overshadowing and maximising the
usability of outside amenity space. These are all assessed
in further detail later in this Statement, but the proposed
scheme has been designed to reduce these impacts and
overall any impacts are considered to be minimal and/or
acceptable.
7.115
The residential development is designed to provide
functional and usable homes and internal storage which
is easily accessible and supports the provision of dry
recyclable, food waste and residual waste storage will be
provided in accordance with Part E of Policy D6.
7.116
As noted above, the development will meet the
minimum standards for all tenures and all self-contained
residential accommodation. Part F provides further detail on
specifications for private internal space and private outside
space.
7.117
In addition to the above, the Mayor has adopted
specific guidance on housing development including
the Draft Housing SPG and Good Quality Homes for All
Londoners SPG. All of the proposed homes meet or exceed
the internal space standards and provide both private
and communal amenity relevant to the size of the home
proposed in the form of a private garden or balcony and
communal amenity space at ground floor or lower roof level.
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7.118

Taking account of London Plan and local policy:

■ The development will not be assessed against Code for

Sustainable Homes, as this has since been revoked and
replaced by Building Regulations;
■ The design of the development is consistent with the

Mayor’s Housing SPG and wider housing design policies;
■ The proposed dwellings would achieve acceptable levels

of noise insulation as set out in the Noise and Vibration
chapter of the ES. The levels are appropriate for an urban
location and acceptable internal noise conditions can be
achieved through appropriate selection of glazing and
ventilation;
■ The development maximises the delivery of dual-aspect

homes, and although there would be some single aspect
homes, none of these are north facing or larger familysized homes (3 bed);
■ Balconies provide private amenity space which meet or

exceed the necessary standards and have been tested
for comfort and safety through a wind tunnel assessment;
■ Not all family housing would have direct access to a

private garden. Some three bedroom homes are situated
at upper levels and amenity would be provided in the
form of balconies, terraces and shared spaces;
■ The safety and security of residents is integral to the

design of the Scheme and which has been subject to two
meetings with Secure by Design and the local counterterrorism police. Further details are set out in the Design
and Access Statement;
■ The proposed dwellings would be of high quality and

meet the equivalent of Lifetime Homes standards,
although this is no longer applied;
■ 10% of the dwellings are to be built to full wheelchair

standards, achieving Part M4(3) of Building Regulations;
■ The development would have sufficient lifts provided in all

blocks;
■ Adequate waste recycling is being provided; and
■ Meets all fire standards. The residential has also been

designed to meet the key requirements of the draft
guidance within BS999:1 2021
7.119
The proposed accommodation is of a sufficiently
high standard to support the density of the scheme,
delivering new homes that meet the necessary space
standards and quality criteria required by planning policy.
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Accessibility
7.120
London Plan Policy D5 (Inclusive design) requires
development proposals to achieve the highest standards
of accessible and inclusive design and take account
of London’s diverse population to provide high quality
people focused spaces that are designed to facilitate
social interaction and inclusion. Development should be
convenient and welcoming with no disabling barriers,
providing independent access without additional undue
effort, separation of special treatment. Developments should
be able to be entered, used and exited safely and easily, and
be designed to incorporate emergency evacuation.
7.121
Policy D7 (Accessible Housing) requires the
provision of suitable housing and genuine choice for
London’s diverse population, including disabled people,
older people and families with young children. Residential
development must ensure that:
■ at least 10 per cent of dwellings (which are created

via works to which Part M volume 1 of the Building
Regulations applies) meet Building Regulation
requirement M4(3) ‘wheelchair user dwellings’
■ all other dwellings (which are created via works to which

Part M volume 1 of the Building Regulations applies) meet
Building Regulation requirement M4(2) ‘accessible and
adaptable dwellings’.
7.122
In accordance with London Plan Policy D7,
all dwellings will comply with Part M4(2) of the Building
Regulations and 10% of dwellings will comply with Part M4(3)
across all tenures, and these are categorised as wheelchair
compatible dwellings.
7.123
The residential development has been designed in
accordance with Building Regulations and other Wheelchair
Housing Design Guides, including the mayor’s SPDs on
inclusive design.
7.124
Entrances are recessed to protect residents and
wheelchair users from rain, communal entrances are easily
identifiable and secure, with the main entrance doors being
power assisted – also in accordance with Part M.
7.125
Detailed design of the accessible residential homes
will ensure further measures regarding glazing, materials,
lighting and acoustics.

7.126
The leisure centre is also designed to meet the
varying accessibility needs of visitors to its facilities. This
includes all entrances, stairs, ramps and vertical circulation
to meet Part M. The building incorporates accessible toilet
and changing accommodation, an accessible reception,
café and access to pools. Facilities and design measures are
also incorporated to ensure the amenity and enjoyment of
the new centre by people with hearing difficulties, those with
dementia, and the visually impaired.
7.127
Throughout the design process, alongside the
delivery of a first class facility, two key drivers have been to
meet the statutory regulatory compliance and to comply with
the Healthy Urban Planning principles
7.128
Overall, the Proposed Development will meet the
highest standards of accessible and inclusive design and
provide a welcoming environment that ensures no-one is
prevented from accessing and enjoying its various uses,
both for the leisure centre and residential element of the
development. The Proposed Development would therefore
be in accordance with the London Plan and RB Greenwich
Local Plan regarding accessible design.

Affordable Housing and Viability
7.129
Paragraph 63 of the NPPF requires planning
policies to specify the type of affordable housing required
and expect it to be met on-site, unless off-site provision or
an appropriate financial contribution in lieu can be robustly
justified and it can be agreed that this approach contributes
to the objective of creative mixed and balanced communities
7.130
Paragraph 64 sets out that major developments
should provide at least 10% of the total number of homes to
be available for affordable home ownership, unless it would
exceed the level of affordable housing required in the area,
or significantly prejudice the ability to meet the identified
affordable housing needs of specific groups. There are
exemptions to this requirement.
7.131
Policy H4 of the London Plan (Delivering affordable
housing) sets a strategic target for 50% of all new homes to
be delivered across London to be genuinely affordable and
requires housing to be provided on site. Specific measures
to achieve this aim (relevant to this Site) includes requiring
major developments which trigger affordable housing
requirements to provide affordable housing through the
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threshold approach (see Policy H5), using grant to increase
delivery beyond the level that would otherwise be provided
and public sector land delivering at least 50% affordable
housing on each site.

■ The remaining 40% to be determined by the borough as

low-cost rented homes or intermediate products based
on identified need.
7.137
As noted above, London Plan Policy H8 on estate
regeneration requires all development that includes the
replacement of affordable housing to following the Viability
Tested Route and should seek to provide an uplift in
affordable housing in addition to the replacement affordable
housing.

7.132
National policy seeks at least 25% of all affordable
homes to be ‘First Homes’, which must be discounted by a
minimum of 30% against market value, with sales prices no
higher than £420,000 in Greater London.
7.133
As set out within footnote 52 of Policy H4, the
exception to this is where the scheme involves the loss of
existing housing and estate redevelopment which is covered
by London Plan Policy H8. Under this policy, schemes
must follow the Viability Tested Route demonstrating that
the uplift in affordable housing provided (in addition to
the replacement floorspace), is the maximum reasonable
amount.

7.138
At the local level, RB Greenwich Local Plan Policy
H3 (Affordable Housing) sets out that developments of 10
or more homes or residential sites of 0.5 hectares will be
required to provide at least 35% affordable housing. The
precise percentage, distribution and type of affordable
housing will be determined by the circumstances and
characteristics of the site and of the development, including
financial viability.

7.134
In this regard, the affordable housing position for
the existing and proposed situations can be summarised as
follows:
Existing

Proposed

Affordable
Homes

Affordable

24

Total
Hab Rooms

Private
0

168

0

138

24

314
482

56

Total

Private

56

1169
1,307

Homes %

100%

0%

35%

65%

Hab Rooms %

100%

0%

11%

89%

7.135
The proposed scheme delivers a significant
increase in the level of affordable housing that exists on site
whilst also introducing private tenure housing (and a leisure
centre) to deliver a mixed and balanced community.
7.136
London Plan Policy H6 (Affordable housing tenure)
sets an affordable split of:
■ A minimum of 30% low-cost rented homes as either

London Affordable Rent or Social Rent, allocated
according to need and for Londoners on low incomes;
■ A minimum of 30% intermediate products which meet

7.139
The Proposed Development provides affordable
homes on site, with 117 shared ownership and 51 Social
Rent homes, representing 35% of the overall residential
provision and a tenure split of 30% Social Rent and 70%
Shared Ownership. The tenure split is not in complete
accordance with London Plan Policy H6, although it does
provide the required amount of Social Rent homes. The
scheme does, however, deliver the leisure centre, and the
relationship between this and the provision of Affordable
Housing is addressed below and in detail in the Financial
Viability Assessment (FVA).

the definition of genuinely affordable housing, including
London Living Rent and London Shared Ownership; and
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7.140
The transition arrangements for First Homes
ends on 28th March 2022 following its introduction in a
Written Ministerial Statement in May 2021 and is a material
consideration in the decision-making process. First Homes
would not be a conducive product to meet the affordable
housing needs of the Borough and the development has
focussed on prioritising social rented and shared ownership
homes in accordance with London Plan Policy H6.
7.141
The affordable provision has followed the Viability
Tested Route and the submitted FVA shows that the
proposed development includes the maximum reasonable
amount of affordable housing that could be provided on
Site. It also re-provides and exceeds the existing level of
affordable housing in accordance with London Plan Policy
H6 and provides an enabling development for the delivery of
a new community leisure centre for Woolwich. Accordingly, it
is considered that the level of affordable housing provision is
acceptable.

Design
7.142
High quality and inclusive design are encouraged
at all policy levels. The NPPF notes that good design is a key
aspect of sustainable development and should contribute
positively to making places better for people. Part 12 of the
NPPF outlines the requirement for good design.
7.143
Chapter 3 of the London Plan sets out the Mayor’s
policies on a number of issues relating to London’s places
and spaces. Policy D4 (Delivering Good Design) encourages
the use of masterplans and design codes to ensure that
proposed development delivers high quality design, placemaking principles, and the best use of land. Policy D5
(Inclusive Design) requires all new development in London
to achieve the highest standards of accessible and inclusive
design. In addition, proposals for tall(er) buildings should
positively contribute to the character of the area and avoid
harm to London’s heritage assets and their settings (Policy
D9 Tall Buildings).
7.144
The GLA has also published Supplementary
Guidance to the London Plan; ‘SPG: Achieving an Inclusive
Environment’ (2014) provides further detailed advice and
guidance on providing inclusive design in London.

7.145
RB Greenwich Core Strategy Policy DH1 (Design)
expects all developments to be of a high-quality design and
demonstrate that they will contribute to the improvement of
both the built and natural environments.
7.146
The respective volumes of the Design and Access
Statement prepared by CGL and FaulknerBrowns set out
the aspirations of the design to create buildings that provide
a positive relationship with the surrounding urban context,
and which takes account of the key criteria set out within
Policy DH1.
7.147
The scheme has been developed in conjunction
with the RB Greenwich’s planning and design officers and
other key stakeholders (see Section 6). In addition, the
Scheme has been developed in consultation with residents
and stakeholders through a series of public consultation
events held during various stages of the project. The events
and outcomes of which is discussed within the Statement of
Community Involvement.
7.148
The Proposed Development provides buildings
that sit positively within their surroundings and the wider
town centre. It has taken account of wider design influences
and opportunities to improve permeability and connectivity
across the site. In particular the proposals will improve
permeability across the site for existing residents located
to the south and east of the site and for the Ramgharhia
Sikh Temple at the south east corner of the site. The
development presents design excellence and contributes
towards the townscape in this part of the borough.
7.149
In accordance with policy requirements, the
Proposals provide high quality design with an appropriate
material palette that successfully responds to the locality
and the prevailing character of the surrounding buildings. A
key consideration of these Proposals is the impact on the
special interest of the surrounding heritage assets and wider
townscape, which is discussed in further detail below.

Heritage and Conservation
7.150
The Site does not contain any designated heritage
assets. It is adjacent to the Woolwich Conservation Area to
the north west and potentially within the settings of other
conservation areas and listed buildings, most notably
Equitable House on the north east side of General Gordon
Square.
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7.151
The Bull Tavern building is identified by RB
Greenwich as a local listed building; it is therefore a
non-designated heritage asset. There are no other nondesignated heritage assets on the Site but the Tramshed
building on Woolwich New Road (which is a non-designated
heritage asset) is adjacent to the west.
7.152
A schedule of on-site and nearby heritage assets
and their location are identified at Table 14.4 and Figure 12.3
of the ES.
7.153
In considering whether to grant planning
permission, the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation
Areas) Act 1990 (PLBCA) requires decision-makers to have
special regard to the desirability of preserving listed buildings
and their settings (Section 66); and to pay special attention
to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or
appearance of a conservation area (Section 72).
7.154
The NPPF (paras. 194-208) sets out the tests for
assessing the heritage asset the that may be impacted by
the proposed development. These principles of these tests
are reflected in the relevant development plan policies: LP
Policies HC1 Heritage conservation and growth and GCS
Policies DH3 Heritage Assets, DH(h) Conservation Areas,
DH9(i) Statutory Listed Buildings and DH(j).
7.155
A proportionate description of the significance of
heritage assets, as required by the NPPF (para. 194) has
been carried out at Chapter 12: Built Heritage of the ES.
7.156
For designated heritage assets, the ES (as
summarised at Table 12.5) identifies a beneficial impact on
the setting of Woolwich Conservation Area and no adverse
impact on any other conservation area (Royal Arsenal,
Woolwich Common and Plumstead Common). No adverse
impacts are identified in relation to the settings of any listed
buildings, including Equitable House. Accordingly, no harm
to the significance of any designated heritage assets has
been identified and the heritage tests at NPPF paras. 200202 are not engaged.
7.157
The proposed development will result in the partial
loss of the Bull Tavern building. The approach to the Bull
Tavern building within the proposed development is set out
in the Design and Access Statement. With reference to the
NPPF (para. 203), the proposed development will have a
direct affect on this non-designated heritage asset.
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7.158
The heritage significance of the Bull Tavern building
is derived from its curved street façade and use as a public
house. The proposed development will maintain and better
reveal the significance of the building, repairing and restoring
the principle distinctive curved façade and incorporating it as
part of a new building. This will serve as a clear reminder of
the former use and historic association with the site. A public
house (Sui Generis) will not be re-provided in the proposed
development, but the retained façade will be integrated into
a flexible commercial space (Use Class E). This will maintain
a use that allows public access and use and will provide a
public benefit that will serve the local community. The overall
effect of this will be beneficial in heritage terms.
7.159
The setting of the Tramshed building will be
enhanced through the new high-quality built edge to this
side of General Gordon Square.
7.160
These impacts are considered as part of a balanced
judgement in determining the application (NPPF para. 203)
and form part of the planning balance within the conclusions
of this statement.
7.161
In summary, there are no designated heritage
assets on the Site and the proposed development will not
result in any harm to the setting of any off-site designated
heritage assets. There will be positive direct impacts on
the Bull Tavern building and on the setting of the Tramshed
building, both non-designated heritage assets.
7.162
Overall, the proposed development has been
designed to conserve heritage assets and their significance,
preserve or enhance the settings of the Borough’s
conservation areas and listed buildings in accordance with
the PLBCA and will not result in unsympathetic alteration
of any local listed building, as sought by LP Policy HC1 and
GCS Policies DH(h), DH(i) and DH(j) respectively.
Townscape and Views
7.163
London Plan Policy D9 (Tall Buildings) states that
the height of what is considered a tall building will vary in
different parts of London but it “‘should not be less than
6 storeys or 18 metres’”. The policy also sets out that “tall
buildings should only be developed in locations that are
identified as suitable in development plans.”
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7.164
Further, Policy D9 notes that the views of buildings
from different distances should be considered, including
long-range views (developments should make a “positive
contribution to the existing and emerging skyline and not
adversely affect local or strategic views”), mid-range views
(developments should a “positive contribution to the local
townscape in terms of legibility, proportions and materiality”),
and immediate views (developments should “have a direct
relationship with the street, maintaining the pedestrian scale,
character and vitality of the street”.).
7.165
The Site is not situated within any of the strategic
views identified within the London View Management
Framework (LVMF), and therefore has no potential to impact
such views.
7.166
Local Plan Policy DH2 (Tall buildings) sets out
that ‘tall buildings may be appropriate in Woolwich Town
Centre, Greenwich Peninsula, Greenwich Peninsula West,
East Creekside, Charlton Riverside, Tamesis Point in
Thamesmead, Thamesmead Town Centre, the area directly
surrounding Abbey Wood train station, and ‘the Hub’ area
surrounding Kidbrooke station. All other parts of Royal
Greenwich are inappropriate for tall buildings.’
7.167
The Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment has
been prepared by Neves Urbanism which forms Volume 2 of
the Environmental Statement.
7.168
The Proposed Development is assessed to have a
minor and beneficial effect on the townscape character of
Woolwich Town Centre, with the leisure centre providing a
new civic building that positively addresses Woolwich New
Road and the introduction of mid-rise and taller residential
buildings are not uncharacteristic in this context. Uses at
ground floor would activate the elevations and provide
natural surveillance.
7.169
The Proposed Development would have a minor
and beneficial effect on the North West Plumstead character
area. Glimpsed views would be possible from the Royal
Arsenal and there would be no effect on the Woolwich
dockyard area.

7.170
Neaves Urbanism has assessed the Proposed
Development’s Zone of Theoretical Visibility. To the northwest of the site the Leisure Centre provides a positive
addition to General Gordon Square and its design responds
to the listed Equitable House and the Tramshed building. The
introduction of mid-rise and taller residential buildings within
the south-east of the site is not an uncharacteristic feature of
the visual receptor’s views within the area.
7.171
The variation in the Proposed Development’s
façade material helps to break its perceived mass within the
views; whilst the window openings and stacked cantilevered
balconies provide a vertical articulation and visual interest.
7.172
The Proposed Development provides
improvements to the pavements and new public realm within
the site. The latter includes a publicly accessible community
square and a central garden which accommodates various
pedestrian and cycle links between Vincent Road and
Wilmount Street.
7.173
The significant visual impacts of the Proposed
Development is on the view from General Gordon Square
(RV1) and Vincent Road (RV6), although both of these views
would experience beneficial impacts.
7.174
As set out in Local Plan Policy DH2, Woolwich Town
Centre is identified as a suitable location for tall buildings,
and this is in accordance with the London Plan Policy D9.
7.175
The TVIA has assessed the visual impact of the
development in long, mid and immediate views and will
be of an exemplary architectural quality. Functionally, the
Proposed Development has been designed to maximise the
regeneration benefits of the proposal and ensure that the
buildings can be appropriately serviced, accesses and not
have a material impact on adjoining buildings.
7.176
As set out in later sections, the buildings have
been assessed with regard to their environmental impacts,
including on wind, microclimate and daylight and sunlight.
7.177
Overall, the Proposed Development is considered
to accord with the tall buildings policies set out at the
regional and national level and would enhance the local
townscape.
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■ 84% of rooms assessed benefit from the BRE target

Impact on Amenity

levels of Annual Probable Sunlight Hours (APSH) which is
also considered to be a good level of sunlight.

Daylight/Sunlight & Overshadowing
7.178
At all policy levels there is a requirement to
prevent unacceptable harm to amenity arising from
new development. The NPPF seeks to prevent new and
existing development from contributing to or being put at
unacceptable risk from adverse impact.
7.179
The London Plan reiterates this, providing guidance
for new developments on how to design out adverse impact
on neighbouring amenity. Policy D6 (Housing quality and
standards) expects new developments to provide sufficient
daylight and sunlight to new and surrounding housing,
whilst avoiding overheating, minimising overshadowing and
maximising the usability of outside amenity space.
7.180
Policy D9 (tall buildings) continues, proposals for tall
buildings should address environmental impacts, including
wind, daylight, sunlight penetration and temperature
conditions around the building(s) and neighbourhood.
7.181
At the Local level, Core Strategy Policy DH(b)
(Protection of amenity for adjacent occupiers) states that
the Council will only permit applications where it can be
demonstrated that the proposed development will lead to an
unacceptable loss of amenity to adjacent occupiers.
7.182
A Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing
Assessment has been prepared by Point 2 Surveyors
as part of the ES, which assesses the impact of the
Proposed Development on daylight and sunlight amenity to
surrounding residential properties and the overshadowing
on gardens, amenity and open spaces. This has assessed
564 windows servicing 382 residential rooms in 34 individual
properties.
7.183
In summary, the baseline assessment shows that in
the existing situation:

7.184

In the proposed situation:

■ 68% of windows would meet the BRE guidelines on VSC;
■ 87% of windows would meet the BRE guidelines on NSL;
■ Only 8 rooms (out of 135) would experience alterations in

APSH beyond the BRE target values.
7.185
Most properties would experience alterations
in daylight levels that are not noticeable and therefore a
negligible change. Four properties are considered to have a
minor adverse / not significant impact.
7.186
Major adverse effects are noted for some
properties, with regard to the loss of daylight or sunlight
amenity. 16-18 Wilmount Street is the only property that
would have such an impact on both daylight and sunlight.
7.187
The effects identified are not considered unusual
or unacceptable in the context of a site, that is largely
cleared (except at its periphery) that is expected to support
high density and tall buildings and are in keeping with
the BRE guidelines, including its advocacy on flexibility in
characteristically dense urban locations of this nature and in
line with planning policy.
7.188
The overshadowing results on amenity areas
record negligible effects and no further design mitigation is
considered necessary with regard to these impacts.
7.189
In addition, the assessment has shown that there
are no additional significant cumulative effects nor is there
significant impacts on planned future developments.
7.190
Overall, the Proposed Development would
not cause an unacceptable loss of amenity to adjacent
occupiers by reducing the amount of daylight or sunlight, nor
overshadowing to open spaces.

■ 66% of windows in surrounding properties are in

accordance with the BRE target values on Vertical Sky
Component (VSC), which is considered a good level of
daylight;
■ 93% of rooms assess retain a No Sky-Line (NSL) level

in accordance with the BRE guidelines, which is also a
good level of daylight distribution overall.
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Privacy and Overlooking
7.191
London Plan Policy D3 (Optimising site capacity
through the design led approach) sets out that development
proposals should deliver appropriate outlook, privacy and
amenity.
7.192
In relation to privacy of tall buildings Policy D9 (Tall
buildings) stipulates that development proposals should
address visual impacts including immediate views from the
surrounding streets whereby attention should be paid to the
base of the building. It should have a direct relationship with
the street, maintaining the pedestrian scale, character and
vitality of the street. Where the edges of the site are adjacent
to buildings of significantly lower height or parks and other
open spaces there should be an appropriate transition in
scale between the tall building and its surrounding context to
protect amenity or privacy.
7.193
Local Plan Policy DH(b) (Protection of amenity
for adjacent occupiers) confirms that when determining
applications the Council will only permit development where
it does not cause unacceptable loss of amenity to adjacent
occupiers by reducing privacy they enjoy or result in an
unneighbourly sense of enclosure.
7.194
The London Housing SPG (2017) requires all
new development the position and aspect of habitable
rooms with regard to privacy and expects developments to
demonstrate how the design as a whole uses a variety of
measures to provide adequate visual and acoustic privacy
for every home in a development.
7.195
The Housing SPG goes on to set out that decision
makers should recognise that fully optimising housing
potential on large sites may necessitate standards which
depart from those presently experienced but which still
achieve satisfactory levels of residential amenity and avoid
unacceptable harm.
7.196
The Proposed Development has been carefully
developed to ensure a building typology, layout, scale and
density that ensures a high quality of residential unit, which
provides acceptable amenity to both the future residents
and the residents of nearby developments. The proposed
blocks have sufficient separation distances to ensure that
overlooking is reduced and a good level of privacy and
outlook is provided.

7.197
The proposed Blocks are also situated a
considerable distance from the Armstrong Estate blocks and
other properties to the south, such that overlooking, privacy
and outlook impacts on neighbouring properties would be
acceptable. Similarly Block D has been set at 23 metres
(building to building) from the Ramgathria Sikh Temple
building in response to concerned raised about privacy and
overlooking.
7.198
Overall, the density of the Site has been optimised,
and the design ensures the creation of five new residential
buildings that would ensure an appropriate impact on both
neighbouring and internal amenity.

Sustainable Transport and Movement
7.199
The London Plan expects developments to make
the most effective use of land, reflecting connections to
existing and future public transport hubs, walking and
cycling routes, and ensuring that any impacts on London’s
transport networks and supporting infrastructure are
mitigated (Policy T1 Strategic approach to transport).
7.200 Policy T2 (Healthy Streets) states that proposals
should reduce the dominance of vehicles on London’s
streets, whilst being permeable and well-connected to
existing and future pedestrian and cycling networks, as well
as public transport services.
7.201 Both the London Plan and the Mayor’s Housing
SPG expect 3% of all new homes to be provided with
disabled parking (1 space minimum) from the outset.
Applicants should be able to demonstrate how a further 7%
(up to 10% provision in total) can be provided.
7.202 At the local level, RB Greenwich expects
developments to contribute towards improved accessibility
by reducing private vehicle movements as far as possible
and prioritising the needs of pedestrians, cyclists and
public transport users (Policy IM4 Sustainable travel). High
standards of safety, accessibility and convenience will be
required, including establishing and maintaining links with
public transport.
7.203 The Royal Borough will also strongly encourage
contributions to car clubs and pool car schemes in place
of private parking in new developments across Royal
Greenwich and seek the provision of electric charging points
as part of any car parking provision, following the minimum
standards set out in the London Plan.
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7.204 The Site is in a highly accessible location and will
be car free, apart from 10 blue badge parking spaces (2%
of the total number of homes) for the residential element
and four for the leisure centre, in line with planning policy
expectations. The Transport Assessment, prepared by
WSP, notes feedback from TfL during pre-application
discussions, the Sites highest PTAL level, in addition to
census and survey data as the rationale for the lower than
normal level of residential Blue Badge parking. It confirms
agreement with RB Greenwich Highways and TfL that 10
Blue Badge spaces (2%) will adequately meet the needs of
future residents with blue badge permit holders.
7.205 Of the 10 bays to be provided, it is proposed that
2 of these spaces will have access to an electric vehicle
charging point and the remaining 8 will have passive
provision in line with London Plan expectations. For the
leisure centre, the existing on-street parking layout on
Vincent Road is to be reconfigured to accommodate four
Blue Badge spaces.
7.206 London Plan policy T5 sets out minimum
cycle parking standards. RB Greenwich expect all new
developments to meet, as a minimum, the standards for
cycle parking as set out in the London Plan. In line with
these standards the proposals include the provision of 1,098
new cycle parking spaces for all of the proposed uses,
exceeding policy standards.
7.207 The distribution of these spaces is broken down as
follows:
Use

Long-term
Spaces

Short-Stay/
Visitor Spaces

Leisure Centre

6

Up to 124

Commercial Units 15

57

Residential

882

14

Total

903

195

Total Combined:

1,098

7.208 The masterplan for the Site has made significant
steps to improve pedestrian movement through and around
the site, providing clear safe routes towards the town
centre and public transport interchanges. This principle
directly addresses the site requirements set out in draft
site allocation W9 to reintroduce public pedestrian routes
between Vincent Road and Wilmount Street.
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7.209 Significant improvements will be made to the
junctions of Woolwich New Road/Vincent Road and
Woolwich New Road/Wilmount Street through the
introduction of raised tables and kerb build-outs. As
part Vincent Road junction re-design, a kerb build-out is
proposed along the northern elevation of the Leisure Centre
to help reduce crossing distances and pedestrian visibility to
Woolwich Arsenal Station and General Gordon Square.
7.210 The new layout will provide a significantly improved
pedestrian environment when compared to the existing site
both through and around the site. Access to the station for
pedestrians from the south and east of the site, including
for the Ramgarhia Sikh Temple are significantly improved.
New high quality resting places for pedestrians have been
provided within the public realm encouraging people to stop
and rest in the public square on their journeys.
7.211
The feasibility of opening up a direct link between
the Site and the Armstrong Estate has been explored
in detail and discussed with RB Greenwich officers and
councillors, but subsequently not taken forward as part
of this Application. This is because of secured by design
considerations, the significant level change which would
necessitate a ramp over 80m in length, the loss of Category
B trees and amenity space.
7.212
Instead, improvements to the quality of the public
realm and lighting on Vincent Road and Wilmount Street,
which will be secured via a s278 agreement, will improve the
entrance to the Armstrong Estate from Vincent Road, linking
the wider pedestrian environment with the new circulation
routes. In any event, it would be a shorter walk from the
Armstrong Estate to the town centre via Wilmount St/Vincent
Road, rather than along a ramp and through the Site.
7.213
A Framework Travel Plan has also been prepared
by WSP which sets out the potential outcomes, targets and
measures to promote active and more sustainable travel
choices for both leisure centre and residential parts of the
Site.
7.214
For the residential, targets are to be set to increase
walking and cycling year on year. Hard measures include
the provision of the EV charging spaces, cycle parking, and
the layout of the development. Soft measures include the
appointment of a travel plan coordinator, community notice
boards and a residential travel pack that would promote
access, cycling health and car sharing initiatives.
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7.215
The leisure centre has its own targets for target
mode shares, including the addition of public transport. In
addition to the above, an employee travel leaflet would be
prepared, including additional information on available and
nearby travel initiatives.
Delivery and Servicing
7.216 RB Greenwich Core Strategy Policy IM(c) (Parking
Standards) confirms developments must provide the
minimum level of car parking provision necessary, for people
with disabilities, as set out in the London Plan, and ensure
provision for servicing, safe pick-up, drop-off and waiting
areas for vehicles such as taxis and coaches, where that
activity is likely to be associated with the development.
7.217
With regards to delivery and servicing, the
residential element of the development is estimated to result
in 60 daily servicing trips. In the normal course, all vehicles
will enter and exit the Site via Vincent Road, and a turning
space is proposed to the south of Blocks A and B to ensure
vehicles enter and exit the Site in forward gear keeping
the central garden space clear of vehicles. In addition to
emergency vehicles, residential refuse collections and larger
delivery vehicles will be able to access the site off Vincent
Road and travel through the site, exiting off Wilmount Street.
No other vehicles will be allowed permission to travel through
the site.
7.218
It is estimated that the Leisure Centre will result in a
maximum of three deliveries per day linked to the café and
any post, stationary, uniform or leisure equipment, in addition
to a delivery for swimming pool chemicals estimated to take
place every 2-3 weeks. As outlined within the Delivery and
Servicing Plan (WSP), the loading bay on Wilmount Street
will cater for these deliveries, which are to take place outside
of peak hours to minimise disruption.

Energy and Sustainability
7.219
London Plan Policy SI2 (Minimising greenhouse gas
emissions) confirms major development should be net zerocarbon. This means reducing greenhouse gas emissions
in operation and minimising both annual and peak energy
demand in accordance with the following energy hierarchy:
■ be lean: use less energy and manage demand during

operation
■ 8 exploit local energy resources (such as secondary heat)

and supply energy efficiently and cleanly
■ be green: maximise opportunities for renewable energy

by producing, storing and using renewable energy on-site
■ be seen: monitor, verify and report on energy

performance.
7.220 A minimum on-site reduction of at least 35 per
cent beyond Building Regulations is required for major
development. Residential development should achieve 10
per cent, and non-residential development should achieve
15 per cent through energy efficiency measures.
7.221 Where it is clearly demonstrated that the zerocarbon target cannot be fully achieved on-site, any shortfall
should be provided, in agreement with the borough, either:
•
through a cash in lieu contribution to the borough’s
carbon offset fund, or
•
off-site provided that an alternative proposal is
identified, and delivery is certain.
7.222 Referable applications should also calculate whole
lifecycle carbon emissions through a nationally recognised
Whole Life-Cycle Carbon Assessment and demonstrate
actions taken to reduce life-cycle carbon emissions.
7.223 RB Greenwich Core Strategy Policy EI (Carbon
Emissions) confirms carbon emissions will be reduced in
accordance with the Mayor’s energy hierarchy.
7.224 An Overarching Energy Strategy has been prepared
by Buro Happold, informed by detailed energy assessments
for the residential, commercial and leisure uses. The
assessment has been prepared in line with the GLA’s Energy
Assessment Guidance (April 2020) and has also been
subject to pre-application consultation with GLA energy
officers.
7.225 Reference should be made to the full document for
details, however the key conclusions are set out below.
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7.226

Be Lean:

■ High performance building fabrics have been specified

including a minimum standard for air permeability of 3.5
m³/h.m² for the residential units, 5.0 m³/h.m² for the nonresidential blocks a and b and 2.5 m³/h.m² for the leisure
centre and efficient U-Values.

The remaining reduction requirements will be met through
an offsetting payment to Greenwich calculated prior to
commencement of the development.
7.231 A Whole Life Cycle Carbon Assessment has been
prepared, in line with policy expectations. The assessment
confirms that,

■ The development will utilise high efficiency internal

lighting that exceeds the minimum efficacy standards
including LEDs in all of the residential units.
■ Dimming controls, local switches and PIR sensors will be

incorporated where appropriate.
■ Cooling is not required for the residential units. Heat

pumps will be utilised for the non-residential blocks a and
b and the leisure centre to meet Part L values.
7.227

Be Clean:

■ The statement confirms that there are no planned or

existing local heat networks for the development to
connect to and therefore, the strategy has accounted
for an on-site energy centre, which will also serve the
neighbouring Tramshed building. Measures have been
incorporated to allow for a future connection to a network
should one come forward.
7.228

Be Green:

■ Solar Photovoltaic Panels will be installed on all available

roofs.

Overheating Assessment
7.232 London Plan Policy SI4 expects all new proposals
to minimise adverse impacts on the urban heat island
through design, layout, orientation, materials and the
incorporation of green infrastructure. Major proposals
should demonstrate how they will reduce the potential for
internal overheating and reliance on air conditioning systems
in accordance with the cooling hierarchy.
7.233 The energy statement and overheating
assessments confirm that overheating risk was considered
early in the design process to ensure compliance with
relevant standards. Suitable passive measures have been
incorporated within the building envelope and services
design to mitigate overheating and reduce cooling demand.
7.234 The proposed approach involves a natural
ventilation strategy ensuring compliance with the
requirements of CIBSE TM 59 and TM49. Passive measures
include providing dual aspect units, where possible, and
openable windows.

■ Air source heat pumps are proposed to supply the district

heating network with higher efficiencies achieved through
the use of heat recovery in times of simultaneous heating
and cooling demand.
7.229

Be Seen:

■ Effective energy metering in line with Be Seen

requirements (and other relevant standards) will be
enabled by the provision of suitable infrastructure within
the buildings services systems.
7.230 The overall effect of these measures is that the
development results in a combined regulated carbon dioxide
saving of 11,744 tonnes CO2 per annum equating to a 54%
reduction over Part L (split between 52% domestic savings
and 56% non-domestic savings). Overall, the development
exceeds the minimum on-site reduction requirements.
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Landscape, Open Space and Play Space Provision
7.235 London Plan Policy S4 (Play and informal
recreation) and the Mayors Play and Informal Recreation
SPG expect residential proposals to increase opportunities
for play and information recreation and enable children and
young people to be independently mobile. Developments
must incorporate good quality, accessible play provision for
all ages, with at least 10sqm of playable space provided per
child. Large-scale public realm developments should also
incorporate incidental play space.
7.236 RB Greenwich Core Strategy, Policy H(e) (Children’s
play areas) expects major residential developments to
provide suitably equipped and well-designed children’s play
areas that cater for the different age groups who will be living
in the development.
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7.237 The supporting text confirms that the Council may
accept the provision of a play area in a nearby area of public
open space rather than within the development itself, where
it is deemed to be more beneficial to the local community.
Alternatively, a financial contribution towards enhancing
existing, nearby provision may also be acceptable, in certain
circumstances.
7.238 In line with London Plan and SPG requirements
the proposed development is required to provide 1,152.2
sqm of play space, based on a total child yield of 115.2. The
doorstep play space requirement (under 5’s) is 591sqm,
based on a child yield of 59.1.
7.239 The proposal will provide a total of 1,333 sqm onsite
and dedicated playspace, which is to be delivered through
several means within both the communal amenity areas and
public realm. A full breakdown of the strategy is included
in the Landscape chapter of the Design and Access
Statement.
7.240 Play space for 0-5 year olds focuses on doorstep
play with dedicated areas within the residential courtyards,
formed as landscaped spaces with engaging play features.
For 5-11 year olds, facilities within the courtyard and roof
space are supplemented by areas in the central garden and
community square, which includes play equipment and
informal play.
7.241
For the 12+ age group (incorporating 16-17 year
olds), the communal square and central garden spaces are
also available for exercise and a meeting place for teenagers.
Older age groups will also be able to access the leisure
centre and play facilities in the local area, which includes the
Sunbury Street Playground, Glyndon Adventure Play Centre
and surrounding parks.
7.242 In addition to the dedicated play, there is
approximately 1,880 sqm of ‘incidental play’ comprising the
communal areas which are free from traffic and available for
informal playing.

7.243 A mixture of soft and hard landscaping had been
designed within the scheme. Further details of these spaces
are contained within the landscaping chapter of the Design
and Access Statement, but this includes:
■ The creation of a communal square which provides a

focal point for community use and adjacent to the Bull
Tavern building, which includes a performance stage and
play areas;
■ The creation of a central garden comprising a green

space with tree planting and a key landscape interface
between the proposed blocks;
■ Courtyards within and between the residential blocks to

provide recreational and social space for residents;
■ Improvements to public realm around the edges of the

site, including the road frontages and entrances to the
leisure centre and residential parts of the development;
■ The planting of 59 new trees, selected for their ecological

value, seasonal interest and form;
■ The planting of other hedgerows around the residential

blocks;
■ Enhancing biodiversity through extensive planting, green

roofs, green spaces and other habitat creation;
■ A mix of public and private spaces, as well as defensible

spaces;
■ Landscape features includes a timber stage, with

canopy, timber pergola, cycle stands and seating;
■ A lighting design that responds to the character of the

areas and provides functional and atmospheric lighting.
7.244 In accordance with the London Plan and Local
Plan, the development provides sufficient play space that
caters for age groups and provides a very high quality
landscape design, which includes replacement trees and
other planting that is appropriate for the site, its context,
users.

Biodiversity & Urban Greening
7.245 Chapter 15 of the NPPF focuses on conservation
and enhancement of the natural environment, stating
plans should identify and pursue opportunities for securing
measurable net gains for biodiversity.
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7.246 The Mayor of London has developed a generic
Urban Greening Factor model to assist boroughs and
developers in determining the appropriate provision of urban
greening for new developments. Policy G5 (Urban Greening)
sets an interim target score of 0.4 for developments that
are predominately residential, and a target score of 0.3 for
predominately commercial development (excluding B2 and
B8 uses).
7.247
The Urban Green Factor for the Proposed
Development is summarised in the Landscape chapter of
the Design and Access Statement, alongside the landscape
strategy and biodiversity net gain assessment. The
proposal will achieve a combined UGF score of 0.20 with
a split of 0.26 for the residential part of the site and 0.09
for the Leisure Centre. This is due to the large building
footprint of the Leisure Centre and the inability to fully utilise
the roof space for biodiverse planting due to the roof plant
requirements and the delivery of a hard surface community
square and new access routes through the site. .
7.248 The landscape strategy demonstrates how the
design has maximised greening, beyond the required
hard and sealed surfaces. This includes extensive green
roofs covering the majority of each of the residential blocks
and part of the leisure centre, intensive green roofs, tree
planting, hedges, flower-rich planting, rain garden and
groundcover planting and grassland. Ultimately the 0.4
score for residential has not been met, however the design
has maximised the greening of the site. The opportunity
to increase the green roof on the leisure centre has been
explored, although this has an extensive requirement for roof
level plant and contains PVs which assists in meeting energy
policies.
7.249 London Plan Policy G6 (Biodiversity and access to
nature) outlines that development proposals should make
a positive contribution to the protection, enhancement,
creation and management of biodiversity, where feasible.
7.250 Local Plan Policy OS(f) (Ecological factors) sets
out requirements for development proposals to take into
account ecological factors. Policy DH1 (Design) requires all
developments to enhance biodiversity consistent with the
Greenwich Biodiversity Action Plan (which was published in
2010) with Policy E(f) (Living Roofs and Walls) encouraging
the use of living roofs or walls, where feasible.
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7.251
Livings roofs are required to have a soil substrate
depth of between 80mm and 150mm. The depth of the
substrate is required to vary within this range to maximise
the biodiversity benefits. The design, installation and
maintenance of living roofs should be consistent with the
most recent version of the GRO Green Roof Code.
7.252 An Ecological Appraisal has been prepared by
BSG Ecology which forms part of this Application, and
pursuant to surveys carried out in 2019 and 2020. The
report highlights that there are no designated sites within
the vicinity of the Site and there is a generally low probability
of any habitats that would be suitable to support protected
species.
7.253 The Ecological Appraisal confirms that the
Proposed Development would result in the loss of habitats
of low ecological value, and that includes buildings
and hardstanding, immature trees, amenity grassland,
introduced shrub and poor hedgerows. Conditions are
proposed to ensure that tree removal works are undertaken
outside of nesting season (unless a suitably qualified
ecologist confirms the absence of nesting birds) to reduce
the impact on nesting birds, or for construction to be
undertaken following confirmation from an ecologist that no
birds are present.
7.254 The report concludes by identifying a number
of enhancement opportunities, including green roofs,
landscape planting, further tree planting, bird boxes, log
piles and invertebrate hotels.
7.255 BSG Ecology has also prepared a Biodiversity Net
Gain Report which presents the methods and results of the
BNG Assessment. The existing Site has a low biodiversity
score, and therefore the potential for net gain biodiversity is
great.
7.256 The results of the Biodiversity Net Gain identified
that the Proposed Development would achieve a 207% net
gain to habitat areas and a 54% score for hedgerows. In
addition, the Scheme will incorporate extensive green roofs,
native flowing, hedgerows, trees and amenity space, as well
as ecological benefits, all of which contribute wider benefits
to the Local Biodiversity Action Plan targets.
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Trees
7.257 London Plan Policy G7 (Trees and Woodlands)
expects development proposals to ensure that, wherever
possible, existing trees of value are retained. If planning
permission is granted that necessitates the removal of
trees there should be adequate replacement based on
the existing value of the benefits of the trees removed. The
planting of additional trees should generally be included in
new developments – particularly large-canopied species
which provide a wider range of benefits because of the larger
surface area of their canopy.
7.258 RB Greenwich Core Strategy, Policy OS(f)
(Ecological Factors) confirms that proposals will be expected
to take account of ecological factors on site, including
existing trees.
7.259 An Arboricultural Report has been prepared by The
Mayhew Consultancy following a survey of the existing trees
on and around the Site, and considers the potential impacts
arising from the Development.
7.260 The survey identified a total of 29 individual trees
and one group of trees on and off the Site, four of which
were of such a condition that require immediate removal
due to their condition. The Proposed Development results
in a further 23 trees being removed, in favour of the
Development.
7.261 The majority of the removed trees are Category
C and U and the removal includes four trees which are
dead or dying and therefore require removal irrespective of
development. The trees within Troy Court are unlikely to be
maintainable following extensive ground works in the eastern
part of the Site and therefore it is proposed to remove and
replace as part of post-development landscaping.
7.262 A small, discrete group of Norway maple are
centrally positioned on the Site and their retention would
unduly constrain the full development potential of the Site.
In addition, trees within the existing car park would further
constrain development and will be replaced as part of the
wider landscaping proposals.
7.263
Tree protection measures are recommendation to
protect any remaining trees in accordance with best practice
and standards, and these recommendations are likely to be
conditioned.

7.264 The Proposed Development includes a total of 59
new trees in a combination of seven species, which have
been selected for their ecological value, seasonal interest
and form.
7.265 Tree planting on the perimeter and internal streets
offer seasonal variation, colour and shape which add to the
landscape character and identity. Their semi-mature height
gives instant impact and responds to the adjacent building
heights.
7.266 Contrasting to this, the trees through the Central
Garden and Community Square are a mix of species and
are planted in a more playful manner that create a layered
greening and interest for the public.
7.267 Tree planting in the residential courtyards responds
with a smaller scale. These are ornamental trees which
create an interesting addition to the landscape design of the
courtyards for residents
7.268 Overall, the Proposed Development is considered
to be in accordance with the relevant policies on trees. The
tree removals are necessary to facilitate the development,
and whilst some loss of some trees is unfortunate, the
Proposed Development comprises double the number
of existing trees, of higher quality and which fit within the
landscaping of the new development.
Flood Risk and Sustainable Drainage
7.269 At the regional level the London Plan (2021)
recognises the inherent risk of flooding and alongside
the Thames Estuary Plan, sets out ways to manage and
mitigate flood risk across the Capital. Policy SI 12 (Flood
Risk Management) expects all proposals to ensure that
flood risk is minimised and mitigated and that residual risk is
addressed. Proposals should also contribute towards the
aims set out within the Thames Estuary 2100 Plan.
7.270 London is at particular risk from surface water
flooding, primarily due to the large extent of impermeable
surfaces. As such, Policy SI 13 (Sustainable Drainage)
expects all proposals to aim to achieve greenfield run-off
rates and ensure that surface water run-off is managed as
close to the source as possible. Proposals should promote
sustainable drainage solutions in line with the drainage
hierarchy set out in Policy SI 13.
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7.271 At the local level, the Greenwich Core Strategy
expects all developments to contribute towards mitigating
the impacts of climate change and incorporate effective
measures to combat issues such as flooding from the
outset. Policy E2 (Flood Risk) sets out the Council’s Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment and the steps developers should
follow. All developments should reduce flood risk by:
■ Applying the sequential and exception tests as

detailed in the National Planning Policy Framework and
accompanying technical guidance.
■ Demonstrating consideration of all forms of flood risk by

preparing flood risk assessments, in line with advice from
the Environment Agency.
7.272 A Flood Risk Assessment has been undertaken
in support of the application, prepared by GTA Civils. The
assessment confirms that the site is located within Flood
Zone 1 and therefore, has a low probability of flooding from
rivers or sea. The NPPF states that all forms of development
are appropriate within Zone 1. As such, the proposed
development is considered acceptable in policy terms.
7.273 In line with policy standards, a surface water
drainage strategy has been developed to reduce peak
runoff. Below ground investigations have confirmed that
there is a significant amount of Made Ground on the site and
therefore, infiltration drainage has been discounted. Further,
there is limited space available for Sustainable Urban
Drainage (SUDs) features such as swales or wetlands. SUDs
measures proposed include: green roofs, rain gardens and
attenuation storage tanks. Rainwater harvesting systems
will also considered where feasible. It is proposed that
any additional runoff will continue to be discharged to the
existing public combined sewer network.
7.274
With the above measures in place, the development
will achieve a total maximum controlled surface water run-off
rate of 17.7 l/s during a 1 in 100-year storm event.
7.275 It is proposed that the development will use the
existing sewer network. Thames Water has indicated that
capacity exists to accept both the foul and surface water
flows from the Proposed Development.
7.276 As set out above, the proposed development meets
the relevant requirements relating to flood risk and drainage.
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Fire Safety
7.277 Fire safety is a key design matter for all residential
developments and should be considered from the outset to
ensure the highest standards can be met.
7.278 At the regional level, the London Plan (2021),
Policy D12 (Fire Safety) sets out clear criteria for all new
developments to ensure that the highest standards of fire
safety can be achieved.
7.279 Part B of Policy D12 expects all major application
proposals to be supported by a Fire Safety Statement
produced by a third party suitably qualified assessor.
7.280 In line with planning policy a robust Fire Strategy
has been produced by Arup setting out the proposed
strategy for fire safety management for the leisure centre and
Affinity Fire has prepared a Fire Strategy Statement for the
residential buildings and other non-residential buildings.
7.281 The strategy for the leisure centre will meet the
functional requirements of Part B of The Building Regulations
2010 (as amended) through compliance with the risk-based
fire safety standard BS 9999:2017. The following measures
(amongst others) have been incorporated into the design of
the building to reduce the risk of fire spread and promote fire
safety:
■ Automatic fire detection and alarm system,
■ Simultaneous evacuation strategy,
■ Evacuation lifts,
■ Compartmentation,
■ Heat and smoke ventilation

7.282 With the measures set out above in place the
proposed Leisure Centre design meets the criteria set out
in London Plan Policy D12 and is therefore considered to be
acceptable in planning terms.
7.283 The residential fire strategy has been developed
to facilitate a ‘stay put’ evacuation policy. All of the units
will be equipped with sprinklers and high quality detection
and alarm systems. The travel distances within the homes
to entrance doors are within the recommended limits and
hallways will be provided with a fire resistance of 30 minutes
in line with relevant guidance. Suitable ventilation will be
provided within all of the homes and communal areas.
Specific details are provided within the statement.
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7.284 In anticipation of BS9991 2021 coming into practice
later this year, the scheme has been designed to allow for
the proposed guidance to be adopted with minimal design
changes. The following measures have been considered:
■ The stairs and lifts are being accessed from a protected

lobby on all floor levels.
■ Evacuation lifts, associated refuge points and emergency

voice communication systems are to be provided in the
protected lift lobby on each floor level.
■ The stair cores can be converted to a pressurisation

system.
7.285 In line with London Plan Policy D12 all of the
buildings will be provided with evacuation lifts, with
protected egress at ground floor (apart from block C, which
is at LG level).
7.286 As set out above, fire safety has been considered
from the outset of the development and has been
incorporated into the detailed design of the residential
blocks. As such, the proposals are compliant with policy
D12.
Circular Economy
7.287 A circular economy is a model of production and
consumption, which involves sharing, re-using, repairing,
and recycling existing materials and for as long as possible
with the aim of minimising residual waste.
7.288 The Mayor of London expects all referable
applications to adopt and implement circular economy
principles to extend the useful life of buildings, increase
resource efficiency and reduce waste. London Plan Policy SI
7 (Reducing Waste and Supporting the Circular Economy)
states that all referable applications should promote
circular economy outcomes and aim to be net zero-waste.
A Circular Economy Statement should accompany all
applications demonstrating how materials will be re-used or
recycled, waste will be minimised and building performance
monitored.
7.289 A Circular Economy Statement has been prepared
and submitted in support of the application. The statement
confirms that the following measures will be incorporated, in
line with recommended National and GLA guidance:

■ Sustainable procurement of materials: a sustainable

procurement plan for materials will be devised to ensure
that chosen materials for the development have minimal
environmental impact and low embodied carbon.
Materials chosen will target a benchmark of 20% re-used
or recycled content.
■ Material resource efficiency: Alongside ensuring that

materials chosen are sustainably sourced, the proposed
design approach will focus on resource efficiency in order
to reduce wastage.
■ Re-use and recycling techniques during demolition:

Within the proposed buildings to be demolished reusable materials will be stripped out and recycled via a
suitable merchant. Other materials will be crushed and
re-used on-site within new piling mats to further reduce
wastage.
■ Site Waste Management: The contractor will be

required to investigate and implement opportunities to
minimize and reduce waste generation as far as possible.
A waste reporting form will be provided by the main
contractor.
■ Operational Management: Waste reduction during the

operational phase of the development has also been
considered following the waste hierarchy set out in the
London Plan. The development is committed to meet
the Mayor’s target for 65% municipal waste recycling by
2030 and will strive to ensure no recyclable waste is sent
to landfill by 2026.
■ End of Life Strategy: The primary aim is to extend the

lifetime of the development through the measures set out
above.
7.290 As demonstrated, the circular economy principles
have been considered from the outset of the development
and will be implemented at each key stage. As such, the
proposals are in line with planning policy.
Air Quality
7.291 At the regional level, the Mayor of London has
stated aspirations to greatly improve London’s air quality,
reduce exposure to poor air quality and minimize inequalities
in levels of exposure to air pollution. London Plan Policy SI
1 (Improving Air Quality) sets minimum standards for new
developments to meet in respect of improving air quality and
reducing pollution including:
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7.292 Developments must be at least Air Quality Neutral,
and proposals should use design solutions to prevent or
minimize increased exposure to existing air pollution and
make provision to address local problems of air quality
in preference to post-design or retro-fitted mitigation
measures.
7.293 The Royal Borough of Greenwich was declared an
Air Quality Management Area for PM10 and NO2 emissions
and as such, proposals with the potential to result in any
significant impact on air quality will be resisted unless
measures to minimise the impact of air pollutants are
included. Core Strategy Policy Ec (Air Pollution) expects all
new major developments to reduce CO2, PM10 and NO2
emissions and take account of the need to reduce exposure
to air pollution in line with the design mitigation hierarchy.
7.294 In line with policy requirements an Air Quality
Assessment has been produced and submitted, as part of
the Environmental Statement, outlining the impacts of the
proposal on local air quality. The assessment concludes
that no significant effects relating to air quality are anticipated
during demolition and construction. It is, however,
envisaged that during construction, appropriate measures to
limit dust emissions will be utilised.
7.295 Additionally, during the operational phase, the
development will not result in any significant effects on
existing receptors in terms of NO2, PM10 and PM2.5 (when
assessed against national and GLA air quality objectives)
and will therefore be air quality neutral. Further, the
assessment confirmed that air quality for future residents
would be acceptable.
7.296 A ventilation and extraction statement has been
prepared for the Leisure Centre and buildings that are likely
to require ventilation or extraction.
7.297 The kitchen within the Leisure Centre will be
attenuated to comply with the Royal Borough of Greenwich
planning requirement for noise generating plant. In order
to reduce the odour disturbance on site and improve the
dispersion into the atmosphere, the kitchen extract will
discharge at least 1m above roof over the second floor. As
such, the kitchen extract will be located at approximately
21m from the ground level and approximately 55m from
the closest residence. The discharge rate will be in excess
of 15m/s to further assist in the dispersion of odours. With
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mitigation measures in place the proposed plant will present
a ‘low-medium’ risk under the DEFRA guidance and is
considered acceptable.
Noise and Vibration
7.298 London Plan Policy D14 (Noise) expects all new
developments to mitigate and minimize the existing and
potential impacts of noise on, from, within, due to, or
in the vicinity of the new development without placing
unreasonable restrictions on existing noise generating uses.
Where relevant the agent of change principle should be
referred to.
7.299 At the local level, the Council expect all new
residential development to achieve an acceptable level of
noise insulation by means of sensitive design and layout
(Policy H5 Housing Design). To achieve a high quality of
design all developments are expected to provide a positive
relationship between the proposed and existing urban
context by taking account of acceptable noise insulation and
attenuation (Policy DH1 Design).
7.300 In line with policy expectations, a noise impact
assessment has been undertaken to ascertain the daytime
and night-time noise levels likely to be experienced by the
proposed development and surrounding properties.
7.301 The primary noise source for the site is road traffic
along Woolwich New Road and the railway line along Vincent
Road. As the development is car free, apart from blue
badge parking, it is unlikely that the development would
significantly change the level or nature of noise at the site.
7.302 During demolition and construction, it is envisaged
that the contractor will commit to limiting noise impacts
on existing receptors. With these measures in place, the
impacts will be no higher than Moderate Adverse. These
effects are temporary and short term and will be mitigated
through the Construction and Environmental Management
Plan (CEMP).
7.303 Once operational, no likely significant effects have
been identified. However, it is envisaged that there will be a
condition restricting plant noise levels. As such, no further
mitigation is required.
7.304 With the recommended measures in place,
the proposed development meets, and in certain
circumstances, exceeds planning policy requirements.
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Wind and Micro-Climate

Contamination

7.305 At the regional level the London Plan expects
all public spaces to be designed to create a comfortable
pedestrian environment with regards to levels of sunlight,
shade, wind and shelter.

7.311
At the regional level the Mayor expects London
Boroughs to work with developers to take appropriate
measures to deal with any contamination that may exist
on major development sites coming forward (Policy SD1
Opportunity Areas).

7.306 Buildings must also be designed taking account of
wind conditions around the building(s) ensuring that there
are no adverse impacts on the pedestrian environment.
7.307 A wind/micro-climate assessment forms part of
the Environmental Statement (Chapter 11). The assessment
has considered the potential effects on wind microclimate
conditions both on and off-site during construction and
operational phases.
7.308 During the demolition and construction phase
the impacts have been assessed as negligible both on
and off-site. Therefore, no mitigation measures have been
proposed.
7.309 Wind tunnel testing of the Proposed Development,
within the context of existing surrounding developments,
4 seating areas as having wind conditions one category
windier than required, representing minor adverse effects.
All other areas within and surrounding the development
would have suitable wind conditions for the proposed uses
representing moderate beneficial to negligible effects.
7.310
Mitigation measures have been recommended for
the identified areas including the addition of 1.5m, dense
shrubs to the rear of the four seating locations within the
Block B and C courtyard and Block E communal terrace.
With these measures in place, the effects are negligible.
Thus, the scheme is in accordance with recommended
guidance and relevant planning policy.

7.312
In line with London-wide expectation, the Royal
Borough of Greenwich provide guidance to developers
bringing forward development on (suspected) contaminated
land. Core Strategy Policy Ee (contaminated land) states
that, where contamination is found, the Royal Borough will
need to be assured that the development can be built and
occupied safely without any adverse environment or health
impacts, otherwise conditions requiring full remedial action
will be imposed to deal with:
■ The particular type of contamination,
■ Problems of the ground exhalation of gases,
■ Protection of controlled waters, and
■ Restoration of land to a beneficial use.

7.313
A ground investigation report forms part of the
Environmental Statement to assess the suitability of the site
for the proposed uses. The report confirms that there will
not be any cumulative effects on ground conditions from the
Proposed Development and other committed developments
in the immediate area. Further, no likely significant effects
have been identified during demolition and construction
or once complete or operational. In addition, no additional
cumulative effects have been identified during demolition
and construction or once complete and operational.
Unexploded Ordnance
7.314
A UXO assessment has been undertaken and
assessed the site to be medium risk in areas that have
not been developed ‘post-war’. As such, an intrusive
magnetometer survey of all pile locations has been
recommended in areas of medium risk.
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Socio-Economics
7.315
A socio-economics assessment of the
development is contained within the Environmental
Statement, which considers the effects arising from
demolition, construction, the delivery of the new uses and
wider indirect and induced impacts from the Proposed
Development.
7.316
The Environmental Statement considers the
significance of adverse residual effects from the proposed
development to include the temporary effect of the loss of
the existing housing and permanent employment on-site,
the permanent effect on primary and secondary school
place availability and primary healthcare availability for new
residents. A number of mitigation measures are proposed in
order to alleviate these impacts of development, as set out
below:
■ In order to mitigate against the adverse impact of loss of

employment from current site occupiers being displaced,
the Council has committed to working with GLLaB to
assist occupiers in securing alternative accommodation
within Woolwich that will allow them to continue their
business activities from another premises.
■ The residents of Troy Court have been offered new

homes within the Borough by the Council. The majority
have now moved from Troy Court. All residents of Troy
Court have a right to return to the site once new homes to
be let by the Council on the Site are complete.
■ To mitigate the permanent impacts on schools and

primary healthcare the proposed development will
subject to Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) which
will be used to pay for upgrades needed to social
infrastructure as set out within the Council’s Regulation
123 list. Further details of anticipated CIL and planning
obligations are set out within Section 8.0 of this
Statement.
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7.317
With consideration to the beneficial residual effects
of the development proposals, the Environmental Statement
sets out a series of minor and moderate beneficial effects,
including:
■ the creation of construction jobs (an average of 138 direct

FTE construction workers for the entire duration of the 72
month build);
■ construction induced employment (through worker

spending) (equivalent to a further 72 FTE indirect and
induced jobs);
■ the creation of 58 apprenticeship opportunities over the

course of the construction of the development;
■ development contributing to Greenwich’s housing need

(482 new homes in a variety of tenures);
■ beneficial effects on the local economy from council

tax and new household expenditure (estimated £0.5m
per annum in Council Tax [before discounts] and
estimated £5m spend per annum on convenience goods,
commercial and leisure services and food and drink
services);
■ health and wellbeing benefits from access to modern

facilities;
■ town centre vitality enhancement from leisure centre

visitors; and
■ provision of social infrastructure including play space.

7.318
The Socio-Economic Chapter concludes that the
proposed development will have a significant beneficial
effect on the supply of housing within the Royal Borough.
Further significant effects include the availability of schools
and primary healthcare provision within the local area, and
are expected to be mitigated through the payment of CIL.
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❚ 8 Planning Obligations and CIL

8.1

Planning Obligations

8.2
Under S106 of the Town and Country Planning Act
1990, as amended, local planning authorities have the power
to enter into planning obligations with any person interested
in their land for the purpose of restricting or regulating the
development or use of the land.
8.3
The NPPF (paragraphs 57-58) states that local
planning authorities should consider whether otherwise
unacceptable development could be made acceptable with
conditions or planning obligations. Planning obligations
should only be used where it is not possible to address
unacceptable impacts through a planning condition.
8.4
At the local level, RB Greenwich also provides
guidance on how the Borough will seek appropriate
planning obligations. Further, the Planning Obligations SPD
provides detailed guidance on the type and scale of planning
obligations for development proposals.
8.5
The Proposed Development will be subject to a
S106 Agreement. The nature of the Section 106 contribution
will be discussed and agreed with planning officers during
the determination of the Application.
8.6

8.7

Draft Heads of Terms are set out below:

Financial

■ Legal Fees - covering the council’s cost of preparing the

agreement.
■ Monitoring – covering the costs of RB Greenwich’s

monitoring of S106 compliance, e.g. Travel Plans
■ Carbon Offset Contribution – to offset the carbon

emissions to achieve Net Zero for both the commercial
and residential aspects of the scheme.
■ Employment and Training - including financial

contributions towards employment and construction
training (GLLAB), unless bespoke training/employment
package is secured.
■ Transport / Highways – contributions towards the

following initiatives, not covered by CIL, where
appropriate.

8.8

Non-Financial

■ Affordable Housing – comprising the obligations on the

Applicant and Council on the delivery of the affordable
housing within the development (which is subject to
a viability assessment). This will detail the provision
by habitable room (35%), tenure split, details of the
affordability criteria and the implementation review
mechanism.
■ Review – where a planning obligation agreement includes

specific provision for the review of the amount or nature of
any service/facility provided under a planning obligation.
■ Transport / Highways – s278 improvements;
■ Car Free development – limiting access to CPZ permits.
■ Leisure and residential travel plans
■ Accessible parking spaces – limiting leases of accessible

car parking spaces to those residents with specific needs
■ Public Realm Access – provisions to ensure public realm

improvements are delivered and accessible to all.
■ Local labour and construction – apprentices and training

for local workforce.

8.9

Community Infrastructure Levy

8.10
The site is subject to Community Infrastructure Levy
(CIL) at both the Mayoral and Local level.
8.11
The Mayor adopted its “MCIL2” Charging Schedule
in April 2019, which sets out a flat rate £25 per sqm for all
development (except health, medical and education) use.
8.12
RB Greenwich adopted its CIL Charging Schedule
in March 2015, which came into effect the following month.
The Site is located within CIL Charging Zone 1 which attracts
a charge of £70 per sgm for residential uses and £0 rate
for the other uses proposed in this scheme. RB Greenwich
publishes its Annual CIL Rate Summary, which for 2021
increases the rate to account for indexation to £90 per sqm.
8.13
The Requisite CIL forms have been submitted in
support of the application, with the final amount payable to
be calculated prior to the commencement of development.

■ Adult cycle training programme – to promote sustainable

modes of transport.
■ Legible London Signage and Wayfinding – to support

access to the leisure centre in line with TfL standards.
■ Cycle infrastructure improvements.
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❚ 9 Conclusion

9.1
The Woolwich Leisure Centre Scheme Site is a
highly accessible and prominent site in Woolwich Town
Centre. It comprises underused brownfield land with
significant opportunity for redevelopment. The Site is within
the Woolwich Opportunity Area identified in the London
Plan and the Woolwich Town Centre Strategic Development
Location identified in the Royal Greenwich Local Plan:
Core Strategy with Detailed Policies. The site is allocated
for mixed use development including a leisure centre and
commercial and residential uses in the emerging Royal
Borough of Greenwich Local Plan: Site Allocations Proposed
Submission document. It is well placed to deliver on a
number of strategic and local planning and regeneration
objectives.
9.2
This Application proposes redevelopment of the
site through a high-quality design-led scheme that includes
a replacement leisure centre fronting Woolwich New Road,
482 new homes including 168 affordable homes, 1,070sqm
of commercial floorspace and retention of the façade of the
Bull Tavern building, along with significant improvements to
the public realm.
9.3
The submission of this application follows extensive
pre-application and local community engagement (as set
out in the submitted Statement of Community Engagement)
and the scheme has evolved in response to this process (as
set out in the submitted Design and Access Statement).
9.4
The Planning and Affordable Housing Statement
has assessed the Proposed Development against the
key development plan policies, National Planning Policy
Framework objectives and other material considerations.
It has identified how it will directly respond to policy
requirements and deliver significant benefits to Woolwich
and its community, specifically:
■ A replacement modern leisure centre befitting Woolwich

and making a direct contribution to health, well-being
and active lifestyles. It will provide a qualitative and
quantitative improvement on the existing and aging
Waterfront Leisure Centre.
■ Linking the new leisure centre with the Tramshed Theatre

to encourage and facilitate interaction and linked trips.
■ 482 high quality new homes (458 net new homes),

including 168 affordable homes and 10% wheelchair user
dwellings. These will be provided in a range of sizes and
contribute to a mixed and balanced community.
■ Public realm and biodiversity enhancements including

2,550sqm of landscaped space and a new community
square for local events and entertainment.
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■ An estimated 108 on-site jobs in the new leisure centre

and commercial spaces, and some 138 temporary
construction jobs and apprenticeships during the build
period
■ Increased local spending in the Woolwich Town Centre

economy from enhanced footfall from visitors to the
leisure centre and new residents.
■ Making the best use of previously developed brownfield

land in a highly accessible town centre, optimising the site
for a mix of uses.
■ Providing a significant next step in the regeneration of

Woolwich Town Centre, complementing other recent
and current developments and Council initiatives and
contributing to the London Plan objective of Woolwich
becoming a Metropolitan Centre.
■ A high-quality design that will significantly enhance the

appearance of the site and is underpinned by the four
key themes of character, connectivity, community and
quality.
9.5
Some limited conflict with the development plan
and resultant planning harm has been identified. Principally
this relates to the loss of the Bull Tavern building as a
public house and the loss of retail use in the town centre.
However, this planning harm has been mitigated through the
integration of the retained Bull Tavern building façade within
a flexible commercial space that will maintain a use that
allows public access and a use that will serve a wider local
community
9.6
Notwithstanding this limited conflict, the Proposed
Development is in accordance with the development
plan’s aspirations, fully complying with the key strategic
growth, regeneration, leisure and housing policies and their
objectives, the most important policies to the determination
of the application. In addition, there are many material
considerations heavily weighing in favour of the Proposed
Development; most notably its contribution to healthy
and active lifestyles, boosting the local economy and its
overall regenerative benefits. Accordingly, the identified
residual adverse impacts of the Proposed Development are
outweighed by the significant planning and public benefits
that will be delivered.
9.7
In summary, the Proposed Development of the
Woolwich Leisure Centre Site will deliver a new leisure
centre, a significant number of new homes, modern
commercial spaces and a high-quality public realm where
people will want to live, work, exercise and relax.
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